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THE METALOGICON

PROLOGUE
I believe that there is hardly anything human, which is so free
from defect as to be completely immune from detraction. For what
is bad is deservedly denounced; while what is good is maliciously
slandered. l Reconciled to this, I have steeled myself to bear with
patience the darts of detractors. Which resignation is especially
necessary, since, in accordance with the divine plan, mother nature
has brought us forth in our present day, and in this region of the
world, while fate has assigned us the lot of being associated with
those who would rather criticize the works of others than look
after, order, and reform their own lives. [To the latter applies the
saying:]
Not a one attempts to examine his own conscience,
Rather, each stares at the bag on the back of the fellow in front. 2

While it is true that, by keeping silent, I might have avoided being
criticized by scholars and those who make a profession of philosophy, I was utterly at a loss to evade the snapping teeth of my fellow
members of the court. Being respectful to all and injuring no one
used, of yore, to assure one of popularity. Such was the formula
given by the comic poet, whereby "One can gain praise unmixed
with envy, and win for himself friends." 3 In our day, however,
the aforesaid policy rarely even suffices to repress the envy of onc's
comrades. The habit of obedience is branded as a stigma of servility,
and the absence of guilt is deemed an admission of impotence. A
Cf. Ovid, Pant., iii, 4, 74. (For full data on references cited . sce the bibliography.)
Persius, Sal., j"., 23. 24. This is a reference to the fable that everyone, while conscious of the faults of others, thrusts his own into a bag on his back. where he cannot
sec: them.
'Terencc, And., i, I, 35-39 (62-66).
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person who is quiet is accused of ignorance, one who is fluent is
classed with the garrulous. A man whose manner is serious is sus·
pected of dark designs, one of less gravity is charged with levity and
incompetence. Anyone who makes an effort to be modest in word
and action is adjudged to be a sycophant, who is courting popularity. Even where actual bickering is absent, ill feeling is hardly
ever at rest. Had I wasted my every moment in the company of my
fellow members of the court, frittering away all my time in gambling, hunting, and like frivolous pastimes: they could not now be
slandering my writings, just as I cannot find any of theirs to challenge." However, I am little concerned if what I write is criticized
by persons who magnify the judgment of comedians and actors,"
and quake as groveling slaves for fear Thais' or Thraso," Callirrhoe,9
or Bathyllus lO may say or think something deprecatory about them.
On the other hand, if professors of philosophy" persecute an admirer
of those who philosophize, clearly they are doing me an injustice
and are poorly repaying my devotion. Even though I cannot be one
of them, I am certainly endeavoring to love, honor, and respect
them. The support of scholars is due me, inasmuch as I am defending, to the full extent of my capabilities,12 what they are or what
they have been. If I have succeeded, thanks and a reward are due
me for the happy event; whereas even if I have failed, I still deserve
the same for my good intentions, in accordance with the quotation:
You declare that I have accomplished naught, and have lost the case;
But so much the more are you indebted to me, 0 Sextus, because [ have
been put to shame. I!

I do not exclude abler men from pleading the cause of scholarship,
when I attest my own devotion. Let the more distinguished author• Cf. Po/icruriros, i, 4 If.
6 Evidently a play on the fact that his fellow cDueliers, who were criticizing John's
writings. had nunc of their own, since they had wasted all their time on tri8es.

• Cf. I Corinthians, iv, 3
Thais: a prostitute in Terencc's comedy Eun"chuJ.
• Thraso: a boastful soldier in the same corned»,

1
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Callirrhoc: prou;lbl}' :1 female dancer; d . Pcrsius, Sal.,
Bathyllus: 3. comic dancer: cf. Pasiu5. Sol., v, 123.

i. 134.
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pro/rSloTt'S,

professors of philosophy: those who teach philosophy or make

profession of philosophizing.
qutJii possum
U Martial, Ef'igr .. viii, 17.
11
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itativcly lend their mighty hand to silence all opposition, and to incline the scales in favor of the logicians. Since, however, the labors
of the latter [logicians] were being lampooned as a waste of time,
and my opponent was goading me on by his almost daily controversies, finally, indignant and objecting, I took up his challenge and
determined to strike down his calumnies even as they issued from
his mouth. Hence, I have planned my work to answer his objections.
I have thus often omitted more important points in order to refute
his arguments. It was he, indeed, who determined the course of our
discussion. My friends pressed me to compose" this work, even if I
had practically to throw the words together. I' For I had neither the
leisure nor energy to enter into a subtle analysis of opinions, much
less to polish my style. My regular duties have consumed all my time,
save that required for eating and sleeping. By the commission of
my 10rd,18 whom I cannot disappoint, the responsibility!1 for the
whole of Britain, as far as ecclesiastical matters l8 are concerned, is
on my shoulders. Administrative concerns and the [time-consuming] trifles of court life l • have precluded study, and the interruptions
of friends have used up practically all the time I had left. Consequently, I do not think I should be too harshly judged if any of my
statements seem insufficiently considered. On the other hand, the
credit for anything that I may say which seems more apt is to
be referred to Him without Whom human weakness is powerless."o I
am by nature too dull to comprehend the subtleties of the ancients;
I cannot rely on my memory to retain for long what I have learned;
and my style betrays its own lack of polish. This treatise, which I
have taken care to divide into four books for the reader's refreshment, is entitled THE METALOGICON!I For, in it, I undertake
to defend logic. According to the wont of writers, I have included
"dictarrm . to dictate or composC'.
"tumulluar;o urmon(; cf. Quintilian, Inst. Or.,

X, 7. §§ 12,13.
Thcobald. Archbishop of Canterbury.
17 lollicitudo; cf. AI(I., iv, 42. A great many of John's letters were written for Archbishop Theobald . Cf. Epp .• 1-25.
causas (ecclesi astical)
matters, affairs, or cases .
.. Occupations connected with his official position in the archbishop's curia .
., Cf. John, xv,S.
a Mna!ogicon, probably from P.fTa. and AO"Y'''WII: "about" or "on behalf of logic" or
11

1.

"logical studies" (the Trivium).
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various points, which each reader is at liberty to accept or reject as
he sees fit:
Some things you will read herein are excellent, some mediocre, and
several defective;
But this is inevitable-as otherwise, dear Avims, there would be no
book.22

So says Martial, and I echo him. I prefer thus to speak in lighter
vein, rather than to "start hares" with Ganymede,23 or to "Reek
of strong wine both night and day." 24 I have not been ashamed
.to cite mod erns, whose opinions in many instances, I unhesitatingly
prefer over those of the ancients. I trust that posterity will honor our
'contemporaries, for I have profound admiration for the extraordinary talents, diligent studies, marvelous memories, fertile minds,
remarkable eloquence, and linguistic proficiency of many of those
of our own day. I have purposely incorporated into this treatise
some observations concerning morals, since I am convinced that
all things read or written are useless except so far as they have
a good influence on one's manner of life. Any pretext of philosophy that does not bear fruit in the cultivation of virtue and the
guidance of one's conduct is futile and false. Being an Academician" in matters that are doubtful to a wise man, I cannot swear
to the truth of what I say. Whether such propositions may be true
or false, I am satisfied with probable certitude. 28 It is hoped that, at
your convenience, you 27 will examine all the points that I have made
in detail, since, to rest assured that my labor and expenses will not
be unavailing, I have constituted you the judge of my little works."
But should (as heaven forbid) my Alexis prefer any stageplayer, no
matter whom, to a would-be philosopher, then, "If this Alexis spurns
11

Martial, Epigr. , i, 16.

agitare: d . Thcodulus, Eclog., v, ,8 (etI. Osternacher, p. 35) .
HoraeC', Ep. , i, 19. 11 . Horace makes reference to an opinion that one must be a
goOO winebibber in order to be a successful
3,', John
here aligns himself with Cicero and the tc:achers of the Later Acadcmr. who
professed a moderate skcpticism.
III Cf. PolicralicUJ, vii, 2 .
n "you," namely Thom;]s Beckct, to whom the Melalogicon is addressed .
SI

211

John addressed the Mt'Jaiogicon , the PolicralicUI, the short

also the long Enllu/icul to Thomas Bc:cket.

and probably
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me, I will find another." 2. There are (more fully to explain my
purpose) three things that cause me to fear, and that constitute for
many writers a danger to their salvation or a loss of merit. These
(three) are: ignorance of the truth, misled or wanton statement of
falsehood, and the haughty assertion of fact. I concur with the
author of the saying that "It is safer to hear the truth than to state
it ourselves, for humility is guarded when we listen," 30 while pride
often insinuates itself when we speak. I confess that I am at fault in
all three respects. Not only am I handicapped by ignorance, but also
frequently-indeed, too frequently-I make false statements, or
maintain the truth with arrogance and pride, until reproved and
corrected by God. Hence it is that I earnestly beseech my reader
and listener to remember me in his prayers to the Most High, and
to petition God to grant me pardon for my past offenses, security
against future falls, knowledge of the truth, love of what is good, and
devotion to Himself, as well as that we may accomplish, in thought,
word, and action, what is pleasing to His divine will.
END OF PROLOGUE
., Augustine. Tract. in /oann. Et1ong., lvii,
:lLO CL Vcrgil. Eel., ii, j

1

(in Mignc, P.L., XXXV, 1790).

:Sooa: One
CHAPTER

1.

The false accusation that has evoked this rejoinder to Cornificius.

The malicious wrangler [to whom we have referred] has stirred up
against one of the most extraordinary gifts of mother nature and
grace, the embers of an outdated charge,' long since discredited and
dismissed as false and groundless by our ancestors. Barring no means
in his effort to console himself for his own want of knowledge, he
has contrived to improve his own reputation by making many others
ignoramuses like himself. For inflated arrogance is marked by an
overweening proclivity both to magnify its own good points, if it
has any, and to belittle those of others, so that, measuring itself in
comparison, it may count the shortcomings of others as signs of its
own proficiency. All who possess real insight agree that nature, the
most loving mother and wise 2 arranger of all that exists, has, among
the various living creatures which she has brought forth, elevated
man by the"privilege of reason, and distinguished him by the faculty
of speech. She has thus effected, by her affectionate care and wellordered plan, that, even though he is oppressed and handicapped by
the burden of his earthy nature and the sluggishness of his physical
body, man may still rise to higher things. Borne aloft, so to speak,
on wings of reason and speech, he is thus enabled, by this felicitous .,..
shortcut, to outstrip all other beings, and to attain the crown of true
happiness. While grace fructifies [human] nature, reason looks after
the observation and examination of facts, probes the secret depths
of nature, and estimates all utility and worth. In the meantime, the
love of good, inborn in all of us, seeks, as our natural appetite asserts
1 Src:
.• Prologue, above:. John's opponent, Cornificiu5, claimed that logical studies
:Ire: useless. Cf. also later, in this chapter .
• JiSpOs;liu;ma; cf. BiXthius, Ar;thm., i, 27 (Fricdlein, p. 55), and Consol. Phi/oJ., iv,
pr. i.
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itself, what alone or particularly seems best adapted to the attainment
of happiness." Since one cannot even imagine how any kind of happiness could exist entirely apart from mutual association and divorced
from human society, whoever assails what contributes to establish
and promote rightful order' in the latter [human society] (in a way
the sole and unique fraternity among the children of nature), would
seem to obstruct the way to beatitude for all. Having blocked the
road to peace, he incites the forces of nature to concur for the destruction of the world. This is "To sow discord among brothers,'" "to
supply arms" 6 to those at peace, and last, but not least, to establish
a new and "great chasm" between God and man: The creative
Trinity, the one true God, has so arranged the parts of the universe
that each requires the help of the others, and they mutually compensate for their respective deficiencies, all things being, so to speak,
"members one of another." 8 All things lack something when isolated, and are perfected on being united, since they mutually support
one another. What is more reliable, helpful, and efficacious for the
acquisition of happiness than virtue, which is practically the sole
means grace has provided for the attainment of beatitude? Those
who attain blessedness without meriting it by virtue, arrive at this
state by being drawn thither, rather than by going there themselves.
I consequently wonder (though not sufficiently, as it is beyond me)
what is the real aim of one who denies that eloquence should be
studied; who asserts that it comes as a natural gift to one who is not
mute, just as sight does to one who is not blind, and hearing to one
who is not deaf; and who further maintains that although nature's
gift is strengthened by exercise, nothing is to be gained by learning
the art [of eloquence], or at least that the benefit accruing is not
worth the effort that must be expended. Just as eloquence, unenlightened by reason, is rash and blind, so wisdom, without the power
of expression, is feeble and maimed. Speechless wisdom may sometimes increase one's personal satisfaction, but it rarely and only
• b(orillldo, bea titu de : perfect or com plete happiness.
• i llS , rig ht, law, rig htfu l order.
Ilpro\'c.:rbs, ,oi, 19.

• V('rgil . At'n ., i,
Luke, xvi , 26.
• Romans. xii. 5.
1
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slightly contributes to the welfare of human society. Reason, th,e
mother, nurse, and guardian of knowledge, as well as of
frequently conceives from speech, and by this same means bears\
more abundant and richer fruit. Reason would remain utterly bar-if
ren, or at least would fail to yield a plenteous harvest, if the faculty
of speech did not bring to light its feeble conceptions, and communicate the perceptions of the prudent exercise of the human mind.
Indeed, it is this delightful and fruitful copulation of reason and
speech which has given birth to so many outstanding cities, has made
friends and allies of so many kingdoms, and has unified and knit
together in bonds of love so many peoples. Whoever tries to "thrust
asunder what God has joined together" 9 for the common good,
should rightly be adjudged a public enemy. One who would eHmi- or
nate the teaching of eloquence from philosophical studies, begrudges
Mercury [Eloquence] 10 his possession of Philology," and wrests
from Philology's arms her beloved Mercury.I' Although he may
seem to attack eloquence alone, he undermines and uproots all liberal
assails the whole structure of philosophy, tears to shreds
humanity's social contract; and destroys the means of brotherly
charity and reciprocal interchange of services. Deprived of their gift
of speech, men would degenerate to the condition of brute animals,
and cities would seem like corrals for livestock, rather than communities composed of human beings united by a common bond for
the purpose of living in society, serving one another, and coOperating as friends. If verbal intercommunication were withdrawn, what
contract could be duly concluded, what instruction could be given
in faith and morals, and what agreement and mutual understanding
could subsist among men? It may thus be seen that our "Cornificius," 13 ignorant and malevolent foe of studies pertaining to e1o, Matthew, xix, 6.
10 Mercury: god of eloquence (among other things); artful c1oqut'IlCC pcn.unificc.1.
11 Phi/ologia, philosophy. or literary learning in genec;.}I, pcrsunifinl.
12 See Martianus Capdla, De Nupti;s.
13 "Cornificius"
is the nom de plume given by John to the advefs.:u)' or "logic," the
spokesman of those who advoc;Hcd less attention to "logical" studies (i.e., grammar,
rhetoric. and logic). Cornificius was a detractor of Vcrgil , mentioned in an apparent
tcrpolation in the: Vi/a Vergil;; by Donatus (in Vitoe Vt'rgi/ianal.", l'd. 'awb Brummcr, pp.
10-11, 30-32, note to line 193). The real n::Jmc: of John's "Cornificius" is uncertain,
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quence, attacks not merely one, or even a few persons, but all civilization and political organization.

CHAPTER

,/

2.

A description of Cornificius, without giIJing his
name.

I would openly identify Cornificius and call him by his own name,
I would reveal to the public his bloated gluttony, puffed-up pride,"
obscene mouth, rapacious greed, irresponsible conduct, loathsome
habits (which nauseate all about him), foul lust, dissipated appearance, evil life, and ill repute, were it not that I am restrained by
reverence for his Christian name), In view of my profession and our
I have thought it better to be
brotherly communion in the
lenient with the person, without ceding any quarter to his error. I
would reverence God, by sparing the nature, which comes from
Him, but attacking the vice, which is opposed to Him, since it corrupts the nature of which He is Author." It is but right, in resisting
an opinion, to avoid defaming the person who has sponsored it.
Nothing is more despicable than to attack the character of the proponent of a doctrine simply because his views are not to our liking.
It is far better that a false opinion be temporarily spared out of consideration for the person who holds it, provided his error is at all
, tolerable, than that the person be calumniated because of his opinion.
All cases should be judged on their own merits, and retribution
should correspond to deserts, but in such a way that gentle mercy
prevails over strict severity. In view of the aforesaid, and lest I seem
to be slandering a personal enemy, rather than seeking the correction
of error, I have omitted mention of the name by which Cornificius is
regularly known. To tell the truth, nothing is farther from fact
[than to presume that I am more interested in discrediting a personal
foe than in establishing the truth]. As far as a Christian may licitly
14 tumoum
mntlil , the swollen or bloated condition of hi s bdly and mind :
his gluttony and pride.
1(; Cf. Augustine,
C.D., xii , 3.
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do so, I would despise both the person and his opinion. But let him
snore away till midday, become drunk in his daily carousals, and
squander his time by wallowing in carnal excesses which would
shame even an Epicurean pig," as much as his heart desires. I will
confine myself to attacking his opinion, which has ruined many, as
not a few believe what he says. Despite the fact that this new Corni:
ficius is less clever than the old one, a host of fools follow him. It
is a motley crowd, made up mostly of the lazy and dull, who are
trying to seem, rather than to become wise.

CHAPTER

3.

When, hOt/!, and by whom Cornificius was educated.

I am not at all surprised that Cornificius, although he has been \
hired at a high price, and has been thrashing the air for a long time,
has taught hi\ credulous listeners to know nothing. For this was the
way in which he himself was "un taught" by his own masters. y
_bose,rather thalLelO'lUent, he is continually tossing to the winds
verbal leaves that lack the fruit of meaning. l1 On the one hand, he
assails with bitter sarcasm the statements of everyone else, without
any concern as to who they may be, in the effort to establish his own
views and overthrow the opinions of others. On the other hand, he
carefully shuns engaging in hand-ta-hand combat, and avoids basing his arguments on reason or consenting to walk together in the
field of the scriptures. IS Really, I cannot imagine what extraordinary
thing, hidden from all the wise, Cornificius has conceived in the
swollen bellows of his windy lungs, wherefore he disdains to answer
or to listen with patience to anyone else. No matter what proposition
115 porCllm

i. 4.

Epictlri, a pig or hog of Epicurus, or of the Epicurean herd ; Horaee, Ep.,

16.

IT Ct. Vergil, Aen., iii, 444 if.; vi , 74 f. The Sibyl in the cave is said to inscribe notes
and names on leaves, which are subsequently swirled about and mixed by w inds howling

through the cavC'.
18 John says that Cornificius refuses to come down to earth and argue out questions, either
on the basis of reason or of revelation. Cr. rcrome, Ep., lxxxii, I (in Mignc, P.L., XXII,
736) , The word scriplurarum might also mean "what has been written" in general ,
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is advanced, he rejects it as false, or laughs it to scorn. If you expect
him to prove his propositions, he puts you off, and when the day has
ended, you find you have been defrauded of what you were awaiting. For he does not want to cast his pearls, so he says, before strange
swine. 19 Meanwhile he pastures his [sheepish] listeners on fictions
and foibles. He boasts that he has a shortcut whereby he will make
his disciples eloquent without the benefit of any art, and philosophers
without the need of any work. He himself learned from his own
teachers what he is today passing on to his pupils. He is ladling out
the very same kind of instruction that he himself received. He will
make his disciples his equals in philosophy. What more [could they
wish] ? Will they not thus, in accordance with the saying, be perfect?
Do we not read in the Gospel: "Every disciple who becomes like his
master is perfect?" 20 What he now teaches, Cornificius learned at
time when there was no "letter" ' I in liberal studies, and everyone
sought "the spirit," which, so they tell us, lies hidden in the letter-,-He has carefully preserved this, to be heard only by the fortunate
and by "the ears of Jove" (as the saying goes)." When Cornificius
went to school, it was a dominant principle that "Hercules begets
- -Hyllus":'3 namely, that the strength and vigor of the disputant add
up to a valid argument, and that sovereignty resides in the five vowel
sounds." At that time this was considered the proper way to teach
everything. The philosophers of that day argued interminably over
such questions as whether a pig being taken to market is held by
the man or by the rope; and whether one who buys a whole cape
also simultaneously purchases the hood. Speech in which the words
"consistent" and "inconsistent," "argument" and "reason" did not
resound, with negative particles multiplied and transposed through

a

11

CL Matthew, vii, 6.

10

vi, 40.

the letter 35 opposed to the spirit, the literal sense, or perhaps learning.
Cf. Horace, Ep., i. 19. 43 .
In classical mythology, Hyllus was the son of Hercules and Deianira. Cf. Ovid,
.•
ix; and Mc/am., ix, 279. Evidently the meaning here is that a robust father begets a
:11

D

23

hc,lrty son .

.. Literally: "the five vowel sounds are five rights of sovereignty"; cf. Ragewinus,
Gell. FriJ"ici Imp., iii, 47: "Rt'gaJid [rights belonging to the crown] vC'lUl mon('tam.
IIu{oncum , p('daJiwm, portus, comitatus," in which the
syllables of the fi ..,(: nouns
contain the five vowds; 4, c, i, 0, u.
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assertions of existence and non-existence/" was entirely unacceptable.
So true was this that one had to bring along a counter whenever he
went to a disputation, if he was to keep apprized of the force of
affirmation or negation. For generally a double negative is equivalent
to affirmation, whereas the force of a negation is increased if it is
repeated an uneven number of times. At the same time, a negation
repeated over and over usually loses its effect, and becomes equivalent
to contradiction, as we find stated in the rules. In order, therefore, to
discriminate between instances of even and uneven numbers, it was
then the custom of those who had prudent foresight to bring a bag
of beans and peas'· to disputations as a reasonable expedient. Even
though one might try to get to the root of a question, noisy verbosity
would suffice to win the victory, regardless of the kind of arguments
Poets who related history were considered reprobate, and
if anyone applied himself to studying the ancients, he became a
marked man and the laughingstock of all. For he was deemed both
slower than a young Arcadian ass/ 8 and duller than lead or stone. .
Everyone enshrined his own and his master's inventions. Yet even
this situation could not abide. Students were soon swept along in the
current, and, like their fellows in error, came to spurn what they
had learned from their teachers, and to form and found new sects
of their own. Of a sudden, they blossomed forth as great philosophers. Those newly arrived in school, unable to read or write, hardly
stayed there any longer than it takes a baby bird to sprout its feathers.
Then the new masters, fresh from the schools, and fledglings, just
leaving their nests, flew off together, after having stayed about the
same length of time in school and nest. These "fresh-baked" doctors
had spent more hours sleeping than awake in their study of philosophy, and had been educated with less expenditure of effort than
those who, according to mythology, after sleeping on [Mount]
Parnassus,'· immediately became prophets. They had been trained
more rapidly than those who, after imbibing from the Castalian
• mtlilipiicaJis
PQrlicu/is cl lrmUlis
(ss( d non nu.
• Pulse and peasc, or beans and peas, with which to ke<:p track of
neg:l tions.
I'J That is, independently of whether or not the arguments really applied .
• Cf. Pcnius, Sal., iii, 9.

"Tbid., prol.,

I

If.

number of
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Fountain of the Muses, directly obtained the gift of poetry;"O or those
who, after setting eyes on Apollo, merited not only to be classed as
musicians, but even to be accepted into the company of the Muses.
What, now, did they teach? How could they allow anything to remain crude and unpolished, old and obsolete? Behold, all things
were "renovated.""1 Grammar was [completely] made over; logic
was remodeled; rhetoric was despised. Discarding the rules of their
predecessors, they brought forth new methods for the whole Quadrivium from the innermost sanctuaries" of philosophy. They
only of "consistence" or "reason," and the word "argument" .was OfL
the lips of all. To mention "an ass," "a man," or any of the works
of nature was considered a crime, or improper, crude, and alien to
a philosopher. It was deemed impossible to say or do anything "consistently" and "rationally," 33 without expressly mentioning "consistence" and "reason." Not even an argument was admitted unless it
was prefaced by its name. To act with reference to an art and according to the art were (for them) the same. They would probably teach
that a poet cannot write poetry unless he at the same time names the
verse he is using; and that the carpenter cannot make a bench unless
he is simultaneously forming on his lips the word "bench" or
"wooden seat."" The result is this hodgepodge of verbiage,'o revcled in by a foolish old man, who rails at those who respect the
founders of the arts, since he himself could see nothing useful in
these arts when he was pretending to study them.
ao Cf. Persius, loc. Cif.; Ovid, Am., i, IS. 36; Martial, Epigr .• iv, J 4. J; xii, 3. 13. The
Castalian (oumain was on Mount Parnassus, near Delphi, sacred to the Muses and to
Apollo.
al CL Apocalypse, xxi, 5.
a
aJitis: for
atiylis, from the inmost sacred
CL Macrobius, DC'. S.S .• i,
12, 18 •

• "conllt>n;t>nltT" t't ad "ralionis" normam.

"lignum, literally, wood .
• JaT/flga loqlundi; d. Pcrsius. Sal .• i. 80.
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CHAPTER

4.

lot of his companions in

After wasting their time, squandering their means, and disappointing hopes doomed to be frustrated, members of this sect have met
various lots. Some have forsaken the world to become monks or
clerics. Of these, several have subsequently recognized and corrected
their error, realizing and publicly admitting that what they had
learned was "vanity of vanities," and the utmost vanity.36 I say
"several," because even some of them have persisted in their insanity,
and, puffed up with their old perversity, have preferred remaining
foolish to learning the truth from the humble, to whom God gives
grace. 3T Having prematurely seated themselves in the master's chair,
they blush to descend to the pupil's bench.ss If you do not believe
me, enter the cloisters and look into the ways of the brothers. You
will discover there the haughtiness of Moab,s9 so extremely intensified that Moab's courage is swallowed up in arrogance. Benedict is
shocked, and laments that, partly through his own fault;o [voracious 1wolves lurk under the skins of lambs." He remonstrates that
the tonsure and sombre [religious 1 habit42 are inconsistent with
pride; or, to put it more precisely, he denounces haughtiness as alien
to the shaven head and the [drab 1 garb of a monk. Observance of
rules has come to be contemned, while a spirit of false intoxication
has insinuated itself [into the cloisters 1 under the guise of philosophy. This is a common and well-known fact in all the monastic
orders.· 3 Others, becoming cognizant of their inadequate grounding
in philosophy, have departed to Salerno or to Montpellier;' where
• Eccicsi3StcS, i, 1; xii, 8.
J'I' James, iv, 6: I Peter, v, 5.

-formam discip"li. the disciple's or pupil's form, c1alis, or bench.
:. Jcn:miah. xlviii, 29.
'0
4.1

Because these monks profcssnf to follow the Rule of St. Bcncdict.
Matthew, "ii, 15.

pullam unUm, the blackish or dark-ealored habit of the monks.
Literally: in evcr),
habit and [form of] profession.
"Salcrno was the site of a famous old medical school, while Montpdlicr had a growing
d

U

mnhcal school of more recent origin.
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they have become medical students. Then suddenly, in the twinkling
of an eye, they have blossomed forth as the same kind of physicians
that they had previously been philosophers. Stocked with fallacious
empirical rules [for handling various cases] they return after a brief
interval to practice with sedulity what they have learned. Ostentatiously they quote Hippocrates and Galen, pronounce mysterious
words, and have [their] aphorisms ready to apply to all cases. Their
strange terms serve as thunderbolts which stun the minds of their
fellow men. They are revered as omnipotent, because this is what
they boast and promise. However, I have observed that there are
two rules that they are more especially prone to recall and put into
practice. The first is from Hippocrates (whom they here misinterpret): "Where there is indigence, one ought not to labor." 46 Verily
they have judged it unfitting, and foreign to their profession, to
attend the needy and those who are either loath or unable to pay
the full price, if it be only for their words. Their second maxim does
not come, as I recollect, from Hippocrates, but has been added by
enterprising doctors: "Take [your fee] while the patient is in
pain." When a sick person is tortured by suffering, it is a particularly auspicious time for demanding one's price. For then the anguish
of the illness and the avarice of the one affecting to cure it collaborate. If the patient recovers, the credit will go to the doctor, whereas
if he grows worse, the medico's reputation will still be enhanced,
since he has already predicted such an outcome to his intimates. The
wily physician has, indeed, made it impossible for his predictions not
to be realized. To one he has foretold that the patient's health will
be restored; while to another he has declared that it is impossible
for the sick man to recover. If a patient has the good fortune to survive, he does so easily, except so far as the bungling medico may
delay his recovery. But if he is fated to succumb, then, as Soli ius
Sidonius remarks, "he is killed with full rites." H How could it be
otherwise? Can the secret and hidden recesses" of nature be charted

<.

,:, HipPOCf3t<'S. Aph., ii, 16. What Hippocratc:s actually says is that a fasting man
should not 1;I1>or .
•• Dllm doln
cf.
Sau;taris Salcrnirantlm (ed. Darcmbcrg), p. 252 .
U Sollius Sidonius, Ep., ii, 12, § 3.
48 cllnicltios, subterranean caves or passages, depths or innermost recesses.
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by one who is utterly ignorant of all philosophy? Can they be understood by one who knows neither how to speak correctly, nor to com-,
prehend what is written or spoken? There are practically as many
sets of terminology as there are branches of learning, and often '
authors differ as much in their use of language as they do in physical
appearance. One man may resemble another; but not even twins
are identical in all respects. Occasionally one voice sounds like another, but not even sisters, nor, if you will, the Muses themselves,
have exactly the same tone of speech. Although voices may harmonize, they yet remain distinct, individual entities, and this variety,
when properly blended in due proportion, provides a symphony,
which is, in a way, more welcome to the ear than would have been
the case had similarity meant sameness. Tongues each possess their
own idioms, and everyone has his own way of expressing himself.
One who fails to take cognizance of this, cannot philosophize any
more easily than he could make a magpie that is parroting human
words be equivalent to a man"· Others have, like myself, fettered
themselves to the trifling concerns of court. M Borne along by the
lavor of the great, they can aspire to wealth, which they recognize is
not rightfully theirs, and which they know, and admit in their own
conscience, they do not deserve, no matter what they may outwardly
pretend. I will not here discuss their ways, for my Policraticus delves
into the latter at length, although it cannot hope to ferret out all
their tricks, which would be beyond the powers of any mere human.
Still others have, as Cornificius, gravitated to common, worldly occupations. They pay no heed to what philosophy teaches, and what
'it shows we should seek or shun. They have only one concern: to
"Make money, by fair means, if possible, but otherwise in any way
at all."·1 They lend out cash at interest,"2 alternately accumulating
uneven round-numbered sums and increasing these to even multiple
round numbers by their additions.'3 They deem nothing sordid and
., Cf. Persius. Sal., pea1.. 9-10.
GO nugis cmialiblls. the tfiR!.:s of the court, or official position;
151 HOface. Ep., i, t, 65. 66.

cf. John's Po[icra/;cus.

pu'Un;am . money loaned at interest, or usurious monc:y; $Cc SuctoniU5, Cal.,
4"
Ilol This is evidently a reference to Horace, where he speaks of "rounding off," in suc·
cession, one thousand, two thousand. three thousand, and four thousand talents; cf.
Horace, Ep., i, 6, 34 .
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inane, save the straits of poverty. Wisdom's only fruit, for them, is
wealth. They hold as a maxim those lines of the moral poet:
Queen Money has within her power the bestowal of both good name
and beauty,
While the Goddesses of Persuasion" and Charm" are consorts of the
man of

At the same time, of course, they do not realize he said it, for they
will have none of him.
All the aforesaid fellows have emerged from this "quasi-Quadrivium," GT which is indispensable in their eyes, as philosophers baked
over night.'s Like Cornificius, they had come to despise not only
our Trivium, but also the whole Quadrivium. Subsequently, as we
have said above, they have either merged into the cloisters under the
cloak of religion; or, have sought refuge in medicine, with the pretext of philosophizing and working for the common good; or have
insinuated themselves into illustrious houses, behind a veil of honor,
whereby they would shine and be exalted; or finally, have been
sucked into the abyss of avaricious money-making,"" pleading need
and duty, but really thirsting for lucre. This is so true that, in comparison with such "proficient philosophers" (or to be more precise,
"deficient philosophers"), any vulgar villain would seem but an
amateur in crime. eo
Suadda : the goddess of persuasion or eloquence.
Venus: the goddess of love. beauty, or charm.
Y Horace, Ep., i. 6, 37. 38.
fIf 'ohn here evidently refers to the four alternative pursuits mentioned above as open
to students of "the Quadrivium according to Cornificiu5," namely: service of the CRtrrdr
as monks or clerics, the medical profc5sion, official position at COULt, and
__
monc}'·making business.
M
literally, all of a sudden.
lie Scc: Vakrius Maximus. Facl. d Die/., ix, 4. Also cf. Iluracc, lac. cil.
10 rudis ad (iagi/;a.
N
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5.

What great men that tribe dares defame, and why
they do this.

Master Gilbert,·l who was then chancellor at Chartres, and afterwards became the reverend Bishop of Poitiers, was wont to deride
or deplore, I am not sure which, the insanity of his time. When he
would observe the aforesaid individuals scurrying off to the abovementioned studies, he used to predict that they would end up as
bakers-the one occupation, which, according to him, usually received all those among his people·' who were unemployed and
lacked any particular skill. For baking is an easy trade, subsidiary
to the others, and especially suited to those who are more interested
in bread than in skilled workmanship. Others, who were [real]
lovers of learning,63 set themselves to counteract the error. Among
the latter were Master Thierry," a very assiduous investigator of the
arts; William of Conches,·' the most accomplished grammarian
since Bernard of Chartres;"· and the Peripatetic from Pallet,6T who
1.1 In t 137 Gilbert de la PonCe held the office: of chancellor at Chartres, in which posi·
tion he: possibly remained until 1139. John, who was in the school at Chartres from
1137 to 1140, came: to know him there, and in 11';0 again sought him out in Paris,
where he: listened to him "on logical and divine: subjects." (C£. Alr/" H, 10.) Gilbert
became Bishop of Poiticrs in 11.P. and lived until 1154. He wrote a ubtT
ut
principiis, which was appended to (:ariicr editions of Aristotle's Organon. and a Cam·
mNuorium in Borth;; J..jbrllm dr Trinitau (in Mignc, P.L.. LXIV, 1255 ft.).

-In Poitou.
U IiIUrarum, of letters. litcr.J.lure, or learning.
.. Theodoric or Thil'rry of Chanres, brother of Bernard of Chanres, W3S a teacher at
Chartres when Bcrnard W<lS chancdlor there. Thicrry may have succeeded Gilbert of
Poitiers as chancellor at Chartres. ct Clerval, us tco/(S
Chanru, pp. 169 if., 254 If.;
and MC-I., iii. 5: iv, 24 .
• William of Conches was a disciple of Bernard of Chartres (cf. Md., i, 24). He
wrote a little book c;lllcd Phi/osophia, as well as the Dragrnaticon, a work composed
in dramatic style in the form of a dialogue, glosses on Plato's Timat'us, and a commentary
on Bocthius' Dc- Conso/ationt' phi/asaphiat'. Williaffi taught Henry 11 of England, as is
evident from what he S3yS in the preface to his Dragmaticon, addressed to Henry's father,
Geoifrey (ed. Argentoratum, 1567, pp. 3, 4) .
• Bcrnard taught at Chartres in I I IS, and was chancellor there in 1 J 24; he died in
1130. Cf. Ml'I., i, 24. Scc Poole, IIIIII/ra/ions o} /h( History 0/ .\ (cdlacva/ Thought,
App., v, vi, vii.
r. P('Tipa/CliclII Pa/alinus, Pc:ter Abdard.
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won such distinction in logic over all his contemporaries that it was
thought that he alone really understood Aristotle. But not even all
these [great scholars] were able to cope with the foolish ones. They
themselves became [temporarily] insane while combating insanity,
and for quite a time floundered in error while trying to correct it.
The fog, however, was soon dispelled. Thanks to the work and diligence of these masters, the arts regained their own, and were reinstated in their pristine seat of honor. Their popularity and good fame
were even increased after their exile, as by the right of those who
return home after having been held captive by the enemy.6S Cornificius begrudged the arts their good fortune. Jealousl y feeling it
would be a disgrace for one advanced in years to go to school, and
for an old man to be shown up as but a boy in understanding, he
set himself to carping on what he despaired of learning. He criticized everyone else's views, since he saw that all thought differently
from himself. Even so the fox growls at the cherries·· that he despairs
of reaching, and, in the words of the rustic proverb, he "slurs as
useless what he cannot have." This is the [true] explanation of the
wrath, the tears,"o and the indignation which the Cornificians have
conceived against the students of the aforesaid wise men. Here is
[the real reason] why they gnash their teeth and "break," as is said,
"their jaw tooth" 71 on the soundness of these masters. They even
presume (though on the sly, because they would not dare do this
openly) to extinguish those most brilliant lights of the Gauls, the
brother theologians Anselm 72 and Rudolph/ 3 who have lent luster
to Laon, and whose memory is happy and blessed." They do this
despite the fact that no man has with impunity wounded the aforesaid, who have displeased only heretics76 and those enmeshed in
•
postliminii, "the right of posdimium": the right of one returning to the Empire
after having been held captive by the enemy; cf. Justinian, Tnslit. , i, 12, S 5; Dig. , xli.x,
15. § 5; Cod., viii, 50, § 19 .
• ctTasa, cherries; also used in lieu of grapes by Abelard. when he quotes this wellknown fable in his InUUliva in
ignarum
(Dpp. cd. Cousin, I, 695).
10 hine
Tcrence, Andr., i, I, 99.
n Persiu5, Sal., i, I 15.
71 Anselm of Laon, teacher and dean of the school at Laon, died in 1117.
'I'J Rudolph of Laon, brother of Anselm, was his successor in the school at Laoo.
n Ecclesiasticus, xlv, I.
,.3 hn'clicis. may refer to Abclard (cf. Hisl. CaJ., chaps. 3. 4) .
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wickedness. They speak plainly and in no proverbs;6 however, about
Alberic of Rheims" and Simon of Paris!· They not only deny that
the followers of the latter are philosophers; they will not even admit
they are clerics. They will hardly concede that they are men, but
rather ridicule them as "Abraham's oxen" or "Balaamite asses," 7.
and call them by the most sarcastic and insulting names they can
find. William of Champeaux,"o according to them, is convicted of
error by his own writings.BI Master Hugh of St. Victor·' barely
escapes, being spared more in consideration of his religious habit,
than out of admiration for his learning or doctrines, as they defer not
to him, but to God in him. Robert Pullen,"s whom all good men hold
in happy memory, would be called "an ass's foal,"·' were they not
held back by their deference for the Apostolic See, which raised this
former scholastic doctor·' to the office of chancellor. Indeed, in order
that his sect may have greater license to slander others, the father of
the [Cornifician] family externally professes the religious life
(though the Lord knows and will judge his [secret] intentions). He
"Cl. John, xvi, 29.
TT

John here apparently refers to that Alberic of Rheims mentiont'd by Abelard in his

Hisl. Ca/., chaps. 4. 9 ; by St. Bc:rnard in his Ep., 13 ; and by John himself in his Hisl.

Pant., chap, 8. Alberic for some time directed the schools of Rheims as archdeacon. He
was promotw to the archbishopric of Bourges in 1137 ; and died in II4I. He was a
disciple of William of Champcaux, and an opponent of Abelard.
78
Parisit'nu may very well be the same as the Simon Pcxiaunsis, who lectured
on theology at Paris, according to John , Md., ii, 10.
n CL Genesis, xxi, 27.
III William of Champcaux was a disciple of Ansdm of Laon, and an archdeacon of the
church of Paris. He went to the old hermitage of St. Victor in the vicinity of Paris in
J J 08. There, after taking the canonical habit, he founded the famous monastery of that
name, where Hugh of St. Victor later became a teacher. The story of the controversy
between William and Abdard, at onc time William's disciple, is told in Abdard's Hisl.
Col., chap. 2. William was consecrated Bishop of Chalons·sur·Marne in 1113, blessed
St. Bernard as Abbot of Clairvaux in 1115. and died in I I :l2.
11 Cf. Abdard, H isl. Cal., chap. 2.
IS Hugh of St. Victor, a famous theologian and scholar, was canon in the Abbey of
St. Victor at MarS(:illes, and afterward canon and teacher in the Abbey of St. Victor at
Paris. He died in J 14 I.
81 Robert Pullen was archdeacon of Rochester from 1138 to 1143. St. Bernard, in his
Ep., 205 (in Migne, P.L., CLXXXII. 372), writing to the Bishop of Rochester, says:
"I have urged Robert Pullen to spcnd some time in Paris, because of his recognized
sound te;Jching." Roocrt was called to Rome in 1144, where he became a cardinal , and
held the office of chancellor until 1J46. Cf. Md., ii. 10.
'" filius IIIbillgalis. literally a "foal used to the )'oke." Sce Matthew, xxi,S. where this
rders to a young ass (pul/III
This is evidently a play on Robert's cognomen,
Pu//m or Pullen.
55 Or: Master of the Schools.
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has cultivated the friendship of the Cistercians, the Cluniacs, the Premonstratensians, and others of even better reputation, to the end of
acquiring reflected luster_ I am resigned to suffering detraction at the
hands of his breed with composure. I admit that I have studied under
, some of the aforesaid masters,S6 as well as under their disciples; and
acknowledge that from them I have learned what little I know. For
I have not taught myself as has Cornificius. I have little concern
about what nonsense Cornificius cawsS7 into the ears of his followers.
One who will not acknowledge the author of his own progress in ungrateful and perverse. But enough of this. Disregarding the personal
faults of Cornificius, let us refute his erroneous doctrine.

CHAPTER

6.

The arguments on which Cornificius bases his
contention.

In the judgmentSS of Cornificius (if a false opinion may be called a
judgment), there is no point in studying the rules of e!oquellce,
which is a gift that is either conceded or denied to each individual by
nature. Work and diligence are superfluous where nature has spontaneously and gratuitously bestowed eloquence, whereas they are
futile and silly where she has refused to grant it. Generally the
( maxim that HA person can do just as much as nature allows," is
, accepted as an axiom. s9 Thus prudent and reliable historians are
sure that Daedalus did not really fly, for nature had denied him
wings, but say, rather, that he evaded the wrath of the tyrant by
quickly departing aboard a ship.90 The device of learning precepts in
order to become eloquent fails to accomplish its object. Even the
• Namely, Thicrry of Chartres. \Villi3m of Conches, Abdard. and others.
In' cornicetur, apparently a pun on the name Cornificius.
• ufJunlia. judgment, doctrine.
• maximarum propositionum, the highest propositions, first principlesi cf. Beethius,
Comm. in Top. Cic., i (in Migne. P.L., LXIV, 1051): "By the highest and greatrst propositions we mean those propositions which arc universal, and arc so well known and
evident that they need no proof, but instead themselves prove things that are in doubt."

.., r:r.

Scrvius, Ad. Vac .

.. vi. q.
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most diligent study of rules cannot possibly make one eloquent. The
use of language and speech suffices for intercourse among fellow
countrymen, whereas he who most assiduously employs his faculty
of speech becomes most fluent. This is evident with the Greeks and
Latins; the Gauls and Britons will also bear witness to it; nor is it
otherwise among the Scythians and Arabs. Everywhere it is true that
"Practice makes perfect,"·r and "Persevering application surmounts
all obstacles," "2 for assiduous devotion to an art produces the master
workman. Even though rules may be of some help in acquiring eloquence, still they involve more trouble than they are worth, and the
return never compensates for the investment. The Greeks and
Hebrews use their languages to advantage without bothering about
rules; and the peoples of Gaul and Britain, as well as others, learn
how to talk in their nurses' arms [long] before they receive instruction from doctors who occupy official chairs. The way one talks in
manhood often smacks of the manner of speech of one's nurse.
Sometimes the [most] strenuous efforts of teachers cannot extricate
one from habits imbibed at a tender age. How well and effectively
do all the peoples speak in the languages they have been granted by
divine providence! Did they first have to await the art of verbal expression"' or the rules of eloquence? Finally [Cornificius argpes],
what can eloquence and philosophy possibly have in common
former relates to language, but the latter seeks after, investigates, and\
applies itself to learning the ways of wisdom, which it sometimes
efficaciously apprehends by its study. Clearly the rules of eloquence
confer neither wisdom nor love of wisdom. More often than otherwise, they are not even helpful for the acquisition of wisdom. Philosophy (or wisdom, its object) is concerned not with words, but with
facts. From what has been said [if we are to believe Cornificius 1, it
is evident that philosophy eliminates the rules of eloquence from its
activities.
magistrum
cf. Cic(:co,
Orat., i. 4. S 15.
Vcrgil,
.• i, 145.
arUm ora/ion is, the art of speech, verbal or oral expression, oratory or rhetoric.
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7.

Praise of Eloquence.

The foolish flock of Cornificians caws away·' (in a language all their
own), evidencing that they have contemned every rule of speech.
For, as they themselves inform us, they cannot simultaneously take
care to make sense and also to worry about the troublesome agreement of tenses and cases. We refrain from comment. The sect may
still perceive the truth, even while it is lying, but this condition surely
cannot endure. A man who is a liar in word and spirit will come
to believe the falsehood he peddles. According to the Cornificians,
"Rules of eloquence are superfluous, and the possession or lack of
eloquence is dependent on nature." What could be farther from the
truth? What is eloquence but the faculty of appropriate and effective
. verbal expression? •• As such, it brings to light and in a way publishes what would otherwise be hidden in the inner recesses of man's
consciousness.9 " Not everyone who speaks, nor even one who says
what he wants to in some fashion, is eloquent. He alone is eloquent
who fittingly and efficaciously·' expresses himself as he intends. This
appropriate effectiveness·· postulates a faculty (so called from facility), to follow our wont of imitating the concern of the Stoics about
the etymologies of words as a key to easier understanding of their
meanings. One who can with facility and adequacy verbally express
his mental perceptions is eloquent. The faculty of doing this is
appropriately called "eloquence." For myself, I am at a loss_to see-how anything could be more generally useful: more helpful in acquiring wealth, more reliable for winning favor, more suited for
gaining fame, than is eloquence. Nothing, or at least hardly anything, is to be preferred to this [precious] gift of nature and grace.
• , Corninlfur. above, chap. 5.
III

Litcrallr: "of fittingly s:a)'ing what our mind wants to express"; cf. Ciccro, D(

O,"al. , i. Cl, § 21, pauim.
\oIIJ Li(t'rally: "the heart ," as the supposed seat of consciousness.
t7
fittingl)', appropriately. and cffccrin:ly .
M commod;/IlS. fitness. appropriate dlcctivencss. easy :Hi<:quacy.
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Virtue and wisdom, which perhaps, as Victorinus believes"· differ
in name rather than in substance, rank
among desiderata, but
eloquence comes second. Third is health, and after this, in fourth
place, the good will of one's associates and an abundance of goods,
to provide the material instruments of action. The moralist lists
things to be desired in this order, and aptly epitomizes the sequence:
What more could a fond nurse wish for her sweet charge,
Than that he be wise and eloquent,
And that friends, fame, health, good fare,
And a never failing purse be his without stint? 100

If man is superior to other living beings in dignity because of his
powers of speech and reason, what is more universally efficacious
and more likely to win distinction, than to surpass one's fellows,
who possess the same human nature, and are members of the same
human race, in those sole respects wherein man surpasses other
beings? Moreover, while eloquence both illumines and adorns men
of whatever age, it especially becomes the young. For youth is in a'
way to attract favor so that it may make good the potentialities of
its natural talent. 'o, Who are the most prosperous and wealthy
among our fellow citizens? Who the most powerful and successful
in all their enterprises? Is it not the eloquent? As Cicero observes
"Nothing is so unlikely that words cannot lend an air of probability;
nothing is so repulsive and rude that speech cannot polish it and
somehow render it attractive, as though it had been remade for the
better." 102 He who despises such a great boon [as eloquence] is
clearly in error; while he who appreciates, or rather pretends to appreciate it, without actually cultivating it, is grossly negligent and
on the brink of insanity.
l1li

100

Victor in us, In L:b. 1 d, InUnlion( (in Opera C;uronlt, cd. Orclliu s, V, 3).
Borace, Ep., i. 4. 8-1 I .
r: For youth attracts favor and so makes good its claim to intclkctual clistinction.

1010
102

Ciccro, Paradox., prad., § 3.
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The Cornificians argue that nature herself gratuitously grants eloquence to anyone who ever comes to possess it, whereas she arbitrarily
and irrevocably refuses and denies it to those fated never to become
eloquent. They conclude that efforts to acquire eloquence are useless
or superfluous. Why, therefore, oh most learned Cornificians, do you
not understand 103 all languages? Why do you not at least know
Hebrew, which, as we are told, mother nature gave to our first
parents and preserved for mankind until human unity was rent
by impiety, and the pride which presumed to mount to heaven by
physical strength and the construction of a tower, rather than by
virtue, was leveled in a babbling chaos of tongues? 10. Why do not
the Cornificians speak this language, which is more natural than the
others, having been, so to speak, taught by nature herself? Nature
is, according to some (although it is not easy to explain this defini;:: tion)'05 "a certain genitive '06 force, implanted in all things, whereby
they can act or be the recipients of action." 101 It is called "genitive,"
both because everything obtains a nature as a result of being brought
into existence, and because this nature is for each being its principle
of existence. Everything derives its suitability for this or for that form
its composition. This is true whether a thing is composed of what
are known as parts; or its composition consists in a union of matter
and form, as with simple things that do not admit of an assemblage
of parts; or its manner of composition is a consequence solely of the
decree of the divine goodness. The latter [the divine decree] is verily
"first nature," according to Plato, who, as Victorinus and many
103 pn-iliam . ..

have a practical knowledge or mastery of.
Cf. Augustine, De C.D., xvi, 11.
Cf. Cicero, De Inv. , i, 24. S 34; and Victorious. loc. e;t.
1011 geniliuQ, genitive, innate or inborn; also dynamic, begetting Of originating.
107 laure u(1 pllli.
UN
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others attest, asserted that the divine will is the surest nature of all
things, since created nature flows from this fountain, and the activities of all things can ultimately be traced back to God.,oB We exclude, of course, corruption and sin, whereby nature degenerates
from its original state. That force which is originally implanted in
each and every thing and constitutes the source of its activities or
aptitudes is a nature, but a created one. I believe that other definitions [of nature] found among authors generally refer to created
nature. Even that "master artisan, fire," which produces visible effects
in an invisible way,'o, is created; although some, begging leave of
Aristotle"o and Chalcidius,"' doubt that it is a nature. 112 I further
believe that the principle of movement as such lIS traces back to God,
and that Aristotle would not deny this. I am sure that Boethius
would agree, since he does not deny that what can act or be acted
upon is created [nature ].'14 But the specific differences that provide
forms for every thing either come from Him by Whom all things
have been made, or they are nothing at all. There are also other
descriptions of nature, but anything else that is postulated by a
Platonist must be either nothing at all, or a work of God."· For the
present, however, let us use the first definition, which seems best
suited for our purpose. We will grant that the genitive force originally implanted in things is powerful and effective. But, certainly,
just as it can be canceled or hindered by defects, so it can, on the
. other hand, be restored or helped by aids. It is not uncommon to
hear children, in their prattle, remark that one lacks the use of a
given natural ability which he otherwise possesses. An animal that
naturally has leg locomotion is sometimes crippled, whereas one who
is by nature two-footed, often lacks either or both of his feet. Care
is accordingly not superfluous. Rather, it assists nature, and makes
easier something that is already possible in one way or another.
10l!lVictorinus.ln Li/l.l
Int" (CiCCfO. Opp., eel. Ord!., v, 70).
lODe£. ibid.
110 See Bocthius, Contra Ell!.
.• chap. i (cd. Peipcr, p.
tu CL Chalcidius, Comm. in rim. Pial., S§ 23, 323.
m noltlram , a nature, or simply nature (in general).
1UI principium mOltU uwndum 1(; cf. Boc:thiu s, loc. ell.

190 ).

u. R<xthius, op. cif. (cd . Pcipcr, p. 189).

m QuI
t'ithcr to

ntmlrro

tollrndttm ut au/ dhli"is opt"fibus ascribtndum . literally: is

be scpJ.rat(:u from the number of things or asc ribed

ttl the J i"ine work s.
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Socrates, we are told,118 was naturally wanton ll7 and overly susceptible to women"" (to use history's own word).119 But he subdued
and controlled his passionate nature, which he corrected by philosophyand the exercise of virtue. They say that Scaurus Rufus was far
from naturally bright, but that by assiduously employing his meager
natural talents, he became so accomplished that he even called Cicero
himself "a barbarian." 120 [more] examples were adduced, it would
everywhere be apparent that, even where nature is sluggish, it is not
unreasonable to apply oneself, and that even though natural endowment might have been more effective in a given case, diligence is
not futile as though it were wasted. Although frequently nature is a
dominant factor, and has greater proclivity in one or in another
person,121 still, just as natural ability easily deteriorates when neglected, so it is strengthened by cultivation and care.
The question is raised whether a poem 122 is due to nature or art;
But I neither see what study can do in the absence of natural talent,
Nor what natural talent can accomplish without cultivation,
So much does one demand 123 the assistance of the other, and so closely
do they cooperate.1. .

Although the gifts of nature are definitely helpful, they are never or
rarely so effective that they are fully realized without study. Nothing
is so strong and robust that it cannot be enfeebled by neglect/ 20
nothing so well constructed that it cannot be razed. o.n the other
hand, diligent application can build up and preserve the lowest
11. Cf.
117

lt8

Cicero.

Fato, 5. § 10.
inclined to butt with the horns, wanton.
(from
overly affectionate toward women, or lascivious regarding

women.
In Namely, to quote the very word used in the story itself.
ut Allobroga, literally: an Allobrogian, a member of a warHke people of Gau); a
barbarian. Cf. Juvenal, Sal., vii, 213. though Juvenal here has "that Rufu5, whom they
have: so often called 'the: Allobrogian Cicero.'''
lU

This may mean either: "in one or the other respect," or "in one or the other

carmen, song. poem.
W poScil should be substituted here: for possit in the: Webb edition. Cf. MSS C, B, A,
as well as the: te:xt of Horace:.
ikHorace:, A.P., 11, 408-411.
1.
in the: Mignc and Webb editions is evidently a mistake for

cf. MSS C. B. A.
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degree of natural talent. If nature is propitious, it should be industriously cultivated, rather than neglected, so that its fruits may be
readily harvested. On the other hand, if nature is unbenign, it should
still be nursed even more carefully, so that, with the aid of virtue, it
may more happily and gloriously grow strong.

CHAPTER

9.

That one who attacks logic is trying to rob mankind of eloquence.!2·

Who has ever, by nature's gift alone, and without study, had the
privilege of being most eloquent in all tongues, or even in only one
language? If it is good to be eloquent, surely it is better to be very
eloquent. The degrees of comparison are not here in inverse ratio to
the good proposed, as with "fluent" and "extremely fluent," 127 where
the positive term connotes wisdom and eloquence, but wisdom
diminishes, and the flow of speech swells to a flood, in proportion as
the comparison increases. So [at least] some grammarians have
taught. Although some of the arts pertaining to and imparting the
power of eloquence are natural, still that art [of eloquence] which
is practically as we would want it cannot be known by nature since
it is not natural. For it is not the same among all [peoples]. It is
imprudent to expect of nature, without human assistance, that which
is chiefly the work of man. While this [Cornifician] sect does not
condemn eloquence, which is necessary to everyone and approved
by all, it holds that the arts which promise eloquence are useless.
The Cornificians do not propose to make everyone mute, which
would be impossible and inexpedient. Rather, they would do away
with logic. The latter, according to them, is the fallacious profession
of the verbose, which dissipates the natural talents of many persons,
blocks the gateway to philosophical studies, and excludes both sense
and success from all undertakings.
,,, Iwminn
diurtlfS . . .

UT

QIII

dingun
diurt;or, fluent or voluble.
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CHAPTER

\

"

10.

What "logic" means, and how we should endeavor to acquire all arts that are not reprobate.

Behold, the Cornificians disclose their objective, and advance to
attack logic, although, of course, they are equally violent persecutors
of all philosophical pursuits. They have to begin somewhere, and so
they have singled out that branch of philosophy which is the most
widely known and seems the most familiar to their heretical sect.
First, bear with me while we define what "logic" is. "Logic" (in its
broadest sense) is "the science of verbal expression and [argumentative] reasoning." 128 Sometimes [the term] "logic" is used with more
restricted extension, and limited to rules of [argumentative] reasoning. 129 Whether logic teaches only the ways of reasoning, or embraces
all rules relative to words/SO surely those who claim that it is useless
are deluded. For either of these services may be proved by incontrovertible arguments, to be very necessary. The twofold meaning of
"logic" stems from its Greek etymology, for in the latter language
"logos" 131 means both "word" and "reason." For the present let us
concede to logic its widest meaning, according to which it includes
all in.struction relative to words/ 32 in which case it can never be convicted of futility. In this more general sense, there can be no doubt
that all logic is both highly useful and necessary. If, as has been
frequently observed (and as no one denies), the use of speech is so
essential, the more concisely it [the use of speech] is taught, the more
useful and certainly the more reliable will be the teaching. It is
foolish to delay a long time, with much sweat and worry, over
Ul/oquNldi ud
ratio, the fational system or science of speaking or \'erb.ll
expression, discussion. argumentation, or reasoning; cf. Bocthius, Comm. in Top . Cic., i

(in Migne, P.L.. LXVI, 750).

t.

discussing, arguing. or reasoning: argumentative reasoning.
Literally: "the rule of all words," or "all rules relative to words" [whether spoken
or mental].
In logol, here John transliterates the Greek word into Latin characters, according to his
110

1:11

Evidently here John understands mental, as wdl as written

Of

oral words.
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something that could otherwise be easily and quickly expedited.
This is a fault common among careless persons who have no sense of
the value of time. To safeguard against this mistake, the arts of doing
all things that we are to do should be taken up and cultivated. Our
devotion to the arts should be augmented by the reflection that the
latter stem from nature, the best of all mothers, and attest their noble
lineage by the facile and successful accomplishment of their objects.
I would say, therefore, that the arts of doing things we are to dotS3
should be cultivated, with the exception of those [arts] whose purpose is evil, such as lot-reading and other mathematical methods of
divination that are reprobate.''' Arts such as the latter, which are
wrong,136 should, by the decree of sound philosophers, be banished
from human society. This matter, however, is discussed more at
length in our Po/icraticus.'38

CHAPTER

11.

The nature of art, the various kinds of innate
abilities, and the fact
natural talents should
be cultivated and developed by the arts.

Art is a system that reason'37 has devised in order to expedite, by its /
own short cut, our ability to do things within our natural capabilities/
Reason neither provides nor professes to provide the accomplishment j
of the impossible. Rather, it substitutes for the spendthrift and;
roundabout ways of nature a concise, direct method of doing things)
that are possible. It further begets (so to speak) a faculty of accomplishing what is difficult. Wherefore the Greeks also call it '38
methodon, that is, so to speak, an efficient plan,u9 which avoids
nature's wastefulness, and straightens out her circuitous wanderings,
be done."
maJhueos, divinatory mathematics; evidently a transliteration of the Greek.
Literally: contrary to our duties.
Po/iC1'lllicus., H, 19.
1'7 ratio, reason, or a rational, scientific system or method .
earn, evidently art, or possibly 1the system of] reason .
,. quasi r:ompendiariam ralionem.

118
Is.!

1111

1.

gtTNJdorum , "of doing things" or "of things to
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so that we may more correctly and easily accomplish what we are
to do. However vigorous it may be, nature cannot attain the facility
of an art unless it be trained. At the same time, nature is the mother
of all the arts, to which she has given reason as their nurse for their
N"ature first evokes our natural capacimprovement and
: ity 140 to perceive things, and then, as it were, deposits these percept tions in the secure treasury of our
Reason then examines,
..with its careful study, those things whichiave been perceived, and
which are to be, or have been, commended to memory's custody.
After its scrutiny of their nature, reason pronounces true and accurate judgment concerning each of these (unless, perchance, it slips
up in some regard). Nature has provided beforehand these three
factors [natural capacity, memory, and reason] as both the foundations and the instruments of all the arts. Natural ability (according
to Isidore) is "an immanent142 power infused into one's soul by
nature." 143 This description seems to mean that nature has endowed
the soul with a certain force, which either constitutes or at least
evokes the initial [and fundamental] activity of the soul in its investigations. Natural talent is said to be "immanent" inasmuch as it
has need of nothing else as a prerequisite, but precedes and aids all
subsequent [abilities]. In our acquisition of [scientific] knowledge,
investigation is the first step, and comes before comprehension,
analysis, and retention. Innate ability, although it proceeds from
nature, is fostered by study and exercise. What is difficult when we
first try it, becomes easier after assiduous practice, and once the
rules for doing it are mastered, very easy, unless languor creeps in,
through lapse of use or carelessness, and impedes our efficiency.
This, in short, is how all the arts have originated: Nature, the first
and
6f study, which proceeds
fundamental, begets the
to provide an art, and the latter, in turn, finally furnishes the faculty
whereof we speak. Natural ability is accordingly effective. So, too,
is exercise. And memory likewise, is effective, when employed by
natural

HO

Of

innate capacity, native ability or talent.

Oral., i. 5. § 18.
P"" se volens, effective of itself, immanent.
ua John evidently refers here to Hugh of St. Victor (Emd. Did., iii, 8, in Mignc:, P.L.,

lU

Cf. Cicero,

UJ

CLXXVI. 771), rather than to Isidore; cf. Isidorc, Etym., x, §

122 .
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the two aforesaid. With the help of the foregoing, reason waxes
strong, and produces the arts, which are proportionate to [man's]
natural talents. There are three kinds of these natural capacities [or
personalities], as old Bernard of Chartres used to remind his listeners. The first flies, the second creeps, the third takes the intermediate
course of walking. The flying one flits about, easily learning, but just
as quickly forgetting, for it lacks stability. The creeping one is mired
down to earth, and cannot rise, wherefore it can make no progress.
But the one that goes to neither extreme [and walks], both because
it has its feet on the ground so it can firmly stand, and because it
can climb, provides prospect of progress, and is admirably suited for
philosophizing. Nature, I believe, has provided in the latter a basis
for the arts. For study enhances its effectiveness. "Study" (according
to Cicero) "is the diligent and vigorous application of one's mind to
the determined accomplishment of something." 14< Memory is, as it
_I!lind's treasure chest, a sure and reliable place of safedeposit for perceptions. Reason, on its part, is that power of the soul
things that make an impression on
which examines and
t!te senses or intellect. A dependable judge of better things,..!.C;:ison ..: '
has, after estimating similarities and differences, finally established
art, to be, as it were, la circumscribed science of unlimited things.
As-unlimited names end in "a," the names of the arts terminate in
the feminine article, except those which reason has distinguished by
some designation of their specific property. Species are unlimited,
but reason has circumscribed them, so that every species has a genus.
Numbers are unlimited, but reason has classified all of them as either
odd or even. Consider an example to illustrate the origin of an
art. "" The first disputation developed by chance, and the practice of
disputing grew with repetition. Reason then perceived the form
of disputation, the art of this activity. This art, on being cultivated,
conferred a corresponding faculty. The mother of the arts is nature,
to despise whose progeny amounts to insulting their parent. Natural
ability should accordingly be diligently cultivated. At the same time,
study should be moderated by recreation, so that while one's natural
1U Ciccro. Dt' Int, .• i, 25 . § 3fi,
Ita • • • d tit duo dicit"" IiqlliJo comprobt'/ur (xt'mp/o .. .• duo in the Wcbb edition
is a misprint for quod; cf. MSS C t B, A.

v
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ability waxes strong with the former, it may be refreshed by the
latter. A certain very wise man (whom I thank for his statement)
has said: "While innate ability, proceeds from nature, it is fostered
by use and sharpened by moderate exercise, but it is dulled by excessive work." If natural ability is properly trained and exercised, it will
not only be able to acquire the arts, but will also find direct and
expeditious short cuts for the accomplishment of what would otherwise be naturally impossible, and will enable us quickly to learn and
teach everything that is necessary or useful.

CHAPTER

12.

Why

arts

While there are many sorts of arts, the first to proffer their services
to the natural abilities of those who philosophize are the liberal arts.
All of the latter are included in the courses of the Trivium"6 and
Quadrivium. U7 The liberal arts are said to have become so efficacious
among our ancestors, who studied them diligently, that they enabled
them to comprehend everything they read, elevated their understanding to all things, and empowered them to cut through the
knots of all problems possible of solution. Those to whom the system of the
has disclosed the _sjgnificance of all
or
the rules of the Quadrivium have
secretS-of all nature._
QO not need the help of a
in
understand the
iI)g of books and. to find the solutions of questions. They [the
branches of learning included in the Trivium and Quadrivium] are
called "arts" [either] because they delimit [artant] 14. by rules and
precepts; or from virtue, in Greek known as ares,"· which strengthens minds to apprehend the ways of wisdom; or from reason, called
tM

Namely,
dialectic , and rhetoric.
Namely, arithmetic. geometry. astronomy, and mu sic.
u, ar/anl, they delimit, circumscribe, com press.
arcs, c\'idcntly for
'UI, Cf. D\matus.
i, I, 3. and note)
U7

H'

(cd. P. Wcssnc:r,
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arso'·O by the Greeks, which the arts nourish and cause to grow. lOI
They are called "liberal," either because the ancients took care to
have their
in them; or because their object is
to effeq'"man's liberation)03 so that, freed f;om cares, he may devote
himself to wisdom. More often than not, they liberate us from cares
incompatible with wisdom. They often even free us from worry
about [material] necessities, so that the mind may have still greater
liberty to apply itself to philosophy.

CHAPTER

13 .

Whence grammar gets its name.

Among all the liberal arts, the first is logic, and specifically that part
of logic which gives initial instruction about words. As has already
been explained,'" the word "logic" has a broad meaning, and is not
restricted exclusively to the science of argumentative reasoning. [It
includes] Grammar [which] is "the science of speaking and writing
correctly-the starting point of all liberal studies." l>O Grammar is
the cradle of all philosophy, and in a manner of speaking, the first
nurse of the whole study of letters."· It takes all of us as tender
babes, newly born from nature's bosom. It nurses us in our infancy,
and guides our every forward step in philosophy. With motherly
care, it fosters and protects the philosopher from the start to the
finish [of his pursuits] . It is called "grammar" from the basic elements of writing and speaking. Grama means a letter or line,'·7 and
II'G orso, to what Greek word meaning "reason" John here refers. the translator does
not know.

141 Scc Isidorc's Etym., i,
LXX. 1151); Donatus, In
lCoa

I,

2 , 5. , 2; Cassiodorus,
Artibul, prad. (in Migne, P.L. ,
Andr. , i, I, 4; and St. Augustine, De C.D., iv, 21 .

§

Iib(1'OS

Iibn'IQum.
i, 10.
lU Isidore, Elym., i, 5. § J.
1!511 Literall)': of the whole study of literature. letters, Of learning.
11'1 For this part of John's discu ssion, sce Isidorc, Elym ., i, 5. , I ; as well as Macrobius,
1" Somn. Scrip., i, 5. i 7.
1111

IN
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grammar is "literal," since it teaches letters, that is, both the symbols
which stand for simple sounds, and the elementary sounds represented by the symbols. It is also [in a way ] linear. For in augmenting
size, the length of lines is fundamental, and, as it were, the basic
" dimension of plane surfaces and solids. So also this branch, which
'to assist those who are
teaches language/·· is the first of ,the
aspiring to increase in wisdom. For it introduces wisdom both
through ears and eyes by its facilitation of verbal intercourse. Words
admitted into our ears knock on and arouse our understanding. I ••
The latter (according to Augustine) is a sort of hand of the soul,
able to grasp and to perceive. 160 Letters, that is written symbols, in
the first place represent sounds. And secondly they stand for things,
which they conduct into the mind through the windows of the eyes.
Frequently they even communicate, without emitting a sound, the
utterances of those who are absent. 161 This art [grammar] accord:ingly imparts the fundamental elements of language, and also trains
jour faculties of sight and hearing. One who is ignorant of it [gramImar] cannot philosophize any easier than one who lacks sight and
hearing from birth can become an eminent philosopher.

CHAPTER

14 .

Although it
nature.

IS

not natural, grammar imitates

Since grammar is arbitrary and subject to man's discretion/ 62 it is
evidently not a handiwork of nature. Although natural things are
everywhere the same, grammar varies from people to people. However, we have already seen that nature is the mother of the arts. 163
1!18

Literally: which educates the: tongue.

LW

IM Whence:
John obtains this description, which he attributes to St. Augustine, is
unllctcrmined.
111 Cf. hidorc, Elym., i, 3, § 1 .
In ad placitum lil: is according to our [human] will. pleasure, or discretion; is

.

.•

1,11 .
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While grammar has developed to some extent, and indeed mainly, as
an invention of man, still itiglitates nature/ 64 from which it partly
derives its origin. Furthermore, it tends, as far as possible, to conform
to nature in all respects. Thus it has, at nature's bidding, limited the
number of elementary vowel-sounds to five!S> among all peoples,
even though with many [peoples] the number of written symbols
may be greater.!66 At the same time, our friend Tenred,167 a grammarian who has more real scientific knowledge than he has been
given credit for, has demonstrated that the number of elementary
sounds is even greater. According to him, if one carefully notes the
differences of vowel sounds, one will observe that they are seven.
Among the consonants, nature has likewise formed various semivowels and mutes, as well as simple and double consonants; whose
differences cannot remain hidden from one who observes mouths
modulating sounds according to the marvelous laws of nature, and
carefully estimates the vocal quality!68 of these sounds. The very
application of names, and the use of various expressions, although
such depends on the will of man, is in a way subject to nature, which
it probably imitates [at least] to some modest extent.m In accordance with the divine plan, and in order to provide verbal intercourse
in human society, man first of all named those things which lay
before him, formed and fashioned by nature's hand out of the four
elements or from matter and form, and so distinguished that they
could be discerned by the senses of rational creatures and have their
diversity designated by names as well as by properties. Hence it is
that (as Boethius observes)!70 one entity is called "man," another
"wood," a third "stone," names being, so to speak, stamped on all
substances. Also, since there are numerous differences among given
substances, some quantitative and some qualitative, some accidental
and some from things more intimately connected with them and
:: Cf. Ad
de aTlc
iii, 22, § 36, erroneously attributed to Ciccro.
N amely, a, c, " 0, U.
Thus among the Greeks, € is
from '7 and 0 from w.
101 Tenrcdus : \Vc:bb is of the opinion that this refers to Tcnrc:d of Dover. concerning
whom, see the Prolegomena to Wehb's edition of the Met., pp. xx-xxi , and note: to p. 33.
lea Literally : force, power.
la> Cf. Abc1ard in his Dia/reliea (Ollvr.
p. 487) and in his Thcol. Christiana. iii
(Opp. , cd . Cousin, 11, 481; and in Mignc, P.L. , CLXXVIll, 1245) .
170 Bocthius, Comm . I in Ar;s!. de lnteTp'., i, 2 (ed. Mciscr).
1",
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pertaining to their essence/ Tl names to express such differences have
been invented so that they can be added to substantive names
'<[nouns]. These [adjectives] in a way depict the force and nature of
nouns in the same way that the properties of substances indicate
their differences. Just as accidents provide raiment and form for substances, so, with due proportion, adjectives perform a similar function for nouns. And that the devices of reason may cleave even more
closel y to nature, since the substance of a thing is not susceptible of
greater or less intensity, a noun does not admit of degrees of comparison. Neither do words referring to substantial differences [admit
of degrees of comparison], despite the fact that they are adjectival,
since they denote substantial qualities. Nor do things added to substances in the category of quantity [admit of degrees of comparison],
inasmuch as a given quantity cannot become greater or less and yet
remain itself.172 In fine, just as accidents alone, though not all accidents, can be increased or diminished, so only adjectives denoting
accidents, though not all such [adjectives], can be compared. Upon
reflection, Qne sees that this imitation of nature also maintaiQs in
-:: other parts of-speech, as well as in nouns. Since a substance present;dto our senses or intellect cannot exist without some movement,m
whereby it undergoes temporal change by acting or being acted
upon, verbs have been invented to denote the changes occurring in
things acting or being acted upon in time. Also, since there is no
movement independent of time, there cannot be a verb without
designation of its tense.lT< Furthermore, as movement is not always
uniform, but has, so to speak, several different shades, and action
or being the recipient of action occurs in diverse places and ways,
as well as at various times, adverbs have evolved for the purpose of
expressing differences in motion, and serve the same function for
verbs as adjectives do for nouns. Moreover, is not the fact that some
verbs do not have certain tenses, as' meditative and inchoative verbs
lack a preterite, since the deliberation concerning future action exIn aJuu cOl1d"cunt. whose presence is beneficial; or which are conducive to their existence or c:ssrncc.
171 Cf. Aristotle, Cal., 6, 6-, 19-1;6: "One thing cannot be two cubits long to a greater
degree than another."
tll moWs, movement or change.
I1t Bocthius, Comm. 1 in tfrisl.
lnurpr., i, 3 (ed. Mciser).
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tends over some time and the things undertaken are not immediately
footprint of nature impressed on
accomplished, is
of] human

CHAPTER

15.

That adjectives of secondary application should
not be copulated with nouns of primary application/ 70 as in the example "a patronymic horse."

When we proceed to a consideration of the origin of the secondary
application, queen nature's authority is likewise apparent, though not
so clearly as in the foregoing instances. Man's mind first applied
on its own. processes, it designated
names to things. Then,
names of things by further names, to facilitate the teaching of
language and the communication of thoughts from one mind to
another. A word which is declinable, but lacks tenses, is called a
"noun" 17. if it signifies a substance or in a substantial way, whereas
one which formally, so to speak, refers to what is present in a substance, or something along this line,m is called an "adjective." A
word which denotes temporal action 178 (provided this is in a temporal manner) is called a "verb," and is "active" if it represents the
subject as acting, "passive" if it represents the subject as being the
recipient of action. Words of secondary application have originated
in a way similar to that in which words of primary application were
formed. Just as with nouns and adjectives of primary application,
some are said to pertain to certain specific things, whereas others are,
by their nature, common to several things, so, among words of
secondary application, some have a singular and others a general
meaning. The words "name" and "enunciation" are properly classified as nouns. When terms such as "appellative" or "categorical" are
J'l'8 u(lInde imposilionis . ..
second or secondary imposition, origin, or application
.. . first or primary imposition, origin, or application. Cf. Met., iii, I.
1'1" Literally: a substantive name.
UT aJiquid ad imllgin(m eiul, something like this , apparently with reference to "what is
prcS('nt in a substance," something similar to something present in a substance.
ITI molus, in its broad sense, 35 including all rnovemc=nt, activity, change or action.
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predicated of the former, they fulfill the function of adjectives by
determining the quality of nouns. In the works of nature, it requires
much greater subtlety to discern their internal constitution, for example, the simple elements, than to perceive what is presented to the
senses or intellect in a composite state. And if adjectives of secondary
application are not predicated of those things for which they were
by their nature intended, it is close to impossible to know what they
could mean. Substances are by their nature more solid than words,
and the accidents of substances are likewise more substantial than
those of words, since they [the accidents of substances] are more
familiar and more readily perceptible by our senses and intellect.l79
So true is this that those who refer adjectives of secondary application to nouns of primary institution, either fail to say anything at all,
or talk sheer nonsense. If one speaks of "a patronymic horse" or
"hypothetical shoes," he unites terms that are incompatible. Comprehension is here precluded by the fundamental meaning of the words,
rather than by a mere lack of agreement in accidentals. Although
the adjectives agree sufficiently with their nouns in gender, number,
and case, to join the principals signified is to jabber like an idiot, _
as well as to lie. Vergil has been accused of inappropriate wording"o
for saying gramineo in campo,18l where he should have said graminoso in campo,182 but he would certainly have been more at fault,
and far more ridiculous, had he said in campo cathegorico'·3 or [in
campo] patronomico.'84 The argument of those who rely on the
mere mutual agreement of accidents is refuted by the fact that not
every consonant followed by a vowel constitutes a syllable. For the
juxtaposition of the consonants "i" [j] and "u" [v] '" no more suffices to constitute a syllable than the copulation of adjectives of secondary application and nouns of primary origin does to provide
1,..
unsui aliI in/d/u/ui lamdiarius occurunt.
1" acirologic, scc Isidorc, Etym., i. 34. § 4; Donatus, ATI. Gram., iii. 3 (Kt.'il . C.L.. IV,
394). Both D onatu s and Isidore define acry/ogia as impropria dic/io or non propria die/io,
fault}, Of inappropriate wording.
1" Vcrgil, Acn., v, 287; "in a field covered with grass."
llrJ In a field full of grass.
181n a categorical field .
IN In a patronymic field.
UIi In Latin, i is both the vowel i and a consonant equiv.Jlent to the later j; whereas
u is both the: vowel 11 and a consonant equivalent to the later lI.
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correct and balanced 186 speech. Manifestly there are two kinds of
faults in speech: lying, and viol;rt"ing the established usages of language. Those who join adjectives of secondary application with
nouns of primary application are guilty of at least the second transgression. Furthermore, it is incorrect to add pronouns of the first
and second person to verbs, except for purposes of discrimination
or emphasis, even though here the accidentals of speech are in sufficient agreement. I would not narrowly restrict futile l87 diction to
redundance, as when one perchance adds to a noun an adjective that
is already understood in it, for example, by saying, "The rational
man walks." Rather, I would extend it to include every form of
speech where the copulation of terms is pointless, and in some way
falls short of fulfilling its own law. However, a verbal copulation is
not futile simply because what it states is false, or because what it
clarifies at one time it confuses at another. Grammatical rules do
not censure lying, and even things which mean nothing to one who
understands the language, may be predicated of each other. From
the foregoing it is clear that we should not join adjectives of secondary application with nouns of primary application. But when adjectives are resolved into equivalent words (such as definitions), our
mind does not recoil from the apposition of an equivalent term, although it would shudder on hearing the apposition of an adjective
of secondary application. The statement: "The proposition is predicative," seems equally to mean that the proposition [in question]
states something apodictically, that is, without qualification, and
that it has a predicate term. If it be said that "the tunic is categorical,"
our intellect is perplexed by the incongruity of the adjective, and is
probably more likely to charge that the terms have been improperly
joined than to accuse one who says this of lying. If one would say,
however, that "tunic," of itself, without any condition, "states something," or "has a predicate term," one's listener would straightway
argue that this is false, but he would not so quickly complain of a
violation of grammatical ruleS. I88 A "categorical proposition" means
"a proposition having a subject and predicate"; whereas a "categoriLiterally: l'quimodal.
11J'l'

nuga/ori(',

futile, foolish, triRing, nugatory.

1. Litcrall)': of an in3ppropriate copulation of terms.
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cal syllogism" refers to a syllogism that consists of categorical propositions. I do not know what "a categorical horse" can possibly signify,
but until convinced otherwise I will maintain that it means nothing.
For I opine that something, which can never be found, is, and will
always be, non-existent. A similar abuse is to say: "Equul'80 ends in
's," and the like. The sentence: "Cato, seated between the Hill of
Janus'o. and the first day of March, is mending the clothes of the
Roman people with the number four or the number six," either is
no speech at all or is more degenerate than the most foolish prattle.
Talk of this sort is styled '\tichiology," '0' or "!!tverted speech," '0'
since the words are combined contrary to the rules of language. For
sticos means a "verse." '93 From it comes the word "distich," signifying a poem of two verses.'o, I have heard many persons arguing
this point, and advocating diverse opinions on the question. Hence
it will not be out of place to recount, nor will it perhaps be unwelcome to hear, what a Greek interpreter, who also knew the Latin
language very well, told me when I was staying in Apulia. I am
grateful to him, if not for the utility (though there really is some
utility in such), at least for his kindness in endeavoring to enlighten
his hearers. The first point of his judgment or opinion I have already
mentioned: namely, that to join adjectives of secondary application
with nouns of primary application is inconsequential, even according
to grammatical rules. It has an incalculable latent "aphony," '9. that
is, lack of harmony, or (to use Quintilian's expression) cacozugia,'o.
namely, lack of suitability. Such apposition, even though we may
be at a loss directly to put our finger on why it is wrong, of itself
[immediately 1 grates on the ears of those who know grammar.
There are many such things that are directly repugnant, although
I-Horse.
1110

Janiculum: one of the seven hills of Rome.

stychyologlts, from tT'Tixos (Lat. urrsus) and >"o')'os (Lat. urmo).
till urmo ;l1U"IUI, turned about. inverted. or perverted speech.
IN
a verse, or a turning about.
IN "n-Iuum, vcnes; probably so calkd because each new verse involves a "turning about"
and starting a new line.
1.
that is,
ammphollia. Sce Priscian, lnsl. , viii , I , \ '" (Kcil.
C.l•.• 11. 37').
1"
Quintilian discusses not cacozygia, but cacozdia, that is, bad or perverted
affectation. in his Inst. Dr., viii, 6, i 73; cf. viii, 3. S§ 56 fi.
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it is not so easy to point out just what is wrong with them. The like
occurs with things whose good points or defects are evident. Although grammar overlooks much, it here perceives and argues that
the wording is inappropriate.'·7 It does not stop with denouncing
lack of agreement in accidentals among copulated terms, but also
considers absurd the application of words of secondary invention to
subjects of primary origin. And absurd it actually is, since the mind
becomes, as it were, deaf , •• on being confronted with a copulation
of this kind. But what sense of hearing accurately apprehends things
to which it is deaf? Are not one's words wasted when uttered to a
deaf ear? Therefore, since our intellect'·· is, as it were, the soul's ear,
as well as its hand, it derives absolutely no conception from words
whose absurdity'oo precludes understanding. However, sometimes a
thing may be taken to be absurd, owing to the fact that, at the time,
we are not accustomed to hearing the term employed in this unusual
manner. "A formless woman" '0' means, not a woman without any
figure at all, but a woman with a poor figure. Certain letters are
called "mute," not because they completely lack any sound, but
because they have very little sound in comparison with other letters.
The joining of the terms discussed above is, however, fundamentally
absurd, and not just something that sounds false or inconsonant to
the listener's ear. Not everything false is absurd, even though one
inquiring into the truth will condemn and reject falsehood. Some
things are declared absurd by judgment of the appropriate faculties
examining the quality of such statements or facts. Grammar conabsurd any incongruous joining of terms, but it does not presume to constitute itself a judge of truth. In his book On Analogy;02
Wherein he is a grammarian, Caesar declares that we must avoid
whatever may appear absurd to a learned listener. "As sailors steer
clear of reefs" he says, "So we should shun unusual and strange
Ifl

acirologiam; scc above, n.

1118

ahmrda . .. obmrdocit, evident!)' a play on the words mrdllJ, "deaf" and abmrdlls.

J 80.

"absurd,"
1l1li ;nul/ultU, intell ect, understanding, rational intuition.

Again a pIa)' on surdtu, "deaf."
in/armis; set Priscian, Inst. , i, 3, , la (Kcil. G.L., 11, 9) .
." Gaius fulius Caesar wrote a work on grammar called
Anmog;o. that was much
praised by his contemporaries, but it is not now extant.
100

."
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words." 2()O Dialectic it is which accepts only what is or seems true,
and brands whatever is remote from the truth as preposterous. But
dialectic does not go to the extent of estimating utility or goodness.
It remains for political science20t to measure the latter. For political
science treats of degrees of justice, utility, and goodness. Political
science accordingly equally abhors whatever falls short of goodness
and rightness, whether it be true or false. The like [delimitation of
subject matter] is apparent in other branches of knowledge. But let
us return to the explanation given by our Greek interpreter. That
"Man is rational" is, in view of present reality, in a way necessary.
That "Man is able to laugh" 20. is probable. That "Man is white" is
possible, but also doubtful, for its chances of being false are about
equivalent to its chances of being true. That "Man is able to bray" 2()6
is impossible, for this positively cannot be true. The grammarian,
however, will repudiate none of these statements. For in each of
them he finds his own rules observed. Rather than try to correct
any of the aforesaid propositions, he alters nothing, and accepts them
all without argument. The logician, however, challenges and disproves the last. For it is his function to determine truth and falsity,
in view of which he considers it absurd to pay any attention to the
last proposition. But now let us suppose that to the foregoing statements we add a fifth to the effect that "Man is categorical." Forthwith the grammarian, who before admitted the doubtful, the false,
and even the impossible, jumps up to condemn this as absurd. What
does he give as his reason? Simply that his rules are violated: for he
has declared it to be ever anathema to combine such adjectives and
subjects.
203 Scc: Gdlius, Noel. All., i, 10, 4.
204 ci"ilis . . . scicntia, political science, political economy, the science of government
and citizenship, here used as Aristotle uses the equivalent Greek word, to include ethics.
CL Quintilian, Inst. Dr., ii, 15 .
.. r;sibilis.
SOlI rudibilis, able to bray.
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16.

That adjectives of primary origin are copulated
with nouns of primarlo7 application.

It is not, however, impossible or inconsequential to reverse matters,
and j9in adjectives of primary application with nouns of secondary
9cigin. Nature is rich and bountiful, and liberally provides human
indigence with her untold wealth, with the result that the properties
of things overflow into words as our reason endeavors to make words
cognate to things discussed.208 Speech,09 is characterized as "hard" or
"soft"; a verb'lo is referred to as "rough" or "smooth" ;'11 and a
name· l• is called "sweet" or "bitter," even though the aforesaid
qualities, strictly speaking, pertain to corporeal entities, rather than
to words. Many such instances might be alleged, where nothing
sounds incongruous to, or is rejected as false by a fair-minded judge
or listener. Although faith is a virtue which can be possessed only by
a rational creature, yet speech is called "faithful." Again, speech is
condemned as "deceitful," although certainly the deceit is in the
person speaking, rather than in the words. It is an accepted custom
to transfer what I may call "natural" names to supply what "conceptual" .13 names lack; whereas the reverse process is by no means
of such frequent occurrence. Transfer is sometimes made from necessity, sometimes for ornamentation, and, as the learned well know,
if there be not at least the excuse of ornamentation, it becomes akin
to equivocation. m When transfer is necessary, words may fittingly
SO'!' MSS C. B, and A of the Mnalogicon have
(primary) here; this may be: a stip
for
(secondary). Cf. the first sentence of the text. But in favor of the present read·
ing. sec later in this chapter .
.. See Abdard. Theol . Christiana (Dpp., cd. Cousin, 11, 481; and in Mignc, P.L.,

CLXXVIII, "45).
- urmo, speech, or possibly a word.
mo ""bum, a verb. or possibly a word.
alii leut', rough, harsh, strong, or smooth, mild, weak .
1111 nomm. a name, or possibly a noun.
IU raJ;onalium, rational, conceptual.
11' Cicero, DC' Oral., iii, 38, § 155: Quintilian, lnll. Or .. viii, 6, H 5. 6.

'11 aspN'um
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be applied to many things, and may even frequently change their
meaning according to their particular subject, as with words said
to be predicated in an accidental manner. No one, however, will
charge that this copulation of terms is improper. And even though
the: less proper or transferred meaning of a word may come to prevail over its original and proper meaning as a result of customary
usage, still if we turn about and use the term in its original sense, it
is likely that no absurdity will result. At least there will not be as
much absurdity in this case as we have said takes place when adjectives that modify words2U are conscripted to qualify things. By
usage, conversion has come to be admissible in the case of terms that
delimit one another by mutual predication, as with species, definition, and property. "Finite" and "infinite" are terms that have been
applied to names and verbs to designate their qualities ; but since
these terms were originally derived from things, it is by no means
unfitting for them to be brought back home from their wandering,
so to speak, so that a thing may also conversely'''· be called "finite"
or "infinite." The terms "universal" and "particular," although especially used to refer to words, were originally borrowed from things
(for they are not of secondary application). Thus they may, without
any absurdity, be referred to names that have been assigned to things.
In other words, terms derived from things may revert to things;
but terms invented to designate the quality of words cannot be
diverted from this special application and employment to refer
to the quality of things. The latter terms are something like those
called "syncategorematic" 211 in Greek. The meaning of such "consignificative" terms depends on, or is estimated from, their context.
When they are associated with terms of like origin, these words each
aptly evoke their own proper concept. But if they are transferred to
other words, they faint and lose their voice,218 as though they had
IJ.5 adiutiua
adjectives derived from . or applied to, words rather than things,
i.e., adjectives of Kcondary application.
lit Literally: "a convertible thing may."

111

syncaugoT(maJiZ. "syncatcgorcmatic" [to coin a word in English] or "consignificativc."

Sce Priscian, lnll., ii, 4. § 15 (Kcil. C.L., 11, 54). Priscian tells
"syncatcgorcffiatic" or "consignificativc," except nouns and verbs,
can, without help of other words, make complete
when
III Literally: they wilt away or lose their voice : they lose their

convey a mesuge.

us that all words are
since the latter alone
cumbined.
meaning or ability to
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been drained of their natural vigor. On hearing someone say "a
patronymic horse," the grammarian2l • will at once take the person
to task, and constrain him to correct his erroneous language. Or
perhaps, out of deference to the speaker, he will, with the servant
in the comedy, suggest: "Come now, let's have good words."'21>
Does not such an exhortation impute a certain defect? One who
asks to hear good words, in place of those which have actually been
used, evidently does not consider those which have been employed
good. Otherwise he would say less rudely: "Come now, let's have
better words." If one looks for mood and tense in a name [a noun],
or case and comparison in a verb, the grammarian marks him as a
silly sort; whence I do not believe he could adjust his powers of
endurance to a student who referred to a "horse" as "patronymic."
Adjectives of secondary application are so restricted by the limitations of their nature that they not only cannot be applied to the
names of things, but also cannot stray far from the words for which
they were invented. A proposition may correctly be called "hypothetical," and a name "patronymic"; but if we try to interchange the
terms, and refer to a "hypothetical name," or a "patronymic proposition," either we are saying nothing at all, or at least we are speaking incorrectly, according to the grammarian. The supreme arbiter vof speech, however, is custom. What usage condemns cannot be
reinstated save by usage. Hence the poet:
Many words that are obsolete, will one day be resurrected, and many now
highly esteemed will lapse from use,
If such be but the will of usage: the judge, the law, and the norm of
speech."1

Lawyers hold, as an accepted principle, that "Custom is the best
interpreter of law." •• 2 Even so, the practice of those who speak correctly is the most reliable interpreter of grammatical rules. Something that one never finds in writing, or catches on the lips of those
who speak correctly, and the like of which one never reads or hears,
1.1. gramat;cuJ auditor, the grammatical listener, a listener who knows grammar, or a
grammarian on hearing this .
.., Words of the servant Davus. in Tcrcncc, Andr., i, 2, 33.
B1 Horace, A.P .. 70-72 .
.. Corpus lur;s Ci,·ilis, Dig., i, 3. § 37.
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has, I believe, already been long since condemned, or certainly has
not yet been approved by grammarians. Still, not all names of primary origin can, in my estimation, be appropriately transferred in all
cases, even though their general nature makes them better suited for
such transfer.223 One often finds an instance that does not fit under
the rules, and an exception to what we have said above may be uncovered. Still usage generally obtains as we have stated. This reciprocity between things and words, and words and things, whereby
they mutually communicate their qualities, as by an exchange of
gifts,22< is more commonly accomplished by words used in a metaphorical sensem than by those of secondary origin. 226 Although
there may be particular instances which derogate from this general
principle, we are speaking of what is usually the case. This force of
transferred meaning, whereby properties of things are ascribed to
words, and vice versa, gives birth to a certain tolerance, which permits the use of words in varying senses.227 The latter license serves
the learned 228 as a shortcut; yet it confounds and virtuall y slays the
uneducated,229 preventing them from comprehending the truth. For
one who wants to know the truth must weigh, with a judicious mind,
even what those who speak in an obscure and faulty way are trying
to say as even the latter very often speak the truth.
2'13 Iranmmptionis,
a rhetorical figure whereby a word is transferred from its
own proper meaning to another senK. Sce Quimilian, Inst. Or., viii, 6, § 37 .

.. Or : by mutua.l investiture.
Im Irans/a/juis urmonibul. words used in transferred Of metaphorical senses.
,. quam his quos inslilUlio suundaria promulgauit. It is thought that ;nll;II,I;O luundaria
is here equivalent to impost/io IUllndaria. both of which arc practically equivalent to "5<::Cond intention," a term common in later mediaeval logic. John would mean that when
words of first and second intemion are combined, the adj<:ction is generally of the first
intention and metaphorical. See aho\'e, for examples,
Bl'
/oqu('ndi, impartiality, indifference, tolerance, or latitude in the use
of words, whereby, e,g., words may be used with varying meanings.
::tZ!! composilis ingmiis, the learned, educated. prudent, hroad·minded, judicious.
bI indiscu/a (ing(nia], the uneducated. indiscrete, immature, or simple minded.
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17.

That grammar also imitaus nature in poetry.

Grammar also imitates nature in further respects. Thus the rules of
poetry clearly reflect the ways of nature, and require anyone who
wishes to become a master in this art to follow nature as his guide.
[So the poet tells us;]
Nature lirst adapts our soul to every
Kind of fate: she delights us, arouses our wrath,
Or overwhelms and tortures us with woe,
After which she expresses these emotions employing the tongue as their
interpreter.' 3o

So true is this [principle] that a poet must never forsake the footsteps of nature. Rather, he should strain to cleave closely to nature '
in his bearing and gestures, as well as in his words ;231
.. . If you expect me to weep, then lirst
You yourself must mourn . • .•32

Likewise, if you want me to rejoice, you yourself must first be joyful.
Otherwise,
. .. If you speak your piece poorly,
I will either drift off to sleep or will laugh at you.· 33

Consequently, we must take into account, not merely poetical feet
and meters, but also age, place, and time, in addition to other circumstances, whose detailed enumeration does not suit our present
purpose. Suffice it to say that all of these are products from nature's
workshop. Indeed, so closely does it cleave to the things of nature
that several have denied that poetry is a subdivision of grammar, and
would have it be a separate art. They maintain that poetry no more
belongs to grammar than it does to rhetoric, although it is related
lID
III

Horace, A .P., 108-J 11.
habilU. gutu, item u"bo.
A.P. , 102, 103.

231 Horace,

-Ibid.,

104. 105.
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to both, inasmuch as it has rules in common with each. Let those
who wish, argue this (for I will not extend the controversy). Begging leave of all, however, I venture to opine that poetry belongs to
grammar, which is its mother and the nurse of its study. Although
neither poetry nor grammar is entirely natural, and each owes most
of its content to man, its author and inventor, nevertheless nature
asserts some authority in both. Either poetry will remain
a part of grammar, or it will be dropped from the roll of liberal
studies.

CHAPTER

18.

What grammar should
should forbid.

and what it

According to its traditional definition, grammar is "the
writing and speaking in a correct manner.'.' .34 Tbe
a correct manner" is added in order to exclude error, so that "orthography" will be observed in writing, and the
matical] art and usage will be respected in speaking. "Orthography,"
or correct writing, consists in putting every letter in its proper position, and not allowing any alphabetic character to usurp another's
place or forsake its own post.·" Speaking is the articulate and literate
verbal expression of our thoughts. The statement " ... They speak
by nods and signs," 236 does not refer to speech proper. One who
speaks correctly, shuns the pitfalls of solecisms and barbarisms. A
"barbarism" is the corruption of a civilized word,237 that is, of a
Greek or Latin word."38 Use of a barbarian 239 language in speaking
is "barbarolexis" 2<0 rather than a "barbarism." A solecism, on the
IM Isidorc, Elym., i, 5.
w.s Ibid., i, 27.
ae Ovid., Md., iv, 63 .

D'l'die/ionis non
a non·barharous or civiliztd diction Of word.
"Cf. Isidorc:. Etym. , i, 32j Donatus, An. Gram., ii. 18 (Kc:il. C.L., IV, 392) .
.. barbara. barbarian; other than
or Roman .
"0
barbarian speech or words. See Isidore, Elym., it 32, S 2; cf. Donatus. ATt.
Gram" ii, .8 (Kcil, G.L., IV, 392).
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other hand, is a corruption, not of one word, but of construction,
whereby words are joined contrary to the rules of syntax.'" A
solecism may occur either from the parts of speech used, or from
accidents in these parts. We have a solecism from parts of speech
used when, for instance, a person substitutes one part of speech for
another. An example is when one puts a preposition for an adverb,
or vice versa. We also have a solecism of this kind when, while using
the right part of speech, a person employs one sort of word where
he should have used another. An example is when one places a
word of secondary origin 2 <2 where one of primary origin is really
required. We may also have a solecism that is due to accidents,2<8
such as kinds,2H genders, cases, numbers, and forms 2<5 [of words].
In addition, there is the metaplasm/<e which is found in verse. Like
the barbarism in prose, the metaplasm occurs in a single word,
although it is more permissible than the former, since it is used for
tjle sake of meter. It is called a "metaplasm," or a sort of "transformation" or "deformation," because, as though on its own authority,
it modifies or disfigures the form of words. 2<1 There are also
schemata/is which we may translate as figures in wording2<. or
sense,250 and which comprise various forms of diction used to embellish speech.m Barbarisms and metaplasms occur in single words;
solecisms and schemata, not in individual words, but in the joining
of a number of words. m There are thus three subjects which the
should master; the grammatical art, grammatical errors,
N1 Sce hitlore. Elym. , i, 33. S J i cf. Donatus. Art. Cram., ii, 19 (Keil, G.L., IV, 393394).
Id
invention, origin, imposition, application.
l'aIsidore, Etym" i, 33, Si 4-5: Donatus, Art. Gram., ii. 19 (Kcil, GL .• IV, 393-394)·
IIU qua/ilatn, kinds of words, as "proper" or "common" nouns; c.g., putting the proper
noun "Dardanus" for the common noun "Dardanius." Cf. Donatus, loc. cil.
M,; pguras, inflections. John evidently here refers to such forms as the moods. tenses, and
persons of verbs. Cf. Donatus, loc. cil.
... m(tapiasmuI, in Greek equivalent to trans/ormaJio in Latin, means a sort of
transformation, ddormation, or irregularity .
..,. Concerning metaplasms, see Isitlore, Etym., i, 35, SI ; cf. Donatus, Art. CNlm ., iii, 4
(Keil, C.L. , IV, 395). Some examplt:s of metaplasms arc the use of gnalO for nalo, sal
for lalis, anti the like.
Me lamata : cf. hidorc. Elym. , i, 36; Donatus, Art. Gram., iii, 5 (Keil. C.L. . IV, 395-397) .
"'That is, in a number of words together, as is stated in the next sentence.
:
meanings. Cf. Donatus, loc. eil.
Istdore, Elym. , 1, 36 .
.. Sce ibid., i, 35, S 7.
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and figures [of speech]. Otherwise he will find it difficult to become
secure in his art, to avoid mistakes, and to imitate the graceful style
of the authors. If someone who is ignorant of the aforesaid [three]
subjects, writes or speaks correctly, he does so more through chance
than as a result of scientific skill. The art [of grammar] is, as it
were, a public highway, on which all have the right to journey,
walk, and act, immune from criticism or molestation. To use faulty
grammar always means that one is forsaking the proper thoroughfare. He who pursues such devious by-paths is likely either to end
up at a precipice, or to become an easy target for the darts and jousts
of those who may challenge what he says."" The figure [of speech],
however, occupies an intermediate position. Since it differs to some
extent from both [regular grammar and grammatical error], it falls
in neither category. All strive to conform to the [grammatical] art,
since it is commanded, and to shun [grammatical] mistakes, since
these are forbidden; but only some use figures, since the latter are
[merely] permissible. Between errors, that is to say, barbarisms and
solecisms, and the art [of grammar], which consists in normal good
speech;" stand figures and schemata. With the metaplasm, there
is, for sufficient reason, some modification of a word; with the
schema/ 55 for due cause, some deviation from the rules of construc2 8
tion. ' Accor?,ing
Isidore, a figure
"an excusable departure
i from the rule. 257 LIcense to use figures IS reserved for authors and
for those like them, namely, the very learned. Such have understood
why [and how] to use certain expressions and not use others. According to Cicero, "by their great and divine good writings they
have merited this privilege," 258 which they still enjoy. The authority
of such persons is by no means slight, and if they have said or done
something, this suffices to win praise for it, or [at least] to absolve
it from stigma. One who has not proved himself deserving of imita-

I

Sl3

inurpdlanlium, of attackas, disturbers, critics.

r.. Literally; which is the virtue and the norm of speech.

suma, that is, a figure proper.
Literally: in the context of the words .
uilium cum
literally: a fault with reason, an excusable or rational fault.
Figures arc discussed by !sidore in his Etym .. i, 35, S 7. Texts of the Etymo/agin here
IM

differ.
IM Cicao,

00., i, 41, S 148.
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tion by such "great and good writings" will, however, vainly try
to expropriate this privilege. The excellence of their other virtues
has rightly made these faults of earlier authors sweet and delectable
to posterity. Whence Augustine says, in the second book of his work
On
"Poets have chosen to call the solecisms and barbarisms,
whereby they express themselves, and to which they are addicted,
and
preferring to change their names rather
than give up these evident faults. Rob poems of the latter, and we
would keenly miss these delicious condiments. But when we transfer to scenes of informal conversation and forensic discussion,"· who
will not banish this sort of diction, and bid it be off and hide itself
in the theater? Furthermore, if anyone piles up very many such
expressions together, we become nauseated by the consequent rancid,
ill smelling, and putrid heap."8o Therefore the moderating principle
of good order will neither allow schemata and metaplasms to be
employed everywhere, nor suffer them to be absolutely banished.
And when these expressions are mixed with ordinary ones, life and
color are breathed into style that would otherwise be dull and commonplace." 281 So says Augustine. Thus we find that one whose'
authority we have been admonished to heed,282 confirms the great
necessity of a knowledge of these forms of speech, which are licitly ,
used by the more learned, and are found practically throughout the
ofliterature."83 Consequently one must learn to
discriminate between what is said literally, what is said figuratively,
and what is said incorrectly, if one is ever easily and accurately to
comprehend what he reads.
- Literally: free talk and the speech of the forum, market place, or law court .
., Augustine,
Ord., ii, 4. § 13 .
-Ibid. The
sentence, though its sense is from Augustine, is evidently not a direct
quotation.
l'II
. . . atlcloritau. enjoined, commanded, or prescribed authority .
tIU Icripturarum, writings, scriptures, literature.
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19.

That a knowledge of figures [of speech 1is most
useful.

Grammar also regulates the use of tropes;"' special forms of
speech'M whereby, for sufficient cause, speech206 is used in a trans(erred sense that differs from its own proper meaning. Examples of
tropes are found in metaphors, metonomy, synechdoche, and the
like. An enumeration of all the various kinds of tropes would be
too lengthy,,·7 The employment of tropes, just as the use of schemata..
is the exclusive privilege of the very learned. The rules governing
. tropes are also very strict, so that the latitude in which they may be
used is definitely limited. For the rules teach that we may not extend
figures. One who is studiously imitating the authors by using metaphors288 ;nd figu,es, must take care to avoid crude figures that are
hard to interpret. !What is primarily desirable in language'·· is luciL_
clarity and easy comprehensibility. Therefore schemata should be
used only out of necessity or for ornamentation. Speech was invented
as a means of communicating mental concepts; and figures [of
speech 1 are admitted so far as they compensate by their utility for
whatever they lack in conformity to the [rules of the grammatical]
art. It is especially necessary to understand those three things which
are generally most to blame for blocking comprehension of meaning, namely schemata together with rhetorical tropes; sophisms
which envelop the minds of listeners in a fog of fallacies; and the
various considerations which prompt the speaker or writer to say
what he does, and which, when recognized, make straight the way
for understanding. Indeed, as Hilary tells us, "What is said should
,.". IrOI'OJ
M.'I modal /octllionllm .
., urmo , speech. diction.
11'1' Cf. Isidore, Elym., i. 37.
.. Irans/alioniblls, transfers. metaphors.
,.. Quintilian, Inst. Or., if 6, § 41.
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be interpreted in the light of why it is said." 270 Otherwise, even in\
the canonical scriptures, the Fathers would be at odds, and the
Evangelists themselves would be contradicting each other, if we
were foolishly to judge only from the surface of their words, without
considering their underlying purposes. Such procedure indicates a
perverse disposition and disregard of one's own progress. Does not
Solomon, in the same book, on the same page, and even in consecutive verses, declare: "Respond not to a fool according to his foolishness, lest you become like him"; and: "Reply to the fool according
to his foolishness, lest he be deluded into imagining he is wise." 271
One should learn the rules whereby one can determine what is
right and what wrong in speech. One cannot correct mistakes save
by rule, and one cannot avoid pitfalls which one fails to recognize
owing to one's failure to study. Among the rules of the arts, I do
not believe that there are any more useful or more compendious272
than those which, in addition to taking note of the figures used by
authors, clearly point out the merits and defects of their speech.m
It is a matter of [no small] wonder to me why our contemporaries
have so neglected this part [of grammar], for it is very useful, and
equally concise, and has been carefully treated by most writers on
the art [of grammar]. Donatus,2H Servius,27' Priscian,278 Isidore,277
Cassiodorus/ 78 our Bede/7• and many others, have all discussed it,
so that if one remains ignorant of it, this can only be attributed to
negligence. Quintilian 280 also teaches this part of the art. In fact he
praises it so highly that he would say that, if one lacks it, it is doubtful whether he has the right to be called a grammarian, and certain
that he cannot hope to become a master of the [grammatical] art.
The meaning of words should be carefully analyzed, and one should
Hilary,
Tr;"., iv, 14 (in Mignc, P.L., X. 107) .
m Proverbs, xxvi, 4. 5.
r.:I That is, more comprehensively concise.
1'73 Quintilian, Inst. Or., i. 5. SS I-54.
1T4 Don:uus. Art. Gram., iii, 5, 6 (Keil, C.L., IV, 397 If.).
Servius, Comm. in DonaJum, near the end.
t"l, Priscian, Inst. , xvii. §§ 166 if. (Keil, G.L., Ill, 192 fT.).
2'n hidore, Etym., ii, 21 •
.rICassiodorus,
ArlibtlS lib"a!ib'H, chap. i (in Migne, PL., LXX, 1153).
m Ikde.
(I trapis sacro( IcriplUra( (in Mignc, P.L., XC, 175 ff.).
MOQuintilian. Inst. Or., i. 5. § 7.
r.o
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diligently ascertain the precise force of each and every term,-both
in itself and in the given context, so that one may dispel the haze
of sophistries that would otherwise obscure the truth. The considerations prompting the speaker'· I may be surmised from the occasion,
the kind of person he is, and the sort of listeners he has, as well as
from the place, the time, and various other pertinent circumstances
that must be taken into account by one who seriously seeks the
:
one applies himself to mastering the above-suggested means
i of overcoming the three obstacles to understanding, not only will he
\ be agreeably surpri;ed by his own increased proficiency in
\bending what he reads and hears, but he will also come to be ad\ .
/lured and respected by others.

CHAPTER

20 .

With what th( grammarian should conarn
himsdf·

Grammar also studies other questions. 282 In addition to treating
the nature of letters, syllables, and words;·> it likewise discusses
metrical feet as well as the accents to be given to syllables. It even
distinguishes and explains the [various] forms of accents, and teaches
whether accents on syllables should be grave, acute, or circumflex.
It further discriminates between punctuations, which are figures
indicating a colon, a comma, or a period, that is to say, where we
should make a slight, a half, or a full stop.'·' Which may be more
easily explained by calling a colon a clause, a comma a phrase, and a
period a sentence2. ' comprising the verbal expression of a complete
thought. Some, in order to make matters even clearer, say (whether
or not their opinion is correct) that a colon is put where we commonly pause or inhale, a comma where we divide a verse as it were
881 ralio diandi. the reason of speaking, the considerations prompting the speaker.
M2
IK3

John's chief source: in this chapter is Isidorc, Etym" i. 19.
diclionum, of words Of dictions .

20.

.w disline/io, distinction, separation, intcrpunction, stop .
Mi5

paiodm circuillls, circllituJ is the Latin equivalent for the Greek 'JI',plo30t .
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in half, and a period where we conclude a complete verbal statement.'86 There are also notations that indicate the mode of what
is written, and show whether the latter is clear or obscure, certain
or doubtful, and so on. However, this part of the [grammatical] art
has so generally fallen into disuse that those who are most enthusiastic about learned studies justly lament and are brought to the verge
of tears because the art of notations,287 so highly useful and effective
for both comprehension and retention, has, through the prejudice :
or negligence of our predecessors, vanished. That such great import j
has existed in such tiny notations should not seem strange, for singers
of music likewise indicate by a few graphic symbols numerous variations in the acuteness and gravity of tones. 288 For which reason such
characters are appropriately known as "the keys of music." 280 If,
however, the little notations we spoke of above gave access to such
great science, I am surprised that our forefathers, who were so
learned, were not aware of this, or that the keys to so much knowledge were lost. Seneca glibly promised to impart the art of memorization/ oo of which I certainly wish I were a master; but as far as
I know, he did not actually teach it. Tullius [Cicero] seems to have
applied himself to this in his Rhetorical Questions;o, but the latter
are not of much help to men like me. There are extant some things,
it is true, which we can scarcely apprehend, but about these we are
very little concerned. On the other hand, rules concerning similar
forms and inflections, etymologies, definitions of terms that need
explanation, and differences,292 those pointing out the faults of
barbarisms, solecisms, and other grammatical errors to be avoided,
those clarifying the question as to what forms of metaplasms, schemata, and tropes are permissible and ornamental, and those explain.., Cf., in addition to Isidore, Etym" i, 20, also Donatus, Art. Gram., i, 6 (Kcil, CL.,
IV. 372).
:m on notaria.
MS That is, in pitch .
.. musia
the "keys of music" here rders to musical "notes," rather than to
musical "kC)'s" as wc understand them today .
., Ciccro relates this of a certain learned man: Dc Oral., ii. 7." § 299; cf. Dc Fin., il,
32, § 104.
alH Scc: PSl'ut!o-Ciccro, Ad Hn-(nnillm, iii, 16 ft.
till Literally: analogies, etymologies, glosses, and differences.
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ing prose, enunciating the laws of poetry, and stating cases;93 as
well as the method to be followed in historical and fictional narratives,-all must be extremely advantageous. If anyone wants the
definitions and forms of the above, he has but to peruse the books of
the aforesaid grammarians. 1£ all these volumes are not at hand, one
may see what worth knowing he can find in particular books. For,
although everyone of them does not adequately treat all questions,
still each is helpful to some extent. Isidore, especially, is very useful,
sufficiently general, and praiseworthy for studied conciseness. If all
the books of the grammarians are not available, it is still very helpful,
for the interpretation of what we read, to bear in mind 29{ even this
fragmentary survey.

CHAPTER

21.

By what great men grammar has been appreciated, and the fact that ignorance of this art is
as much a handicap in philosophy as is deafness and dumbness.

From what has been said, it is clear that [the function of] grammar
is not narrowly confined to one subject. Rather, gra!l1mar
the mind to understand everything that can be taught in words.
Consequently, everyone can appreciate how much all other studies
depend on grammar. Some of our contemporaries apparently pride
themselves on being able to babble along garrulously without benefit
of this art. They regard it as useless, openly assail it, and glory in
the fact that they have never studied it. But Marcus Tullius [Cicero 1
did not hate his son, of whom, as is evident in his letters, he insistently required the study of grammar. 29 ' And Gaius Caesar wrote
books On Analogy;ge conscious that, without grammar, one cannot

<

'" causas, John evidently here rden to cases or subjects occasioning discourse. Cf. Quintilian, Inst. 0, .• ii, 5. S 7.
.. Litecall),: to have fixed in our memory.
Scc Quintilian, Inst. Or., i, 7, § 34 .
... Or on like word forms in grammar. Sec above, n. 202 . Sce also Quintilian, loco

at.
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master philosophy297 (with which he was thoroughly familiar) or
eloquence (in which he was most proficient)"·· Quintilian also
praises this art to the point of declaring that we should continue
the use 209 of grammar and the love of reading "not merely during
our school days, but to the very end of our life." 300 For grammar
equips us both to receive and to impart knowledge. It modulates our
accent, and regulates our very voice so that it is suited to all persons
and matters. Poetry should be recited in one way; prose in another.
The governing principle in pronunciation is at one time harmony,
at another rhythm, at still another the sense. The law of harmony
reigns in music. Caesar, while still a boy;O! with fine sarcasm remarked to a certain person : "If you're trying to read, you're singing,
and if you're trying to sing, you're doing a miserable job." S02 In
similar vein, Martianus, in The Marriage of Mercury and Philology, represents grammar as provided with a knife, a rod, and the
ointment case carried by physicians. so3 She uses the knife to prune
away grammatical errors, and to cleanse the tongues of infants as
she instructs them. Nursing and feeding her charges, she conducts
them on to the art of philosophy, thoroughly training them beforehand so that they will not babble in barbarisms or solecisms. Grammar employs her rod to punish offenders; while with the ointment
of the propriety and utility which derive from her services, she mitigates the sufferings of her patients. Grammar also guides our hand
to write correctly, and sharpens our vision so that it is not nonplussed
by fine convolutions of letters, or by parchment crowded with intricate and elaborate script. It opens our ears, and accommodates them
to all word sounds, including those that are deep or sharp.3D' If,
therefore, grammar is so useful, and the key to everything written,
as well as the mother and arbiter of all speech, who will [try to 1
..., Philosophy or general learning,
... Quintilian, loc. cif.
ums, the use, habit, or practice.

.0

aoo Quimilian, Inst. Or., i, 8, § 12.
301
clad in the toga that was worn by freeborn children until they were
seventeen years of age, at which time they assumed the loga fliri/is. Thus: while still a
minor; while still under age.
lOll Quintilian, Inst. Or., i, 8, § 2.
a Martianus Capdla,
Nllpl .• iii, § 223 .
a)f.lam grallib,u quam acutis, gr.lVc . deep, or hC3V)' ; acute,
or high.
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exclude it from the threshold of philosophy, save one who thinks
that philosophizing does not require an understanding of what has
been said or written? Accordingly those who would banish or condemn grammar are in effect trying to pretend that the blind and
deaf are more fit for philosophical studies than those who, by nature's gift, have received and still enjoy the vigor of all their senses.

CHAPTER

22.

That Cornificius invokes the authority of
Seneca to defend his erroneous contentions.

Cornificius, however, hides behind a great authority, whom he
quotes as the source of his erroneous doctrine. This authority [Seneca] indeed deserves the praise he receives from many, and for two
reasons. In the first place, he [Seneca] is a strong advocate of virtue
and a great teacher of morality. In the second place, his pithy epigrammatic style30• is admirable for its succinct brevity, while his
diction is both beautiful and vivid. Consequently, those who love
either virtue or eloquence cannot but be pleased [with Seneca]. With
all due respect to Quintilian,s°6 there is no, or at least hardly any,
other moralist among the pagans, whose words and opinions can
be more conveniently alleged in all sorts of discussions. Quintilian,
while praising Seneca's intelligence, condemns his judgment, and
declares that his writings are full of sugar-coated faults, and that
he was popular with immature boys rather than with the learned.
Quintilian also complains that Seneca breaks down substantial
periods into brief "points," 307 whence one of the emperors characterized his works as sand without lime.sos Seneca always has some.. comaJico
diundi; cf. Jcrome, In Ecclu., iii, 18 (in Migne, P.L., XXIII, 1095) .
... Quintilian, Inst. Or., x, I, B 125 if. Cf. Policraticus, viii, 13, for Quintilian's opinion
of Sencca .
." summas reTurn minuliss;mis ununtiis Jrangere, literally: he breaks down composite
summaries into very short sentences, that is, substitutes the "5Cntcntious" style for the
"periodic" one.
... Cf. Quintilian, loc. dJ. The emperor was Caligula, a madman in most things, hut
showed some keenness in literary judgments.
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thing to say. Thus he feels that liberal studies do not make a person
good. 30 • I agree with him, but I think that the same also holds true
of other studies. Knowledge puffeth up; it is charity alone that makes
one good.3IO Seneca deflates the arts, but at the same time he does not
exclude them from the field of philosophy, since [it may also be said
that] those who are merely philosophers are not good men. "The
subject of the grammarian," he says, "is language, and if he goes
farther, history, and if he proceeds still farther, poetry." 311 Such,
however, is no trivial matter, and contributes much to the formation
of virtue, which makes a man good. Horace takes pride in the fact
that, for virtue's sake, he has reread Homer,"12
Who tells us what is beautiful and what repulsi\'e, what useful and what
disadvantageous,
In [far 1 more entertaining and effective manner than do Chrysippus and
Cantor.313

That "Poetry is the cradle of philosophy" is axiomatic. Furthermore,
do not our forefathers tell us that the liberal studies are so useful
that one who has mastered them can, without a teacher, understand
all books and everything written? 314 Indeed, as Quintilian observes,
"These studies harm, not those who pass through them, but only
those who become bogged down in them." 310
IOD SeneC3, Ep., 88, §S 1-2.
I Clrinthians, viii, I .
111 Scneca, Ep., 88, § 3.
W Sencc.a (Ep., 88, § 5) denies that Homer was a philosopher .
."a Horaec, Ep., i, 2, 1-4. John has
in place of Horacc's
aa While preserving the: sense, the: translator has here changed the direct statement to
a quc!ttion. for stylistic purposes.
au Quintilian. Inst. Or., i, 7. § 35. The: meaning here is, apparently: "These studies arc:
not in thc:msdns harmful, but only hurt those: who after taking them up.
pedantic sticklers."
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CHAPTER

23 .

The chief aids to philosophical inquiry and the
practice of virtue; as well as how grammar is
the foundation of both philosophy and virtue.

The chief aids to philosophical inquiry and the practice of virtue _
are reading, learning,3IG meditation/ 17 and assiduous application. sls
-Reading scrutinizes the written subject matter immediately before
it. Learning likewise generally studies what is written, but also sometimes moves on to what is preserved in the archives of the memory
and is not in the writing, or to those things that become evident
when one understands the given subject. Meditation, however,
reaches out farther to what is unknown, and often even rises to the
incomprehensible by penetrating, not merely the apparent aspects,
but even the hidden recesses of questions. The fourth is assiduous
application. The latter, although it owes its form to previous cognition, and requires scientific knowledge, still smooths the way for
understanding, since, in itself, it constitutes "a good understanding
for all who do it." Sl9 The heralds of the truth, it is written, "have
proclaimed the works of God, and have understood His doings." 320
Scientific knowledge, by the nature of things, must precede the
practice and cultivation of virtue, which does not "run without knowing where it is going," and does not merely "beat the air" in its
battle against vice.32l Rather "it sees its goal, and the target at which
it aims." It does not haphazardly chase ravens with a piece of pottery
and a bit of mud. m But scientific knowledge is the product of readme doctrina, stud)'. learning, grasping the doctrinal content; cf. Hugh of St. Victor ,
Erud. Didasc., iii, 7. 9. la, I I; 'It 7; together with G. Pare, A. Brunet, and P. Tremblay,
dll xii· si;'C/c, pp. 113-116.
811'

lIS tJJliduilas operis, diligent practical application, action in accordance with knowledge,
virtue. Cf. later in this chapter, and chap. 24.
alII Psalms, ex, 10. The Psalm rders to practical "fear of the Lord," or observance of
the divine commandments.
aD

Psalms, lxiii,

10.

I Corinthians, ix, :z6.
aD Persiu5, SQ/., iii, 60, 61.

121
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ing, learning, and meditation. It is accordingly evident that grammar, which is the basis and root of scientific knowledge, implants,
as it were, the seed [of virtue] in nature's furrow after grace has
readied the ground. This seed, provided again that cooperating grace
is present, increases in substance and strength until it becomes solid
virtue, and it grows in manifold respects until it fructifies in good
works, wherefore men are called and actually are "good." At the .
same time, it is grace alone which makes a man good. For grace '
brings about both the willing and the doing of good. 823 Furthermore,
grace, more than anything else, imparts the faculty of writing and
speaking correctly to those to whom it is given, and supplies them
with the various arts. Grace should not be scorned when it generously offers itself to the needy, for if despised, it rightly departs,
leaving the one who has spurned it no excuse for complaint.

CHAPTER

24 .

Practical observations on reading and lecturing,''' together with [an account of) the method
employed by Bernard of Chartres and his followers.

One who aspires to become a philosopher should therefore apply
himself to reading, learning, and meditation, as well as the performance of good works,"" lest the Lord become angry and take
away what he seems to possess."2. The word "reading" 327 is equivocal. It may refer either to the activity of teaching and being taught,
or to the occupation of studying written things by oneself. Consequently, the former, the intercommunication between teacher and
learner, may be termed (to use Quintilian's word) the "lecture";328
:IS!

Philippians, ii. 1.J.

...

reading before, lecturing,
i, 23 .
.. Matthew, xxv, 29.
am Cf. Ml'l.,
327

The word "reading" is, as John says, ambiguous. One may "read" a book,

or may "read" a "lecture" (a "reading" to students ur an audience).
- prdutio; cl. Quintilian, Insl . Or .. ii, 5. § 4.

66
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the latter, or the scrutiny by the student, the "reading," 32. simply
so called. On the authority of the same Quintilian;'o
of grammar should, in lecturing:· 1 take care of such details as to
have his students analyze verses into their parts of speech, and point
out the nature of the· metrical feet which are to be noted in poems.
He should, furthermore, indicate and condemn whatever is barbarous, incongruous, or otherwise against the rules of composition." He
should not, however, be overcritical of the poets, in whose case,
because of the requirements of rhythm, so much is overlooked that
their very faults are termed virtues. A departure from the rule that
is excused by necessity, is often praised as a virtue, when observance
of the rule would be detrimental. The grammarian should also point
out metaplasms, schematisms, and oratorical tropes, as well as various
other forms of expression" 2 that may be present. He should further
suggest the various possible ways of saying things, and impress them
on the memory of his listeners by repeated reminders. Let him
"shake out" 333 the authors, and, without exciting ridicule, despoil
them of their feathers, which (crow fashion) they have borrowed
from the several branches of learning in order to bedeck their works
and make them more colorful.884 One will more fully perceive and
more lucidly explain the charming elegance of the authors in proportion to the breadth and thoroughness of his knowledge of various disciplines. The authors by diacrisis,"'· which we may translate as "vivid
representation" 3.6 or "graphic imagery," 337 when they would take
the crude materials of history, arguments,338 narratives,"3. and other
topics, would so copiously embellish them by the various branches of
knowledge, in such charming style, with such pleasing ornament,
-Julio.
BI

811

..
as

Quintilian, Insl. Or., i. 8, §§ 13 ff.
in
.
i, 18, 19.
shake: out, search, thoroughl>' examine or analyze .

Cf. Horace, Ep., i. 3, 18-20.
a; diacrisim, perhaps from
separation, discernment, solution, interpretation; or
perhaps from: aUlT6".wuu. Cf. Martianus Capdla,
Nupt., Y, § 524; and Cassiodorus.
In Ps. xxx, 11; xc, Ij cxxv, 4 (in Migne, P.L., LXX, 210, 65°,925).
UI.

DIll
illustration, illumination, vivid represemation or description; cf. Quin.
tiliaD, Inll. Or., vi, 2, § 3.1 .
.., pi(turaliorlt'm.
UII Perhaps in the sense of a plot.
""lobule; a narrative, story, play, fable, talk.
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that their finished masterpiece would seem to image all the arts.
Grammar and Poetry are poured without stint over the length and
breadth of their works. Across this field;'o as it is commonly called,
Logic, which contributes plausibility by its proofs," I weaves the
golden lightening of its reasons; while Rhetoric, where persuasion is
in order, supplies the silvery luster of its resplendent eloquence.
Following in the path of the foregoing, Mathematics rides [proudly 1
along on the four-wheel chariot of its Quadrivium, intermingling its
fascinating demonstration in manifold variety. Physical philosophy,.42 which explores the secret depths of nature, also brings forth
from her [copious] stores numerous lovely ornaments of diverse
hue. Of all branches of learning, that which confers the greatest
beauty is Ethics, the most excellent part of philosophy, without
which the latter would not even deserve its name. Carefully examine
the works of Vergil or Lucan, and no matter what your philosophy,
you will find therein its seed or seasoning.3<' The fruit of the lecture
on the authors is proportionate both to the capacity of the students
and to the industrious diligence of the teacher. Bernard of Chartres"" the greatest font of literary learning'" in Gaul in recent
times,·4s used to teach grammar in the following way. He would
point out, in reading the authors, what was simple and according
to rule. On the other hand, he would explain grammatical figures,
rhetorical embellishment, and sophistical quibbling, as well as the
relation of given passages to other studies. He would do so, however,
without trying to teach everything at one time. On the contrary, he
would dispense his instruction to his hearers gradually, in a manner
commensurate with their powers of assimilation. And since diction
is lustrous either because the words are well chosen,"" and the adjec&6Ocompo .
... 1

Literally : its colors of proving (or credible proofs) .

Phisica, physical or natural philosophy, sometimes called physics .
....
imunin conditurl1m. you will find therein its founding, preparing. or germ;
or you will find it used therein as a seasoning.
aw Sec: footno t(,S to
.• i. 5; and cf. Clerval, us t.coln
QU
pp .
(58 fl.
ad

M5/itln-IITum, of letters, of literary or grammatical learning.
Literally: in modern tim(.'s.

Ne

In

from propriety. fitness, appropriateness.
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tives and verbs admirably suited to the nouns with which they arc
used, or because of the employment of metaphors,s'8 whereby speech
is transferred to some beyond-the-ordinary meaning for sufficient
reason, Bernard used to inculcate this in the minds of his hearers
whenever he had the opportunity. In view of the fact that exercise
both strengthens and sharpens our mind, Bernard would bend every
effort to bring his students to imitate what they were hearing.m In
some cases he would rely on exhortation, in others he would resort
to punishments, such as flogging. Each student was daily required
to recite part of what he had heard on the previous day. Some would
recite more, others less. Each succeeding day thus became the
disciple of its predecessor. The evening exercise, known as the
"declination," ••0 was so replete with grammatical instruction that iL
anyone were to take part in it for an entire year, provided he were
a dullard, he would become thoroughly familiar with the [correct] method of speaking and writing, and would not be at a loss
to comprehend expressions in general use. Since, however, it is not
right to allow any school or day to be without religion, s.ubjcct
. matter was presented to foster faith, to build up morals, and to inspire those present at this quasicollation 3Ol to perform good works.
This [evening] "declination," or philosophical collation, closed
with the pious commendation of the souls of the departed to
their Redeemer, by the devout recitation 852 of the Sixth Penetential
PsalmS" and the Lord's Prayer. He [Bernard] would also explain
the poets and orators who were to serve as models for the boys in
their introductory exercises·" in imitating prose and poetry. Pointing out how the diction of the authors was so skillfully con...
.
•'" Literally: what they were hearing, namely, the selections that he read to them [from
the authors 1.

.. drc/inalio. This exercise was probOlbly so called from its characteristic part, the declination, or inflectiom, of nouns and verbs. or possibly from the fact that, at this time, the
light and acti\'ity of day were declining (du/inanu) into the darknc.:ss and repose of
night.
1111
ma )' mcan either a conference or 3 refreshing rcpJ.)(.
&"41

Literally: otTering,

.. Psalms , cxxix ("Out of the Depths" or the
pro/undis").
prux",cilomina,' sce Prisci:m.
Figuris numaorum. in his preface (Keil, G.L .. Ill,
40 5. 1:1).
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nected,m and what they had to say was so elegantly concluded,M6
he would admonish his students to follow their example. And
if, to embellish his work, someone had sewed on a patch of
cloth filched from an external source;" Bernard, on discovering
this, would rebuke him for his plagiary, but would generally refrain
from punishing him. After he had reproved the student, if an unsuitable theme had invited
he would, with modest indulgence, bid the boy to rise to real imitation ,of the [classical authors 1,
and would bring about that he who had imitated his predecessors
would come to be deserving of imitation by his successors.s" He '/
would also inculcate as fundamental, and impress on the minds of i
his listeners, what virtue exists in economy;360 what things are to be I
commended by facts and what ones by choice of words,861 where ,
concise and, so to speak, frugal speech is in order, and where fuller, I
more copious expression is appropriate; as well as where speech is ;
excessive, and wherein consists just measure in all cases. 362 Bernard :
used also to admonish his students that stories and poems should'
be read thoroughly, and not as though the reader were being precipitated to flight by spurs. Wherefor he diligently and insistently demanded from each, as a daily debt, something committed to
memory. 80S At the same time, he said that we should shun what is
superfluous. According to him, the works of distinguished authors
;uncltlras die-lionum, literally : connections, or the connecting of things said. Cf. Quin{ilian , Inst. Or., ix, .h § 31.
a:!oI urmonurn claumlas. the conclusion of speeches. A c1allstl!a, with Quintilian, means a
concise 3nd acute conclusion to a speech.
':;1 Borace,
A.P., 16; Matthew, ix, 16.
"-·'IOr ; if the inappropriate use had deserved this.
r.e DaJdwin (Med. Rhn. and Poetic, p. 163), translates this passage as follows: "But
if the borrowing was misplaced, with modest kindliness, he bade the boy come down to
express his author 's likeness; and his own practice was such that in imitating his predecessors, he bt-came a modd for his successors." But cf. A. Clerval, UI tco/u
Chartru,
p. 226, and C. H . Haskins, Rmaiuana of
Twelfth
pp. 135-136 .
.. uonomia, that is, o(Conomia, a fine practical adjustment of means to an end . Cf.
Quintilian (lnsl. Or., iii, 3. § 9) , where he refers to "economy" as including judgment,
(livision. order. and everything relating to expression (according to Hcrmagoras) .
." que in duou rerum,
in uerbis /audanda lint. John evidently distinguishes here
between beauty of content and beauty of expression .
., That is, moderation .
., Bcrnard apparently required of each of his students the daily recitation of some passages
memorized from their current reading.
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suffice. As a matter of fact, to study everything that everyone, no
matter how insignificant, has ever said, is either to be excessively
humble and cautious, or overly vain and ostentatious. It also deters
and stifles minds that would better be freed to go on to other things.
That which preempts the place of something that is better is, for this
reason, disadvantageous, and does not deserve to be called "good."
To examine and pore over everything that has been written, regardless of whether it is worth reading, is as pointless as to fritter away
one's time with old wives' tales. As Augustine says in his book On
Order: "Who is there who will bear that a man who has never heard
that Daedalus3 .< flew should [therefor] be considered unlearned?
And, on the contrary, who will not agree that one who says that
Daedalus did fly should be branded a liar; one who believes it, a
fool; and one who questions [anyone] about it, impudent? I am
wont to have profound pity for those of my associates who are
accused of ignorance because they do not know the name of the
mother of Euryalus,365 yet who dare not call those who ask such
questions 'conceited and pedantic busy-bodies.' "366 Augustine summarizes the matter aptly and with truth. The ancients correctly
reckoned that to ignore certain things constituted one of the marks
of a good grammarian. A further feature of Bernard's method was to
have his disciples compose prose and poetry every day, and exercise
their faculties in mutual conferences,"·' for nothing is more useful
in introductory training than actually to accustom one's students to
practice the art they are studying. Nothing serves better to foster
the acquisition of eloquence and the attainment of knowledge than
such conferences, which also have a salutary influence on practical
conduct, provided that charity moderates enthusiasm, and that humility is not lost during progress in learning. A man cannot be the
IN Dacdalus: an Athenian artist, celebrated for his mechanical skill, who was said to
have flown from Crt'tc to Sicily.
8&'; Eur;a/i, Euryalus: a Trojan, who perished together with
his friend
IJtIIII Sec Augustine, Dc Ord., ii, 12,
37 (in Migne, PL., XXXII, 1012, 1013) .
.1Jr.' ("o/lalionihtu,
collations, conferences, comparisons. Although "conferences" would
sc('m to fit here as a translation, Wcbb holds that "compari!'ons" is better. CL Wt'bb's cd .•
.\1('/., p. 57 (ad lac.). lbskins (RcnoiHana 01 the Twd/th Century, p. 136), also
translates this 3S "comparisons," though Baldwin U..tl'd. Rhl'l. and PO(lic, p. 136), renders
it as "criticisms."
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servant of both learning and carnal vice.s68 My own instructors in
grammar, William of Conches,s.o and Richard, who is known as "the
Bishop," 370 a good man both in life and conversation,s71 who now
holds the office of archdeacon of Coutances, formerly used Bernard's
method in training their disciples. But later, when popular opinion
veered away from the truth, when men preferred to seem, rather
than to be philosophers, and when professors of the arts were promising to impart the whole of philosophy in less than three or even
two years, William and Richard were overwhelmed by the onslaught of the ignorant mob, and retired.372 Since then, less time and
attention have been given to the study of grammar. As a result, we
find men who profess all the arts, liberal and mechanical, but who
are ignorant of this very first one [i.e., grammar], without which it
is futile to attempt to go on to the others. But while other studies
may also contribute to "letters," 373 grammar alone has the unique
privilege of making one "lettered." 3H Romulus,870 in fact, refers to
grammar as "letters," Varro376 calls it "making lettered," 877 and one
who teaches or professes grammar is spoken of as "lettered." In
times past, the teacher of grammar was styled a "teacher of letters." 378 Thus Catullus says: "Silla, the 'teacher of letters,' gives thee
a present." 370 Hence it is probable that anyone who spurns grammar,
not only not a "teacher of letters," but does not even deserve to
be called "lettered."
MS Set: Jcrome, Ep., cxxe, S II (in Migne, P.L., XXII , 1078): "Love the knowledge of
the scriptures, and you will not love the vices of the flesh."
"On Willi.J.m of Clnchc:s, sce
1,5. p. 21, n. 65.
110 Richard l'Evequc; cf. Claval, us t.co/(J
pp.
f.
m 1I;la d cOf'Jut'rsatione ui, bonm, a good man, both in his life or way of life or
conduct, and in his conversation or intercourse or deportment. This may also mean a good
man, both in his personal life and in his social influence.
aTI uJS"unt, that is, they stopped school. Sec Pooie,
Thouglu, App., vii, p. 31 I.
ITI/itu-ratura. letters. literature, learning.
aT'lituratum , lettered, literate, learned .
.nI Romulus; scc Martianus Capella,
Nupt., iii, § 229. where Romulus is used for
Romans .
.... Cf. Augustine,
Ord. , H, 12, § 35 (in Mignc, P.L., XXXII, 1012); and Isidore,

Elym., i, 3, S !.
instruction in language, making literate, making lettered .
r.a lituTa/oT.
aN Catullus, Carmina, xiv. 9. evidently cited from
Capclla ,
Nupt., ui, § 229.
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CHAPTER

25.

A short conclusion conarning
grammar.

of

Those who only yesterday were mere boys, being flogged by the rod,
yet who today are [grave] masters, ensconced in the [doctor's] chair
and invested with the [official] stole,""O claim that those who praise
grammar do so out of ignorance of other studies. Let such patiently
heed the commendation of grammar found in the book, On
Education of an Orator.""' If the latter is acceptable to them, then let
them [condescend to] spare innocent grammarians. In the aforesaid
work we find this statement: "Let no one despise the principles of
grammar as of small account. Not that it is a great thing to distinguish between consonants and vowels, and subdivide the latter into
semivowels and mutes. But, as one penetrates farther into this (so to
speak) sanctuary, he becomes conscious of the great intricacy of
grammatical questions. The latter are not only well calculated to
sharpen the wits of boys, but also constitute fit subject matter to
exercise the most profound erudition and scientific knowledge." 3S.
[Quintilian also says:] "Those who deride this art [of grammar] as
petty and thin, deserve even less toleration. For if grammar does not
lay beforehand a firm foundation for the orator, the [whole] structure will collapse. Grammar is accordingly first among the liberal
arts. Necessary for the young, grJtifying to the old, and an agreeable
solace in solitude, it alone, of all branches of learning, has more
utility than show." 383
END OF BOOK ONE
MO s/o/ali, wearing the stoIc, the:: insignia of office::.
""'. Quintilian's
Ora/orit.
- Quintilian. IlISt. Or., i. 4. § 6.
-Ibid., i. 4. § 5.

:Soon Taro
[PROLOGUE]
It has been sufficiently proved in the preceding book, I believe, that
grammar is not useless. I feel that we have adequately demonstrated
that, in the absence of grammar, not only is perfect eloquence prec.luded, but also the gateway to other philosophical pursuits' is
blocked to those who would engage in them. Attention has also been
called to the fact that grammar is to be judged leniently, since it is
subject both to nature and to the will of man. In like manner, civil
laws frequently derive their force from human constitution while
what is deemed expedient for the common welfare is considered
equivalent to natural justice. But they [the Cornificians] are still
not silenced, and refuse to acquit logic. Though maimed, and destined to be yet further mutilated, Cornificius, beating against a solid
wall like a blind man, rashly brings to trial, and still more brazenly
accuses logic. One who [really] loves the truth hates wrangling,
whereas one who is charitable instinctively and spontaneously withdraws from contention. I will pass over the question whether grammar is a part of logic, although logic certainly treats and serves
words; despite the fact that it does not, of course, discuss them from
every angle." I will leave it to you: who are informed on this matter, to judge the extension of the term [logic], and to decide whether
logic includes all speech, or is limited to the critical evaluation of
reasoning." I have no misgivings as to your decision. For I have
confidence in both the equity of my cause, and the capability 8 and
I

philosophical or learned professions or pursuits.

urmonibuJ, words, speech, \'t"rb:J.1 expression .
.. Cf. Gilbert Crispin, DiJptltalio Christian; cum g(nli/i de fide Ch,i.lli (Reit. Mus., Add.
MS 8166. fo1s. 29-36); and Hugh of St. Victor, Emd. Didafc .• i. u, and ii, 31.
I

'Namely, Thomas Bcckct, to whom the Mt'la/ogicon is addressed.
ad ;nsta,'lliam ralionum, the criticism or critical evaluation of rC'asoning or arguments .

J\

• periria, learning, capability.
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fairness of my judge. Let us pass over the question whether what
relates to reasoning7 is useful, and let us consider the power of logic,
notwithstanding the unwillingness of our opponent. My task here
will be lightened, since my reader" is favorably disposed and does
not need persuasion. For all take pride in being logicians: not only
those who have become engaged to the science with a few sweet
pleasantries, but even those who have not yet made her acquaintance."

CHAPTER

1.

Because its object is to ascertain the truth, logic
is a valuable asset in all fields of philosophy.'"

In its narrower sense, J()gic is. the science of argumentative reasoning," which [latter] provides a solid basis for the whole activity of
prudence. Of all things the most desirable is wisdom/ 2 whose fruit
consists in the love of what is good and the practice of virtue. Consequently the human mind must apply itself to the quest of wisdom,
;lOd thoroughly study and investigate questions in order to formulate
clear and sound judgments concerning each. Logkis exercised in
inquiry into the truth. The latter [truth], as Cicero declares in his
book On Offices,'3 is the subject matter of that primary virtue which
is called "prudence"; whereas various utilities and necessities constitute the subject matter of the remaining three [basic virtues] . Prudence consists entirely in insight into the truth, together with a
certain skill in investigating the latter; whereas justice embraces the
truth and fortitude defends it, while temperance moderates the activities of the aforesaid virtues. Thus it is indubitable that prudence is the
root of all the virtues. If this root be severed, then the other virtues
l' rationa/is,
rational science, the: scicncc of rcasuning .
• QudilOr, literally, listener .
• smula"almt a
greeted her from the threshold. made casual acquaintance with

her ; cf. Seneea. Ep., 49. S 6.
10

Literally: for all philosophy, that is, for all learning.

11 ral;o disuundi, the science: or art of rational discussion
See Ciccro, De Oral., ii, 38, S J 57.
11 Cf.
i, I I, 12.
11 Cicero, De 00., i, 5. U 15-17.

Of

argumentative reasoning.
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will wither and die of thirst, even as branches do when they are cut
off from their natural source of sustenance. For who can embrace or
practice something of which he is ignorant? Truth is .the subject
matter of prudence, as well as the fountain-head of all the virtues.
_CQmpreh!:!lcls
is wise, one wh-;;-J;;ves it good, "one
. who orders his life in accordance with-it happy." H The most learned
of our poets, pointing out the secret of happiness, says:"
Happiness comes from understanding the causes of things,
And nonchalantly treading under foot al\ fears,
Including horror of relentless Fate and howling, hungry Hell.'·

In the words of another poet, more illustrious for his faith lT and
vision of the truth:
Happy the man who has had the good fortune
To rest his eyes on the clear fountain of good;
Happy he who has [at last 1 succeeded
In loosing earth's repressive bonds.'8

While the poets we have quoted express themselves differently, their
meaning is the same: "Happy is the man who possesses the gift of
understanding." 0.11 the one hand, the more intimately what is
transitory and momentary comes to be known, the cheaper that
is thus doomed to perish becomes in the estimation of a
mind. On the other hand, the truth will set us free, and
will lead us from slavery to liberty,'· relieving us of the oppressive
yoke of vice. For it is impossible that one who seeks and embraces
tl; truth with his whole heart should remain a suitor and servant
of vanity."o
14

Proverbs, iii, ] 8.
ii, 490-492.

u Vcrgil,

Achcron : river of the: infernal regions, hence: the infernal regions or Hell.
Namely, Bocthius.
Bocthius, Cons. Phi/" iii, I2 mete. 1-4 .
111 Cf. John, viii, 32 .
.. Augustine: opposes vanity to truth in the: same: way in his Enarr. in Ps. cxviii, 37
(in Migne, P.L., XXXVI!, (531).
11

17

18
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CHAPTER

2.

school, and

origin and

of logic.
As a result of the aforesaid considerations, there arose the Peripatetic school, which esteemed
of the truth as the greatest
_good in human life. These
accordingly made careful
investigations into the nature of all things, so as to determine which
i should be avoided as evil, discounted as useless, sought after as good,
or preferred as better, and finally which are called "good" or "bad"
according to circumstances. The!:.e
developed two branches of
philosophy, natural and moral, which are also called ethics and physics. But, through lack of scientific skill in argumentative reasoning,
many absurdities were concluded. Thus Epicurus would have the
world originate from atoms and a void, and would dispense with
God as its author; whereas the Stoics asserted that matter is coeternal
with God, and held that all sins are equally grave. It became imperative to devise and make public a science which would distinguish
words and meanings, and dissipate foggy fallacies. Such, as Boethius
observes in his second commentary on Porphyry;l was the origin
of the study of logic. There was [evident] need of a science to discriminate between what is true and what is false, and to show which
reasoning really adheres to the path of valid argumentative proof,
and which [merely] has the [external] appearance of truth, or, in
other words, which reasoning warrants assent, and which should be
held in suspicion. Otherwise, it would be impossible to ascertain the
truth by reasoning. Although Parmenides the Egyptian22 spent his
Wl

John apparently rcgan..ls the In Porphyrjuffl Via/og; .. . of Boethius as Bocrhius' first

commentar)' on Porphyry, and Boethius'
in Porphyritun 3S his second corn·
mentary on the same writer . Here he obviously refers to Book I of the latter. Both are
to be found in Mignc, P.L., LXIV.
El T'llrmruidrl
Egiptius: John is apparently referring here to the: Greek philosopher
Parmenidcs, a native of the: town of Elca in lower Italy (Magna
rather than
of Egypt, and who li\'C:d in the sixth century B.C.
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life on a rock'S in order to invent a scientific system of logic,'· he has
had so many and such illustrious successors in his project that they
have appropriated most of the honor for his invention. According to
Apuleius," Augustine;8 and Isidore,21 the credit for completing
philosophy belongs to Plato. For to physics and ethics, which Pythagoras and Socrates respectively had already fully taught, Plato added
logic. By the latter, when the causes of things and the bases of the
are being discussed, the real [proving] force of arguments
may be determined. Plato, however, did not organize logic into a
scientific art. Use came first, for here, as elsewhere, precept followed
practice. Subsequently Aristotle perceived and explained the rules of
the art [of logic], and he, "the Prince of the Peripatetics," is honored as its principal founder. While Aristotle shares the distinction
of being an authority in other branches of learning, he has a monopoly of this one, which is his very own. Although 1 discuss Aristotle
more at length elsewhere,'s 1 believe that what Quintilian says about
him should not be overlooked here: "I am at a loss to pay tribute to
the greatness of Aristotle, for 1 cannot decide whether he deserves
greater praise for his wide knowledge, his numerous writings, his
masterful language, his smooth style, the insight of his findings, or
the wide diversity of subjects he treats." 29
• in

on a rock (or possibly in a cave?) .
.. Cf. Hugh of Sr, Victor, Erud. Didasc., iii, :1. Hugh has the same story which may
have originated from a misinterpretation of Martianus Capdla, De Nupt. , iv, § 330, where
we find: "She [Dialectic] says that she was first reared on a rock in Egypt (or in an
Egyptia n (.ave?), whence she made her way into the school of Parmcnides and into Attica ,"
Concerning the origins of this story, sce R. Klibansky, "The Rock of Parmcnides," in
and Rt"naiuance Studies, I, no. 2, pp. 178-186.
• Apuleius, De Dogm . Plat .• i. 3. S 187.
• Augustine, De C.D., viii, 4.
1'1' Isidore, Elym ., ii, 24 .
iv.
• Sec
• Quinlilian, Inst . Or., x, I, § 83.
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3.

That thost: who would philosophiu should bt:
taught logic.3D Also tht: distinction bt:twt:t:n dt:monstratillt:, probablt:, and sophistical logic.

The Peripatetics saw that necessity can lead to [the acquisition of]
skill, and the latter result in the development of an art. Accordingly,
they drew up definite rules for what had previously been vague and
arbitrary. They discarded what was erroneous, supplied what was
wanting, eliminated what was superfluous, and prescribed suitable
precepts to cover all cases. In this manner they developed the science
of argumentative reasoning, which discloses manners of disputation
and analyzes the construction of proofs, as well as provides methods
whereby we may distinguish what is true &om what is false, and
what is necessary from what is impossible. Although, chronologically,
it came into being subsequent to the other branches of philosophy,
logic still [rightly] precedes all the rest of them [when they are
treated] in order.sl Logic should be taught to those who are entering
upon philosophical ';tudies, since it serves as an interpreter of both
part of philosophy can be accuwords and meanings, and
rately comprehended without it. He who dreams of teaching philos-ophy without logic, is, in effect, presuming to eliminate the reasons
of things from the questS' of wisdom, inasmuch as logic presides over
these reasons. If we may resort to a fable [to illustrate our point],
antiquity considered that Prudence,·· the sister of Truth," was not
sterile, but bore a wonderful daughter [Philology],85 whom she
committed to the chaste embrace of Mercury. In other words, Pru10 Literally: logic should be lectured Of read
t'st] to those who philosophize,
that is, those who study the arts and sciences.
Hugh of St. Victor. EruJ. DidaJc., vi, 14.
o cultu, service, cult, Quest.
all Fronnil. prudence .
.. Alicit': Alr/hiu. truth. Cl. Theodulus. Eaog., v, 335. Concerning Froftu;s [prudence1
as the sister of Alicia or A/(/hia [truth}, cf. John's EntlulictlS, lines 11-24 (in Mignc,
PL. CXCIX. 965).

III

Sce M:utianus Capdla. Di' Nllpt., ii, S 114.
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dence, the sister of Truth, arranged that [her daughter], the Love
of [Logical] Reasoning and [Scientific] Knowledge, would acquire
fertility and luster from Eloquence. Such is the union of Philology
and Mercury [Eloquence]. LogicS6 derives its name from the fact
that it is rational. For it both provides and examines reasons. Plato
divided logic into dialectic and rhetoric; but those who would further broaden its efficacy attribute even more to it.sT Jndeed, logic
. includes demonstration, probable proof, and sophistry. l)emonstrative logic flourishes in the [basic] principles of [the various] sciences,
and progresses further to deducing conclusions from these. It rejoices
in necessity. It does not pay much attention to what various people
may think about a given proposition. Its sole concern is that a thing
must be so. It thus befits the philosophical majesty of those who
teach the truth, a majesty which is a result of its own conviction
[that it is teaching the truth], and independent of the assent of its
listeners. Probable logic [on the other hand] is concerned with
.propositions which, to all or to many men, or at least to the wise,
seem to be valid. It treats either all, or many such propositions, or
those that are best known and most probable, or their consequences .
. Probable logic includes dialectic and rhetoric. For the dialectician
and the orator. trying to persuade (respectively) an adversary and a
judge, are not too much concerned about the truth or falsity of their
arguments, provided only the latter have likelihood. But sophistry,
which is "seeming, rather than real" wisdom," merely wears a
disguise of probability or necessity. It has no care at all for facts. Its
only objective is to lose its adversary in a fog of delusions. Of the
aforementioned, dialectic is what all prefer, but few, in my opinion,
.attain. For dialectic neither aspires to the weighty authority of
[apodictical ]teaching, nor does it become the plaything of political
currents. 3 • Neither does it seduce [the unwary] by fallacies. Rather it
makes inquiry into the truth, using the ready instrument of moderate probability.
lIl/oglca, from >"0-Y0f: speech, reason.

r.et. Bocthius, Dc DiU. Top., iv (in Mignl', I'.L., LXIV, unS ff.).
SI! Ari!ototlc, Soph. El., c.
I (1613, 21) .
., Di;t!l'ctic
unlike rhetoric in this respect.
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CHAPTER

4.

What dialectic is, and whence it gets its name.

. Dialectic, according to Augustine, is the science of effective argumentation.· o This is to be understood as meaning that the effective
force is to be found in the words themselves.. t Those who are destitute of the art, and are successful in argumentation simply from luck,
are not to be considered dialecticians. Moreover, one who really fails
to establish with conviction what he is trying to prove is not a
skillful disputant. Our definition is to be understood in such a way
I that it excludes both the demonstrator and the sophist, neither of
: whom effectively attains the dialectician's objective. For demonstra: tion does not calculate to elicit assent," while sophistry forsakes the
\ truth. Nevertheless both the demonstrator and the sophist, as far as
their own functions are concerned, argue effectively if they do not
omit anything pertaining to their branch. To argue" is to prove or
disprove something that is either doubtful, or denied, or [simply]
proposed in one way or another by alleging reasons'" If anyone
accomplishes this with probability" by using the art, he achieves the
goal of the dialectician. Aristotle, its founder, gave dialectic this
name" s For in and by means of dialectic, disputation concerning
what has been said is effected,, 7 Just as grammar, according to
Remigius: s is concerned with ways of saying things, dialectic is con.0 bUle JisplltanJi Scl(n/;a; see pseudo-Augustine, De Dialu1ica, c. I
(in Migne. P.L ..
XXXII, '409).
ill That is, the
itself.
a probahilitaJmJ non habet.
U disputare, to dispute, to argue.
"'It is not clear whether this ratione Juppasita goes with "to prove or disprove" or

with "proposed."
61 probabiIiJn'.
"Namely, dialtctica [aTS], that is,
[1"iXV771: the art of discussion. discursive
reasoning, argumentation .
• 7 Cf. the subsequent sentence where John points out that luron means "something said."
.. Remigius Antissiodorensis (Rcmigius of Auxerre), in Art. Don. min .. c. 5. says
"Grammar is called the literary art because its subject matter is literature"; but [ have not
been able to find anything in Rcmigius corresponding to the present passage. Perhaps
'ohn is referring to the commentary of the same Rcmigius on Martianus Capdla, con·
ccrning which see B. Haureau, in No/iuJ tl tX/railS, XX, 2, pp. I if.
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cerned with what is said!' While grammar chiefly examines the words
that express meanings, diaiectic investigates the meanings expressed
by words. Lecton (as Isidore observes) is the Greek word for "something said." '0 It does not matter much whether dialectic derives its
name from the Greek lexis, which means "speech," as Quintilian
opines in his Preparatory Training,"' or from lecton, which denotes
"something said." To inquire into the effective force of speech and
to investigate the truth and meaning of what is said are precisely
or practically the same. A word's force consists in its meaning. Without the latter it is empty, useless, and (so to speak) dead. Just as the
soul animates the body, so, in a way, meaning breathes life into a
word. Those whose words lack sense are "beating the air," '2 rather
than [really] speaking.

CHAPTER

5.

The subdivisions of the dialectical art,"s and the
ob;ective of logicians.

Let us return from the _species [dialectic] to the genus [logic]. It is
apparent that certain general remarks remain to be made. Authors
have divided logic into the science of invention·' and that of judgment;" they have also explained that logic as a whole is concerned
with divisions, definitions, and inferences.GO For logic not only reigns
over invention and judgment, but also is skilled in division, definition,
and argumentation. In short, it produces a [master] craftsman .
.. dicl;onibul . .. die/is.
Etym ., ii, 33. where, however, wc find die/io (a way of saying something),
rather than dicta (something said).
Gl Cf. Quintilian, InSI. Oral., ix, I, S 17; and also i, 5. S 2. PrUXn'cilamina:
Exucisu Of
John
here to have transferred the: tide of
Priscian's PrUUTc;tamina to Quintilian's Instilutio Oraloris, since the laner consists of
aD

or preparatory c:xercises, and

rnt';).n pr::lcticaU)' the same:

thing 3S institutio.
(4 CL I Corinthians. ix, 26.
,. aia/utiu, the: dialectica l arti John discusses here the subdi visions of logic in general.
l'o6i,wmit'ndi .
.... Cf. Ciccro. To/,., 2 , § 6, and the commentary thereon by Bocthius.
!ill col/u(;onihlll. inferences.
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Among the various branches of philosophy, logic has two prerogatives: it has both the honor of coming first" and the distinction of
serving as an efficacious instrument throughout the whole body [of
and moral philosophers'· can construct their
philosophy].
supplied by logicians. Also, ih
principles only--by
-order to define and divide correctly, they must borrow and employ
the art of the logicians. And if, perchance, they succeed in this
without logic, their success is due to luck, rather than to science.
Logic is "rational" 60 [philosophy], and we may readily see from the
very name, what progress in philosophy can be expected from one
who [since he lacks logic] lacks reason. 61 Even though one's [natural] faculty of reason,6' I refer here to his mental power, may be
very keen, still he will be greatly handicapped in philosophical pursystem whereby he may accomplish
suits if he is without a
his purpose. Such a rational system is a scientific method or compendious [logical] rational plan/s to provide and expedite the facile
accomplishment of his object. Those disciplines which we have de- _
scribed as parts of logic supply this very need. Demonstrative, probable, and sophistical logic each include invention and judgment.
Whether they divide, define, or draw inferences, they use in common the same rational systems,U even though they differ in subject
matter, purpose, or manner of procedure. Although the word "reason" [or rational method] 6. may have several different meanings,
it is here used in its broadest sense. It is not restricted to actual
rational proof: it also includes what merely seems to be such. Omitting mention of various other meanings of "reason," let me call
attention to the fact that grammarians say that this word is absolute,
since, like the name "God," it needs no added qualification in order
to convey its significance, except for purposes of specification. Thus
tit
!oS

pri,Jcipalis [being] first, initial, or principal.
physiou, the physical or natural philosopher .

..

the moral or ethical philosopher.

10

Ra/iona/is.

11

ralionir.

u ralio
a succinct, orderly, comprehensive plan .
.. dOmUliciJ rationibm.
till ralio, used abo\'c variously to signify ceason in general, the faculty of reasoning,

rational s)'stem, rationill methods, and rational proof.
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we may speak of "the All-Powerful God," in order to contrast Him
with idols, which have no power at all, or devils, who have very
little power; and in the same way, we may speak of "necessary
reason" or "true reason," to distinguish it from "reason" which
may be vitiated by accident or deceit. The last mentioned "reason"
includes whatever is advanced or may be proposed in order to win
acceptance of an opinion"" or to corroborate a judgment."7 The difference between opinion and judgment is that opinion frequently
errs, whereas judgment always approximates the truth.· s Such is the
case provided we choose our words correctly; for, in practice, we
often misuse certain words by employing them where we should use
others. Even sophistry is rational; and although it is deceptive, it still
vindicates its right to a place among the various branches of philosophy. For sophistry introduces its own reasons [or rational methods].
At one time it disguises itself as demonstrative logic; at another it
pretends to be dialectic. Never does it announce its own identity, but
always it puts on a false front. For it [sophistry] is only "seeming
_wisdom."·' It often brings about acceptance of an opinion, which
is not actually true or probable, but only seems to be so. Sometimes
it even uses true and probable arguments. It is a shrewd deceiver,
and often sweeps one along, by means of detailed interrogations and
other tricks, from the evident and true to the doubtful and false. "It
transforms itself into a minister of light," 70 and like Neptune:'
exposes anyone it can lead astray to shoals and shame: 2 A philosopher who uses demonstrative logic is endeavoring to determine the
trurh,- whereas one who employs dialectic contents himself with
probability, and is trying to establish an opinion. But the sophist is
satisfied with the mere appearance of probability. [At the same
time] I am loath to brand knowledge of sophistry as useless. For
the latter provides considerable mental exercise, while it does most
.. op;niorum .
..,
(stronger than mere opinion) a judgment, authoritative opinion, or decision .
.. ununtia urnpcr aJlidd
judgment always (or ever) is on the side of (or
the: truth.
·Cf. Aristotle, Soph. El., c. , (,65" al) .
'1'011 Corinthians. xi, 14 .
Tt This seems to rcfa to the story of
Cf. Ciccro, Dr 00. , i. 10, § 32.
n Literally : to perils and laughter.
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harm to ignoramuses who are unable to recognize it. "One who
knows [what is going on] cannot be deceived." 73 And one who
takes no steps to avoid a fall which he foresees makes himself reI sponsible.
one who will not embrace
! and probable logic is no lover of the truth; nor is he even trying
to know what is probable. Furthermore, since it is clear that virtue
necessitates knowledge of the truth, one who despises such knowl'--Edge is reprobate.

CHAPTER

6.

That all seek afur logic, yet not all are successful
in their quest.

From what has been said, it can be seen that logic gives great
judgment, as
promise. For it provides a mastery of invention
well as supplies ability to divide, define, and prove with conviction.
1t is such an important part of philosophy that it serves the other
( parts in much the same way as the soul does the body. On the other
hand, all philosophy that lacks the vital organizing principle of
logic is lifeless and helpless. It is no more than just that this art
should, as it does, attract such tremendous crowds from every
quarter that more men are occupied in the study of logic alone
than in all the other branches of that science which regulates
human acts, words, and even thoughts, if they are to be as they
should be. 1 refer to philosophy, without which everything is bereft
of sense and savor, as well as false and immoral. All are shouting to
one another: "Let him who is last catch the itch"; 7f and let him
who does not come to logic, be plagued by continuous, everlasting
plight that is
filth. Therefore: "I hate to be left behind,"
also embarrassing and dangerous. 1 crave to behold the light, revealed only to these public criers of logic. 1 approach, and with
11

Dollls sdmli non in/erlllT, an c:stablishro legal principle: that if onc: recognizes deceit,

he cannot be deceived.
Tt Horacc, A.P., 417.
" Ibid.
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humble supplication, beseech them to teach me, and if [at all]
possible, to make me like themselves. They promise great things,
but meanwhile they command me to observe a Pythagorean silence:" for they are disclosing the secrets of Minerva,71 of which,
according to their boasts, they are custodians. However, they permit
and even require that I converse with them in childish prattle,
which for their kind is to dispute."· When, after long association,
I come to know them better, so that they will finally deign to heed
me, I ask more firmly, knock more insistently, and implore more
ardently that the door of the art be opened to me. At long last
[they comply, and] we begin with definition. They tell me to define
in a few words whatever I have in mind. First I must give the
genus of the subject, and then add the latter's substantial differences
until I have enough of these to be able to convert the proposition."9
Highest and lowest concepts·o cannot be defined: the former because they are without genus, the latter because they lack differences. Such are, nonetheless, described by their properties, the same
aggregate of which is not found elsewhere. There cannot be, however, any definition of a substance, unless we state its genus and
enumerate some substantial differences. Behold, I have so been
taught the art of defining; and I am directed to go ahead and adequately define, or at least describe, whatever is proposed. We move
on to treat the science of division. I am [similarly] admonished to
its species by means of differapportion a genus adequately
ences, or by affirmation and negation. The whole should be entirely
resolved into its parts, the universal into its subjects, the virtual into
its powers. When we want to divide a word, we should enumerate
either its meanings or its forms. I am instructed to divide an accident according to its subjects, and to show what subjects can possess
this accident. Conversely, I am directed to divide a subject according to its accidents, as it is pertinent to point out the various acci'I Sce Gcllius, Noel. All., i, 9. It was said that Pythagoras required of his disciples an
initial silence of two years, during which they listened rather than talked.
17 O"'id,
.• ii, 749. 755.
Tt Namely, which is all that disputation means with them.
,. Conversion is an interchange of places between the subit:ct and predicate terms of a
proposition, after which the transposed form is equally truc.
eo Namely, the most general and most particular ideas or things.
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dents that a subject is capable of possessing. I am even told to
divide according to the coaccidents of accidents, since for a variety
of subjects these are shown to be numerous or even excessive. I
have thus been rapidly conducted through two-thirds of the course.
There still remains the final third, whose mastery is even more
essential for the aspirant [to logic], and which it takes longer to
explain. This [last] is the art of drawing inferences,"1 useful for
defeating an opponent in argument, or for demonstrating philosophical truth without regard to what one's listeners may think. A
few precepts for this are presented, and these I still further synopsize for brevity's sake. We are to take careful note that, if we wish
to win assent to a given proposition, we must first posit
from which it may be inferred as probable or necessary. Thus wc
may posit a genus in order to establish its species; or eliminate one
of two contraries in order to posit the other. I proceed accordingly,
for I have a rather dull mind,"2 and am one for whom "belief
comes through hearing," 83 and who [alas 1 all too often fails to
comprehend what I hear or read. Since therefore the rules are being
brought out into the light, I beseech my very learned teachers, who
will never admit ignorance of anything, to take sample passages8<
found in books, and demonstrate the application of the rules. ,For it
is no great matter for one who has mastered this art to review
the findings of others in definitions composed at an earlier date.
If logic is definitive because it possesses a certain number of definitions, other disciplines are still more so, since they have a still
greater number of them. These unadulterated philosophers, who
despise everything save logic, and are ignorant of grammar, physics,
and ethics alike, grow furious. They accuse me of being a reprobate,
a dullard, a blockhead,8a a stone. Wjlat they have told me [they
insist] should adequately take care of the three functions of the
art. They demand that I [now] pay them their stipulated fee. If I
take exception, and object, quoting the moralist: 86 "What is this talk
col/igendi, of drawing inferences, of arriving at a conclusion by means of reasoning.
Cf. Gdlius, Noel . Alt., xiii, 25. S lI.
D Romans, x, 17 .
.. exemptis, examples or instances (in] or perhaps copies [of] .
.. calldiam; cf. Tcrence, Haulon., v, I, 4 .
• Juvenal. Sal., vii, 158-160.
Ifl
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about payment? What have I learned?" Immediately they rejoin,
in the words of the same moralist:
The teacher is blamed, forsooth,
For the lack of wit"
In the boorish 88 youtn.

"That's just it," they taunt: "Everyone desires knowledge, but no one
is willing to pay the price." 89 Since I blush at the thought of being
branded an ingrate, I decide to repay them [in full measure]: doctrine
for doctrine, the essential for the essential. I present them [in return]
with a compendium of rules, instructing them how to apply the latter.
Since they have taught me three useful arts, I will also teach them
other arts, still more useful. Qne should know the arts of
military science, medicine, and law, both civil and canon.90 Thus
one will become a master of moral philosophy.·' [I therefore
proceed:) Whenever you have to fight an enemy, your primary precaution should be not to let him wound you in any way. At the
very outset, while you are as yet uninjured, charge in upon him,
and wound him, until either your vanquished opponent himself
acknowledges defeat, or onlookers acclaim you as the victor over
your breathless adversary. In medicine,"2 first ascertain the cause
of the sickness, then cure and eliminate it. Subsequently, restore
and build up the health of your patient by remedial and preventive
medicine until he has fully recuperated. In cases involving civil
IaW,"3 always make justice your object, and be affable with everyone. Then, as the comic poet says: "Praise free of envy will be yours,
and many will be your friends." 9< What further? In all things "be
clothed with
Note that I have ready the keys to these
In' in
parte
nil salil: literally: there is no perception or response in the left
part of the breast, that is, in the heart as the scat of intellect and will.
• ArchaJio
the Arcadian youth: the Arcadians were noted for their simplicity.
Hence, the boorish youth .
• Tuvenal, Sal., vii, 151.
to juris cillilis
literally of civil and decretal law.
11
ethical or moral philosophy : evidently taken here in a wide mediaeval sense,
as comprising alt organized directive knowledge concerning human action, practical as

well as ethical.
.., physica.
N ciu;/ibru, evidently refers to "cases of civil law," in view of what John has said
above. It also may mean "in politics."
N Terence, And,., i. I, 39 .
..-s Colossians, iii, 12, 14.
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latter arts,"' in the same way that they had the rules for the aforesaid ones."7 Alas, they are the more to be pitied in that they are
blind to their own want. os They deceive themselves, with the consequence that, in their very quest of the truth, they come to know
nothing. The only sure road to truth is humility. Pi late, for example, on hearing the word "truth," asked: "What is truth?" But
his incredulity prompted the proud man to turn away from the
master before he could be enlightened by the revelation of the
sacred

CHAPTER

7.

That thog who arc /lerbal jugglers of irrt:le/lant
nonsense lOO must first be disabused of their erring
way/Ol before they can come to know anything.

It has not been my purpose in the foregoing to belittle logic
(which is both a fortunate and useful science). I have rather
wanted to show that those who are haranguing at the crossroads,
and teaching in public pleaces,102 and who have worn away, not
merely ten or twenty years, but their whole life with logic as their
sole concern, do not really possess what they are pretending to
teach. Even as old age descends upon them, enfeebling their bodies,
dulling their perceptions, and subduing their passions, logic alone
still remains the exclusive topic of their conversation, monopolizes
their thought, and usurps the place of every other branch of knowledge. As these Academicians age and gray, they remain preoccupied
with the concerns of boyhood. They meticulously sift every syllable,
yea every letter, of what has been said and written, doubting
.. That is, the three arts of warf:J.re, medicine, :Ifld law, just mentioned.
rt That is, the "logical" arts of definition, division. and inference. above discussed.
NI Apocalypse: (or Book of Revelation), Hi, ]7 .

• See John, xviii. 37-38.
tOO nugiloqtlos unui/a/orn. jugglers of senseless prattle.
101
literal1y: "be un taught."
". Cl. J<rome. Ep .• i, I (in Mig nc, P.L., XXI!, 512).
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everything, "forever studying, but never acquiring knowledge." loa
At length "they turn to babbling utter nonsense," '04 and, at a loss
as to what to say, or out of lack of a thesis, relieve their embarrassment by proposing new errors. They are either unfamiliar with or
contemptuous of the [long-accepted] views'o, of the ancient authorities. They make compilations of what everybody has ever
thought on the subject. Lacking judgment, they [laboriously]
copy and [tediously] quote all that has ever been said or written
[on their subject], even by the most obscure. They cannot omit
anything because they lack the knowledge to discriminate as to
what is better. So towering does this mixed-up heap of opinions
and counteropinions become that even the compiler himself can
hardly keep' track of all it contains. One is reminded of a story told '
of Didymus,'OO the number of whose writings has never been exceeded. Once, after he had taken exception to a certain tale because
of its lack of credibility, one of his own books containing the same
was adduced. Today many such Didymuses are to be found. Their
commentaries are not only filled, but even stuffed with encumbrances which have been spun by logicians, and which [counterpropositions] are rightly called "oppositions," '01 for they detain
one from going on to better studies,'oB and constitute impediments
to progress. They do not even pay attention to Aristotle, the only
authority whom these verbal jugglers of empty nonsense'o, will
condescend to recognize. For he [Aristotle] says, with good taste
and accuracy, that it is foolish to be bothered about everyone who
brings up objections to [generally accepted] opinions."° Quintilian
relates that a certain Timothy, who was famous as a master of the
art of flute-playing, used to require of those who had previously
been instructed by some other teacher twice the fee that he charged
Cf. 11 Timothy,
Sce I Timothy, i. 6, 7.
ununJias, opinions, views, authoritJtivC' judgments.
108 Quintilian. InSI. Or., i, 8, §
IO'J Opposilionn, countcrpropositions, objections.

UII
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IM

108

SllIdi;s, studies or pursuit

le.

Cf. Quintilian. Insl. Dr., x, 7. ,

uo Aristotle, Top., i,

11

11.

(104 h, 23).
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those who came to him as complete novices.'" For in such a case,
the teacher has a double job : the first to erase the [effects of] previous faulty instruction, the second to give the student true and correct training. Nor is it an easy matter to reduce one who is already
reputed to possess an art to the study of its elementary principles,
which are, however, prerequisites for his progress. Timothy accordingly was wise [and knew what he was doing], since:
The earthen jug long will harbor
The scent of the wine with which it once was filled. I1 '

Likewise, everyone, on coming of age,"3
. • . scurries back to that fare,
He first tasted on breaking the egg.' U

CHAPTER

8.

If they had but heeded Aristotle, he would have
prevented them from going to extremes.

This evil [of immoderate disputation] sometimes has a certain
[incidental] utility. Those who are made accustomed to frequent disputation on all sorts of topics, provided this training is kept within
bounds, may thus obtain a well-stocked vocabulary, fluent speech,
and retentive memory, in addition to mental subtlety. For the mind
is improved by consistent exercise. However, once we go beyond
the proper limits, everything works in reverse, and excessive subtlety
devours utility. As Seneca notes in his first Disputation,"" "Nothing
is more disgusting than subtlety by [itself] and for itself." In his
Letter to Lucilius, Seneca" 6 further observes: "An awn of grain ll7
Quintilian, Imt. Dr. , ii, 3, §§ 3. 4.
Horaec , Ep., i, 2, 69. 70.
also "on becoming his own master."
116'''pto . . . 0110, litcrall)'; on breaking the egg, 3S a new-born babe Of infant.
116 in
prima Du/amalionum , in his first Discouru, DispulaliolJ, or COnlro,,"sy; see
Seneca the Elder, Con/roil ., i, prad.. § 2 In_ John quotes the ConrrovcrJ;rs of Sencca the Elder and the U/I(1'1 10 £,uci/ius of
Scneca the Younger without distinguishing the two authors.
lIT arisfa. the bristle-like appendage of certain grasses; the beard, as of wheat or rye.
1ll

ut
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is the most subtle of all things," 118 but for what is it good? The
same may be said of a mind which, at the sacrifice of both seriousness and depth, has abandoned itself [entirely 1 to subtlety. In the
book On the Education of the Orator/ID this is termed "blossoming
before the proper time," 120 and we are warned that this type of
mentality "rarely bears sound fruit." Such subtlety, while admirable
in boys, is despicable and culpable in mature men. By means of it,
"youths perform small tasks with ease. Thus emboldened, they
proceed to display the full limit of their ability, which, in fine,
does not proceed beyond doing what is obvious and easy. They
unblushingly harness words together and'"' trot them out, without
being deterred by the slightest embarrassment or as much as batting
an eye. They talk at a break-neck pace, but without saying much.
Their statements lack solid basis and deep roots. It is as when we
sow seed on top of the soil. It sprouts up instantly, and the small
blades, in [pathetic] imitation of spikes of grain, yellow with their
useless awns long before the harvest." So it is with minds that
affect to be subtle and productive, yet lack [real] depth. "Such exhibitions evoke our applause, in view of the youth of the principals,
but as progress comes to a halt, admiration also fades." 122 In the
case of Nisius Flavius,123 who declaimed before Arellius,''' as
Seneca recounts, it was not merely his eloquence which commended him, but his eloquence coupled with his youth. It was the
age at which the talent was displayed that excited admiration. l25
Fluency does not always merit praise. "To have held one's tongue
when one did not know, is just as creditable as to have spoken when
one knew," observes Sidonius. 126 Even Cicerol2T condemns useless
words, which are uttered without conferring advantage or pleasure
Scnc:ca, Ep., 82, § 24.
m Quintilian t Inst . Or.
uo pruoqtmm,
before the usual time, precocity.
W The: two words cono'nna1Jl d here translated: "the)' harm.:ss words together . . . and,"
arc not found in Quintilian.
121 Quintilian. Inst. Or., i, 3. § § 3-5.
118

12:1

That is, Alfius Fla"'iu5.

ISoI CC.!.tiU5 in SCnl'C3, although elsewhere in the
of Ardlius.
lZ See Sencc.a the Elder, Controtl., it t, § 22.
1. Sidonius, Ep., vii, 9, § 5.
U1

Or: Ciccro too.

there is frequent mention
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either to the speaker or to the listener.
principle that:

128

How true is the poetic

The poet's purpose is either to enlighten or to please,
And sometimes both of these together.
He who instructs while he entertains wins the crown}29

It is also true that "Sin consorts with loquacity." 130
advantageous only when it is oriented to [the acquisition ofl W1s:
crom. The tongue of man is,- to speak, "in liquid," 131 and easily
slips. While "but a small member of the body," 132 it "sets aflame
the whole orbit of human existence." 133 It throws our life into
confusion, and, unless it is checked by the reins of moderation, it
hurls our entire person into the abyss. Of what worth is it to have
things that we will never use stuffed away in the [musty 1 archives
of our memory? Even as it is pointless "to wrangle over the question of goats' wool," 13< so it is both inappropriate and ill-advised to
cram our memory with passages that are useless. What man, determined to acquire riches, has ever set himself to gathering valueless
leaves and the awns of grasses in order to become wealthy?, rhe ,
excesses of those who think dialectical discussion consists in unbridled loquacity should have been restrained by Aristotle. Veril y
he would have silenced them, had they but heeded him. "It is not
fitting," Aristotle says, "to consider every problem and thesis""
We should concern ourselves with what may seem dubious to one
. who wants Tto know 1 the reason {rather than} 136 with what is con! tested by one who needs discipline or lacks sense. Those who question the principles that the gods should be reverenced and our
: parents honored really need punishment; but those who call into

i

This apparently refers to pseudo-Cicero, Ad
iv, 3. S 4.
Literally, "has carried every point." Sec Horacc, A.P., 333. 334, 343 .
::
X, 19..
.
In lido,' scc Pcrslus, Sat ., I, 105.
tD Sce: lames, iii, 5, 6.
11.' rotam humane- naJiuilalis, the wheel, whole coursc, orb, or orbit of human nativity
Of existence.
1:M
/allo caprina; the proverbial question on whether goats' hair could be callec..l
"wonl." Sce HoraeC'. Ep., i, 18, IS.
111

ut

U ti
IM

Wcbb has here inserted {non} in his edition of the

This corresponds

better with the Greek of Aristotle and the BOC'thian translation . 1 have similarly inserted
[rather than].
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doubt the whiteness of snow, actually lack the use of their senses.
There
no point in demonstrating things that are immediately
.evident, any more than there is any sense in trying to demonstrate
things whose proof is too far·fetched. The former do not admit of
doubt; the latter are so questionable that it is beyond our power to
solve them." So says Aristotle. la7 But our over-loquacious logicians,
without consulting him, and even against his prohibition, are always
disputing, at all times, in all places, and on all topics-perhaps
because they have equal knowledge of all things.13s

CHAPTER

9.

That dialectic is ineffective when it is divorced
from other studies.

It is a well known fact that "Eloquence without wisdom is
futile." 13. Whence it is clear that eloquence derives its efficacy from
wisdom. The utility of eloquence is, in fact, directly in proportion
to the measure 140 of wisdom a person may have attained. On the
other hand, eloquence becomes positively harmful when it departs
from wisdom. It is accordingly evident that dialectic, the highly
efficient and ever·ready servant of eloquence, is useful to anyone
in proportion to the degree of knowledge he possesses.l 41 It is of
greatest advantage to a person who knows much; and of least use
to one who knows little. In the [puny 1hand of a pigmy or dwarf,
the sword of Hercules is worthless; but in the [mighty 1grasp of an
Achilles or a Hector, it becomes a veritable thunderbolt, which
levels everything in its way.l42 So also, if it is bereft of the strength
which is communicated by the other disciplines, dialectic is in a way
maimed and practically helpless; but if it derives life and vigor
Aristotle, Top. , i. J J (105 a, 2 H.) .
John's humorous sa.rcasm here evidently refers to supposed equality of knowledge with
Aristotle, or perhaps to equality of knowledge (or ignorance) concerning all things.
1.5 Cicero. Drat ., 4. S 14.
HO LitcfaJl)": according to the small measure.
Cicero, Purl. Or., 23 . § is.
lU Cf. Quintilian. In sl. Or., vi, I, § 36, and viii, 6, § 71.
181

94
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from other studies, it can destroy all falsehood, and at least enables
one to dispute with probability concerning all subjects. Dialectic,
however, is not great, if, as our contemporaries treat it, it remains
forever engrossed in itself, walking 'round about and surveying
itself, ransacking [over and over 1 its own depths and secrets: limiting itself to things that are of no use whatsoever in a domestic or
military, commercial or religious, civil or ecclesiastical way, and
that are appropriate only in school. B3 For in school and during
youth, many things are permitted within certain limits, and for
the time being, which are to be speedily sloughed off when one
advances to a more serious study of philosophy. Indeed, when one
has become intellectually or physically mature, the treatment of
philosophy becomes more earnest. It not only divests itself of
puerile expressions and speech that were [formerly 1 permitted by
indulgent concession, but even frequently discards all books. This
is the lesson contained, 'neath a veil of poetic fiction, in the Marriage of Mercury [Eloquence] and Philology, contracted with the
approval of all the gods, and useful for all men who observe144 it.
According to this [allegory], Philology, on ascending to the
heavenly temples and attaining the freedom of a purer state, relieved herself 145 of the numerous books with which she had been
burdened. H6 It is easy for an artisan to talk about his art, but it is
much more difficult to put the art into practice. What physician
does not often discourse at length on elements, humors/ 47 complexions, B8 maladies, and other things pertaining to medicine?
But the patient who recovers as a result of hearing this jargon
might just as well have been sickened by it. What moral philosopher
does not fairly bubble over with laws of ethics, so long as these
remain merely verbal? But it is a far different matter to exemplify
these in his own life. Those who have manual skills find no difLiterally: of no use at home Of in war, in the market place Of in the cloister, at
Of in church: in fact nowhere except in school.
Literally: embrace. Of correspond to [it].
166 Literally: vomited.
1" Martianus Capdla,
Nupl., ii, § 136.
JH h"moriblll, the "hurnors," consisting of blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile,
which were supposed 10 determine the temperament of a person.
al
combinations of certain assumed qualities in definite proportions.
supposed to control the: nature of plants, bodies, and so on.
14S
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lU
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ficulty in discussing their arts, but none of them can erect a building or fight a boxing match with as little exertion. The like holds
true of other arts. It is a simple matter, indeed, to talk about definitions, arguments, genera, and the like; but it is a far more difficult
feat to put the art [of logic] into effect by finding the aforesaid
in each of the several branches of knowledge. Ho One who has the
sad misfortune of being in want of the other disciplines, cannot
possess the riches that are promised and provided by dialectic.

CHAPTER

10.

On whose authority the foregoing and following are based.

When, still but a youth, 1 first journeyed to Gaul for the sake of
study, in the year following the death of the illustrious King of
the English, Henry [1],'50 "the Lion of Justice," 151 1 betook myself
to the Peripatetic of Pallet, who was then teaching"2 at Mont Ste.
Genevieve. The latter was a famed and learned master, admired
by all. At his feet 1 learned the elementary principles of this art,153
drinking in, with consuming avidity, and to the full extent of my
limited talents, every word that fell from his lips. After his departure,'"' which seemed to me all too soon, 1 became the disciple of
Master Alberic,"· who had a very high reputation as the best of the
other dialecticians. Alberic was in fact a most bitter'·· opponent of
141
UIO

in singtllil factl/ta/ibm.
Henry I of England tlico on December

I, r 135, and John went to study in France

in 1136.
l.5llLo
Galfridus Monumctcnsis (Gcoffrcy of Monmouth), Hist. Brit., vii, 3,
in the prophecy of Merlin .
161 Litcrall)': who then presided.
161

Of dialectic or logic.

la. Abclard apparently left Paris in t 137; sce R. L. Poolc in his preface to John's Hist.
Pont., p. Ixi.
1M \Vhat John relates later, in this same chapter, concerning the transfer of the
Albcric to Bologna, hardl}' fits the Albcric mentioned in
.• i. 5. Perhaps John here
refers to that Alberic of Rheims, "whom," as he says in his Ep. 143, written to Henry,
Count of Champagne, "they call
Porta
which is popularly known as
'l'a/t·sia.' ..
1"
very acutc, penctrating, zealous, or bitter.
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the Nominalist sect. After thus passinglOT almost two full years at
the Mont, I had, as instructors in this art, Alberic and also Master
Robert of Melun 1081(the latter being the cog nomen he had attained
although he belonged to the English
in the scholastic
nation'·o by birth). Alberic was always most meticulous, and
everywhere found something to question. For him, not even a plain
surface that was polished smooth could be entirely free from objectionable roughness. According to the saying, for him "the very
bulrush'6' would not be free of nodes." '62 For, even in the bulrush, he would be sure to discover knots in need of untying. Conversely, Robert of Melun was ever ready with the answers.163 For
purposes of subterfuge, he would never complete his discussion'"
of a proposed point without [first) choosing to take up the contradictory side,'·' or showing with deliberate variety of speech'··
that there was more than one answer.'6T In short/while Alberic'68
was full of subtle questions, Robert was penetrating, concise, and
to-the-point in his replies. If anyone were to have the qualities of
Alberic and Robert combined, in the degree that they possessed
them separately, it would be impossible in our age to find his
match as a disputant. Both [Alberic and Robert) had keen minds
and were diligent scholars. I am confident that each of them would
have been outstanding as great and illustrious students of nature,'60
had they but possessed a broad foundation of literary learning, and
kept to the footsteps of their predecessors as much as they took
delight in their own inventions. Such was the case during the
I5T

Or: having thus passed.

1MRobcrt of Melun was comccratco Bishop of Hereford in 1163. and died in 1167.
in scolarum
in the administration or system (If the: Parisian schools of the:
day.
I-Note this use of the: word "nation" (nal;o) in the: mid·twclfth century.
150

cirpus, that is, scirpllS.
That is, difficulties would be conjured up where they did not 3ctuJIl)'
See
hidore, Elym., xvii, 9. § 97.
lU in rcspons;onc promp/;uimul. most rcady with answers.
1" sub/a/ug;; CQUfa . . . numquam dcclinou;l.
116 aiuranJ {'onlradiclionis parum. the opposite: side: of the contradiction.
lee dc/aminala mU/liplicilau urmonis, with a fixed multiplicity of speech.
1fJThis may be translated: He would never, in order to conceal evasion . . . j or: In order
(0 conceal evasion , he would never . . .
IM Literall)": the former.
IS in phiJlcii JllldiiJ, in
study of phpical things, of nature or of natural philosophy.
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period when I was their disciple. Afterwards Alberic departed for
Bologna, where he "unlearned" what he had formerly taught; and
subsequently, on returning, "untOlught" it. Let them judge who
heard his lectures both before his departure and after his return.
But Robert became proficient in divine learning,170 and acquired
the glory of a still higher philosophy and greater renown. _After
working with the aforesaid masters for two full years, I became "
so accustomed to pointing out the topics, rules, and other elemen- '.
principles, with which teachers stock youthful minds, and of
which the aforesaid doctors were skilled masters, that these seemed
as familiar to me as my own nails and fingers. m For I had learned
the subject [dialectic] so thoroughly that, with youthful lack of
,reflection, I unduly exaggerated my own knowledge. I took myself
to be a young sage, inasmuch as I knew the answers to what I had
been taught. However, I recovered my senses, and took stock of my
and consultation, and
powers. I then transferred, after
with the approval of my instructors, to the grammarian of ConI studied under the latter for three years,173 during which
I learned much. Nor will I ever regret the time thus spent. Following this I became a disciple of Richard, known as "the Bishop." IT<
Richard is familiar with practically every branch of knowledge. His
brcastIU is larger than his mouth, and his [scientific] knowledge
exceeds his eloquence. He is honest rather than vain, virtuous
rather than ostentatious. With Richard, I reviewed all that I had
,studied under the others, as well as learned certain additional points
concerning the Quadrivium, to which I had been previously introduced by Hardcwin the German. 170 I also reviewed rhetoric, of
which, together with certain other subjects, I had already learned
170 in diuinis . . . IiIUris. in divine letters, writings, or learning, in theology and the
sacred scriptures.
In Cf. Juvcnal, Sal"
vu, 231-232.
1"That is, Williaffi of Conches; scc Md., i. 5. p. 11. n. 65 . John now transkrrc:d from
Paris to Chartres, where be studied under William .
171 From the winter of 1137/38 to 1140/41, according to R. L. Poolc:: in English Historical
XXV (1920). 322.
m Richard l'EvCQuc, cf.
i, 24 . p. 71, n. 370.
In
the breast was considered the: scat of intelligence as well as of emotion.
Hence John means here Richard 's understanding and appr(;ciation.
118

.• •

Hardewinum.
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a little in previous studies under Master Theodoric,111 but of which,
as of these, I did not understand a great deal. Later, however, I
learned more rhetoric from Peter Helias.118 Meanwhile I took as
pupils the children of nobles, who in return provided for my material necessities. l7 • For I lacked the help of friends and relatives, and
God thus aided me and relieved my poverty. In this capacity,
because of my duties and the insistent questions raised by the
youths, I was forced frequently to recall what I had previously
heard.lso Consequently I had recourse to Master Adam,181 with
whom I became very intimate. Adam is a man of very keen intellect, and also, regardless of what others may think, a person of
wide learning. He was especially devoted to the study of Aristotle.
Even though I was not one of his own disciples, he would graciously share with me his goods [of knowledge]/s2 and very
clearly explained to me his doctrines: something he never or rarely
did with outsiders. He was [in fact] reputed to suffer from the
affiiction of jealousy. Meanwhile I taught the first principles of
logic to William of Soissons. William later, according to his followers, invented a device ls3 to revolutionize the old logic by constructing unacceptable conclusions and demolishing the authoritative
opinions of the ancients. After instructing William, I sent him on
to the aforesaid teacher. IS. Perhaps it was there that he learned
1" Thcodoric or Thicrry

of Chartres; scc
i. 5. p. lI, n. 64.
Helia; the Menkonis Chronicon (Monununla G"maniae historica, . . .
forum , XXIII, 524), indicates that Peter Helias was a famous grammarian. It says of Erno,
Abbot of Wierum (or Wittcwicrum) , who died in 12 37: ".. . he wrote on all the authors,
including . . . the greater and lesser Priscian and Peter Hclias, as well as on other books
and SummlU of the Art of grammar."
la aiimenla, food , suppon, material necessities.
1110 John thus confirms the old saying that onc really learns a thing when he teaches it.
1111 Concerning Adam. sce Met., iii, 3. as well as iii, Prologue. He was called "Adam of
the Little Bridge" or "du Petit Pont"
Parvo Ponu) from the location near a little
bridge over the Seine where he taught. Otto of Friesing (in Gut. Fn'd., i, 53) , rdates that
Adam appeared against Gilbert of Poiriers in the consistory held by Pope Eugenius III at
Paris in 1147. Adam was consecrated Bishop of St. Asaph in Wales in 1175. He wrote
a book (as John says Md .. iv, 3), entitled Ars
or the Art of Rt'osoning. from
phi/osopmqt4u. Phiwhich some extracts have bcen edited by Victor Cou:; in
Icholastique . pp. 419 ft).
t. sua
he shared his own possessions : that is, his knowledgc.
181 machinam, an artificial mcthod of argumentation or reasoning, called a "machinc"
because: it was devised to construct and to demolish, as abo\'e stated; a device, system, or
l reasoning] process.
1.. To Adam du Petit Pont.
171
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that the same conclusion may be inferred from either of two contradictories,18> although Aristotle teaches the contrary, saying: "It
is impossible that both the existence and the non-existence of something should [each] alike necessitate the existence of something else
[i.e., one and the same other thing];" 186 and again "It is impossible
that the existence of something [one thing] should necessitate both
the existence and the non-existence of something else [i.e., one
(same) other thing]." 181 Nothing can eventuate from [both sides
of] a contradiction, and it is impossible for [both sides of] a contradiction to eventuate from something. Not even by the [reasoning] process devised by a friend could I be brought to believe that,
because one thing is inconceivable, all things become inconceivable.
My pinched finances, the entreaties of my associates, and the advice of friends [had] induced me to assume the office of teacher: 88
At the end of three years I returned 180 and sought out Master Gilbert"oo whose disciple I became in dialectical and theological subjects. But all too soon Gilbert was transferred.l9l His successor was
Robert Pullen,.o2 a man commendable alike for his virtue l03 and
his knowledge. Next, Simon of Poissy,.04 a dependable lecturer,
but rather dull in disputes, took me as his student. The last-mentioned two [Robert and Simon] only instructed me in theology.
I [had] thus spent almost twelve years l05 engaged in various studies.
Accordingly, I felt that it would be pleasant to revisit myoid
IIIIi That is, that the same thing can be the necessary consequent of both sides of a
contradiction.
111 Cf. Aristotle, An. Pn-or., ii. 4. 57 b, 2, 3.
l.r Cc. ibid., ii. 4. 57b, for the sense of this intended quotation, although the exact words
John uses arc not found there.
I·O/licium dounlis. Very likely "had," with reference to what precedes, is to be under·
stood hae, as later,
John speaks of passing twelve years in study, and also uses
the perfect instead of the pluperfect.
1111 Apparently to Paris.
JIIOGilbcrt of Poiticrs; scc MC'I., i. 5. p. 21, n. 61.

Ut

To become Bishop of Poitiers in

1142.

Cf. Poole. op. ciJ., p.

322.

In Sec Mt'l., i, 5, p. 23, n. 83.
IN Literally: life.
Wo Simon of Poissy may be the same teacher whom John
i, 5), calls "Simon of
Paris."
namely II36-It48. accordini to R. L. Poole in his preface to John's
Hist. Pant., p. lxxii. For this chapter, cf. Poole's article on "The Masters of the: Schools at
Paris and Chartres in John of Salisbury's Time," English HistoricQ/
XXV (1920),
3 21 -34 2.
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associates, whom I had previously left behind, and whom dialectic
still detained .at the Mont. I wanted to confer with them concerning
matters that had previously appeared ambiguous to us, and to
estimate our progress by mutual comparison. I found them just
as, and where, they were when I had left them. 'Ihey did not seem
tQ have progressed as much as a hand's span. Not a single tiny
[new 1 proposition had they added toward the solution of the old
problems. They themselves remained involved in and occupied
with the same questions whereby they used to stir their students. '9o
They had changed in but one regard: they had unlearned moderation: they no longer knew restraint. And this to such an extent that
their recovery was a matter of despair. I was accordingly convinced
by experience of something which can easily be inferred [by reason]:
as dialectic expedites other studies, so, if left alone
by itself, it lies powerless and sterile. For if it is to fecundate the
soul to bear the fruits of philosophy, logic must conceive from an
external source:

CHAPTER

11.

The limited extent of the efficacy of dialectic
by itself.

There is something, however, which dialectic itself, with the assistance of grammar alone, does promise and provide. Although it
does not rise to other problems, dialectic resolves questions relative
to itself. Thus it supplies the answers to such problems as: "Is
affirmation also enuntiation?" and "Can two contradictory propositions be simultaneously true?" But anyone can see what [little]
pIacticaLutiliry such information has in itself, apart from its application to particular cases. Dialectic, pure and simple, hardly ever
investigates such questions as: "Is pleasure good?" "Should virtue
be preferred to aught else?" "Do good habits ' •7 exist in the highest
11" With the same stimuli whereby they spurreu on their students.
U>l

bon( hubil"dilltJ.
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state?" ,.s and "Should one labor when one is in need?" :SUt upon .
the _all_syver to problems such as these, depends whether or not our
life will result in the attainment of happiness and salvation.'··
Although logic may expedite its own investigations, such is not its
prin;ary purpose. The [vital] spirit of animals constitutes the
source of their organic structure and vegetative processes. It regulates and quickens the humors [necessary] for their animate life,
although it originally took birth from these same humors. With its
subtile energy it vivifies and systematizes a large mass of matter
according to its own form, except so far as it may be hindered by
poisonous bodies."oo In almost the same way, logic has come into
existence as a consequence of other studies, and tt_ese it subsequently
organizes and vivifies. except so far as it may be deterred by the
;;oxious impediments of inertia and ignorance. This is obvious to
those who are familiar with other branches of knowledge besides
-the art of argumentative reasoning.20 '

CHAPTER

12.

The subject matter of dialectic, and the means
it uSe!.

I2i;!lectic comes into play in all studies, since its subject matter conin questions. The dialectician leaves what is known as the
"hypothesis," 202 namely, that which is involved in circumstances, to
the orator. Such circumstances, as enumerated by Boethius in his
fourth book on Topics, are: "Who, what, where, by what means,
why, how, and when." 203 Dialectic, however, reserves to itself the
1. in summa may mean in the highest place (on high), the highest state, or even the
here is apparently : "Are good habits a part of
highest or lxst person Of being. The
perfection? ..
incolumitaum, security, soundness, salvation.
PSec Vcrgil's
vi, 726. 731; where, however, the poet is speaking of the spirit
which "inwardly nourishc:s" the whole world.
-.
discussion, argumentative reasoning,
." ypousis, the hypothesis, assumption, supposition .
- For the content and differences of dialectic and rhetoric herc discussed. scc Bocthius,
De DiU. Top., iv (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, U05 ff.) .

I02
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"thesis," 20< that is, the question considered apart from the abovementioned circumstances. For dialectic is concerned with reasoning
of a more general nature, and does not of its own right descend to
particulars. When, on occasion, it does so, it is in the position of a
, guest utilizing the property of others.. Speech is an instrument used
in common by both dialectic and rhetoric. Rhe.toric, .which aims to
sway the judgment of persons other than the contestants, usually
employs prolonged oration and induction;"" owing to the fact that
it is addressed to a larger number of people and generally solicits
the assent of the crowd. Dialectic, on the contrary, expresses itself
succinctly, and generally in the form of syllogisms;o. for it has one
judge alone: an opponent, to convince whom is its sole goal and
purpose. For dialectic neither addresses itself to the crowd, nor seeks
to win a legal judgment. The reasoning itself, which is clothed in
speech, and which moves the mind after entering [it] through the
with the aid of words, is likewise an instrument. Indeed the
reasoning is what makes the speech itself an instrument. For
the real force of speech derives from the thoughts or judgments it
expresses, without which it would be dead and powerless. Since the
subject matter of dialectic consists in questions, and has reasoning
or speech as its instrument, the main task of the [dialectical] art
is to forge a strong, versatile, and efficacious instrument, . and to .
provide instruction for its use. The material [to work on] is ordinarily furnished by the other disciplines. Of a truth, there is no
dearth of questions, which present themselves everywhere, although
they are by no means everywhere solved.
IOf, Thcsim , the thesis or proposition.
IQ.; The abm'e-quoted passage in Bocthius contains no mention of induction; scc, however I
Cicero,
Inv., i, 31, i 51.
JDlI That is, with deducti\'e reasoning.
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13.

The tremendous lIalue of a scientific knowledge
of probable principles; and the difficulties inlIollled in determining what principles arc absolutely necessary.

The three fields of philosophy:207 natural, moral, and rational, all
provide material for dialectic. Each presents its own special problems. Ethics investigates [such questions as] whether it is better to
obey one's parents or the laws when they disagree. Physics inquires
[into matters such as] whether the world is eternal,208 or perpetual/09
or had a beginning and will have an end in time, or whether none
of these alternatives is accurate. Logic considers [such problems as]
whether contraries belong to the same branch of study, inasmuch as
they involve the same terms. Every branch of philosophy therefore
has its own questions. But while each study is fortified by its own
particular principles, logic is their common servant, and supplies
them all with its "methods" 210 or principles of expeditious reasoning. 211 Hence logic is most valuable, not merely to provide exercise
[for our faculties], but also as a tool in argumentative reasoning and
the various branches of learning that pertain to philosophy. One
who has command of a method for so doing, can proceed with
ease in argumentative reasoning. And one who, while cognizant of
the existence of numerous diverse opinions on a subject, does not
merely parrot the arguments of others, but develops his own, is a
capable disputant, and modifies whatever does not seem well said.m
.,., Literally: faculties. Concerning the following division of the faculties, or parts of
Dogm. Plat., i, 3; Augustine,
philosophy Of learning, see Sencca, Ep., 89. § 9; Apulcius,
C.D., viii, 4; and John's Po!icraJ;cus, vii, 5.
108 Without beginning or end.
toll Having a beginning, but without end.
110

. . . ral;onn, its rational principles to expedite [their investigations], its
system, reasons, or rational plans for the accomplishment [0£ expeditious or compendious
proof].
lUll That is, appropriate, correct, or wel1 stated.
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Furthermore, one who takes account of attendant reasons, more
easily discriminates between the true and the false in all instances,
, and is in a better position to understand and to teach, which coni\ stitute the object and office of the philosopher. Since dialectic is the
, science of [rational] investigation, it has [ready] access to the print ciples underlying all methods. But every art has its own special
methods, which we may figuratively characterize as its "approaches"
or "keys." 213 Seeking is a necessary preliminary to find,ing;H and
one who cannot endure the hardship of inquiry cannot expect to
harvest the fruit of knowledge. Demonstrative logic, however, seeks
methods [of proof] involving necessity,m and arguments which
establish the essential identification"16 of terms that cannot be thrust
asunder.2l7 Only that which cannot possibly be otherwise is necessary. Since no one, or hardly anyone, ever fully comprehends natural
forces,2l8 and since God alone knows the limits of possibility, it
is frequently both dubious and presumptuous to assert219 that a
thing is necessary. fo!.. wh_ohas ever been absolutely sure about
where to draw the line between possibility and impossibility? Many
ages took the following principle: "If a woman gives birth to a
child, she must have had previous sexual intercourse, whether
voluntary or involuntary, with someone," to be a necessary axiom.
But finally, in the fulness of time,220 it has been shown that it is
not such, by the fact that a most pure and incorrupt virgin has
given birth to a child. Something that is absolutely necessary cannot
possibly be otherwise. But something that is conditionally221 necessary may be modified. Victorinus, in his work on rhetoric, explains
this when he discusses necessity. He tells us that, while previous
sexual intercourse may be inferred with probability, it cannot be
deduced as absolutely necessary from the fact of childbirth.222
IU

Literally : entrances or entrance·ways.

la Cf. Matthew, vii, 7i Luke, xi, 9.
Wla
Sll

inhn-cntiam.

III

Mark, x, 9.
Literally: the forces, powers. or laws of nature.
Literally: to judge.

B)

in fine umporum.

1t:IT
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Literally: by determination .
.. Cf. Victorious, In Cic. de Inv" i, 29·

all
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Augustine asserts that necessary reasons are everlasting, and cannot
in any way be gainsaid.223 It is clear, however, that the reasons 22 ' .
things are subject to change, since _they are not necessary. The great difficulty with [absolute] demonstration is apparent,
as the demonstrator is always [and solely] engaged in the quest of
necessity, and cannot admit of any exception to the principles of
truth he professes. 225 If it is a difficult matter to perceive the truth,
which (as our Academicians say) is as indefinite in outline as
though it lay at the bottom of a well;226 how much energy is not
required to discern, in addition to the truth, the hidden secrets of
necessity itself? Is it not easier to recognize what exists than to decide
what is possible? The method of demonstration is therefore generally feeble and ineffective with regard to facts of nature (I refer
to corporeal and changeable things). But it quickly recovers its
strength when applied to the field of mathematics. For whatever
it concludes in regard to such things as numbers, proportions and
figures is indubitably true, and cannot be otherwise. One who
wishes to become a master of the science of demonstration should
first obtain a good grasp of probabilities. Whereas the principles of
demonstrative logic are necessary; those of dialectic are probable.
The dialectician, for his part, will shun theses which seem likely
to no one, lest he become suspected of insanity. On the other hand,
he will refrain from disputing about principles that are already
self-evident, lest he seem to be "groping in the dark." 227 He will
limit himself to the discussion of propositions which are [well]
known to all, or to many, or to the leaders in each field.228
Dl See Augustine,
Div.
.• lxxxiii, 46, S (in Migne, P.L. , XL, 30), a passage
frtqucntly cited h}, scholastic writers of the Middle Ages in reference to the doctrine of
ideas.
:::H rationrs. here: used in a broad sense. Cf.
ii, 5.
as Sce Bocthius,
DiU. Top., near the end of Book I (in Mignc, P.L .• LXIV, 1(82).
- Cf. Ciccro, Acad. Posl., i, 12, § 44.
zr. Job, xii, 25.
-Or: in each department of knowledge. Sec Aristotle, Top., i. 11, 105 a-b, 1-38; and
also i, I, 100 a, 30-JOO h, 23. Cf. likewise Boethius, De DiU. Top., i.
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More

011

the same subject.

Dialectical principles are accordingly probable, while those of dem.onstration are necessary!"· If something involves both probability
and necessity, it may pertain to both dialectic and demonstration;
but if this is not the case, it belongs either to one or to the other.
Probability alone is sufficient for dialectic. Whence Cicero, in the
second of his Tusculan DisplltatioTlS, says: "We, who take probability as our guide, cannot do more than assent or affirm that a
thing seems true, and are prepared both to argue against the views
of others without becoming angry, and to be ourselves corrected
without obstinacy." 230 Cicero also says elsewhere: "According to
our Academy, we have a right to defend any proposition that seems
probable." 231 .A proposition is probable if it seems obvious to a
person of [good] judgment,232 and if it occurs thus in all instances
-and at all times, or [at least] is otherwise only in exceptional cases
and on rare occasions. Something that is always or usually so, either
is, or [at least] seems probable, even though it could possibly be
otherwise. And its probability is increased in proportion as it is
more easily and surely known by one who has [good] judgment.
There are some things whose probability is so lucidly apparent
that they come to be considered necessary; whereas there are others
which are so unfamiliar to us that we would be reluctant to include
them in a list of probabilities. If an opinion is weak, it wavers with
uncertainty; whereas if an opinion is strong, it may wax to the
point of being transformed into faith and approximate· 33 certitude.
If its strength grows to the degree that it can admit of no or hardly
any further increase, even though it is [really] less than [scientific]
Bocthius, De' DiD. Top., i.
Ttue.
ii. 2, § 5.
ClCcro. Dt' 00., Ill, 4. § 20.
2.U Literally: if it lx:comcs apparent to onc who has judgment, evcn on superficial con·
sid<.'ration.
sas aspiral, .1spirc to, approach.
t::Ie

:
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knowledge, it comes to be [deemed] equivalent to the latter so far
as our certainty of judgment is concerned. This is apparent, as
Aristotle observes,'" in matters which we perceive only by our
senses, and which can be otherwise. Thus when the sun has set, we
do not [really] know with certainty that it will continue its course
over the earth'" and return to our hemisphere. For the sensory
perception whereby we were apprised ofrhe course of the sun has
ceased. Nevertheless our confidence concerning its course and return
is so great that it seems, in a way, equivalent to [scientific] knowledge. However, when sensation leads to a [scientific] knowledge
of something that cannot be otherwise, as when our eyes show us
that a line has length and a surface color, such knowledge does
not terminate when we no longer perceive the object. The reason
is that these are necessary facts. When something is found to hold
true in all or in most examples of a given kind, we should either
conclude that it is thus universally in such, or should allege an
instance 23 • to the contrary. Such a contrary instance is an evidently
true thesis prejudicial to the assumed universality. [From what has
been said, it is consequently apparent that:] A wide knowledge of
probabilities constitutes a master key whose use is universal. 231

CHAPTER

15.

What is a dialectical proposition, and what is a
dialectical problem.

"A dialectical proposition is one that holds true in several cases,
and against which there is no objection," that is to say, no argument
appealing to a thesis."38 One who is cognizant of such propositions,
and is also aware whether there are any contrary objections resting
SM
2.].',

Aristotle. Top., v,

2, 131

b.

19

if.

Literally: whether it continues on above the earth.
ins/an/ja.

m Literally: prepares expeditious access to all things. Cf. the concluding sentence of the
following chapter.
D!I poSilionl'nI, a thesis. position, affirmation, assumption, postulate, hypothesis, or premise,
3S explained later in this same chapter . Cf. Aristotle. Top., viii, 2, J57 b, 31.. The
Greek rh(Sis and the Latin POSilio are equivalents.
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on theses, will truly be well prepared for an opponent in all kinds
of disputations. Furthermore, if he sincerely devotes himself to
: philosophy,"· he will be happy in no small degree. He is i,!
\
to discuss with probability every kind of question, whether it
I
ethical, physical, or logical. ':A dialectical problem consists in.
reasoning about a question which, either in itself or as subsidiary to
something else, Jends to acceptance or rejection;'O or to the establishment of truth and knowledge, a question concerning which
either there is no [definite] opinion, or most people think differently
from those who are wise, or [vice versa] wise men disagree with
the crowd, or [finally] both wise men and the masses are at loggerheads among themselves [namely, each in his own number.]" 2<1
The style discloses the author of this definition, and both the words
and the thought reveal that Aristotle composed it. For Aristotle dId I
not consider each and every speculation that leads to affirmation or
negation a dialectical problem. Nor did he believe that a skilled
craftsman in his art [of logic] should waste time discussing things
that are useful to no one, whether in themselves or by way of any
of the aforesaid disciplines. For although there are some who hold
that what Aristotle says about "tending to acceptance or rejection"
refers solely to ethical questions, I believe that it also includes physica1 2 ' 2 problems. However, I think that it has absolutely or practically no reference to questions of logic. In ethics, materials for
selection or rejection are provided by virtue, vice, and the like. In
physical science, health and sickness, causes and symptoms, and the
circumstances of each case serve a like purpose. At the same time,
questions treated by all three disciplines [ethics, physics, and logic]
tend equally to [establish] scientific knowledge and truth. Whether
or not pleasure"3 should be chosen is an ethical speculation, useful
in itself. Whether or not the world is eternal is a philosophical speculation, which contributes to knowledge and truth, as well as perhaps
to additional ends. Thus if we recognize that the world has been
all

si philosophiu

SC'Cllm

(X"'('((lltlr,

literally: if he exercises philmophicallr with him-

self.
s.o Literally: to choice or Right, to affirmative or negative choice.
"'1 Aristotle, Top. , i, ll , to.; b, I.
3CI

phis;eas, physical or natural, including mnl ical.

21S

tto/upfas.
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created, we will reverence the author of this stupendous work.
And as we become aware that the world is transitory, it cheapens
in our estimation in comparison with piety,'" for the world with
everything in it "is subject to vanity." 2<0_ Logic inguires into [such
questions as] whether one of two contradictory propositions must
always be truc. To have a knowledge of the answer to the latter
question is helpful in other connections. But those who dispute
with each other about whether or not goats have wool are not
really discussing dialectical problems. T_hey have strayed far afield
from both the subject matter and the purpose of the [logical] art.
ror -the subject matter of logic is what is called a "thesis" or "position." The latter is an opinion of some learned authority,246 which
[opinion] is not commonly accepted. Examples include the proposition of Heraclitus that all things are in motion, and the tenet of
Anyone who is in possession of
Mdissus that [all] being is one."
his senses will not posit something which either seems plausible
to no one, or is apparent to everyone or [at least] to those whose
judgment is sought."· The latter sort of premise does not admit of
any doubt, while no one would advance the former.l!llll convinced
that none of the liberal disciplines has greater utility than this on-e
[dialectic], which serves as an easy and pleasant pathway into all
parts of philosophy, for one who understands probabilities 24o will
not be at a loss in any department of learning.

CHAPTER

16.

That all other teachers ot this art [ot dialectic]
acknowledge Aristotle as their master.

To detract from this discipline [of logic] which builds up and
organizes all other branches of learning, and is a prerequisite if onc
is to proceed corrcctly in philosophical investigations, seems manimoribus piis, pious morals.
Romans, viii, 20.
,.ft Literally: someone noted in philosophy.
111 Aristotle, Top., i. 11, 104 b, 19 ft.
:M.8lhid., i, J I, 105 a, 3 ff.
,.11 probabilia. probabilitu:s, probable things, what is probable.
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fest insanity. Since a great number of authors, including the keenest
and the most assiduous philosophers, have written about logic, those
who condemn it are evidently criticizing all of the former. For there
can be no doubt that to arraign a study is also to indict its author.
Of one thing I am certain: that posterity will by no means regard
Cornificius more highly than these authors. For Aristotle, Apuleius,
Cicero, Porphyry, Boethius, and Augustine, as well as Eudemus,
Alexander, and Theophrastus, not to mention many more [of its]
exponents, whose names I need not bother to enumerate (although
they are likewise famous), have all, with enthusiastic praise, raised
the banner of logic as, so to speak, supreme among the arts. While
each of these authors is illustrious by his own right, all of them
take pride in treading carefully in the footsteps2'. of Aristotle. So
true is this that the common noun "philosopher" has, with a certain
preeminence, come to be preserved for Aristotle. For Aristotle is
called by antonomasia2OI or par excellence "the Philosopher." It is
he who has reduced methods of probable proof 202 to an art.
ing up, as it were, from what is most elementary, he has kept on
until he has successfully completed his proposed structure. This is
apparent to those who study and discuss his works. Taking words
in their primary senses,253 that is uncombined 2,. words, from the
hand of the grammarian, he has carefully explained their differences and implications,'" to the end that they may more effectively
contribute to the formation of propositions, and to the sciences of
invention256 and judgment:"' But since, as an aid to understanding
Aristotle's elementary book;'8 Porphyry wrote another [book] in
a way still more elementary, the ancients believed that [this work
of] Porphyry should be studied as an introduction to Aristotle. And
right they were, provided that Porphyry's book is properly treated.
till)
literally: to adore the traces or footprints; to follow carefully in
.• xii, 817.
the footsteps of. This may be influenced by Statius,
sn anJonomasia, a form of trope by which a common noun replaces a proper onc.
2i2 probab;/ium ration a, methods of probable things, or of proving things with probability .
.... VOUJ
prima signi/icatiuaJ.
IG4 Incomplex, uncombincd, simple.
r..; Literally: forces. John states above that a word's force is in its meaning, so that he
obviously means here: [possible] meanings .

.... iml(n;mdi.
211

Aristotle does this in his book the

..., The:

or

.
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For the latter should not be taught in such a way as to confuse and
obfuscate those being instructed, or monopolize all their time. It
is not right that one should spend his life studying the five categoricals/·· with the consequence that no time remains to learn those
things for which these are taught as preparatory in the first place.
Because of its introductory nature, Porphyry's work is entitled the
But its very name is contradicted by those who become
so engrossed in it that they leave no time for the principal essentials,
on which the whole significance of the introductory work depends.

CHAPTER

17.

In what a
taught; and
nature of)

logic is
of moderns about
and

To show off their knowledge, our contemporaries dispense their
instruction in such a way that their listeners are at a loss to understand them. They seem to have the impression that every letter
of the alphabet is pregnant with the secrets of Minerva!62 They
analyze and press upon tender ears everything that anyone has ever
said or done. Falling into the error condemned by Cicero, they
frequently come to be unintelligible to their hearers more because of
the multiplicity than the profundity of their statements. "It is
indeed useful and advantageous for disputants," as Aristotle observes/63 "to take cognizance of several opinions on a topic." From
the mutual disagreement thus brought into relief, what is seen to
UO('U/il, the five categoricals, generally calh::d the "predicables" ; genus, species,
difference, property, and accident.
110 That is,
or Introduction .
• 11 Compare, with the present chapter, Abdard 's Fragm .
de gmn-ibuI d
(in Ouvr. Inidil. d'Ahe/ard. cd. V. Cousin, pp. 507-550) .
., ucrelis MintTue here evidently means hidden gems of wisdom, although it refers to
Ovid, Md., ii, 749 .
- Reference may be made to Aristotle, Top. , i, 2, rot a, 30 If., where Aristotle, howevcr, does not use the exact equivalent of John's present wording. Neither does the translation which goes under the name of Bcxthius. John may here be following a version other
than the latter.
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be poorly stated may be disproved or modified. Instruction in
elementary logic does not, however, constitute the proper occasion
for such procedure-LSimplicity, brevity, and easy subject matter are,
so far as is possible, appropriate in introductory studies. This is so
true that it is permissible to expound many difficult points in a
simpler way than their nature strictly requires. Thus, much that we
have learned in our youth must later be amended in more advanced
philosophical studies. Nevertheless, at present, all are here [in introductory logical studies] declaiming on the nature of universals, and
attempting to explain, contrary to the intention of the author,26f
what is really a most profound question, and a matter [that should
be reserved] for more advanced studies. One holds that universals
are merely word sounds,m although this opinion, along with its
author Roscelin, has already almost completely passed into oblivion.288 Another maintains that universals are word concepts/or and
twists to support his thesis everything that he can remember to
have ever been written on the subject. 288 Our Peripatetic of Pallet,
Abelard, was ensnared in this opinion. He left many, and still has,
to this day, some followers and proponents of his doctrine. They
are friends of mine, although they often so torture the hel pless 209
letter that even the hardest heart is filled with compassion for the
latter. They hold that it is preposterous to predicate a thing concerning a thing, although Aristotle is author of this monstrosity.
For Aristotle frequently asserts that a thing is predicated concerning
a thing,m as is evident to anyone who is really familiar with his
teaching. Another is wrapped up in a consideration of acts of the
[intuitive] understanding,271 and says that genera and species are
'" Aristotle .
.. uocibuJ, physical, spoken, or audible word sounds.
II1II Cf. Policraticus, vii, n .

.,. urmonu, words as predicated or as signifying concepts, word concepts, This distinction
UDUI and
John probably obtained from Abclard. Cf. J. G. Sikcs, l'cft'r
Abai/arJ (Cambridge, England. J932), pp. 104. 88-Ill passim, in addition to the rdcrcnct'S
there cited b)' Sikes. According to Abelard, uox is the mere ph ysic:t1, audible, spoken word;
J('rmo , the word considered in rdation to its meaning 35 a mental concept.
I0Il Cf. Policralicus, vii, 12 •
.. Literally: captive.
170 See Boethius, Comm. 11 in Arisl.
Inurpr., v, 11 (in Migne-, P.L. , LXIV , 568, and w.
Mciscr, 11, 351) .
171 inld/u/ibuI.
between
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nothing more than the latter. 272 Proponents of this view take their
cue2T3 from Cicero2H and Boethius,270 who cite Aristotle as saying
that universals should be regarded as and called "notions." 21. "A
notion," they tell us, "is the cognition of something, derived from
its previously perceived form, and in need of unravelment." 211 Or
again [they say]: "A notion is an act of the [intuitive] understanding, a simple mental comprehension." 21. They accordingly distort
everything written, with an eye to making acts of [intuitive] understanding or "notions" include the universality of universals. Those
who adhere to the view that universals are things,m have various
and sundry opinions. One, reasoning from the fact that everything
which exists is singular in number;80 concludes that either the
universal is numerically one, or it is non-existent. But since it is
impossible for things that are substantial 2•1 to be non-existent, if
those things for which they are substantial exist, they further conclude that universals must be essentially one with particular things.
Accordingly, following Waiter of Mortagne;·2 they distinguish
[various] states [of existence ],"83 and say that Plato is an individual
in so far as he is Plato; a species in so far as he is a man; a genus
of a subaltern [subordinate] kind in so far as he is an animal; and
a most general genus in so far as he is a substance. Although this
opinion formerly had some proponents, it has been a long time since
anyone has asserted it. Walter 2.' now upholds [the doctrine of]
ideas, emulating Plato and imitating Bernard of Chartres;·' and
maintains that genus and species are nothing more nor less than
sn Cf. PolicraJ;cus, vii,

1:1.

Litcrall}' : take occasion from .
.." Cicero, Top., 7. S 31.
S"/15 Bexthius, Comm . in Top, Cic., iii (in Migne, P.L.. LXIV, 11 0 5-1106).
m not;onu.
::
Top., ?,
. BocthlUS, op. Cll . , 111.
:rn qui rcbul inhn-cnl; again cf. PoiicrlZ/;WS, vii, 12 .
IfIOCf. Boethius, Comm . in Porph ., iii (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 110) .
Eo Or eSS(ntial.
.. Concerning GauurUl de Mauritania, sce Gal/id Ch,iS/;ana, IX, 533. \Valtcr was
conS(cratcd Bishop of Laoo in 1155. and died in 1174 .
.ss statuI.
Ma Literall y: "that onet" evidently Waiter of Mortagnc, who apparently was subsequently
con\"Crt('d to the opinion of Plato and Ikrnard of Chartr(:s.
:M s(:(:
i, 24, and note.
I'D
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these, namely, ideas. "An idea," according to Seneca's definition;8.
"is an eternal exemplar of those things which come to be as a
result of 287 nature." And since universals are not subject to corruption, and are not altered by the changes 288 that transform particular things and cause them to come and go, succeeding one
another almost momentarily, ideas are properly and correctly called
"universals." Indeed, particular things are deemed incapable of sup·
porting the substantive verb,289 [i.e., of being said "to be"], since
they are not at all stable, and disappear without even waiting to
receive names. For they vary so much in their qualities, time, location, and numerous different properties, that their whole existence
seems to be more a mutable transition than a stable status. In contrast, Boethius declares: 2oo "We say that things 'are' when they may
neither be increased nor diminished, but always continue as they
are, firmly sustained by the foundations of their own nature." These
[foundations] include their quantities, qualities, relations, places,
times, conditions, and whatever is found in a way united with
bodies. Although these adjuncts of bodies may seem to be changed,
they remain immutable in their own nature. In like manner,
although individuals [of species] may change, species remain the
same. The waves of a stream wash on, yet the same flow of water
continues, and we refer to the stream as the same river. Whence the
statement of Seneca,29! which, in fact, he has borrowed from another: 292 "In one sense it is true that we may descend twice into the
same river, although in another sense this is not so." 203 These
"ideas," or "exemplary forms," are the original plans294 of all things.
They may neither be decreased nor augmented; and they are so
permanent and perpetual, that even if the whole world were to
come to an end, they could not perish. They include all things,
- Seneca, Ep., 58, S 19.
187

Or: br.

motibtll, movements, forces, changes.
mhslanliui, the substantive verb: UU, to be .
..cl Bocthius, Ar;lhm., i, I (p. 8, lines 1-4. in Fricdlein's edition).
1\11 Seneca, Ep .• 58, S 23 .
In Heraditus.
l1li Literally : go down twice into the same river, yet into a different river.
tfIII

-
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and, as Augustine seems to maintain in his book On
Wil/,29'
their number neither increases nor diminishes, because the ideas
always continue on, even when it happens that [particular] temporal things cease to exist. What these men promise is wonderful,
and familiar to philosophers who rise to the contemplation of
higher things. But, as Boethius 2Do and numerous other authors testify, it is utterly foreign to the mind of Aristotle. For Aristotle very
frequently opposes this view, as is clear from his books. Bernard
of Chartres and his followers 297 labored strenuously to compose the
differences between Aristotle and Plato. 29s But I opine that they
arrived on the scene too late, so that their efforts to reconcile two
dead men, who disagree as long as they were alive and could do so,
were in vain. Still another, in his endeavor to explain Aristotle,
places universality in "native forms," 299 as does Gilbert, Bishop of
Poitiers,"oo who labors to prove that "native forms" and universals
are identical. 80! A "native form" is an example of an original
[exemplar ]."02 It [the native form, unlike the original] inheres in
created things, instead of subsisting in the divine mind. In Greek it
is called the idos,sOS since it stands in relation to the idea as the
example does to its exemplar. The native form is sensible in things
that are perceptible by the senses; but insensible as conceived in
the mind. It is singular in individuals, but universal in all [of a
kind]. Another, with Joscelin, Bishop of Soissons,"o, attributes universality to collections of things,so. while denying it to things as
- Augustine, De Lib. Arbil., ii,
- Boethius, for example, in his
.,. Literally: his hearers .
... Boethius also declares that he
Plato in some way": sce Bocthius,

17 (in Migne, P.L., LXIV, 1106).
CQmm. in Top. Cic., iii (in Mi&nc, P.L., LXIV, 1106) .
himself tried "to reconcile the opinions of Aristotle and

Comm. 11 in A,.;sl. de Inurpr., ii, 3 (cd. Mciscr, II. 79,

and in Migne, P.L., LXIV, 79-80).
-,armis naliuis; see Gilbert of Paitiers, In Bonh. de T,;". Comm., and his Comm. in
Bonh. lib. d. Duahus Naturis (in Migne, PL., LXIV, 1267 and 1366).
-Gilbert became Bishop of Poitiers in 1142, and died in 1154. Commentaries written by
him on the theological works of Boethius. and his famous
prindpiis, which editors
used to append to Ari$totlc'$ Organon, are c:xtant.
101 in
ron/ormilau laborat .
.. originalis, namely, of the original exemplar in the mind of God .
.. &e Seneca, Ep .. 58, § lOo
.,.,
Joscclin; also calkd loslnws, lohainlls, and Toalinus. He was Bishop of
Soissons 1126-1152. Some small extant works of his are to be found in Migne's PL.,
CLXXVI, but thcre is nothing in them about univeuals.
Literally: to things collected together.
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individuals. When Joscelin tries to explain the authorities, he has his
troubles and is hard put, for in many places he cannot bear the gaping
astonishment"°6 of the indignant letter.307 Still another takes refuge in
a new tongue, since he does not have sufficient command of Latin.
When he hears the words "genus" and "species," at one time he says
they should be understood as universals, and at another that they refer
to the maneries"°8 of things. I know not in which of the authors he has
found this term or this distinction, unless perhaps he has dug it
out of lists of abstruse and obsolete words,"o. or it is an item of
jargon [in the baggage] of present-<lay310 doctors]I am further at
a loss to see what it can mean here, unless it refers to collections of
things, which would be the same as Joscelin's view, or to a universal
thing, which, however, could hardly be called a maneries. For a
manerics may be interpreted as referring to both [collections and
universals], since a number of things, or the status311 in which a
thing of such and such a type continues to exist312 may be called
a maneries. Finally, there are some who fix their attention on the
status of things, and say that genera and species consist in the latter.

CHAPTER

18.

That men always alter the opinions of their
predeCt:ssors.

It would take too long, and [al.so 1 be entirely foreign to my purpose, to propound the opinions and errors of everyone. The saying
of the comic poet that "There are as many opinions as heads," 313
has almost come to hold true. Rarely, if ever, do we find a teacher
who is content to follow in the footsteps of his master. Each, to
.. ric/urn, literally: the opening of the mouth.
I07That is, the It:ttcr or writing which is opposed to his view, and is, as it were, violated .
ways, modes,
way' of hantlling.

..
S»

in gloumatibus.
modern

110

Of

present·day.

all statuS.
SIt

as though

would be said to be derived from

ing."
311

Tercnce in his Phorm., ii, 4.

J 4.

"remain-
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make a name for himself, coins his own special error. Wherewith,
while promising to correct his master, he sets himself up as a target
for correction and condemnation by his own disciples as well as by
posterity. I recognize that the same rule threatens to apply in my
own case. By disagreeing with others and committing my dissent to
writing, I am, in fact, laying myself open to be criticized by many.
He who speaks is judged merely by one or a few persons; whereas
he who writes thereby exposes himself to criticism by all, and
appears before the tribunal of the whole world and every age.
However, not to be overly harsh with the doctors, I must observe
that, very often, Ipany oL them seem to be wrangling over words,
disputing about facts; Nonetheless there is nothing that
is less appropriate for a professor of this art [of logic], since such
procedure ill befits a serious man. As Aristotle declares, "To dispute
in this wise over a word is utterly abhorrent in dialectic, unless it
be the sole possible way in which a proposition may be discussed." 314 Of a truth, on points where they seem to be in profound
disagreement, such [professors of logic] admit one another's interpretations, even though they may maintain that the latter are
inadequate. They are mutually condemning, not the meaning, but
another's statements.
the words

CHAPTER

19.

W herdn teachers of this kind are not to be forgiven.

I do not criticize their opinions, which [probably] do not actually
disagree, as would be shown if it were possible to compare their
meanings.3I> Still, they are guilty of certain offenses which, in my
opinion, should not be overlooked. In the first place, they load
"insupportable burdens" on the frail shoulders of their students.3lB
III Aristotle, Top., i. 18. 108 a, 35.
11.5 Litcr".1I}': were it possible to sup(:rimpose them [their opinions], onc on another, for
comparison.
3UI Cf. Matthew, xxiii. 4.
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Second, they pay no attention to proper order in teaching, and
diligently take care lest "All things be suitably arranged, each in
its own place." 317 Thus they, so to speak, read 318 the whole art319
into its title. With them, Porphyry practically teaches beforehand the
contents of the Topics, the Analytics, and the Elenchi.320 Finally,
they go against the mind of the author, and comb, as it were, in
the wrong direction. For the [supposed] purpose of simplifying
Aristotle, they teach the doctrine of Plato, or [perhaps even] some
false opinion, which differs with equal error from the views321 of
both Aristotle and Plato. At the same time, they all profess to be
followers of Aristotle.

CHAPTER

20.

Aristotle's opinion concerning genera and species, supported by numerous confirmatory reasons and references to written works.

Aristotle stated that genera and species do not exist [as such], but
are only understood. 322 What is the point, then, in inquiring as to
what genus is, when Aristotle has definitely asserted that it does not
exist? Is it not inane to try to determine the nature, quantity, and
, quality of something that has no existence? If substance be lacking,
--then none of these other attributes can be present. If Aristotle, who
says that genera and species do not exist [as such], is right, then the
labors of the foregoing inquiry as to their substance, quantity,
quality, or origin, are futile. We cannot describe the quality or
quantity of something that lacks substance. Neither can we give the
reason why something that does not exist is one thing or another,
and of this or that size or kind. Wherefore, unless one wants to
- exist, he must
break with Aristotle, by granting that
an Horace, A.P., 92.
III
they rcad, or perhaps they lecture or teach.
lIt finrm .. . (IT/is, the: cnd or completion of an art [namely, this art of logic1.
"'Of Aristotle.
1St ununlia, judgment, authoritatin opinion, view.
aD

Sce Bcxthius, Comm. in Porph., i (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 82-86).
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- ;reject opinions which would identify universals with word sounds,823
'word concepts,324 sensible things,32' ideas,326 native forms,327 or colFor all of the latter doubtless exist. In short, one who
l!laintains _that universals exist,s29 contradicts Aristotle. We should
not, however, fear that our understanding 3SO is empty when it perceives universals as abstracted from particular things, although the
former have no [actual] existence apart from the latter. Our understanding [has two different modes of operation:] at times [it] looks
directly at the simple essence of things, apart from composition,881
as when it conceives of "man" per se, or "stone" per se,a32 in which
operation it is simple. But at times it proceeds gradually, step by
step,333 as when it considers a man as white, or a horse as running;34 in which case its operation is composite. A simple act of
the understanding at times considers a thing as it is, as when it
considers Plato; but at other times it conceives of a thing as otherwise. Sometimes it combines things that are [in actual life] uncombined, at other times it separates things that cannot [in reality]
be dissociated. One who imagines a goat-stagss , or a centaur,836
conceives of a combination of man and beast that is alien to nature,
or a combination of two species of animals. On the other hand, one
who considers line or surface apart from a given mass, dissociates
form from matter by the keen blade of his contemplative insight,317
although, actually, it is impossible for them to exist apart from each
other. However, the abstracting intellect does not in this case con... uocibuJ" with Roscdin. as
1St urmonibus; with Abclard. ibid.
I:ID

•

above (ii, 17).

unsibi/ihuJ
with Waiter of Mortagnc, ibid.
with Waiter. after his conversion to the view of Plato and Bernard of Chartres,

ibid.
1:11 formis nali";s; with Gilbert of Poiticrs, ibid.
• collu/ionihus; with Joscclin of Soissons, ibid.

• Or: that univcrsals arc these things .
., inullectuJ, Qur [intuitive] understanding, intellect,
Of idea conceived by the former.
la. sim plicilU, simpl y. without admixture.

Of

mind,

Of

the mental concept

- per se. of or in himself or itself.
- graaat;m Juis ;nud;1 pauibus .
.. Scc Aristotle,
Inurpr., it as well as the commentary thereon by Boethius.
- hircouruum, a fabled combination of goat and stag: from Aristotle,
.6.
PI
lIT

an imaginary monster half man and half horse.
Literally: by the eye of his contemplation.

InuTpr., i, J6 at
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ceive of form as existing apart from matter. If it did, its operation
would be composite. Rather, it simply contemplates the form, without considering the matter, even though in fact the former cannot
exist apart from the latter. Such an operation agrees with the intellect's simplicity, which comes into sharper relief in proportion
as it considers simpler things in themselves, namely, apart from
composition with other things. Nor is this procedure contrary to
the order of nature, which has bestowed on the [human] intellect
this faculty of distinguishing things that are combined, and putting
together things that exist separately, in order to facilitate its investigation of nature itself. The combining process of the intellect,
whereby things that are not united are copulated, lacks objectivity;338 but its abstracting process is both accurate and true to
reality. The latter constitutes, as it were, the common factory of all
the arts. While things possess but one manner of existence which
they have received from nature, they may nevertheless be understood or signified in more than one way. Although a man who is
not a specific man cannot exist, "man" may still be conceived
mentally and represented in such a way that no given individual
man is thought of or denoted. Therefore genera and species may be.
conceived by the abstracting intellect in order to signify things [as
considered] apart from composition.a30 But if one were, ever so
diligently, to search for the latter in nature, dissociated from sensible
things, he would be wasting his time, and laboring in vain, as
nature does not count anything of the sort among her brood.
Reason, on considering the substantial mutual resemblances of
certain individual things, has discerned genera and species. Thus it
has, as Boethius tells US,S40 defined the general concept: "Rational
mortal animal," which it has, on reflection, concluded from the
mutual conformity existing among men, even though such a "rational mortal animal" [actually] exists only in individual cases.
Consequently, genera and species are not things that are really and
by their nature unrelated to individual things. Rather, they are
W

Litcrall )': is empt y.

ad s;g n;{iCQ/;onrm inco ml'Jaomm .
..., Bocthiu s, Comm . in Ar;sl. de Inurpr., I, i. 5 (cd . Mei scr, pp. 72 , 26 ff.) ; cf. I, i,
(54, 16) and 11, ii, 5 (101, IS).
alii

1-
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mental representations'" of actual, natural things, intellectual images of the mutual likenesses of real things, reflected, as it were, in
the mirror of the soul's native purity.342 These concepts the Greek
call ennoyas"3 or ycol1oyfanas,3H that is to say images of things
clearly discernible by the mind. For the soul, as it were by the
reflected rayS'. of its own contemplation, finds in itself what it
defines. The exemplar"· of what is defined exists in the mind,
while the example8H exists among actual things. A similar condition maintains when we say in grammar: "Names which have such
and such an ending are feminine or neuter." 848 A general rule is
laid down, which provides, so to speak, an exemplar for many
declinable words. The examples, in turn, are to be found in all the
words with a given termination. In like manner, certain exemplars
are mentally conceived after their examples have been formed and
presented to the senses by nature. According to Aristotle, these exemplars are conceptual, and are, as it were, images and shadows of
things that really exist. But if one attempts to lay hold of them,
supposing them to have an existence of their own, apart from
particular things, they vanish [into thin air] as do dreams. "For
they are representations," 3'9 apparent only to the intellect. When
universals are said to be substantial for individual things, reference
is made to causality in the cognitive order, and to the nature of individual things. It is clear in particular cases that subordinate
'U no/;onu. concepts, ideas, Kmblanccs .
... The comma in the Wcbb text between
and nalille' should be: om:ttcd. CL MSS
A. B. and C. and the sc:nse .
....
scc Cicero, Top. , 7, § 31; cf. Tusc. Di/p.• i. 24. § 57·
... yconoy/anal: MSS C, B. and A have in their margin the glol's: "ykos: imago: noil:
menl; pnanos: appauns," indicating the C'tymulogy oC the worll 35 "im:Igc appearing to
the mind:'
rC'un'bn-ala ade .
... exemplar, the image, exemplar .
•n C'xC'mpltlm , the instance, example.
"'C£. Priseian, InSI. Gram., v, 3 H. (Kcil, G.L., II, 142 ff.) .
... monstra. This may also be translated, mon su ositit.'s. things out of the ordinary course
of nature, marvels. I ha\'c tramhtnl. it as "reprcscnI:ltions," in view of John's i:uer discus·
sion of monSlrQ in this chapter: cf. bel ow. l-krc John follows the translation of Aristotlc's
An. POSI .• i. 22. H3 a, 3J. concerning Platonic ideas, which is attributed to Bocthius.
POll. AnQ/. Inurpr., ch.lp. I S (in Mignc. r .L.. LXIV. 733). Scc: below concerning the
" new translation," wh,,:h more: ctlr r(cli}'
ciclIdalio1lu , chatter, or mere sounds without
Knse. Scc in this ch:tptcr, nn ..U6, 437.
aA6
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things" cannot exist or be understood without superior ones. m
Thus the non-existence of animals would preclude the existence of
man [a particular kind of animal]. And we must understand what
an "animal" is, in order to understand what "man" is. For man is
a certain kind of animal. In the same way "man" is in Plato, as
Plato both exists and is understood, though Plato actually is a
particular given man. While the idea and existence of animal are
postulated by the idea and existence of man, this proposition is not
convertible, as the concept and existence of man are not postulated
by those of animal. For although the concept of man includes that
of animal, the concept of animal does not include that of man.
Since, therefore, both essentially and in the order of cognition, a
species requires its genus, but is not itself required by its genus, the
latter [genus] is said to be substantial for the former [species].
The same [general principle] holds true for individual things,
which require [their] species and genus, but are not themselves
necessitated by their species and genus. A particular thing cannot
possess substance or be known by us, unless it is a [certain] species
or genus, that is unless it is some [sort of] thing, or is known as
this or that. Despite the fact that universals are called things, and
are frequently spoken of as existing, without [any] qualification,
neither the physical mass of bodies, nor the tenuity of spirits, nor
the distinct essence of particular things is for this reason to be
found in them. In a similar way, although matters that are the
subject of affirmation or negation are called "things," and we
very often say that what is true "is," still we do not classify such
as substances or accidents. Neither do we refer to them as "Creator"
or "creature." In the mart of the various branches of knowledge,
free mutual exchange of words between one discipline and another
ought to prevail, as observes Ulger, venerable Bishop of Angers.m
o

&0

1.11

in/aiora, subordinate, of less wide application.
supN";oribus, superior: of widt:r application.

IM Ulg"ius Of UIgcr was consecrated Bishop of Angers in It 25. and di<.'d in 1149. No
writings of his acc known to be extant, save certain testaments and letters (in Migne,
P.L., CLXXX, 1641 ff.). Concerning Ulger, cf. St. Bcrnard's Ep., 200 to the former.
where he says : "the great name of master Ulgcc"; as also Bcrnard's Ep., 340 to Pope
Inn(Kl'm 11, on behalf of UIgcr, "whose old age is made nnerable both by his life and
knuwlnlg!':." Also cf. Sikc::s,
Abailard. p. 265; and J. F. E. Raby. Suu/", Lo.tin
POt"ry (Oxfon.l, 1934), ii, 12.
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Liberality reigns in the market place of philosophers,a.s where
words may be borrowed without restriction or charge.''' Accord- I
ingly, even if it were granted that universals "exist" and are .
"things," to please the obstinate, still it would not, on this account,
follow that the [total] number of things would be increased or
diminished by adding or subtracting universals. If one examines
universals, he will find that, while they can be numbered, this
number cannot be added to the number of individual things. As
with corporate colleges or other bodies, the number of heads cannot
be added to that of the bodies, or vice versa, so with universals and
particular things, the number of universals cannot be added to
that of particular things, or vice versa. Only things of the same
sort, which are by nature distinct in each given kind of things,
can be unican be numbered together with one another.
versal unless it is found in particular things. Despite this, many
have sought to find the universal, in itself, apart from individual
t!Jings. But at the end of their search, they have all come out emptyFor the universal, apart from particular things, is not an
entity, unless perhaps in the sense that truths and like meanings of
combined words are entities. It does not make any difference that
particular material things are examples of universal immaterial
things, as every mode of activity (according to Augustine) is immaterial and insensible, although what is done, together with the
act whereby it is done,""" is generally perceptible by the senses.
That which is understood in a general way by the mind, as pertaining equally to many particular things, and that which is signified in
a general way by a word,""o as referring equally to several beings, is
beyond doubt universal. But even the terms "that which is understood," and "that which is signified," must be accepted in a broad
manner, and cannot be subjected either to the narrow straits of
disputation or to the subtle analysis of the grammatical art. The
latter, of its nature, does not allow demonstrative expressions to be
&SI philoJophantium, those philowphizing, those who seck wisdom .
.. dislrah"nltlr ad graliam.
IM illud . . . quod i(rilllr
actllS quo g(Ti!tlr, the thing done and the act of doing, the
object of the activity and the activity itSl.'If. Thus the f{}(xi I cat and the eating of it C3n

be secn; but "c:lting," as a kind of bchavior, is
SIll

For example, a common noun.

3

univt:rsal, neither material nor sensible.
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unlimited in application, except after one has sought and obtained
such permission. Neither does it tolerate relative expressions that are
vague. It requires, rather, that the meaning of such expressions be
fixed by determining the person, or [his] act, or the action of another. A relative expression is, in fact, one which designates something as the subject of foregoing speech or thought. In the saying:
"Wise and happy is the man who has recognized goodness,"" and
has faithfully conformed his actions to this," the relative words
"who" and "this," 358 even though they do not designate the specific
person [and act], are nevertheless in a way limited, and freed of
their indefiniteness, by specification as to how they are to be recognized. There must be someone who corresponds to the statement,
someone who, recognizing what is right, has acted accordingly, and
is consequently happy. Only in cases where there is a mistake or a
figure does it happen that there is nothing sure and definite to
which a relative expression refers. Whence if a horse in general
[in a generic manner] is promised, and the one to whom the
promise was made says: "The horse which is promised to me is
either healthy or sickly,m since every horse is either healthy or
sickly," he is clearly quibbling. For there is no horse that was
promised to him. I do not say "There is no horse" because the
horse does not or will not exist. Even that which does not exist,
such as Arethusa's giving birth to child/ oO may be the subject of a
very definite promissory obligation. Rather, I say, "There is no
horse," because the promise of a general kind of thing [a generic
promise] does not involve the promise of the specific, that is a distinct thing. For when I say "That which is promised," "That which
is signified," "That which is understood," and the like, some
definite thing is promised or meant if the relation is proper. sat
However, there are also relations that are general [generic], which,
if they are to remain true and are to be properly understood, cannot be tied down to some particular subject [the specific]. Examples
of such are provided by the sayings: "A woman, both saved [us],
.cl' Literally:

good things.
qui
The s('m icolon after rst in Wcbb's edition should evidently be changr.:d to
. , rar/t1J Arnhtlu ; scc O"'io, Mc-t. , v, 577 fT.
MI Proper, particular,
&'18
&,,0

:1

comma .
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and damned [us]"; "A tree both bore the cause of our death, and
that of our life"; "The green leaves, which the freezing north wind
bears off, the mild west wind restores." 3.2 In the instances which I
have just mentioned, 1. believe that these relative expressions should
not be conceived as descending to the specific, and pointing out
some particular person or thing, but rather that they should be
understood as remaining general [generic]. In brief, what is signified by the noun "man" is a species, because man is signified, and
man is a special kind 3.8 of animal. What is signified by the word
"animal" is a genus, as an animal is signified, and an animal is
a general [generic] kind of thing."·' For what is signified by a
word is that to which it directly refers, or that which the mind
reasonably conceives on hearing the word. When one hears the
word "man," one does not mentally run through all men, for this
would be a task both endless and impossible. Neither does he
restrict his concept to one particular man, for this would be inadequate, and would not really correspond to the meaning of the
term."·' Likewise, when one defines an animal as a substance possessing life and the power of sensation, one is not simply describing
a single particular animal, lest his definition be incomplete. Neither
is he trying to give a description of every animal, lest his labor be
endless. Each of these universals signifies or defines, not merely
"what," 8.0 but rather "what kind of what," 8.7 not merely a given
[particular] thing,"·' but rather a certain kind of thing."·· Thus
Galcn, in his Techne;70 defines medicine as "the science of healthful, unhealthful, and intermediate371 things." He does not say "the
- A woman, namely, Marr, brought about human salvation, but another, namely, Eve,
occasionf.'d human damnation . A trex, namel>'. the tree of knowledge, g:lVC us the cause: of
death, yet another, the cross of Christ, bore for us the source of life. The: cold north wind
takes away grun leaves in winter, the warm west winJ restores green leaves in the
springtime.
au Literally : a species .
... Literally: a genus of things.
as doctrinam. the tcaching, meaning, sense, or message intended; the instruction.
all non s;mpJic;ltT quid .
.,.
quid .
.. non limp/idleT hoc.
.. quid
r.o GaJimuJ in Tt'gni. namdy, G.lkn in his TiXV'O laTpuD or Ars Mtdica. Sce Galen. Ars
mtoi"Q, chap", 1-2 (t:u, Kuhn, -:../('0. griJU. op., I, 307-313),
aTl ntUlroum, neutral, intcrmcuiau', neithl'r h(:.tllhy nor unhc3lthy.
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science of everything," since this would be infinite. Neither does
he say "the science of certain [particular] things," since this would
be inadequate for the definition of an art. Rather, he defines medicine as the science of a given kind of things.372 Aristotle tells us:s13
"Genera and species determine the kind SH of a substance. They
do not merely designate 'what,' but, in a way, 'what kind of a
"General
thing.''' In like vein, Aristotle declares in his
terms, such as 'man,' do not denote some particular thing, but
rather a certain kind of thing, or [a thing in] some sort of relation
to something, or something like this." 376 A little further on he says:
"It is evident that a general, universal predication [concerning
things of a class] is not to be understood as referring to some particular thing, but rather as signifying quality, relation, quantity, or
something of the sort." 377 In fact, what is not a particular thing
cannot be described in detail. 87 " Real things37• have from nature
certain limitations, and are distinguished from one another by their
properties, even though frequently our knowledge of them is not
very definite, and our concept of them rather vague. The wellknown principle that what common names mean and what they
name are not identical, does not militate against what has just been
said. For their meaning is universal, even though they name particular things. Evidently, if one looks only for a simple general relationship, he will have no trouble understanding the foregoing, but
if he insists on trying to find the precise determination of some
individual thing, he may well be at a loss to put his finger on anything of the sort. There is a rule that380 "Demonstrative expressions provide primary cognition, relative expressions knowledge of
a secondary kind." 881 In fact [our] cognition, in apprehending
r.. quorum

quaJillm .
.,. Aristotle, Cal., 5. 3 h, 20 •
qualilaum, quality, kind , or nature.
m; Aristotle, Soph . El., chap, 22, 178 b, 37 ft.
rrI Wcbb's text should here read: ud
quid, ud ad Q/iquid a1iquo modo ud
huiusmodi quid significaI. Cf. MSS C, B, and A.
.-n Aristotle. Soph. El., chap, :12, 179 at 8 tI.
nt Literally : cannot be explained by express signification.
aT8 Literall),: existing things.
MO R('gu/aril" prodit"m UI, It is stated as a rule (of grammar); it is a (grammaticJ.l)
rule .
• 1 Pri!.cian, Inst .. xii, 4 (Kcil , C.L.. n, 5i9). ucrmdum . ..
secondary cogni·
tion, knowledge of a secondary or indirect kind.
• 'U
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something, circumscribes and defines the latter for itself by a certain
[comprehensive 1 capacity of the mind, so that if a thing presents
itself to the mind as absolutely unlimited in every respect, neither
primary nor secondary cognition can proceed. All knowledge or
cognition possessed by creatures is limited. Infinite knowledge
belongs solely to God, because of His infinite nature. 3•2 However
limitless things may be, they are at the same time most certainly
circumscribed by His infinite immensity, and defined by His
boundless knowledge and wisdom, which cannot be counted and
have no limit.ss3 But we are imprisoned within the petty dimensions
of our human capacity, wherefore we attain neither primary, nor
secondary, nor tertiary, nor any distinction of knowledge of what
is infinite, save the realization that it is unknown because it is infinite. Accordingly, all demonstrative and relative expressions must
refer to a specific, definite subject if they are correctly posited.
Otherwise they will miss their mark. For cognition naturally seeks
or possesses certitude as its object. However, language is often conscripted to serve in extraordinary senses;'· and frequently incorrect
expressions are used as a matter of convenience. Thus the axiom
that "All men love themselves," 385 is generally accepted, not merely
to provide material for the pedantic bickering of those who are content to chatter on any sort of topic that permits disputation, but
also to convey knowledge of a truth to hearers who are in good
faith. However, if one analyzes this principle according to the
strict and proper meaning of a relative expression, one will perhaps
charge that it is improperly stated and false. For it is evident that
all men do not love all men. Neither do all men love any given
man. So whether the expression: "all men," be understood collectively or distributively, the relative pronoun "themselves," which
follows, cannot correctly be understood as referring either to every
man or to anyone man. The relation [here 1 is accordingly not a
strict one. Begging, as it were, indulgent forgiveness from its own
Cf. Augu stine,
C.D., xii, 19.
- See Psalms, cxlvi , 5 .
...
ut umrpalio, There is frequent abuse, misuse, or forcible conscription
of language . . .
1112

- amnis homo Ji/iget u ,
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rule, it refutes the reliability of the universal with reference to the
truth of particular things. While it is true in individual cases that
everyone loves himself, and this is affirmed of all men in general
in a distributive sense by the saying that "all men love themselves,"
the relation is to be understood in a broad and free way. It should
not be taken in a narrow, grammatical sense, whereby it would
either compass all men, or single out some particular individual
from this universality. Hence, according to those who always seize
upon difficulties and subtleties, and decline to use good faith as
their principle in [interpreting] conversation or reading, this is "a
form of statement" rather than "a statement of regular form." They
also assert the same whenever a pronoun refers to a common noun,
since a pronoun, which is always demonstrative or relative, stands in
the place of a proper noun, at least when it correctly fulfils the
purpose for which it was originally invented. For occasionally, by
indulgence, pronouns have a wider meaning."s6 Thus, when it is
said that "If a being is a man, itSS7 is also an animal," we have not
so much a consequence in a hypothetical statement, as a form of a
consequence when something is expressed in a hypothetical manner. For the word "it," according to the strict laws of disputation,Sss
does not refer to a man. Nor can we see any definite thing to which
it may be referred. Whence come many meaningless and vexatious
objections, raised by such as delight in harassing the ignorant and
those of a more liberal and less petty disposition. Such tireless
wranglers, who refuse to desist from their stubborn objections
[must] do so out of either ignorance, or perversity, or greed. Just
as cognition seeks certitude, so demonstrative and relative expressions, which convey either primary or other cognition, depend on
certain and definite subjects, which such expressions, when they
are properly employed, present to our mind as particular things.
Let us suppose that common names signify some general status
(for I have already declared 389 that I side with the Academicians in
regard to things that are doubtful to a wise man, and that I do not
aM

Priscian, Inst., xii, 3 (Kt·il, C.L.. 11, 578).
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i/lud, that.
(X angus/id dis(ltlland,.
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care for contentious argumentation) . Although I can somehow
dream of a status wherein particular things are united, yet
[wherein] no particular thing exists, I am still at a loss to see how
this can be reconciled with the opinion of Aristotle, who contends
that universals do not exist. Even the designations "incorporeal" and
"insensible," which, as I have previously mentioned, are appropriate
for universals, are only privative'·· with reference to them. They
do not attribute to universals any properties whereby the nature of
the latter may be ascertained. For a universal is not an incorporeal
or insensible thing. Something that is incorporeal is either a spirit
or the property of a body or spirit. As universals are neither of
these, they cannot strictl y be called incorporeal. What incorporeal
thing is not a substance created by God, or something united with
a substance created by God? If universals were incorporeal [things],
they would either be substances, that is, bodies or spirits, or things
in composition with the same. They would depend on the Creator
as the cause of their existence and the originator and supports.,
of their substance. For they would bid farewell and vanish, were
they not subject to Him. "By Him, all things were made" '.2 to be
what they are called from their qualities or effects, whether they
are the subjects of forms or the forms of subjects. If a substance is
a substance made by the Creator, it must have a certain size, kind,
and existence relative to something else, in a given place at a
specific time. It must also possess, do, or undergo something, with
Him as author through Whom exists every substance and property
of a substance, every part or combination of parts. Substantial and
accidental forms alike receive from Him their existence and power
to produce certain effects in their subjects. If anything exists, it is
[necessarily] dependent on Him. The Stoics suppose that matter is
coeternal with God, and maintain that form had no beginning.
They posit three principles: matter, form, and God, saying that
the latter is not indeed the Creator, but only the conciliator of the
aforesaid. 3D3 Others, who, although they profess and affect to be
: priUalitla, priutive, negative.
quoJam . . . con/aclll.
aDS John. i, 3.
- Sec Scneca, Ep., 65 .
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philosophers, by no means attain full cognition of the truth, falsely
maintain that there are even more principles. Notwithstanding,
there is but one principle of all things, from Whom has proceeded
everything that is correctly considered and called something. As
Augustine says,"·' "God has created matter possessing [given]
form." 395 Although matter is sometimes spoken of as "formless," 396
it has never existed utterly destitute of form. Reason is subservient
to inquiry rather than to actuality. Ylen;97 which neither exists, nor
can exist, nor can be fully understood without form, is, by our
intellect, relentlessly divested, so to speak, of the forms wherewith
it is attired, and stripped down to its own particular nudity and
deficiency. But the strength of reason seemingly melts when confronted by the [first] principles of thingS.39S Hence it is that Boethius, defining "nature" in his book Against Nestorius and Eutyches, says that it "pertains to things, which, since they exist, may, at
least in some way, be understood by the intellect." 399 Explaining
the force of the expression "at least in some way," '00 used in his
definition, Boethius states that this qualification is included because
of God and matter, since in the investigation of the latter the human
intellect is deficient. Indeed, God made matter from nothing, while
form, likewise simultaneously created from nothing, is united <0\
with this matter, in such a way that, just as the privilege of determination is granted to the form, so that of existence is accorded to
the matter. Thus, in a way, the form exists through the matter,
while conversely the matter is determined by the form. Neither
does the form exist of itself,402 nor would the matter be determinate
without the form. Chaos would reign, or rather the sensible world
would come to an end, if nature did not compose the figures of
things by means of forms. To the point here is what Boethius says
Sce Augustine,

Gt'n. ad Litl., i, 15 (in Mignc, P.L., XXXIV, 257).

injormalam, ha\'ing form .
.. in/armis, lacking form, without form. Cf. Wisdom, xi, 18.
SI7 ylt'n (from the Greek IiA'1), matter, prime matter .
116

.a rt'rum principia.
II1II

Bocthius, Lib. contra Nu/orillm
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Ellliun, chap. i (ed. Peiper, p. 189) .
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in the first part of his work On the Trinity;'o, "Every existence is
the result of a form." This proposition he clarifies by examples.
"A statue," he points out, "is so called, not because of the bronze;o,
the matter whereof it is made, but because of the form of Hector or
Achilles, into which the bronze has been molded. The bronze itself
is called bronze, not from the earth, which is its matter, but from
the forms allotted it by nature. Even earth itself obtains its name,
not from poutou yie, its matter, but from dryness and weight, its
forms." To its form everything, accordingly, owes the fact that it
is what it is, possesses such and such qualities, and has this or that
quantity. Just as matter has the potentiality of becoming something of a certain size and kind, so forms have from their Creator
the power of making this or that, for example, an animal or a
tree, or something of a given size and kind. It is true that mathematics, which deals theoretically,05 with abstractions, and in its subtle
analysis separates things that are united in nature, treats matter and
form apart from one another, so that the nature of what is composite may be more accurately and definitely understood. Still, the
one cannot exist apart from the other, as [in this case] either matter
would be without form, or form would lack a subject and hence
be ineffective. "Even so the one requires the assistance of the other,
and they work together in friendly fashion." 406 It is recorded 401
that in· OB the beginning, heaven and earth were created, and then
their' o, various embellishments were created and interposed between the fire and water, which God had, so to speak, established
as the first foundations of the world's body. In this account, reference is made to species. I do not refer here to the sort of "species"
which logicians have dreamt of as being independent of the Creator. I speak rather of the forms in which things have been born,
1103 Boethius, De Trin ., chap. :z (c:d . Peipcr, pp. 152, 153).
ae: aere, bronze, or copperj here apparently bronze.
.m doclrinaliuT, in doctrine, teaching, or theory. Isidorc: in his E/),rn ., ii, 2.10 S 14 . says : "A
science which considers abstract quantity is called doctrinal," and lists Arithmetic. Geometry,
Astronomy; and Music, namdy, the Quadrivium, as the doclrina/a scienlie.
600 Horacc. A.P., 410, 41 I.
wr Genesis, i .
... Litc:rally: from.
tOIl lam eorum quam i/lorum, literally: both of these and of those.
MM
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first in their own essence, and subsequently in our human understanding. The very fact that we call something "heaven" or
"earth" 4'0 is due to its form. It is likewise said that "The earth
brought forth the green grass and the various kinds of trees." 411
This shows that forms are united to matter, and also teaches that
God is the author, not only of the grass, but also of its greenness.
"Without Him, nothing was made." 412 And verily whatever comes
from the one principle, not only is one in number, but also is itself
good, yea, "exceedingly good." us For it proceeds from the supreme
good. God willed to make all things similar to Himself, so far as
the nature of each was, by His divinely established order, receptive
of goodness"" And so, in the approving judgment of the Divine
Artisan, all the things which He had made were "exceedingly
good." m If genera and species do not proceed from God, they are
nothing. But if each of them does proceed from Him, it is certainly
one, and likewise good. And if a thing is numerically one, it is
forthwith singular. The fact that some people call a thing "one"
simply because it unites several things by expressing their conformity, although it is not one in itself, does not contradict our
point. In the latter case, what is called "one" is neither immediately
nor adequately one. If it were, it would be singular. However
similar God's works may be, they are singular and distinct, one
from another. Such is the arrangement decreed by Him, Who has
created all things in number for their differentiation, in "weight" 4'.
for their generic value,m and in measure for their quantitative
determination,m all the while reserving to Himself universal
authority. All things other than God are finite. Every substance is
subject to number because it has just so many, and no more accidents. Every accident and every form is likewise subject to number,
a/iqllid cell/m aliI Urra.
I, 12; cf. Augustine, Dc Grn. ad Litl., ii, 12, for wording (prowlit, produxil).
John, I, 3.
liS Genesis. i. 31.
m Cf. Plato, Tim., 29 E. in the ,'ersiun of Chalcic..lius.
nSCencsis, i. 31.
i1I pondu(',
wl'ight, force, value. From what is said later, John Sttms to reg;ard
pondtIJ or wcight in its moce
sense, Including \'Jlue.
::: ad 1:0I,(I"iJ
for the dignity or value of their kind or genus.
ef. Wisdom, Xl, 21.
tlO
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although in this case because of the singular nature of its subject,
rather than a participation of accidents or forms. Everything also
has its own "weight," either according to the respect due its form, if
it is a substance, or according to the worth of its effects, if it is a
form. Hence it is that, in comparing substances, we place man
above the brute animals, out of esteem for his form, which is
rational, as we deem external appearance4 !. less important than
rationality, which provides the ability to reason. Measure, for its
part, consists in the fact that everything has no more than a certain
quantity. An accident or form cannot exceed the limits of its subject, and the subject itself cannot be greater than its accidents or
form allow. The "color" of a body is both diffused throughout
the whole body, and bounded by the external surfaces of the latter.
On the other hand, the body itself extends only as far as its "color,"
neither going beyond, nor stopping short of the latter. In like manner, every subject is considered to extend as far as its accidents,
while every accident which pertains to an entire subject exists
complete throughout its whole subject, or if it pertains only to a
part of the subject, it exists solely in that part. I do not hesitate to
affirm that either genera and species are from God, or they are
nothing at all; and I would do so even if the whole world were
to hold the opposite. Dionysius the Areopagite makes clear that
he holds the same view, and says that the number whereby all
things are distinguished, the "weight" wherein they are established,
and the measure wherewith they are limited, image God."" For,
of a truth, God is number innumerable, weight incalculable, and
measure inestimable. And in Him alone all things that have been
made in number, in "weight," and in measure, have been created. m
Whence Augustine says: "The invisible differences of invisible
things are determinable only by Him, Who has ordained all things
in [their 1 number, weight, and measure, and in Him, Who is
measure, fixing the extent of all things; number, giving everything
its specific existence;'22 and "weight," drawing each entity to a
UI

color;, calor, complexion , general aspect.

uo Dion;s;us Ariopagila: scc:
Dill . Nomin., chap. 4. § 4. in the version of John
Scotus.
Ut Cf. Augustine, De
ad Lilt., iv, 3. 4. 5 (in Mignc, PL., XXXIV, 299. 300),
421 spcc;('m, species, individual existence.
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stable existence, or, in other words, delimiting, forming, and ordering all things.'"3 In the account of the works of the six days [of
creation], although we read that all good things were created, each
according to its own kind, we find no allusion whatsoever to universals!2' Nor could there properly be such, if universals are essentiall y united with particular things, or [even] if the Platonic
doctrine'" is correct. Furthermore, I cannot remember ever having
read anywhere whence universals have derived existence, or when
they have originated. According to Aristotle, universals are only
understood, and there is no actual thing that is universal. These
representations"· have licitly, and for instructional purposes,'''
been given names that denote the way in which they are understood. It is true that every man is this or that [particular] man,
that is to say, an individual. But "man" can be understood in such
a way that neither this nor that [given] man, nor any being that
is one in the singularity of its essence, is understood. And by means
of this concept we can reason about man in general,,"8 that is man
in general can be actually represented because of the general nature
of the intellect. Accordingly, something that can be so understood,
even though it may not be [at a given time actually] understood
by anyone, is said to be general.· 2• For [certain] things resemble
one another, and our intellect, abstracting from consideration of the
[particular] things themselves, considers this conformity. One man
has the same form as another, inasmuch as they are both men, even
though they [assuredly] differ in their personal qualities. Man also
has in common with the horse (from which he differs completely
in species, that is, in the whole form of his nature, and so to speak,
in his entire appearance) 430 that they both live and have sensation,
or, in other words, that they are both animals. That in which men,
who are alike in the form of their nature, and distinct only in
number (whereby so and so is one, and so and so another man),
Cf. Augustine, loco cil .
•" Cr. Genesis, i.
aI

426 According to which uni\'crsals arc eternal.
•• {igura/ia.
U'7
in the
of t(';Jchinl-! 3ntl ll"arning .
•" Literall),: "the subject," which in "ie\\' of the fOrl'going. is man in general.
121 communis, general, common. uni\'ersal.
/aci(.
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correspond, is called their "species." And that which is, so to
speak, a general image of various forms, is known as "genus."
Therefore, in Aristotle's judgment:81 genera and species are not
merely "what" [things are], but also are, in a way, conceptions of
"what kind of what"'32 [they are]. They are, as it were, fictions,
employed by [human] reason as it delves deeper433 in its investigation and explanation of things. Reason does this validly, for, whenever there is need, it can point to a manifest example in the world
of reality to substantiate its concepts. Civil law does likewise, and
has its own fictions. So, in fact, do all branches of learning, which
unhesitatingly devise fictions to expedite their investigations. Each
of them even, in a way, prides itself on its own special figments.
"We may dispense with forms," <Si says Aristotle 485 "for they are
representations (or, according to a new translation: 48e chatter487 )
and even if they did exist, they would have no bearing on our discussion." Although Aristotle may be understood as referring here
to Platonic ideas, genera and species may still both, not without
!eason, be said to "exist," if one bears in mind the diverse meanings
of which "being" and "existence" are susceptible when applied to
various subjects. For our reason prompts us to say that things exist,
when we can see that they are exemplified by particular instances,
of whose existence no one can doubt. It is not because genera and
species are exemplary forms in the Platonic sense, "and existed as
concepts in the Divine mind before they emanated into entities of
the external physical world," .38 that they are said to be exemplars
of particular things. It is rather because, when one looks for an
example of what is represented in a general way by [e.g.] the
431

Arbtotle, Cal., 5, 3 h,

a.

non omnino quid sit, ud

20.

quid.

mbliliuJ .
...
forms: said of the Platonic forms or idc3S:
and forma aTC renderings
of the same: Greek word,
Aristotle, An . POll ., i. 21, 83 a, 33 .
.. noltQm Irans/alion(m ,' see Wtbb's Prolegomena to his edition of the Poiicrolictll, pp .
xxiii-xxvii . Cf. V. Rose . "Oie Liickc im Diogcncs Lacrtius und cleT alte: Ucbcrsctzcr,"
i, p. 383; C. H. Ha skins, Mc>dia(va/ So(na, p. 236 .
.., cicadalionu, literally: the shrill noises of the cicad ae: (large: insects common in
southern countries) ; hence, chatter Of sounds without sense.
"'Priscian, 1nsl. Gram. , xvii, § 44 (Keil, CL., Ill, 135) . Cf. AbclarJ , In/rod . ad
ii (in Opp., cd . Cou sin, 1I, p. 109; d . 11, p. 14).
Q3
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word "man," and what is defined when we say [e.g.] that "man is
a mortal rational animal," forthwith Plato or some other particular
man can be pointed out, in order firmly to establish the general
meaning or definition. Genera and species may be called "representations," because on the one hand they represent particular
things, and, on the other, they are represented by the latter. Things
are made manifest sometimes by what is prior, sometimes by what
is posterior. More general things are, in themselves, prior, for they
are also understood in other things; while particular things are
posterior. Frequently, however, things which are naturally prior,
and of themselves more properly objects of knowledge, are actually
less known by us. The more solidly substantial things are, the more
readily we can recognize them with our senses; the more subtile
they become, the more difficult it is to perceive them. As Aristotle
observes, "The point is prior to, and in itself more evident than the
line. The same may be said of the line relative to the plane surface,
and of the plane surface with reference to the solid. It is likewise
true of unity in relation to plurality, for which unity is the principle.
This also holds in regard to the letter relative to the syllable."
The foregoing list could be extended. [Aristotle continues:] "The
reverse, however, sometimes occurs in the case of our knowledge.
Generally the average mind more readily perceives what is posterior,
whereas the comprehension of what is prior is reserved to the more
profound and learned intellect." '39 Whence, even though it is
true that what is posterior is best defined by what is prior, and this
is always more scientific,"" still, frequently, of necessity, and to
provide subject matter within the ken of our senses,"! what is
prior is actually explained by what is posterior. A point is thus said
to be the end of a line; a line, the edge of a surface; a surface, the
side of a solid. In like manner, unity is said to be the elementary
principle of number, the moment that of time, the letter that of
speech. Genera and species are accordingly exemplars of particular
things, but rather as instruments of learning'" than as essential
u. Ari:-tutk, Top., vi, 4. I_pb, 5 fi.
U ti

di5CiplilJu/n/ir:s.

Lih:rall y: bl:cJuse of the impotence of our
m Litt:rally: fur "Joctrinal purposes."

HI
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causes of particular things. And this representative'" (to use the
term with considerable license) contemplation of fictions even goes
to the extent of completely dispensing with'" the consideration of
individual things. Since every substance is comprised of its own
properties, the same collection of which is not found in any other
substance, the abstracting intellect proceeds to consider each thing
as it is in itself...• Although Plato could not exist without form,
and divorced from place or time, reason regards him as, so to
speak, "nude," stripped of his quantity, quality, and other accidents.
It thus gives the individual a [common] name!" This, it must be
admitted, is a fiction, designed to expedite learning and deeper
inquiry.m No such thing [as "man" in general] can actually be
found. Still, the concept of "man" in general is a valid act of
understanding. This is perhaps why, in the Analytics, we find the
statement: "Aristomenes is always intelligible, even though Aristomenes does not always exist, as he must one day disintegrate." 44S
What is uniquely individual can only, according to some, be predicated of a certain subject."· Plato, [as] the son of Aristides,"o is
individual neither in quantity, as an atom, nor by solidity, as a
diamond, nor even, so they say, by predication. I, personally, neither
strongly oppose nor sponsor this opinion. Nor do I think that it is
a matter of moment, since I advocate recognition of the fact that
words may be used in various senses.''' This is, I believe, an indispensable condition, if one is accurately to understand what authors
mean. What is there to forbid lest, just as a genus may, with truth,
be predicated of its species, so this particular Plato, perceptible by
the senses, may, with truth, be predicated of the son of Aristides,
if he is Aristides' only son. Then, just as man is an animal, so the
monstrUo!a. scc mons/Ta (n . 349, above), to which rderence is evidently made.
literally airing, w innowing. minute analysis, elimination.
This may al50 be translated: The activity of the abstracting intellcct contc:mplates each
thing in general, namely. the essences of things.
ut Namely, in the case of Plato, the name "man,"
/IIb/ilia";1 agitationis. of more subtle or intensive (menul) application or investigation .
.-a In other words, Aristomcncs, as an object of thought, is ctcrn.J.l; but Aristomenes
himself is not eternal, since he is perishable. Aristotle, An. Prior. , i, 33. 47 b, 21 if.
MI

"'

446

'" Et hoc
nt n'ngulariur indiuiduum, quod solum quidam aiun/ posu
pndicari. The translator is not absolutely certain of the sense of this.
6&OThis should be Ariston (Arislonis).
611
in

aliquo
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son of Aristides'" is Plato. Some believe that this was what Aristotle
meant when he said in his Analytics: "Of all the things that exist,
some"3 are such that they cannot be predicated of anything else
with true universality. Such is the case, for example, with Cleon
and Callias, as well as with whatever is singular and perceptible by
the senses. However, other things may be predicated of them, as
each [Cleon, Callias] is both a man and an animal. Some things are
themselves predicated of other things, but other things that are
prior are not predicated of them. With certain things, however, it
is true that both they themselves are predicated of other things,
and other things are predicated of them. Thus, for example, man
is predicated of Callias, while, in turn, animal is predicated of man.
Certain things which exist are clearly fated by their nature not to
be predicated of anything. Almost all sensible things fall in this
category, and cannot be predicated of anything save as accidents, as
when we say, 'That white figure is Socrates'; and 'That object
approaching [in the distance] is Callias.'''·'' This distribution
would seem entirely out of place if a sensible thing could not be
predicated. But while the latter is predicated of something else, it
is predicated only as an accident. If it could not be predicated as an
accident concerning itself or something else, what Aristotle says
would be false, and his example would be pointless. And if a
sensible thing could not be made the subject of a predication, then,
doubtless, Aristotle would be either lying or talking nonsense. Here,
as elsewhere, Aristotle has proceeded in the manner which one
should use in teaching the liberal arts, and has discussed his subject
in a greatly simplified fashion,'"" so that he may [more easily] be
understood. Accordingly, he has not introduced into genera and
species a difficulty which the doctors themselves are unable to
understand, much less to explain to others. The statement found in
the Topics that "In the case of animals, all differences must be
either species or individuals, since every animal is either a species
Literally : that man (the son of Aristidcs, or Ariston) .

Literally: these:.
Aristotle, An. Prior., i, 27. 43 a, 25 ft .
Min",ua p;ngu;ora, literally: Minc:rva bcing lazy, wisdom lagging ; hence, with sim·
plicity, without subtlety; cf. Ciccro, De Amic., 5. § 19.
W
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or an individual," f'. exemplifies the sovereignty of this principle
of simplicity. Similar simplification is found in the statement of
Boethius that "Every species is its own genus." 457 For every man
is an animal, and all whiteness is color. By the same token, what
prevents sensible things being predicated, or made the subject of
predications, in like extended sense? I do not believe that the
authors have so done violence to words as to tie them down to a
single meaning in all contexts. Rather, I am confident that they
express their teachings so as always to serve understanding, which
is highly adaptable [to varying meanings], and which reason
requires should be here the first and foremost consideration. Predication has several different meanings, which vary according to
the context. Still it probably everywhere denotes some sort of conformity or intrinsic connection. For when a word shows an aptness
to be joined with another word in the terms of a true affirmation,
and when a word is said to be predicated of a thing, it is evident
that such an appellation must suit it. At times, to predicate somcthing about a thing denotes that the latter is such and such, as when
we say that Plato is a man. At other times, such predication denotes
that the subject partakes of something, as for instance that a subject
has a certain accident. I do not have any misgivings about declaring that a thing may be predicated of a thing in a proposition, even
though the thing is not [explicitly stated] in thc proposition. For a
thing may be signified by the predicate term of a true affirmation,
in whose subject some [given] thing is involved or signified. In
fine, instead of fighting against what is written"·· I believe that
we should accept [and try to understand] it in a friendly manner.
Our policy should be to admit the liberal interpretation of words
that are susceptible of more than one meaning..•e It is unbefitting
a reader or listener to snap like a dogf • o at every figure of speech,.o1
.. Aristotle, Top ., vi, 6, 144b, I £I.
Boc:thius frequently teaches this; c.g., In Porpn. Dilll .. i (in Mignc. P.L., LXIV, 39).
6.lA lilUU, the letter, things written .

6M/icnuioris u"bi
.
.. dal/em aerure caninllm; cf. Jerome, Ep., I, § I . This ma}' also be translated: to
gnash his teeth.
Mllrtlnslalionem , transfer (uf ml'a ning), figure of spC'cch, metaphor.
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or employment· 6• of what is deemed poor diction.,o3 "Become
used to what is hard to bear, and you will bear it." '6' Certainly one is
rash, ungrateful, and imprudent if he contradicts his teacher at
every turn, and refuses to agree with him on any point. Let us
fall [gracefully 1into step, therefore, with the figurative speech used
by the authors, and let us weigh whatever they say in the light of
the causes behind their saying it.··· In this way we will arrive at an
accurate understanding of what they have written. Thus the word
"thing" may admit of a wider extension, whereby it may apply to
universals, even though Aristotle says that the latter are to be
understood as abstracted from particular things in such a way that
they would have no existence in the absence of the aforesaid. But
those who maintain that genus is numerically one assert the independent existence of universals, according to Aristotle!66 This
they do who suppose the [separate 1 existence of forms, that is to
say "ideas." Aristotle vigorously opposed this doctrine, together
with its author, Plato, whenever he had the opportunity. It is true
that a great host of philosophers, including not only Augustine;o7
but also several of our contemporaries;68 have [adopted and 1
championed Plato's doctrine of ideas. Still we by no means follow
Plato in his analysis of the nature of universals. On this question
we acknowledge Aristotle, the prince of the Peripatetics,'6. as the
master. To judge between the opinions of such great men is a
tremendous matter, a task which Boethius in his second commentary on Porphyry,HO declares to be beyond his abilities. m But one
embarking upon a study of the works of the Peripatetics, should
accept the judgment of Aristotle, if not because it is truer, then
certainly because it will serve him better in his studies. Those who
.et

'Ill

.

• Ovid, Art. Am., if. 647.
'ICICf. Hilary,
Trin .. iv , 14. Also sce Mt't., i. 19 (47. 8); and iii, 2 (125. 16) .
... John may here be confusing Aristotle with Doethius, Comm. in Porp},., i (in Migne,

PL. . LXIV, 83) .

_7 Augustine,

Div. QUilest., lxxxiii, 46 (in Migne, P.L. . XL, 29 tf.) .

.ea noslrorum, of ours: of our cI.>ntemporaries, or of our fellow Christians.

". Pcripatf'ticorum prifJcipem Ar;s/o/i/cm , Aristotle is so called by Bocthius, Comm. in

Ar;sl. de lnurpr., iii. 9 (cd. Mciscr. p. 193).
foro Namely, toward the cnd of the first book (Migne. P.L., LXIV, 86) .
Literally: too difficult or tr)'ing.
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declare that genera and species are merely word sounds or word
concepts, as well as those who are led astray by other of the aforesaid opinions in their investigations, have all alike obviously strayed
far afield from Aristotle's teaching. Indeed, they diverge from his
views even more childishly and stupidly than do the followers
of Plato, whose opinion"" they will not even deign to recognize.
I believe that what we have said should suffice to show that those
who review every opinion that has ever been advanced concerning
genera and species, in order to disagree with all of them, and at
length establish some plausibility for their own [pet 1 notion, are
neither [really 1 trying to explain Porphyry with accuracy, nor
treating what is introductory in a suitable manner. Such a procedure, entirely foreign to the mind of the author, dulls the mental
faculties of students, and usurps time that ought to be given to the
study of other points whose knowledge is equally necessary.
END OF BOOK TWO
ns That is, the opinion of Plato,

3S

above.

[PROLOGUE]
Almost twenty years have elapsed 1 since I was forced to forsake
the workshop and gymnasium [or school] of the logicians because
of straitened circumstances, and the advice of friends whom I
could not disregard. Since then, to confess the truth as I myself
know it; not once have I consulted the writings of the dialecticians.
Not even in passing have I glanced at their treatises on the arts,
or commentaries, or glossaries, wherein this science [of logic] is
begotten, preserved, and revised. Meanwhile, I have been preoccupied with other concerns, which have been, not merely diverse
from, but even well nigh diametrically opposed to dialectic. I have
hardly been able to find time to philosophize even an hour, and
then only by dint of snatching [occasional] moments like a thief.
Leaving England; I have crossed the Alps [no less than] ten
times: journeyed to Apulia twice, and repeatedly handled negotiations with the Roman Church for my superiors and friends. I
have, also, on numerous occasions, traveled about Gaul as well as
England, in connection with various cases which have arisen. A
host of business concerns, numerous responsibilities, and the pressure of work that had to be done have consumed all my attention,
and have left me no time for learning. Hence I hope that my
reader will see fit to pardon me for parts of this work that may
seem somewhat dull or crude. The dryness of my tongue and the
slowness of my wits are due partly to the facts I have mentioned
1

ii,

Namely, by 1159. John apparently left Paris and went to Chartres about 1139.

Cc.
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lauar.

'Or: After I left England [the firS[ time]. according to Webb, ad loc .
• John evidently made "round trips" to Ital>' fi. ..·e times: in I q6--1 T-17. I q8-I
115,)-1156, and 1158-1159. Scc: R. L. Poolc, "The Early Correspondence of John of
S;llisbury," Procadingl 0/
British ..fcadcm},. XI (192 ... - 1925), 50 and 51; and idem,
"John of Salisbur)· at the Papal Court," English Historical
XXXVIII (1923),321 ft.
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above, partly to my responsibilities in the court, partly to the deceit
;nd effrontery of my adversary," who has goaded and provoked
me, unarmed and reluctant though I am, to make some sort of
rebuttal. The saying of the moral poet has been fulfilled in me:
Age makes off with everything, even one's mind:
I remember how, as a boy, I used to sing the whole day through;
But today I can no longer recall the many songs I once knew,
And even his voice itself now fails Moeris.e

Would it not, therefore, be unjust to expect of me the mental
spryness of youth, the quick comprehension of glowing natural .
talent, and an exact memory, always sure of itself? Immersed in
a busy turmoil of affairs, r have reached an age at which one is
occupied only with more serious things, except so far as this
seriousness may be diminished or extinguished by the infirmity of
the flesh or the negligence of the spirit, or T the malice which has
flamed up from these as a result of the smoldering fire of sin."
Just as that virtue which is out of proportion to tender youth is
acknowledged, so that virtue which does not desert those who are
becoming feeble with age is also acceptable. Ascanius won renown
because, while yet a mere boy, he overcame Numanus.9 On the
other hand, the veteran!O Entellus, as an old man, increased his
repute by vanquishing Dares, who was famous for many victories. l1 It is a wonderful thing to see virtue victorious over nature.
But although I am already a deserving veteran, who should rightfully be exempt from attack, because of both my age and my state
of life, I am in a way dragged into the arena, and forced to engage
again in combats, which I had [long ago] set aside, and to which
I am no longer used. I find myself confronted with the dire and
harsh alternative of either fighting, inexpedient as this may be, or
• The adversary John has already discusS«!. under the name of "Corniflcius" in Book I.
• Vc:rgil, Eel., ix, 51-54.
T aut should be here inserted, between spiritus and ex, in the: Wcbb edition of the
.IIrta/ogi<on (118, 5). er. MSS A, B, and e.
"omium pucat; is a technical phrase hard to translate: precisely, though "smuldering
fin: of sin" gi\'t:s the idea.
• Vergil. Aen .• ix , 590 tI.
10 emttrito. a veteran (like a professor emeritus) .
11 Vc:rgil. Am., v, 362 ff.
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surrendering, and, by so doing, acquiescing to foul falsehood.
The second possibility is utterly abhorrent. I have refused to become an accomplice in evil, to which alone, or above all else, philosophizing is opposed. Because I lack sufficient weapons" of my
own, I make use of those of all my friends without distinction. I
am not, as [some of] our contemporaries, contemptuous of the
means that are here and now at hand.'3 Rather I employ the latter
with greater confidence, so far as I am more certain that they are
truth of things endures, imperthe gifts of faithful friends.
vious to corruption. Something that is true in itself does not melt
iilto thin air, simply because it is stated by a new author. Who,
indeed, except someone who is foolish or perverse, would consider an opinion authoritative, merely because it was stated by
Coriscus," Bryso,'5 or Melissus? '6 All of the latter are alike obscure,
except so far as Aristotle has used their names in his examples.
And who, except the same sort of person, will reject a proposition
simply because it has been advanced by Gilbert,17 Abelard,18 or
our own Adam? '" I do not agree with those who spurn the good
things of their own day, and begrudge recommending their contemporaries to posterity. None of tlle latter [none of our contemporaries] has, so far as I know, held that there is no such thing
as a contradiction."O None of them has denied the existence of
movement and asserted that the stadium is not traversed." None
of them has maintained that the earth moves" because all things
are in motion, as did Heraclitus,23 who, as Martianus puns, is red
hot, because he is all afire, since he maintains that everything was
a
11

iacuiis, literally : darts.
dOm(Slica . . . instrumt'nla.

16 Aristotle frequent! y uses the name of Coriscus, his fc:llow disciple in the school of
Plato, to signify "a certain man."
16 Brisso: Br}'so, who tried to construct a square circle, concerning whom sec Aristotle,
An . POSI., i, 9. 75 h, 40 fI.
11 Mdissus, an Elc:atic philosopher who is referred to in Aristotle , Top., i. 11 , 10 4 h, 21;
Soph. El., 5, ,67 b, '3, 6; ,68 b, 35, 30; ,8, ", >7.
11 Gilbert de la PUTTee. See MC'/. , ii. 17 .
SI Peter Abdard. See Mt'/ . • ii. 10.
I II Atbm du Petit Punt. See Md., ii, 10.
10 As clid Anti !>thcncs, according to Aristotle in his Top ., i, J J.
&1 As did Zcno; cf. Aristotle, Top., viii, 8, J 60 b, 8.
ft Literally : is moved .
• See Aristotle, Top., i,ll , 104 b, lI.
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originally composed of fire!' But these OpinIOns of the ancients
are admitted, simply because of their antiquity, while the far more
probable and correct opinions of our contemporaries are, on the
other hand, rejected merely because they have been proposed by men
of our own time. Everyone can say what he thinks: I believe that
such procedure frequently springs from envy. Each jealously
imagines that his own opinion is belittled to the degree in which
the slightest praise is conceded to that of anyone else. For my part,
I seek not my own glory, but only that of Him from Whom
proceeds everything that is good, whether it be in myself or in_
others!' And I also desire that credit be given those to whom I owe I
what little I know or think. For I am an Academician, and am i
not ashamed to acknowledge the authors of my own progress. \
As Pliny says: "It is the laudable sign of good character to admit J
the author of one's progress." 20 Even those who at present criticize
my viewpoint on this, will, one day, God being the source, be
praised for their worthwhile contributions. While the envy of
their contemporaries will melt away with the passage of time,
the glory of their virtues will endure untarnished. Let us now
proceed with our discussion. I will briefly summarize what I can
recall at an advanced age concerning what I studied in my youth.
Happy days are brought back to mind, as I reminisce with pleasure
as to what books should be read in preference to others, and how
they should be studied. If I overlook anything, or make any
mistakes in what I say, this should be attributed to the limitations
of my memory, the lapse of time, and my [many 1 occupations.
M.lrtianus Capclla,
Nupt., ii, § 213 •
.. Reference is of course here made to God .

24

.. Cf. Plin),. Nat. Hisl., prad., §

dcntly intends it as such.

21.

This is not a direct quotation, though John cvi·
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CHAPTER

1.

How Ont: should lecture on" Porphyry and
other books.

It is my conviction that one should lecture on any book in such
a way as to make the comprehension of its contents as easy as possible. Instead of searching for loopholes, whereby we may introduce
difficulties, we should everywhere endeavor to facilitate understanding. Such was, as I recollect, the practice of the Peripatetic
of Pallet. I believe that this was why, if I may so speak with the
indulgence of his followers, he [Abelard] favored a somewhat
childish opinion concerning genera and species. For he preferred
to instruct his disciples and expedite their progress by more elementary explanations, rather than to lose them by diving too deep
into this question. He very carefully tried to observe what Augustine laid down as a universal rule: he concentrated on explaining
things so that they could be easily understood." According to this
principle [the lsagoge of] Porphyry should be taught in such a
way that the author's meaning is always preserved, and his words
accepted on their face value. If this rule be followed, Porphyry's
work will remain the right kind of introduction, remarkable for
easy brevity. It thus suffices for introductory purposes to know that
the word 29 "genus" has several meanings. In its original sense,
"genus" refers to the principle of generation, that is one's parentage
or birthplace. so Polynices,"' when asked his "genus" by Adrastus,
included both these elements in his reply: "Cadmus" was my forel"1/cgi, read, interpret, explain, lecture on, teach . The same word occurs in the immedi·
atcl}' preceding sentence, where it is translated "reau" and "studied,"
SIJ Augu!'>tinc tC:1chc-s this in his
Magi/fro.
-' l.iterally; the name, noun.
lJO Porphyry tcaches this in his Inlrodllctio in A,.;sl. CaL. (or lsagogd. translated by
Boethius (cd. BUSliC, p. 26) .
11 Polynices: son of Oedipus, and later son-in-law of Adrastus. who contc:ndcd with his
brother Etcoclcs for the kingdom of Thcbes.
.
'" C:;tdmus: son of Agcnor, king of the Phocnicians. and founder of ThcbC"s.
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bear, and my fatherland warlike"" Thebes." 34 Subsequently the
word "genus" was transferred from its primary meaning to signify
that which is predicated in answer to the question "What is it?" a.
concerning [a number of] things that differ in species."· The word
"species" likewise has several senses. Originally it meant "form," 81
which consists in the general lineaments of constituent parts."8
Hence
and formosu!'o mean the same." Later [ the
word] "species" came to be employed to signify what is predicated
in answer to the question "What is it?" concerning things that
are numerically distinct. It is clear that these names [genus and
species] are not of secondary imposition," but that, while of primary origin, they have been transferred to new meanings"· Since
this is done out of necessity rather than merely for ornamentation,
it is comparable to equivocal usage"· Boethius ascribes a third
meaning to species, when he says that the substantial form of a
species is referred to as a species, as when humanity is called the
species of man'" But Boethius also says that this [use of] species
is rather abstruse, and remarks that Porphyry purposely omitted
mention of it so as not to retard the minds [of students] by overcomplicating [his] introductory explanations. What, then, are they
about,'· who add, against the author's judgment, not only this
.. MOlfonia, bc:longing to Mars; warlike .

.. Statius, Tlub .. i, 680.

• in quid, in answer to the question "what is it?" or in the category of substance .
• Porph),c}', Introd., tt:mslatcd by Boethius (cd . Bussc. p. 27) .
IT formam, form, figure .
.. Scc Bocthius, In Porph. Dial" i (in Mignc, PL., LXIV, 37 fl.) .
• spuioJIIJ, hJ"ing a good appearance; beautiful.
to formams , having a good form; beautifuL
AI Cf. the version of Porphyry by Victorious, emplo yed by Bocthius in In Porph . Dial. (in
Mignc. P.L., LXIV, 37).
U impositionis, imposition, application, intention .
flit is evident that John was familiar with the: doctrine of primary and secondary
became widespread,
impositio n or application or intention, :1 di stinction which
but for which Prantl,
d" Logik, Ill, p. 91, does not cite any author earlier
than Albertus M.agnus (who, .according to him, owed it to Aviccnna) . John apparently
obt.ained this from Bocthius, In Cal. Arist. , i.
'"
Cf. Md., i. 15. The doctrine of primary and secondary imposition
SC'ems to be from Bocthiu !', In CaI . Arisl. , i, praef. (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 159). On
equivocal use of words, sce Mtl. , iii. 2.
6& Sce Boethius. Comm . in Porph ., iii (in Migne, P.L.. LXIV, 99) .
MIIO/"il in the Wl'bb text is .a mi sprint for uohml. cf. MSS A, B. and C.
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sense of species, but also every possible one of which they can
think? It seems to me that they are trying to appear very learned
and eloquent by talking in such a way that they cannot be understood. The same method [which I have recommended for the discussion of genus and species 1 should also be followed in discussing
differences, properties, and accidents. What the words mean
should be explained in a simple way. Terms that are pertinent
should be pinned down by very definite descriptions, and their
divisions given in each case. Finally, the differences between words,
as they occur, should be designated in a clear manner. With this,
one has completed his treatment of Porphyry. That which is
written should be studied with sympathetic mildness, and not
tortured on the rack, like a helpless prisoner, until it renders what
it never received. One who withdraws what he never deposited,
and harvests what he never sowed,41 is far too severe and harsh
a master, as also is one who forces [poor 1 Porphyry to cough up
the opinions of all philosophers, and will not rest content until
the latter's short treatise teaches everything that has ever been
written. Plainly, "Truth is the bosom companion of simplicity,"
while "One who tries to extort what is not his due, very frequently
comes off in the end without even that which was rightfully his."
A trustworthy and prudent lecturer'S will respect as inviolable
the evident literal meaning of what is written, until he obtains
a fuller and surer grasp of the truth by further reading or by
divine revelation. As it is, what one claims to teach with accuracy
and utility, another claims to unteach with equal accuracy and
utility. On the contrary, a good teacher dispenses his instruction
in a way that is suited to the time and adapted to his students.
Porphyry asserts that body is the genus of man, inasmuch as it is
also [the genus 1 of animal.'· Aristotle, however, unteaches this,"'
and corrects the error of those who are of the opinion that genus is
predicated of species in some particular respect."1 For genus is not
n Cf. Luke, xix,

21.

cf.
above:: lecturer, reader, tcacher .
Sce Porphyry, In/rod., trambted by B<xthius (cd. BussC', p. 29) .
ro Aristotle, Top. , iv,S. 126 a. J7 if.
r.1 uctlndum quid. accordtng to something. in a particular respect.
• 11
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predicated of species in any such way. Clearly the genus of animal
does not consist in visibility or sensibility. For these characteristics
are predicated only in a certain particular respect, that is, concerning the body, but not the soul. And, as Aristotle says, the body
is not the genus of animal, since it is only a part." The part may
by no means be predicated of the whole, strictly" speaking, although there is nothing against the part being predicated of the
whole in figurative speech. Grammarians accept and explain the
figure of speech called "synecdoche,"" whereby the name of a
whole is attributed to a part, or vice versa, and a thing is frequently
referred to by the name of its more excellent or better known part.
Man, who is composed of both soul and body, is commonly
referred to as "a body" by popular usage. For man's body is more
evident and apparent to our senses, even though man is no more
a body than he is a soul, and is rather, in a way, less a body than
he is a soul, as is maintained by Cicero" and Apuleius,"o and,
what is more, by Jerome57 and Augustine,"s as well as by many
others, both Christians'· and non-Christians. It is equally true
that man is "a soul," though this is recognized only by philosophers.
Nor does it follow [from the fact that he is a soul] that man is
"incorporeal." For, as Abelard used to say, negation is stronger
[than affirmation ]."0 Abelard used also to discourage the extension
of figurative speech, for it is not permissible to stretch figures,
which are themselves only accepted as a matter of expedience. No
genus is predicated of its species figuratively or metaphorically,
for it always holds true in a direct and proper sense in regard to
everything of which it is the genus. Finally, if a lecturer or student"' encounters something very difficult to understand in Porphyry or any of the books, let him not be therewith deterred.
Aristotle, Top., iv, 5. 126 a, 28 .
Properly, literally, in its ordinary sense.
a.
that is, synecdoche ; cf. Donatus, Art. Gramm ., iii, 6.
Ciccro, Dc Fin. , iv, 10, S 25; v, Il, S 34 .
51 Apuleius. Dc Dogm. Plat., i, 13.
111 Jeromc , Adv. /ovin., ii. 10 (in Mignc. P.L . XXIII, 299) .
61 Augustine, Dc C.D. , X, 6; Ep., iii, § 4 (in Migne, P.L., XXXIII, 65).
le Literally : those: of our own number .
., Thus to affirm "Man is a soul," does not go so far as to say "Man does not have a
body."
aJ auJitnum, a listener or student.
SI

118
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Rather, let him go on, as authors mutually explain one another,
and all things help in turn to explain other things. For which
reason there is little or nothing that lies concealed from one who is
well read.

CHAPTER

2.

utility of

Categories,"'

Aristotle's book of the
is elementary [or alphabetical].·'
Taking a student as, so to speak, a helpless and speechless infant in
regard to logic, it instructs him in the ABC's of this science. 6 ' For
it treats of uncombined 63 words and how they signify things,
which, after all, is the primary consideration of the dialectician.
Aristotle prefaces his discussion by observations concerning _equivocal, univocal, and derivativeS6 terms, for a knowledge of this
distinction is essential for one who wishes to define, divide, and
draw inferences. 67 Undetected ambiguity may easily lead one into
inany errors, and persons can hardly do business together if they
do not understand each other. "But once it has been made clear,"
as Aristotle observes, "how many meanings a word may have, and
in what sense it is actually being used, the questioner [in a disputation] 68 will appear ridiculous if he does not direct his argument to
the latter.·· This certainly both helps us to avoid being misled by
fallacious reasoning, and empowers us to deceive others by the
• Aristotle's Book 0/
Caugoriu.
alphabetical, elementary.
"It accepts the weakness and practical
(in/an/jam) of one beginning the
study of logic as a novice.
86 incompiais, simple [terms]. apart from their use in propositions. Scc Arhtotle. Cat.,
2, J a, 16; Boethius, In CaI. Arisl., i (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 168).

•

.

.., Scc Aristotle, Cat., 1, I 3, I 11., where Aristotle explains OP.WlIlJP.C1. CTVIIWIIIJI'Cl. 'II'a.pwllvp.a.
Cf. Bocthiu5, In CIJI. Arist., i (in Migne. P.L.. LXIV, 163 If.) .
., ;nun-agans, the questioner. Reference is here made to the: logical dialogue in which
there were two parties: one the questioner (which Socrates affected), the: other the respondent (or answerer).
• That is, to the sense in which his interlocutor is using the word .
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same. TO If we are cognizant of the various meanings of a given
term, we will not be duped, but will know when one who presents
a question T1 is not talking about the same meaning. Also we will
be in a position to elude questioners by fallacious reasoning, provided that in some of the various senses in which a term may be
used, the statement is true, while in others it is false; unless of
course, the answerer also recognizes the several meanings of the
term." T2 SO necessary is the knowledge of univocal and derivative
terms that Isidore maintains that these three, that is, equivocal,
univocal, and derivative terms, comprise the instruments of the
categories. T3 For whatever is predicated is ascribed to its subject in
either an equivocal, a univocal, or a derivative manner. Things are
predicated equivocally if they are not ascribed in one and the same
sense. They are predicated univocally if they are ascribed neither
precisely in one and the same sense, nor exactly in another sense,
but with a certain approximation of meaning that corresponds to
the similarity in the sound of the words. Thus "good [man]" comes
from "goodness," T4 and "courageous [ man l" from "courage." TO
Their closely similar meaning is, in a way, suggested by the very
form of the words. Whence many say that while derivative words
and the words from which they stem, signify fundamentally the
same thing, they differ in their simultaneous secondary meanings. Te
Bernard of Chartres used to say" that "whiteness" T8 represents an
undefiled virgin; "is white" T9 the virgin entering the bed chamber,
or lying on the couch; and "white" 80 the girl after she has lost
10 paraJogizari . • .
to paralogize is "to deceive under the appearance of
truth," according to Boethius.
Tt qui intnrogal.
'nI Aristotle, Top., i, 18. 108 a, 24 If. Cf. the Bocthi3n translation (in Migne, P.L. ,
LXIV, 912), which is different from John's.
TI Isidore, Etym ., i1, :z6, § 2 .
1'4 IJ hon'-tau bonus.
'fII a
fortis. This is an example given by Aristotle. CtU., I, I a, 14 (in Migne,
P.L. , LXIV, 167) .
11
simultaneous or connected secondary meaning or connotation. For
Socthius ronsignipcaJio is the same as Aristotle's 1rpotTtI."p.o.lvn" or connotation . Cf. n. 90.
T7 Sec
.• i. 24 ; ii, 17. Also cf. R. W. Hunt, "Studies on Priscian," in MtJitUval and
Studiu, I, No. 2 , pp. 118-220.
7 1i olht"do.
"nI alhcl.
lOa/bum .
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her virginity. He used this illustration because, according to him,
"whiteness" denotes the quality itself simply, without any participation of a subject, that is [it denotes] merely a certain kind of color,
which pierces one's vision. 8I "Is white" basically denotes the same
quality, but admits of some participation by a person. For if one
inquires as to what this verb denotes relative to a substance, the
answer is the quality of whiteness, but in the accidents of the verb
one will also discover a person. "White" signifies the same quality
[of whiteness], but as infused into and mixed with a substance,
and in a way still more impure. Indeed the word "white," when
used as a substantive denotes the subject of whiteness, and when
used adjectivally denotes the color of a subject that is white.
Bernard felt he was backed by Aristotle, as well as several other
authorities. For does not Aristotle say: "'White' signifies nothing
more than a quality." 82 Bernard advanced several other reasons,
quarried from every side, whereby he strove to prove that things
are predicated at times absolutely,8S and at other times in an approximate manner.s. He further asserted that a knowledge of
derivative words is very useful in this latter connection. This opinion has its opponents, as well as its proponents. I am not interested
in such matters, since I realize that "What
in verbal
is said is to be interpreted in the light of the causes for which it
has been said." 86 I do not believe that the writings of Aristotle
mentioned above, or those of other authorities should be so interpreted that everything that is stated anywhere at all is dragged
into the discussion. Aristotle87 is taken to have predicated movement of animals, wakefulness 88 of bipeds, and several things of
...
uiSUJ, a,aKpCT''''Oll
Cf. Aristotle, Top., iii, 5. 119 a, 30; vii, 3.
148 a, 38 (also cf. M;gnc, P.L., LXIV, 939, 990) .
• Cf. Aristotle, CaI., 5. 3 b, 19: and Bocthius, In Cat. Aris/" i (in Migne, P.L., LXIV,
180). I have been unable to find this exact passage in Aristotle, although John evidently
considers it a direct quotation.
81
simply, absolutely, directly and without qualification.
IN adiaunur.
11:"; Literally: disputing
over a name, quibbling over a wurd .
• Sce Hilary,
Trin., iv, 14 (in Mignc, PL., X, 14)' Cf. Md., i, 19. and ii, 20 (47.
8 and 1'5. 17 in the Webb edition).
Namely,
An. Prior .. i. 9. 11, 30 b. 6, 31 b,28 (cf. Mignc, P.L.. LXIV, 649.

651) .

-u;gilat;o.
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the sort. Otherwise his examples in the Analytics would not hold.
But if "blindness" and "to be blind" 89 were the same, they would
be predicatt:d of the same thing. While a man may be called
"blind," he is never called "blindness." The meaning an author
has in mind, which is ascertainable from the circumstances of
his statement, should not be discarded by quibbling over a word.
We may convey the same thought in various ways, and it is not
necessary always to use the same form of expression. Clearly
derivative words do not have the same [identical] meaning as the
words from which they come, nor do they produce the same concept in our mind. Neither do they, as names, stand for the same
things. Rather, they frequently differ so widely in meaning that
they are in effect contradictory. Occasionally, however, words that
are related derivatively can tolerate one another, and may be
simultaneously predicated of the same thing, or mutually predicated
of one another. Thus "goodness is called "good," and "unity" is
said to be "one." As a rule, however, when words related by derivation are predicated of one another, a contradication results. We are
told that this is due more to their consignification90 than to their
[fundamental] meaning. Which is probably so, though we will let
the experts decide whether it is sufficiently proved. With things
which signify the same thing, a contradiction can result only because of their consignification. When we posit a name in the singular number, this excludes its plural. If something is "a man," it
cannot be "men." It does not matter why this is so. Dialectic accomplishes its entire purpose so long as it determines the force of
words and acquires a scientific knowledge of how to investigate
and establish the truth by verbal predication. This is what dialectic
is doing, whether it is dividing, defining, inferring, or analyzing
things previously inferred. Derivative words in a way signify what
kind of things come from certain things,"· while those words from
·"aci/as" ct "CC'ctlm nu," Cf. Aristotle, Cat., 10, I:l a, 39 If.; Bocthius, In Cat. ArisI"
iv (in Migne, P.L., LXIV, :171) .
110 consigllificalionis, consignific3rion: this may mean either their simultaneous secondary
or olcquirc.:d

or connot:ltinn, ur pcrhaps their corresponding meaning (their iden-

tity of reference), It probably means the former. Thus "whiteness" cannot be said to
be "white," since "whiteness" is an abstract qualit},. whereas "white" is the epithet of a
body. and connotes or consignifics a body which possesses this calor. Cf. above, n. 76.
III qllalia
aliquiblll.
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which they are derived denote whence such kinds of things come.02
"Courage" refers to what makes one "courageous"; "courageous"
denotes of what sort one is when one has "courage." 03 The word
"courage" designates not "what," 04 but rather "from what,""
and thus indicates the cause. Hence Gregory says: '''Angel' [or
messenger] is the name of an office, rather than of a nature." 06
For the word derives from an office, even though the latter is the
office of a person. In a way, it signifies, as has been said, what kind
of service one renders by the office. There are many similar instances. "Consul" is the name of an official dignity, "studious" 07
the name: of a virtue, "Platonist" and "Socratic" the names of
[philosophical] professions,"s and they each respectively signify
the aforesaid"· From what has been said, it is apparent that [the
words] "to signify" and "to predicate" may be used in several
different senses. But it is easy to determine which sense is the most
suitable. 'oo Thus "just," 101 and like words found throughout the
works of the authors, are at one time said to signify or predicate
"[ a] just [person]," and at another "justice." But the reverse never,
or, at most, rarely occurs. Thus "justice" never or hardly ever
signifies or predicates "[a] just [person ]." Boethius in his work On
Trinity, declares: "When I say 'God is just,' although I apparently [only] predicate a quality, I actually predicate a substance,
and in fact more than [an ordinary] substance." 102 How, I ask,
could he seem to predicate a quality, if the word "just" did not
predicate such? Aristotle substantiates this, saying: "Expressions
., a quiblls qlltdia.
jorri/tldo . .. JOTlis, here translated "courage" and "courageous," as sufficiently close,

tJ

and bettcr adapted to English .
... willS. Or of whom.

quo,

116

"Gccgory. Horn. in Et/ang., xxxiv, § 8 (in Mignc, P.L., LXXVI, 1250) . Grcgory here
apparently follows Hilary,
Trin., v, 11, 21 (in Migne. P.L., X, 136, 143), )c::romc:.
Contra loann . HieroI., § 17 (in Mignc, P.L., XXIII , 369), etc.
W Or serious or earnest .

• projess;onum.
le

Namely, an official dignity, a virtue, and a [philosophical] profession.
lamiliarissimus.

1(1)

10liustUI.
101 Bocthius, De TT;n. , chap. 4 (cd. Peipcr , p. 156). 1n other words, although "just,"
when applied to a person, such as Aristides, predicates the quality of justice. when ap·
plied to God, it does not predicate a qualit)" since GoJ is substantially justice itself.
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may signify a quality, as 'white,' or a quantity, as 'two cubits
long.' "'03 Since such terms originate from a quality or quantity,
they accordingly predicate the quality, which, when they are
ascribed, they indicate to be present in their subjects. They are
sometimes said to signify what kind of things, since when used
with reference to anything, they point out what kind of a thing it
is. But derivative words and the words from which they arC:
derived have closely related meanings, even though on hearing
the word "white," one thinks of whiteness in some subject, whereas
on hearing the word "whiteness," one thinks not of a white subject, but rather of the color [itself] that makes a subject white.
What our understanding conceives on hearing a word is its most
familiar lO4 meaning.

CHAPTER

3.

What is
of
with what
philosophize should rest content.

and
of those who

Since all terms are predicated either equivocally, univocally, or
derivatively, in accordance with the principle of indifference [relative to possible variations in the meanings of words] ;'06 and since
this very predication is in a way the [basic] material of reasoning,
these instruments lO1 of the predicaments '08 are discussed at the outset. For they either deter and impede, or foster and expedite the
work of those who ?re endeavoring to proceed lOO according to the
John here evidently intends to quote directly from Aristotle, Cat., 4, 1 h, 28, 29i
Bocth ius, In COl. Arisl., i (in Mignt', PL., LXIV, 180).
lo./amiliariSJima, most familiar, suitable, commonly accepted. Cf. n. JOO.
10:1
the predicaments or categories.
101
a plan, method , or principle of indifference. neutrality, or
impanialit)'. Evidently John here means the liberal principle of impartiality or
{crencc, which would allow for and accept a variety of meanings in the interpretation
of an author's words, so that. e.g., the same word could be used by the same author in
various different senses. Cf. also later. in this same chapter. and Mel. , iii, 5.
10'7 ;ns/rumenlG, namely, equivocal, univocal, and derivative expressions. They art: also
so-called by Isidore, E/ym., ii, 26, § 2.
108 Or categories.
I. nego/tGnt;um.
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art [of logic]. The classifications "multivocal" llO and "diversivocal" 111 [terms], added by Boethius,112 belong more to grammar.
In the case of "multi vocal" terms, several words, such as ens;s,
mucro, and giadius,113 all mean and name the same thing [sword].
In that of "diversivocal" terms, the words differ both in sound
This
and in meaning, an example of such being "man" and
book,l1' more than the others, commends adherence to a principle
. of "indifference" [relative to variations in the meanings of words],
which we always favor, and whose application is everywhere manifest to a careful student. While at one time the book is treating of
things that signify, and at another of things signified, it uses their
names interchangeably. There are some who assert that because
it is elementary,m this book is therefore practically useless. They
imagine that the fact that they have despised or ignored those
things which Boethius, in his first commentary on Porphyry,ll.
teaches should be studied before one can attain anything of the
[logical] art, is proof that they are therefore masters of dialectical
and demonstrative 10gic.'17 I strongly disagree. I fail to see how
anyone can become a logician without studying the predicaments,118
any easier than one can be "lettered" 119 without "letters." 120 This
work explains clearly what things are universal and what ones
singular, what ones substances and what ones accidents, as well
as what words may he predicated equivocally, what ones univocally,
and what ones in a derivative manner. It discloses the meanings of
uncombined terms, provides a most correct system of [scientific]
research, and opens up a primary and evident highway for the
perfection of knowledge. These seem to be the principal means of
affording a complete knowledge of everything pertaining to the
mttlr;uoca, having many names or meanings.
diucrsilloca, having different n:lmcs or meanings.
m Bocthius, In Car. Arisl., i (in Migne, PL., LXlV, 168) .
W Each of these three words means "::.word."
tu Aristotle's
UII Or alphabt.,tical. Cf.
iii, 2 and n. 63.
111 In his In Porphyrium Dill/og;.
lIT in
apodictica disciplina; sce Boethius, In Porph. Dial .. i (in Migne.

110

III

PL. LXIV. 14i .
li!j

Literall)'. this: Aristotle's book on the Cat('goriu or Predicaments.

1lll1i1fn"oltU. lettered, learned ..

12Ilill"il, letters, literature (recorded) learning.
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Peripatetic discipline, which is concerned with investigating the
truth. The first item of information we want concerning anything
is whether or not it exists. Next we need to know what, of what
kind, and how great it is, as well as its relation to other things,
where and when it exists, its position (or posture)/21 and its state
(or condition),'" what it does,"3 and what it undergoes.'" The final
question about a thing is why it is so, in which speculation we not
only draw nigh to the perfection of the angels, but even approach
the special prerogatives of the divine majesty. For the reasons of all
things are known only to Him, Whose will constitutes the original
cause of all, and Who has willed, to the degree in which it has
pleased Him, to reveal to each [of His creatures] why things are as
they are. While divine perfection involves complete knowledge of
all things, and angelic perfection implies freedom from [all] error,
human perfection consists in having a good concept'" of many
things."o The answers to the aforesaid twelve questions comprise
all [scientific] knowledge. Philosophical investigation modestly contents itself with eleven of these questions, and when it goes beyond
this limit, ascribes its progress largely to [divine] grace. The latter
opens [the door] to [all] those who knock,127 while the Lord discloses His will, the original cause of everything, to all who seek
it"· with their whole heart.'" The logician deals with the ten
elements [namely, the categories] that pertain to his own branch of
study. After he is fully trained in these, he proceeds to take up the
opposite side of an argument with the object of fully vanquishing
his opponent. First come those questions which are called "natural," '30 and which are in a way [more] elementary, namely,
quomodo s;/tIm, its position. posture, or attitude.
quid
its state, condition. circumstances, Of
quid . .. /acial, what it does. its activity.
1111 quid . .. pacialur, what it undergoes or suffers, its passi..,ity.
IllS
to have or in having a good or reasonably correct concept. notion, or
judgment.
UI piurimis, most, very many, a great numlxr of things.
UT Cf. Matthew, vii, 8.
U1

1.

18

UlHis will .
at ef. Deuteronomy, iv, 29. and Jeremiah. xxix, 13.
Seneca wrote seven books on "Natural Questions," that is, questions rdative to things
of nature. A copy (If this work of Sent'ca's was bequeathed to the church of ChartrC's by
110

John.

I5 8
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"what," "how great," "of what kind," and the rest. After these
"nude philosophers" 131 have been grounded in the predicaments,
they align themselves on the opposite sides of a question, and, as
the saying goes, proceed to tear it apart in the arena. IS. Both strive
to force each other back with the sharp points of their reasoning,
as each tries to disprove the other's thesis. Since the things of
nature provide the initial subject matter of our investigations, the
ten categories were originally formulated for these, and words were
thought up, whereby the substance, quantity, and quality of those
things which first present themselves to our senses or understanding, such as bodies or spirits, might be expressed or might be explained in answer to other questions that could naturally arise. The
name "predicaments" was given, for words and things alike, to
these ten kinds of predicables, which could thus be referred to
particular individual substances, and which indicate concerning
their subjects what, how great, and of what kind they are, as well
as their relation to other things, where and when they exist, their
position (or posture) and state (or condition), what they do, and
what they undergo. The first predicament comprises those things
that state what a substance is; the second those that indicate how
great it is. The third predicament explains its relations; the fourth
of what kind it is; the fifth where it is; the sixth when it is; the
seventh its position (or posture); the eighth its state (or condition);
the ninth what it does; and the tenth what it undergoes. We have
this number of predicaments because philosophical speculation used
to be primarily concerned with material 133 things. Before Zeno,
no one or very few persons had any correct concept of the soul or
incorporeal spirits. Zeno it was who, according to Jerome,l34 taught
the immortality of the soul. As a result, position (or posture) and
certain other categories are hardly suitable to spirits, since they
1.11 gimnoJophisu, nude or pure philosophers. John here: possibly compares dialecticians
to athletes since, just as the latter discard their garments when competing in the gym·
nasium, so the former rid themselves of superfluous and accidental handicaps when
engaging in disputations. Historically the term refers to the naked sages and ascetics of

India.
la Literally: in· the: narrow field.
Literall}': corporeal.
1.. See Jcrome, Comm. in Dan., i,

1.

2

(in Mignc, PL., XXV. 495-496).
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primarily refer to bodies. The first consideration, and one which in
a way belongs to those who philosophize about nature,m concerns
substances. The second is mathematical and imitates nature, for
which reason the ancients '36 were wont to characterize the mathematician as "an ape l31 of natural philosophers." Just as one who
investigates nature inquires concerning a subject, such as Cleon or
Callias, as to what, of what kind, or how great it is, so the mathematician, after abstracting the substance of the subject, inquires,
relative to the latter [the substance], what, of what kind, or how
great it is, and subsequently, like the natural philosopher, proceeds
to further questions. But those whose minds are vigorous with the
penetrating discernment of purer philosophy,138 have long since
agreed that there is no room for secondary mathematics. un Otherwise
the labor of philosophy would have no end, and investigation would
wander on interminably, despite the fact that it always tends to
arrive at some conclusion. One who is already stripped absolutely
bare cannot be further denuded. After form has been abstracted
from matter, or matter from form, it is futile to try to attire form
with circumstances or properties which it cannot bear, or to divest
matter of clothing that it does not possess. Anyone who presumes
to exceed this limitation is no longer considering the constitution
of nature. He is rather dealing with the figments of a mind that
is involved in mathematical subtleties. For after the question:
"What is 'whiteness'?" is asked, and the reply that "It is such and
such a color" has been made, whatever is added in order to determine a subsistence, either smacks of an effect, and is thus dependent on a substance, or scents of a power, which is perhaps not yet
in operation. And if investigation persists to the point of inquiring
as to "how great" or "where" whiteness is, one is compelled to
digress to corporeal things. Whence I am inclined to impute error

1.

naturali," phiiosophanlium, that which belongs to philosophizing
pertains to natural philosophers.
l :ll!l To whom John refers here: we do not know; cf., however, Sencca,
1:n Namely, an imitator .
us Scc: Boc:thius, Arithm., i, I (in Mignc, PL .. LXIII. 1079 ft.).
Secondary mathematics would inquire in an abstf;J,cI manner about
substances, just as mathematics proper inquires in an abstract manner

1.

about nature or
Ep., 88, SS 26 ff.

the properties of
about iubstanccs.
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to that minority of philosophers, who hold that a mathematician
proceeds in the same way as a judge of nature HO in all respects, and
opine that the same kinds of predicaments that are evident in
corporeal and spiritual substances, also apply to other things. They
force all genera and species not only of substances, but also of
qualities and other things, into the first category. The first question
is thus answered, and what a thing is, is stated by an apposition of
genus and species. The following [predicaments] are then disposed
according to the kinds of questions. Such a procedure is apparently
contrary to Aristotle, who says: "It is clear that when something
is said to be, reference is sometimes made to substance, but at other
times to quality or to some other category." HI Thus, when, in the
case of a man, we say that he is "man" or "animal," we hotll say
"what" he is, and denote his substance. But when, in the case of
the color white, we say that it is a color, although we say "what"
it is, we denote "what kind of a thing" [it is]. Likewise, in the case
of a size in cubits, when we say that it is a certain quantity, while
we say "what" it is, we also denote "how great" it is. The same
holds true in other [similar] cases. In all such instances, whenever
the same thing [its species] or its genus is predicated of a thing,
this denotes what it is ;142 but when it is predicated about something else, it denotes not what, but how great or of what kind
it is, or one of the other predicaments. Certainly our author does
not here mean that all genera are in one and the same category,
even though they may be predicated in the same manner. Neither
does he mean that the nine kinds of accidental things may not be
predicated concerning substances, nor that they may be predicated
in the same way about subjects and their attributes. H3 Isidore,1H
Alcuin/" and other wise men tell us that all the remaining categories are predicated of primary substances, and, to illustrate their
uo
arbilro, :1 judge of nature, or a natural philosopher, to whom John above
refers as, "one who investigates nature,"
lU Aristotle, CaI., 4. I h, 25 If. (cf. Migne, PL .• LXIV, 180) John's wording here if
very approximate. though he apparently intends a direct quotation.
In Thus when Socrates is said to be a man (his species) or an animal (his genus)
rderence is mauc to what he is (namdy, to his substance).
lU conuntis luis, their contents, constituents, or attributes.
1.. hid ore, Elym ., ii. 26. § I I.
1'-" Alcuin. Dc Dill/urica, chap. 3 (in Mignc, P.L., Cl, 954--955) .
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point, give the following very full sentence, which includes all ten
predicaments: "Augustine, a great orator,"· the son of so and so,
today stands in the church, clothed in his [sacred] vestments,l47
exhausted by disputing." 148 The foregoing is [indeed] a full sentence, and indicates the substance, quality, quantity, and other predicables of the subject concerning whom it speaks, although perhaps
its [proposed] example of quantity is not quite adequate. Just as
nature, the mother of all [that exists], has created primary substances possessing form'" with given accidents; it has also created,
together with particular substances, each and every accident which
pertains to its form. But those things, such as secondary substances,
which are understood as abstracted from particular substances, are,
as already observed, mental fictions devised for a [good and] sufficient reason."'· Those substances which are actually such, and with
their individual essences underlie accidents, are called "primary,"
whereas those which are concepts abstracted by the operation of
the intellect from the mutual conformity of individual things are
called "secondary." In like manner, and with due proportion, those
which are individually present in primary
quantities and
substances may also be called "primary"; while those quantities
which are abstracted from particular things by an analogous process'" may be termed "secondary." The same holds true with the
other predicaments. "It is certain," as Isidore observes, "that the
'categories' are so called from the fact that they can only be known
from their subjects." I •• For the same reason, they are also properly
termed "predicaments," inasmuch as they are dicata [dedicated,
predicated, or attributed], that is addicta [addicted, dedicated, or
I'" magnus orQJOT or magnm. orator. This may mean "great [in stature or historical importance, etc.] and an orator," or it may mean "the great orator." "Great" is taken to
illustrate the category of quantity.
1..1 ill/ilia/lIS, wearing his chasublc Of official insignia.
us hidore has this sentence in his Elym., ii, 26, § I I . Inclusion of the ten predicaments
Of categories is evident: "Augustine (substance), who is tall or great (quantity), an
oraw( (quality), the son of so and so (relation), is standing (posture) . in the church
(place), today (time), attired in his sacred vestments (state). exhausted (affection) by
disputation (action) ."
UII ;n!ormo/am, given or possessing form.
uo rx
probabi/i. for a probable or sufficient reason .
1.";1 qllaDam raJionr s;mi/;Itldinis, by a certain pbn of likeness, by In anJlogous prOCt'S5,
or by reJ!iOn of a certain resemblance.
1» Isidore, Elym., ii, 26, § 14.
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assigned], to things that are present/ 53 manifest in the constitution
of nature. Indeed dicart: [to dedicate or attribute] is the same as
addiet:rt: [to assign or dedicate], as is exemplified in Vergil's statement:
I will unite you together in lasting wedlock,
and will dedicate'" her to th« as thy very own.'"

In fact, the predicaments are so dedicated lOa to things other than
themselves that they cannot be known independently of the latter.
For, as we have already remarked, if we are unable to find examples
of our mental concepts among actually existing things, our ideas
are empty. A [scientific] account'·' of nature includes all particular
things, but excludes anything that is actually never found existing.
Since they are known from their subjects, things that are predicated
are, as observes Boethius, "such as their subjects permit." 158 The
great efficacy of the categories with regard to the works of nature
melts away when confronted with the divine essence, as words
applied to the latter are either completely transformed [in meaning] or false. Those who erroneously extend the [full] force of the
predicaments to all things, are causing themselves much [needless]
work, and are also storing up trouble. By disregarding the limitations of natural things, they are undermining the integrity of the
art [of logic], whose rules they will not suffer to remain within
the bounds of their own genera. Every rule and every universality
refers to some genus [some certain kind of things]. Accordingly,
if, with wanton abandon, it refuses to abide within the scope of the
same, it becomes vitiated on the spot. Truly, a knowledge of the
predicaments, both things and words, is very useful. This [science 1
is clearly explained and taught by Aristotle. The latter [master]
classifies and divides all things.'oo He teaches what terms may be
compared, what ones admit of contraries, what are their contraries,
1:4

d icabo .
Vcrgil , Acn ., i. 73 .
1.301 addicla .
hisloria, a hi stor )' [scientific] account . im1cntor y.
1:.>0 Hocthius, Dc Trin . (cd. Pe iper, p. (5 6) .
IIW

tw

1:.i/

Literally: He describes and divides the univer!o;l lit }' uf things.
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and what terms have no contraries. He has bequeathed to posterity
a way whereby it may obtain knowledge of the truth in a most
direct and expeditious fashion. And since the multifarious meanings of words frequently becloud our understanding, Aristotle further teaches that we should investigate the number of different
senses in which each word 160 may be predicated. In this connection,
he has devoted the remainder of his book [on the
to
a discussion of opposites, priority, and simultaneity of predication,
the various kinds of motion, and the several senses of the term "to
have." 161 For nothing contributes more to [scientific] knowledge,
or to vanquishing an opponent,''' than to distinguish [the varying
meanings of] things said in several different senses. As time passes,
with the acquiescence of their users, many [new] words are born,
while, on the other hand, many [old ones] expire. Whereas with
Aristotle,'68 "a sharpl" knife" meant that the knife's edge was an
acute 160 angle, at present it seems rather to signify the keenness of
something that cuts with ease. We thus speak of "a sword doubly
sharp," 166 meaning that either side of the sword's blade cuts readily,
although if one reflects, he will realize that this is due to the acuteness of the angles. A body is sharpest where its sides [surfaces]
converge in the most acute angle, whereas if the angle where the
sides come together is obtuse,'"7 the body is accordingly blunt.'"8
The expression "to be in something" is likewise used in more
different senses today than it would have been in Aristotle's time.'6.
Moreover, words which then meant something, have perchance
come to be meaningless. How true is it that:
nil Literall),: the multiplicity of worus . . . how m:L"Y times each [word].
1111

The foregoing is a synopsis of Aristotle's book of the

tU Literally: \'iclory; evidently in disputation.
Aristotle, Top., i, IS, 107 a, 17 (cf. Mignc, P.L., L'XIV.

183

IM

OCUli,

920) ,

sharp or acute.

1"" act/lul,

acute or sharp, Throughout the present discussion the word John uses is

ocllfm, which may mean either sharp or acute.

gladius bis acutus. His point is that, whereas, formerly the word aculut referred
primarily to the angle of the edge, it now refers primarily to the readiness with which
1-

it cuts.

l·
1.
lIT

oblusus.

oblllsum.

See Boethius. In CQI. Ariil., i (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 172). Bocthius observes that
the txprcssion in his own day had nine different senses, whereas Aristotle had only
pointed out three.
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Many a word, which has fallen into disuse, will be resurrected,
While others, now highly esteemed, will sink into oblivion,
If usage, the judge, the law, and the norm of speech, but so ordains."O

At the same time, those who [try to] read everything into this
little book,t71 and refuse to allow it to rest content with its own
brevity, evidently "unteach" 172 rather than instruct. Such [teachers],
who would sooner ignore than admit the truth,m cram into lH their
commentary on this book every possible sort of discussion. That
English Peripatetic, our Adam,t'" who has many followers, although few will admit it, because they are deterred by envy, was
wont to make fun of such [logicians]. He used to declare that if
he himself were to teach logic with the simplicity of words and
clear statement of opinions that it deserves, he would have no or
few listeners. I became very intimate with Adam, and we had many
conversations, mutually exchanged books, and made it a practice
to confer almost daily on problems as they arose, although I was
not his disciple for a single day. I am grateful, because I learned
a great deal from his explanations, although, as he will witness, I
disagree with many of his opinions, simply because on grounds of
reason I preferred others. Here [in treating the Catt'gories] , as
everywhere, I believe that one should aim at facilitating comprehension. I hav<: not brought up these matters because I feel that they
are all essentiaI,t76 but lest that which should somewhere be said
be everywhere omitted!" I have recommended this book and will
continue to do so, because it is truly laudable. If I have [praised
it too highly and] been overindulgent out of charity, which strives
particularly to attract the uneducated and scoffers to study the elements of the [logical] art, even so:
1'lO
111

Horaec, A.P. , 70-72 .
Aristotle's Caugoriu.

1'71 Literall y: to whom admission of the truth scems more of a hardship than does
ignorance of the truth.
m hie congC'rtlnt . iitt'rally: they gather together here; namdy, in their commentaries

o017;he
Sce Mel., 11 , 10.
Litcrall)'! that they may be said everywhere.
lTfThc Wcbb tcxt hcrc should be corrected to read aprdil. Librum (1 3.h 25). CL

1111

MSS A. B. and C.
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Persuasive masters sometimes give sweet cookies to boys,
To prevail upon them to learn their ABCs}78

And since the book has been greatly disparaged by numerous assailants, it should be the more vigorously defended. For, as Aristotle
tells us: "One who is a universal objector should be opposed without qualification, measure for measure." 119

CHAPTER

4.

The scope and usefulness of the Periermenie
[Interpretation],180 or more correctly of the Periermenias.

Just as the book of the Categories is proportionately "alphabetical,"
that of the Periermenie [Interpretation], or rather the Periermenias
[Periermeneias], is comparatively "syllabic." The [constituent] elements of reasoning, which, in the book of the Categories, are
presented separately, as uncombined words,18I are, in the book On
Interpretation, assembled, much as letters are put together to make
syllables, and thus presented in combination to designate what is
true and what false. The ancients considered this book so subtle
that, as Isidore, in praising it, relates,182 there was a saying to the
effect that "When Aristotle wrote the Periermenie, he dipped his
pen [directly] in his mind." 183 On the other hand, if I may say so,
begging leave of all, anyone of the doctors could (as many of them
in fact do) more concisely and lucidly provide everything that is
taught in this book in the elementary lessons which they call
Introductions. The only thing lacking would be the respected authority of the [author's] words. There is hardly anyone [of the
25. 26:
.. . prima," literally "the first elemcnu."
4. 134a, 3. 4 (cf. Migne. P.L .. LXIV, 961).
ipJJ.fJllit4f (ctymol ogically : about interpretation), known as the

,nHoracc:, Sat" i.

T,

Top. ,
'10 Arinotlc's Ihpl

Y,

In

I.I.

or

uTmoniblll incomp/uis; cf. John's Hisl. Pont., chap. 13. p. 35 (I, 16).
Isidore, Elym ., ii, 27. § J.
in
/;nturbot , he dipped or moistened his pen in his mind, he
wrote directly from his mind, as though using it as his inkwell.
111
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doctors] who would not, in addition to teaching what is contained
in this book, also add other things equally necessary, without which
a knowledge of the art cannot be acquired. They run through and
inquire into the questions as to what is a name, what a verb, and
what a sentence. I.. They discuss the different kinds of sentences
and the varying force of propositions. They also treat what propositions may obtain l8O from quantity or quality, as well as what propositions are definitely true or false, what ones are equivalent to one
another, what ones agree or disagree, what ones that are predicated
separately may also be predicated jointly or conversely,'·" or may
not be so predicated. They further discuss the nature of modal
propositions,I.7 and point out their contradictories. jhe foregoing
constitutes a summary of the main contents of this work, whose
thoughts are very subtle, and whose wording is very difficult to
understand. However, we should be thankful for both of these
features, for while the thoughts instruct, the words exercise our
minds. Besides, we should reverence the words of the [great]
authors, whose expressions we should not only hold in high esteem,
but should also employ with assiduity. Not only do these words
possess a certain majesty or prestige from the great names of antiquity [with whom they are associated], but also anyone who is
ignorant of them is handicapped, since they are very effective when
used for proof or refutation. Like a whirlwind, they snatch up
those who are ignorant of them, and violently lash such persons about
or dash them to the ground, stunning them with fear. For words of
the philosophers, with which one is not familiar, are veritable
thunderbolts. While the sense of the words that were used by the
ancients and those that are used by modems may be the same,
their greater age has made the former more venerable. I recollect
that the Peripatetic of Pallet made the observation, which I believe
was correct, that it would be easy for one of our own con tempo-

I"

oralio, a
Cf. Bocthius. Comm. 1 in Arisl.
Migne. P.L, LXIV. 3°'-3'2) .
J15

lnU'rpr. , i (cd. Mciser, and in

quid . . . Jor/ion/uf', what they may derive. Apparently the subject is

(understood).

I-
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in 3 turned-about manner, in which the parts arc interchanged.
modl1lil:m. the possibility, impossibility, necessity, Of contingent nature of propositions.
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raries to compose a book about this art/ 88 which would be at least
the equal of any of those written [on the subject] by the ancients,
in both its apprehension of the truth and the aptness of its wording,
but [at the same time] it would be impossible or extremely difficult
for such a book to gain acceptance as an authority. He also used
to assert that recognition as authorities should be conceded to these
earlier authors, whose natural talent and originality flourished in
fertile luxuriance, and who bequeathed to [an indebted] posterity
the fruits of their labors, with the consequence that the very things
which several men have expended their whole lives in investigating,
and which they have labored and sweated '89 in discovering, can
now be quickly and easily learned by one person. Our own generation enjoys the legacy bequeathed to it by that which preceded
it. We frequently know more, not because we have moved ahead
by our own natural ability, but because we are supported by the
[mental] strength of others, and possess riches that we have inherited from our forefathers. Bernard of Chartres used to compare
us to [puny] dwarfs perched on the shoulders of giants. He pointed
out that we see more and farther than our predecessors, not because
we have keener vision or greater height, but because we are lifted
up and borne aloft on their gigantic stature.'oo I readily agree with
the foregoing. Teachers of the arts, even in their Introductions,'·'
explain the basic elements'·' of the art and many truths of the
science'93 equally as well as, and perhaps even better than do the
ancients. Who is content even with what Aristotle gives in his
[book] On Intcrprctation? Who does not add points obtained from
other sources? All are gathering together everything [they can]
J. Of

interpretation, or of logic.
Literally: have sweated profusely.
Bcrnard of Chartres, sec Md., i, 24. Alexander Neckam (1157-1217), in his
Naluris Rn-urn, c. 78 (cd. \Vright, p. 123), also quotes this saying. Cf. R. Klibansky,
"Standing on the Shoulders of Gianu," Isis. no. 71, XXVI, i (Dec., 1936), 147-149.
In John seems to refer to works such as Abdard's IntroauC'tionu; concerning which,
scc Abclard himself in his Anal. Prior., ii (Ouvr. In;d., pp. 254. 305. 332, 366, 440).
I"
literally "preparatory things," or elements. This Latin word, whose
1811
tllO

meaning is evident, is not found in lexicons.
1. ar/is . . . u"ito/is, may mean of the logical .art and truth relative to itj or of
skilled or artful accomplishment of purpo5C and speculative truth in general, 3S of the
arts and sciences.
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that pertains to the whole art, and explaining it in terms that may
be easily understood. They, so to speak, dress the message of the
authors in modern style, which becomes in a way even more splendescent when it is more brilliantly adorned with the jewels'·' of
antiquity. Accordingly the words of the authors should not be lost
or forgotten, especially those which give [their] full
and have wide applicability. Such words preserve scientific knowledge in its entirety, and contain tremendous hidden as well as
apparent power.'9. Many words, however, when torn from their
context, make little or no sense to one who hears them. Such is the
case with most of the examples in the Analytics, where letters stand
for terms. Although these examples help explain the doctrine [contained in the Analytics] , they wilt when they are transplanted.
While rules may have great force because of the truth of what they
teach, they have very little control over changing verbal usage'·T
[which may modify the meaning of the words in which they are
expressed]. To say that a thing "wholly pertains" to something else,
or "does not pertain to it in any way," '98 and that something "is
predicated in a universal way" of something else, or "is completely
alien to it" ,•• amount to the same thing.20o Nevertheless, while
one form of expression is [now] in frequent use, the other has
become practically obsolete, except so far as it may occasionally be
admitted through mutual agreement. 20 ' In Aristotle's day it was
perhaps customary to use both of these forms of expression, but
now one has replaced the other [simply] because usage has so
decreed!o, Similarly, the word "contingent" 203 today has a somewhat
IN

1.

grat4ilaU, gravity, dignity, prt"stigc, jewels (to

fit the figure) .

cf. Cicero,
Fin., iv, 14. § 36.
tllCf. Jerome, Ep., Iiii, §:1 (in Migne, P.L, XXII, 541).
m in C'ommn-cio u"hi, in verbal commerce, traffic, or intercourse. John apparently means
here that the impOft:1nt thing is accuracy in the matter taught, while the verbal cX
prcssion, which is less subject to strict rules, admits of wide variation. It evidently is at
least onc explanation of his ralio
or "principle of indifference" relative to
w

varying mC2nings of words.
III quod dicitu, in tolo esu ml""m muri ud i" 1010 "0" etu.
Or: is in every way distinct from it .
.,., What John means to say is that "wholly pcrt:lins" is the same as "is predicated
universally," and "does not in any way pertain" the same 3S "is entirely alien or foreign:'
tol
co"tlicto. by mutual
or perhaps, in view of the context .
... 111111 mUI, usage so wills it. Cl. IIorace. A.P.. 71.

1.

.. cO"li"i("s,
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different sense from that in which Aristotle employed it. At present,
we by no means consider "contingent" equivalent to "possible,"
although this is the meaning Aristotle seems to have attributed to
it in his treaties on modals."04 While it is "possible" for the Ethiopian race to become white, and the species we know as swans to
become black, neither of these [alternatives] is "contingent." 20.
If one were to assume that these things are contingent;o. simply
because they are possible, and were publicly to assert this, on the
authority of Aristotle, but in opposition to the evident207 way in
which the public use the terms, he would evidently be out of his
head, or at least a bit tipsy. And if we take a further sense of the
word, wherein "contingent," though not considered equivalent to
"possible," is circumscribed by the latter, than which it has a lesser
extension, we will find here, also, evident deviation from former
usage. Aristotle says in his Analytics: "'To be contingent' and 'contingent' 208 mean that, although something does not necessarily exist,
no impossibility would result if it did exist." 209 While this meaning excludes all that is necessary from the comprehension of "contingent," it otherwise equates the latter to the "possible." But not
even this still holds. It is not necessary for Hodge210 to reign, and
no impossibility would eventuate if he did reign. Still, if one were
to declare that Hodge's reigning at Winchester211 is "contingent,"
no one would readily assent to his proposition. To demonstrate
even more conclusively how far earlier usage of the term has been
abrogated, the word in question ["contingent"] no longer fully
holds in any of the senses ascribed to it by Aristotle. The latter
declared: "We say that the expression 'to be contingent' is used in
two ways. In its first sense, it refers to something that often happens,
yet falls short of necessity, as for instance that a man grays or
106 in

Traclaltl modalium; sce Aristotle's
Inurpr., chaps. 12 and 13, esp. 13 , 22 a, ]5.
According to Porphyry, black color is an inseparable attribute of Ethiopians, and
wh ite color is an inseparable attribute of swans.
*l5

lIOI!I

.

.,., The comma after plane in the Wcbb text should be omitted. Cf. MSS A, B, and C.
UI Conring"e' et conlingcns ut .
.. Aristotle, An . Prior., i, 13.323,18 if. (cf. Migne, P.L., LXIV. 651).
DO Hobinellus, Hodge; a rustic.
w
Winton or Winchester; the early capital of Wc:ssex, and subsequently of

,Il England.
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grows larger or smaller, or in general that what is natural comes to
pass. Such things are not continually necessary, since there is not
always a man [to grow gray, etc.], although when man exists, these
things either necessarily or usually occur. The second way in which
the expression [to be contingent] is used is with reference to something that is indeterminate, and may either be or not be so, as
that an animal may walk, or that, as the animal walks, an earthquake
may occur, or in general that something may possibly happen. In the
latter case, nothing of the kind is naturally more one way than the
other." 212 But at present, if we follow usage, "In whose keeping is
the judgment, the law, and the norm of speech," 013 the word "contingent" is used only with reference to something that happens
from time to time!" Something that never occurs is not today
called "contingent" simply because of the absence of necessity or the
presence of possibility. It is accordingly clear that usage prevails
over Aristotle when it comes to derogating from or abrogating the
meaning of words. But the actual truth itself cannot be changed by
man's will, since it was not established by man. We may therefore
conclude that, if possible, both the words of the arts and their sense
should be preserved; but that if we cannot save them both, the
words should be dropped without losing their sense. Knowing tlle
arts does not consist in merely repeating [parrotlike] the words
of the authors. On the contrary, it involves comprehending their
meaning and understanding the thoughts they present.

CHAPTER

5.

What constitutes the body of the art, and [some
remarks on] the utility of the Book of the Topics.

Up to this point we have discussed the introductory elements of the
logical art, whose founder and virtual legislator21O did not feel that
novices should be admitted to it entirely without instruction or
Aristotle, An. Prior., i, 13. 32 b, 4lf. (cf. Migne, PL., LXIV, 652).
A.P. , 72.

'1' H O faCl',

:11 Or sometimes .
:m N.J.mt·!)', Aristotle.
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proper reverence, and, as they say, "with unwashed hands." 216 In
the art of warfare, preparation of the weapons which are its means,
precedes [practice of] the art. So with those who take up the sacred
cult of logic, certain elements are first provided as instruments,
whereby those entering upon this study may more easily and effectively progress into the body of the art and more readily accomplish their profession. These introductory elements are extremely
useful. While they may not be exactly classified as "of the art," 217
they may be correctly enough characterized as "for the art," 218 so
that it does not matter much which way we put it. If we do
not include these preparatory elements, what we may call "the body
of the art" consists chiefly in knowledge of three things: the Topics,
the Analytics, and the RejutatiollS. If the last three are thoroughly
mastered, and the habit of employing them is firmly fixed by
practice and exercise, then one who applies them in demonstration,
dialectic, or sophistry will have a wide command of invention21 •
and judgment in every branch of learning!20 Of the aforesaid three,
the most necessary is knowledge of the Topics, especially for those
whose aim is [to prove with] probability. While the science of the
Topics chiefly builds up our power of invention, it also assists our
judgment in no small measure. And although many are of the
opinion that it is of greatest service to the dialectician and the
orator;21 I believe that it is almost equally helpful to those who are
engaged in the weighty labors of demonstration, or involved in
sophistic fallacy and strife. All things have a way oi adding up
together, so that one will become more proficient in any proposed
branch of learning to the extent that he has mastered neighboring
and related departments of knowledge. The Analytics and the
Sophistics are also useful in invention;"2 while the Topics, on their
part, likewise aid in judgment. At the same time, I readily grant
that each is supreme in its own domain, and that the advantage
21"

ef. Corp. lllr. C'-v" Dig., i,

2,

S I.

111
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tIP intunlioniJ, invention; the discovery of arguments; cf. Ciccro.
lS);n omll;
in ('vcr), br;Jnch of learning or philosophr.
Cl Cf. Bcx:thius. Dc- DiU. Top., i, ad fin. (in Mignc, P,L.. LXIV,
rn i,mrll/or;, litt"r;llly: to one cngag(:o in invention.

Int, .. i. i. § 9.
1182).
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conferred by the others is in this respect supplemental. Since the
Topics have such evident utility, it surprises me that this book of
Aristotle was neglected by our fathers for so long that it had completely, or almost entirely, fallen into disuse. At length, however,
in our own day, through the insistent researches of diligent geniuses,223 it has, as it were, been raised from the dead, or aroused
from sleep, so that it may summon back to their senses those who
have been wandering, and make plain the way of truth to those
who have been seeking it. The wording and contents of the Topics
are not so difficult that they cannot be understood by one who carefully applies himself; and, at the same time, their value is so tremendous that they are more worth knowing than are any of the
other books. In comparison with various other treatises that have
been translated from Greek [to Latin] according to a very strict
plan of translation,''' this book is sufficiently clear. At the same
time, there is no mistaking the style of its author. Accordingly the
work can be rightly understood only by one who observes the
principle of indifference [rdative to varying meanings of words],225
without which no one among us, or even among the Greeks themselves, has ever really comprehended Aristotle (as a Greek interpreter;"· who was by native citizenship a Severitan,227 used to say).
Its author [himself] has clearly shown how highly useful he considers this work by the very number of books into which he has
divided it;"S apparently thereby presaging its perfection. In it, he
has, as it were, sowed the seeds of all those things which antiquity
subsequently expanded into many volumes. Everything in the work,
both rules and examples, can usefully be applied, not only to logic,
I'A John may be hc::rc: referring to such scholars as Thit"rry of Chartres. in whose Hcplalt"lIchon Aristotle's eight books of the Topics arc discussed .

... Or: in very litt:ral tramlation.
a plan or method of indiffcrcnce or impartiality relative to
(the: admission of) vat)'ing meanings of words [i.e .. of the same word).
- Gruul inurpru. H. Rose (in
I [1866]. 379 tl.) has conjectured that this
was Evericus Aristippus, tran5iator of Platoj cf. Webb's Prolegomena to his edition of the
Policralic-UJ, I. pp. xxv, xxvi. Against this view, cf. O. Hartwig: "Re Guglidmo'" in
Archivo s/orico P" la
VIII (1883), 432 ff.; anJ L. Labowsk)" in
his preface to the cJition of Aristippus' translation of Plato's MuJO, in Corpus PlaJonicllnI
;\ hJii
(London, 1940), p. x.
aT
b)' birth or native citizenship a Sc:vcritan; pc:rh.lps from the city
of St. SC:"'crino in Calabria; Ke Rose, lac. dl .
.. The: Topics consists of eight books.
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but also to practically all branches of learning. The work comprises
eight volumes, each of which surpasses in cogency the one that
precedes it." s The first book lays down beforehand, as it were, the
subject matter of all the following ones, and establishes certain
foundations for the whole [edifice] of logic. It teaches" o what are
syllogisms, the nature and sources of demonstration, the fundamental principles'8' of the arts, and the bases of the confidence' 32
the latter provide. It explains the nature of dialectical and contentious syllogisms, what is probable;3' and what the mistake of those
who use fallacious reasoning or draw false figures.'" It also expounds the nature of propositions and problems!M And since the
discussion of problems and the proof of propositions" o must be
taken up, it goes on to treat whence we derive problems, that is
what propositions may, according to the art, be brought into question,'87 taking into consideration the difference between the various
predicaments which condition the nature" s of questions!'· It does
not indiscriminately apply its forms to all questions that may be
asked, since to inquire into everything indicates a lack of discretion.
Rather, it reserves them for matters that are deserving of study and
worth knowing. There is no point in bothering about everyone
who advances propositions contrary to the [generally accepted]
opinions, nor with one who quibbles about trifling details in contemptible fashion. Since it is the nature of predicaments to predicate
greater or equal things about subjects, Aristotle teaches that dialectical problems may be divided into four classes." o According to
him (although this, together with certain other points in his treatise,
.. Cf. Matthew, xii. 45 .
.., Sec Aristotle, Top., it I ff.; and the Bocthian translation (in Migne. P.L .. LXIV,
909 tT.).
a1 principia, the principles, bases. preliminary suppositions.

- fidd, confidence, credibility, certitude.
- quid
tM/msigra/ul, one who writes incorrectly or falsely. according to Baxter and Johnson.
Latin Word List: evidently, from the present context, one who draws false
figures, as diM:usscd by Aristotle in Top., it I, JQI a.
131 Aristotle, Top., it 10 .
.. f'ositionum. positions, arguments, propositions.
s:n ('x
dt'd14cantur in quu/;on('m.
SM ralio, reason, plan, nature, makc.up.
ut Aristotle, Top .. i, ".
110 Ibid., i, 4, 5, 6.
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is open to question) where the inquiry concerns what is greater
and substantial, it is a question of genus, but where it relates to
what is equal and substantial, it is one of definition. Likewise, when
the inquiry concerns what is greater and accidental, there is a
question of an accident, whereas when it concerns what is equal
and accidental there is a question of a property. But since, when
someone asks what, or how great, or of what kind, something is,
our answer, if correct, cannot be less than the subject, it is clear
that what is less may neither be predicated nor be the subject of a
question. Aristotle explains the nature of genus, definition, accident,
and property, far more aptly than those who have filled up numerous bulky volumes trying to elucidate on Porphyry or the
goriu. "Let not my soul enter into their council," 241 and I hope
that none of my friends will [be so unfortunate as to] have any of
them as their teachers! Aristotle also explains the nature of induction, as well as in what cases the latter may be employed with
greatest profit.'" He discusses in how many senses..3 contraries may
be predicated, and how things which have several different meanings are to be divided .... Indeed, it is very helpful just to know
that ambiguous terms'" admit neither of mutual comparison nor
of combination into plural number, and consequently that they
cannot be jointly inferred after they have been separately posited.
Although a voice"· and an angle or knife may each by themselves
be called "sharp," 2<7 they may not by any means be called "sharp"
together without [any] distinction. Neither can one of them be said
to be "sharper" than the other. This consideration of the various
senses of terms also frequently helps us to estimate the force of
contraries from [that of] their contraries. If one of two contraries is
used [either] equivocally or univocally with reference to several
things, the other is also generally, or at least very often, employed
..,1 Genesis, xlix, 6, that is, I Jo not want to join them.
NI

s..
SUo

Aristotle, Top., i, 12.
literally: how oCten.
Aristotle, Top., i, 15 .

...,

equivocation, ambiguity, using a single term with more than

meaning.
N· tlOX ,

a voice, vocal sound. spoken worc..l .

M1 l1CUtum •

sharp or acute . In this passage applied to both sound and angle or knife.

ODe
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in like manner. As "heavy" 2'8 is the contrary of "sharp" in sounds,
whereas it is the contrary of "light" 2•• in mass, it is evident that
both "light" and "heavy" may be used equivocally with respect to
various things. One who wishes to know what is being discussed,
must shake out the [full] force of words; for, unless he comprehends the latter, he cannot be confident that he understands what
is said. Pertinent [here] is a statement of Augustine,2'o traceable to
Aristotle,2Ol from whom, as from a fountain, all have drunk. Augustine says that there are three things to be considered in every proposition: the expression [of the concept ],2'2 the concept [expressed V03
and the reality [itself].2" The reality is the thing concerning which
the statement is made; the concept [expressed] is what is predicated
of the thing; the expression [of the concept] is the way in which
the predication is made. Occasionally, however, it happens that the
expression is the thing [concerning which the statement is made],
as when a word is employed with reference to itself. This occurs in
what our teachers used to call "materially attributed concepts," 200
as when we say that: "'Man' is a noun," and" 'Runs' is a verb." 2••
The realities [themselves] and the concepts [expressed] generally
pertain to nature, whereas their expression [is arbitrary, and] depends on man's free will. Consequently, when we investigate the
truth, it is necessary that the reality [in question] be not entirely
beyond our knowledge; that the concept [expressed] conform to
the reality which is its subject, namely, to what is being discussed;
and, finally, that the expression [or diction] be in conformity with
both of the foregoing, in order that all occasion for criticism may
be effectively precluded.
W

graut', hCOLVY or 8at.

-/('";,

"Cf. p5Cudo.Augustinc,
DialutiClJ, chap. 5 (in Migne, P.L.. XXXII, 1.p I).
IIn Or rather, according to several scholars, from Varro's De Lingtla La!ina .
.. die/io, the diction, the expression of a concept.
&3 dicibi/(', literally: the sayablc; the concept expressed .
.. rn, the thing [itself]. the fact, the reality.
Ill.} maurialiur . . . imposila
d didbi/ia, materially attributed [or imposed 1 concepts
[<xpr<5Scd J•
.... 'Homo C'sl nome,,' . .. 'Cum'/ est u"bum: "
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of

utility and
Topics.

of

[first]

books

Just as the treatise on the Caugoriu is, so to speak, "alphabetical"
and that On lnurpretation "syllabic," m so that on the Topics is
in a way "verbal" [of the nature of words ].208 While the work
On lnurpretation treats of simple propositions, that is of true or
false statements;'9 it does not go to the extent of discussing the
force of inferences, and hence does not arrive at the chief concern
of the dialectician. The Topics is the first work which [really]
explains reasons"·· It teaches argumentation from commonplaces261
and explains the sources of the cond usions that follow [from
them V"' In much the same manner as, according to the moralist;"'
"Everyday is the teacher of that which comes after it," ••• the first
book of the Topics serves as a preceptor for those which follow.
It makes manifest the topics'"' from which problems are derived,
while succeeding books explain whence and how proofs may be
' constructed, and what propositions are more or are less arguable,
as well as why this is so. In giving due credit to this work, I do not,
however, exaggerate its efficacy to the point of considering the
labors of modems useless. Scholars of our own day, drawing inml See Mn .. lii, 4 .
.sa die/ionalis. dictionat, verbal. like a word, as compared to a tener or
nature of diclio is explained by Priscian, Inst. , ii, 14 (Keil, G.L. , I1, 53);

syllable. The
cf. Boethius,
Comm . II in Anlt. de lnurpr. , ii, 4 (cd. Mciscc, pp. 80-81) . According to Priscian. a
dict;o is an demc:nt of speech, intermediate between the syllable and the sentence, and
conveying an idea, although not a complete judgment .
.. didia , diction, expression, saying .
.. primul tst in raJionibuJ explicandis. is first in explaining reasons or reasonings .
." loca/ium, that is, 1'"0"."';1' topical things, things rel ating to p1.accs or commonpbccs
whence arguments may be drawn . Cf. Boethius,
DiU. Top ., i (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV.
1173).
- s(qumlium rompl(xiorJum , the inferential complexes or conclusions that follow.
- (/hicum , the moralist : in this case Publilius $)·rus .
.. Publilius Syrus, S(nl. (cd. G. Meyer), p. 36. Codices B and A have "Seneca" in
the margin, for the proverb which today is recognized as coming from Publilius Syrus,
wa s formc.:rly thought to be frum Senc=ca. Sec Mc)'er's WiltOn, pp. 6 tT.

-Iocis.
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spiration and strength from Aristotle, are adding to the latter's
findings many new reasons, and rules equally as certain as those
he himself enunciated. Which are all ultimately traceable to Aristotle, for he who taught that the whole may be proved from a part,
also showed that inferences may be drawn from two or three or
more 200 parts. The same holds true in other cases. We are indebted,
not only to Themistius, Cicero;67 Apuleius;o8 and Boethius"·· for
their contributions, but also to the Peripatetic of Pallet, and to others
of our teachers, who have striven to promote our progress by developing new doctrines as well as by elucidating old ones. I find it
hard to understand, however, why the Peripatetic of Pallet restricted admissible hypothetical propositions exclusively to those
whose consequent is included in its antecedent, or whose antecedent
is voided if its consequent be disproved.";o Indeed, while he [Abe- '
lard] used to be quite liberal about accepting arguments, he would
refuse to admit hypothetical propositions, unless forced to do so by
manifest necessity. Perhaps it was because, as Boethius observes,m
"All men desire necessity in their inferences." 272 This is their wish,
which they profess [even] when a condition is added. At the same
time, however, certain things are admissible because of their evident
probability, which often borders on necessity. Just as probable
arguments suffice for the dialectician, so also he is satisfied with
probable consequents. But both of these lose their convincing force
if necessity is [clearly] lacking, as happens when a contrary instance wherein the proposition does not hold is alleged. Aristotle,
however, posits consequents almost everywhere, whether he teaches
that what has been proposed is to be proved, or that it is to be disproved. And since many things follow from any given proposition,
- aliI Qmplim, litcf:lll y: or from a greater number of parts .
., Bocthius. in his
DiD. Top. (in Migne, P.L., LXIV, 120011.>, tells us that

Thcmistius and Cicero made some additions to the docuine of the TopiC/ .
... ApuJeiu5. namely, in his book, which, as Cassiodorus says in his
Art. ac Diu,
Lib. Lill., chap. 3 (in Migne, P.L., LXX, It73) "is entitled the
of Apulcius."
P. Thomas has added this treatise: in Volume III of his edition of the Opt"ra of Apulcius.
in the Teubncrian
1908 .
.. B(x:thius, both in his Comm. in Top. C;c., and in his De DiU. Top .
S'1OScc AbeJarrl, An. POll. , i (Ouvr. in;d., pp. 44'. 442); ii (ibid., pp. 446, 447)·
A hypothetical proposition consists of an "ancccedent" and 3 "consequent."
m Boethius,
Syl/ogilmo Hyporlurico, i (in Migne, P.L. . LXIV, 843) .
.,..
consequence. sequence. inference.
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we should take into consideration whence several conclusions may
result whenever we prove or disprove something. As he [Aristotle] 278 observes: "Whenever one says anything, he in a way says
several things. For any statement necessarily involves several consequences. One who has said that man exists, has also said that an
animal, and a being which possesses activity, and a biped, and a
being that is capable of thinking and learning exists." 27< [Aristotle
also says that] "A problem that is suitable for argumentative reasonint70 is one for which there are numerous and good arguments." 27.
In view of the foregoing, the whole second book [of the Topics]
is devoted to a discussion of accidents. Since it explains the nature
of accidents in superb fashion, with convincing reasons and wellchosen examples, it can serve many purposes. As only accidents
admit of comparison, the third book [of the Topics] discusses the
[relative] values277 of things that may be compared. Dwelling on
the nature of accidents, it shows, by rules, reasons for selection or
rejection. It also manifests, in similar manner, which are more
preferable among preferable things, and which are least desirable
among undesirable things. It is accordingly evident how helpful
this particular branch of knowledge278 can be in [the study of]
physics and ethics.279 Since this subdivision of the discipline is so
valuable in instances where positive or negative choice is necessary,
and in all cases where things are to be compared, certainly it has
much to commend it. And clearly our predecessors made a mistake
when they neglected this work, disregarding its outstanding utility
and its very readable style, as well as its great contributions to ethics
and physics.
In AriJ/oti/cs (Aristotle) is here apparently an addition from the margin to the text
since. although MS A includes it in the text, MSS C :and B have it only in the: margin .
.,., Aristotle, Top., ii. 5. 112 a, 16 if. (cf. Migne, P.L, LXIV, 928) .
rD raliolJabi/c, reasonable, capable of being argued, arguable.
!'Tt Aristotle, Top., v, J. 129 at 30, 31 (cf. Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 955).
m uim, force, import, value.

I7lI

disciplina.

r.v philiu c/ clhiu, for physics and ethics in their broader, earlier
natural and moral philosophy as then conceived.

namely, for
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7.

A brief account of the fourth and fifth books
[of the Topics].

The fourth book [of the Topics] treats of problems that concern
genus. It explains the agreement'80 of genus and species with each
other, as well as with other things. Whence all may readily see
how much time has been lost because our teachers have neglected
it. I do not deem it necessary to tarry long discussing genera, since
we have already said a good deal about them,281 and it is not our
object to write a detailed commentary on the work. However, I do
believe that I should call attention to one point that is made by
Aristotle (as Porphyry, whom the little ones follow, teaches otherwise).282 For Aristotle says that, just as genus is predicated in a
univocal, rather than a derivative sense, so also it is not predicated
merely in a particular respect. 283 Thus, undoubtedly, body is not the
genus of animal. He [Aristotle] says: "It should be carefully observed whether or not some things partake of a genus merely in
some particular respect, as would be the case if an animal were said
to be 'an object that may be sensed,' or 'an object that can be seen.'
An animal is perceptible by the senses or visible only in a certain
respect: so far as its body is concerned, but not with regard to its
soul. Wherefore it is impossible that 'an object that can be sensed,'
or 'an object that can be seen' should be the genus of animal. Those
who put the whole in a part, as do those who define an animal as
'a body possessing sensation,' 284 sometimes escape detection. 28 ' But
MO rohcunliam, coherence, agreement.
- Lit(,(.Jlly : genera of things.
- Porphyry tcaches that body is the genus of animal. See Porphyry, Isag .. 2 3, 20
(Comm. in Ar. Gr. , IV, 4. 29 ; in Migne, P.L. , LXIV, 102) .
.. ucundum quid, according to something, or in some particular respect. Sce Aristotle,
Top ., iv, 6, u7 b, 6, 5; 126 a, 18 .
....
sensible:: may mean either perceptible by the senses, or capable of sensation. A correct translation of Aristotle's
would rather be animalttm , animated or
possessing movement.
- uUnl, are hidden, escape obscn'ation.
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a part may not in any sense be predicated of the whole. Wherefore
'body' cannot be the genus of animal, since it is only a part [of
animal]." 286 Every genus holds true of the species and individuals in
that genus in a direct, rather than a metaphorical 287 or figurative
sense. It is never predicated otherwise than properly (speaking), as
the most intimate of all attributions is that of substance, which is
most correctly indicated by genus and species. When one predicates
"body" with reference to man [that is, speaks of man as "a body"],
this is done by synecdoche,2B8 that is, in a figurative manner. It is obvious that the same person who, because of the evidence of one
of his parts, may be called "a body," may likewise, because of the
dignity of his other part, be called "a soul." But philosophers of
lesser caliber;89 such as Porphyry, follow the crowd, and generally
accept practically nothing beyond what is apparent to their senses.
Plato, however, as well as the Stoics and the Peripatetics, teaches
that man is more correctly called "a soul" than "a body." Marcus
CommonTullius [Cicero] agrees, and says in his book on
"Look for yourself, not in the body delineated by your
external form, but in the thinking soul,290 which is everyone's real
self." 291 The Doctors of the Church, as, for example, Augustine,292
held the same view. If anyone still has any doubt concerning this,
let him consult the Scriptures, which attribute to the soul a certain
dominion 29 ' over the [human] person, and compare man's body
to a temporary lodging29 ' or garment. 295 The fifth book [of
Topics] gives a very full explanation of the different senses in
which a thing may be said to be a property. It teaches what is
attributed as a property in a strict sense, and [what] in various
- Aristotle, Top., iv, 5. 126 a, 20-29 (cf. Migne, P.L., LXIV, 950) .
S!r.
by transfer. trope, or met3phor.
- According to Isidorc, Etym ., i, 37. i 13. "synecdoche" is "3 conception whereby the
whole is signified by a part, or a part by the whole." The comma after sd/iut in the
text of Webb's edition should apparently be transfarcd to before sciliul. Cf. MSS A. B,
C.

the sense.

- minutiorn phi/olopm, lesser or more mediocre philosophers; cf. Cicero, De
§ SS; De Dit·;n., i, 3D, § 62.
»UO nUllS, mind, thinking soul, conscious soul, soul.
Ciccro, De Reptd,fica , vi, 24. § 26 ; Somn. Scipionis , 8, § 2.
"Cf. Augu stin(' , Dt" Mo,.ibus Eccl. Co/h ., i, 4 (in Migne. P.L, XXXII. 1313).
S4 princil'l1ll1tn, pfl·i.:rnincnce, go\,anmt·nt, c.lominion .
... hosl'ilio, a
an inn; see JI Corinthians, v, I H.
ilJd",.,ulJlo; M,:(' 11 Corimhians. v, .l ; and II Peter, i, 13, 14.

.1
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senses, as well as when a property is correctly or wrongly predicated. These considerations are very useful in proof and refutation,
since a property, strictly so called, and its subject define 2•• each
other by mutual predication.

CHAPTER

8.

Of definition, the subject of the sixth book [of
the Topics].

Definition is discussed in the sixth book [of the Topics], which
lucidly teaches the art of defining. One who has mastered the contents of this book need not be hesitant about establishing or
refuting definitions. The rules for definitions it lays down are very
strict, and are never or hardly ever fully observed. Aristotle would
outshine all others by his treatment of definitions, as well as by the
rest of his discussion concerning argumentative reasoning, had he
only as clearly built up his own contentions as he has effectively
demolished those of others. But just as Aristotle has here been more
successful with his refutations than with his affirmations;97 so there
are many others who are better at establishing than at disproving.
Each of us cannot do everything,'9S although anyone who cooperates with the efficacy of grace is distinguished by his own special gift..•• Not to mention Christians,soo Naso [Ovid] composed
[charming] lyrics, Cicero was a [very] successful advocate, Pythagoras plumbed the depths of nature, Socrates laid down a norm of
ethics, Plato wrote convincingly concerning all sorts of topics, and
Aristotle attained acute discernment. 3 . ' While Marius Victorinus;o2
concludunt, define, circumscribe, complt:ment, fill out.
M ua}idior hie
quam asur/or.
- Cf. Vergil, Eel. , viii, 63.
- Cf. I Corinthians, vii, 7 .
.., /iddibul , the faithful , Christians. Christian writers.
101 argtlliQs .
.. Mtzri"1 V;clorintu: the book
commonly attributed to Bocthius (in
Migne. P.L. , LXIV, 891 H.) seems to be by Marius Victorinus. Sce Bocthius, Comm . in
Top. Cic., iii (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 1098 If.); and Isitlorc, Elym., ii. 29. an abridgment
of the foregoing.
IN
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Boethius, and Cicero;03 all of whom published books on definitions, each drew the basic principles of his doctrines from Aristotle, they widened the extension of the word "definition" to cover
fifteen kindsso• [of so called "definitions"], including forms of
description. Aristotle's30' primary concern is with substantial definitions, which should so comprise genus and substantial differences
that they are equivalent to their subject. Such definitions are
correctly posited when they are equivalent to what is defined, taken
in its broadest sense. In a substantial definition, we must not only
eliminate what is equivocal, but must also shun the indefiniteness
of things that are uncertain, since something provided to make
something else clear should itself be evident. Consequently, we
must avoid transfers [of meaning],306 and whatever is predicated
in other than its proper sense, as when it is said that "Law is the
'measure' or 'image' of things that are naturally just." 30T As Aristotle says, "Such [statements] are worse than metaphor. Metaphors
do somehow make known what they mean by the comparison
they involve. Whenever we use them, we transfer meaning according to some similarity. But statements such as the aforesaid do not
make anything known. There is no inherent resemblance to justify
calling law 'a measure' or 'an image,' nor is it customary to refer
to it as such. If one says that law is literally 'a measure' or 'an
image,' he is either deceiving or being deceived. sos An image is
something fashioned in the likeness of something else, but such is
not an inherent characteristic of law. If, on the other hand, the
statement is not made in a literal sense, it is evident that it is
obscure, and worse than any metaphorical expression." Characteristics should be selected that are readily recognizable to anyone
who is well disposed. Unless what is posited is something that is
in itself more intelligible,SoD or [at least] more intelligible to us,
.. See Ciccro, Top ., chaps. 5-7, which Boethius treats in Book III of his commentary.
IOf. Fiftcen kinds of definitions are enumerated by Victorious. according to the abovC'Quoted passages in Boethius, Comm. in Top. C;c., and Isidore, Elym.
106 huic. Aristotle or his book.
-Irans/aliona, transfers [of meaning], mctaphors.
lOt This , together with the following quotation, is from AriS[otle, Top., vi, :z, 140 a,
7 fI. (cf. Migne, PL .• LXIV, 971) .
108

.

.. no/;oribuJ, more known, bc:ttcr known, more intelligible.
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it does not help define."lo A definition should also be "equivalent
in parts," 811 that is "equivalent in members," 812 to what it defines.
If, for example, we are asked "What is speculative science?" then
neither "speculative" nor "science" should be left ambiguous. 313
Moreover, in substantial definitions;14 nothing should be stated
that would approximate a state of being the recipient of action.8IO
As Aristotle says, "Every state of being acted upon81 • detracts
proportionately from a substance. It is otherwise, however, with
differences, which seem rather to conserve their subject. It is an
absolute impossibility for anything to exist without its own specific
differentiation. 'Man' does not exist if 'a being that has the power
to walk' 31T does not exist. We may say, without qualification, that
any quality which alters a subject possessing it cannot be a difference of this subject. For all such [qualities] detract from a substance in proportion as they are increased. If anyone attributes a
difference of this kind, he is making a mistake.818 Indeed, we
undergo absolutely no alternation as a consequence of our differences." 319 Plato lays himself open to criticism when he includes
"mortal" in the definition of animal.320 Although mortality may not
become greater, or be predicated in greater measure, so far as things
of this sort do not admit of greater or lesser degree, still it is not
a difference. Perhaps it would be more correct to say that mortality
denotes a disposition321 and a capacity, or rather a necessity, to
undergo something. It is easy to persuade a Christian to accept this
proposition, since, looking forward to immortality, he does not
believe that his nature will dissolve in corruption, but rather that
his condition of living will be transformed into a better one. Our
110
Top., vi, 4. 141 a, 26 fl.
all Eqtl;colam; I<TOKwXoV; see Aristotle. Top., \'i t I t, 148 b, 33. 34. The Bocthian
translJtion has
(in Migne, P.L., L"\JV, 983).
11.3 ('qllim('mbris.
&lJI Cf. Aristotle, Top., vi, n, 149 a, 9 ft .
• 16 lubllanliaJihul ditfinitiuis, substantial dd;nitivcs, le-ems defining substances.

passionem.
m. pasn'o, state of being acted upon, statc: of receptivity of action, affection.
1..11

grusibile.

&11 p('ccQllil, litc:rally: he has sinned . that is. he has crred, is mistaken, is at fault.
nv Aristotle, Top., vi, 6, 145 a, 3 ft. (cf. Migne, P.L., LXIV. 978, and note differences).
ao Sce ibid., ,"'i, 10, 148 a, 15, 16 (cf, Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 982).
at habiltfm, a condition, circumstance, habit, disposition.
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substance will be glorified, and instead of decomposing, will be
exempted from the necessity of suffering. Even the capacity for
suffering will disappear, when, "death being swallowed up, what
is mortal puts on immortality, and what is corruptible attains incorruptibility." 322 It is not surprising that mortality is classed as a
capacity of being the recipient of action,S23 since immortality itself,
according to Aristotle, should be described as "a state of being acted
on [by an external cause]." For he says: "Immortality seems to
be a receptive and accidental condition of life. s" The truth of this
becomes apparent when one grants that man passes from a state of
being mortal to a state of being immortal. No one says that man has
taken on another life. Rather, we say that a certain 'accidental
condition; 325 or 'passive receptivity' has been generated with
regard to326 his original life."27 So then 'life' is not the genus of
immortality." 328 From the foregoing it is clear that mortal and immortal are not species or differences of living things, but rather
indicate manners of living, or the condition of a nature. There is
nothing evil in substance, as "the substance of anything especially
includes what is best about it." 32. It is, however, difficult, save for
one who possesses most extensive knowledge, to define substances
according to the rules."so What is substantial is frequently uncertain,
owing either to the difficulty involved in investigating it, or to our
ignorance of it, or to the ambiguity of words [when applied to it].
There are, furthermore, several things which, by their very nature,
lack definitions strictly so called."3l Thus principles do not have
definitions proper. With regard to things of this type that rise to
a higher plane;32 no genera can be found, since they have none.
Individual entities likewise lack definitions properly so called, since
an Scc I Corinthians, xv, 53 .

... possibililati, capacity for passivity. affcctibility.
passio uire et casus.
.

aM

.. adgt'neran',

to the same; to this same life.
Aristotle, Top., iv, 5. 126 h, 36 tt. (cf. Migne. P.L., LXIV, 951) . For casus Aristotle
has V{'Jl.7rTWJl.f1 or incident, and Bocthius accidcns or accident.
-Ibid.. vi. 12. 149 b, 37 (cf. Migne. P.L .• LXIV. 985) .
UI rcgular;ur, by rule. regularly, properly.
I." S('C
111 Cat. Al'is! ., i (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 166) .
.. sursum pagcnubm, rising to a higher level, themselves more general.
It1'

all
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they are not distinguished from one another by substantial differences_ In the latter case, descriptions serve in lieu of definitions,
and are the more plausible the more closely they resemble definitions_
Descriptions are judged much more leniently than are definitions.333
It is easier to do something than to do it well; and virtue always
involves difficulty.'·' But once a definition is firmly established, it
serves as a most efficacious instrument for proving or refuting
propositions. For the strength or weakness of a proposition IS
directly dependent on the definition of its terms.'"

CHAPTER

9.

The problem of identity and diversity, which is
treated in the seventh book; together with some
general observations concerning the Topics.

The seventh book [of the Topics] depends on definitions, and discusses problems relative to identity and diversity. This involves
considerable difficulty, for a [swirling] confluence 33 " of contrary
considerations'" provides subject matter for doubt. Things are said
to be "different" and "the same" in several different senses. Both
identity and diversity are generic, specific, and numerical. 33 • If
things differ in genus, we may at once say that they also differ in
species and number. On the other hand, if things are numerically
identical, we may forthwith declare that they are identical in other
respects." s "Especially indubitable is it that what is numerically
one and identical with something is seen to be called 'the same' by
everyone, for it is absolutely such. Even this identity, however, is
likely to be referred to in more than one sense. The primary and
Ovid. Art. Am., ii, 537.
qui in the Wc:bb cdition (150, 19) should be corrected to rcad quia. CL MSS A. B.

as. Cf.
&Ill

and C .
.,. (oncurSUJ, a conAucncc, a meeting as on a fidd of battle:.
U'/ ralionum, reasons or points of vi<."w , W3}'S of looking ;,It a questiun, mannc:rs of inter·
prctation, consider.Hion:..
"Cf. Bocthius,
Trin .. c. i (n1. Pcipl'f, p. 15) .
.. N;lml'ir. in 8"'naa and lIj>t'cics.
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literal sense occurs when the identity is designated by an alternative
name or definition, as when a 'tunic' is referred to as -a 'garment; S40 or a 'man' as a 'two-footed animal able to walk.' The
second sense occurs when the identity has reference to a property,
as when 'man' is alluded to as '[a being] capable of being educated,'
and 'fire' as 'something that rises upwards by its nature.'''' The
third sense is found when identity is attributed accidentally, as
when Socrates is spoken of as 'the one who is sitting' or 'the
learned one.' 34. Each of these [three types of] expressions is employed to designate numerical identity. Anyone may see that what
we had just said holds true, from the fact that one appellation
may be substituted for another. Thus, frequently, when we direct
someone to call a person who is seated, and only mention the latter
by name, if the one whom we have so instructed does not understand to whom we refer, we change our directions and tell him to
summon 'the man who is seated' or 'the fellow who is engaged
in disputation,' since he is likely to recognize the person more
easily from an accident. It is clear that, in so doing, we are intending to designate the same individual, independently of whether
we refer to him by name or by accident. Therefore identity (as we
have stated) may be divided into three types." MS A knowledge of
genus, property, and accident, as well as of definitions, is necessary
for both proof and refutation in questions of identity and diversity.
Nothing, however, is more useful for both of these projects than
definition, since nothing is more efficacious, or more understandable. Because of the abundance of commonplaces [from which
arguments may be drawn3 " ] that are therein contained, it is very
properly said that the sum of the Topics is found in the seven
volumes we have just discussed. They have been, as Isidore says,
entitled Topics, because they contain topos"" that is "common/Imiu.
In Namdy, rather than being pulled down to earth, as are other things.
mUlicum, the musicaL plXtical, or learned one.
a&I Aristotle, Top., i, 7. 103 a, 23-103 b, i (cf. Migne, PL., LXIV, 914, 915. and note
Id

difTcrenc('s).
&l;4/or"om tn,
&4,";

/0/,01,

characters.

pbces. commonplaces. m:o(ims. principles, sources.

th:H is, T67roVf. Note that John here, as elsewhere, substitutes Latin for Greek
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places," 840 which are "foundations·" of arguments, fountainheads
of meanings, and sources of expressions." s<s The branch of study
because it deals with these commonplaces.
itself is also called
One who carefully studies this work [of Aristotle] will discover that
from these seven volumes have come, not only the Topics of Cicero
and Boethius, but also Boethius' book of Divisions,s·· which, owing
to its succinct wording and judicious insight,··o has acquired special
favor among the latter's logical treatises. Nevertheless, I do not
believe that all topics are included in this work, as such would,
indeed, be impossible. I observe that other equally necessary topics
are, every day, even more clearly explained by mod erns who have
the benefit of the foregoing [Topics of Aristotle]. There is involved
in these [topics] the subject matter of invention.801 The latter is
defined, if imperfectly, by William of Champeaux, subsequently
Bishop of Chalons-sur-Marne, of happy memory, as the science of
finding a middle term, and of thence constructing an argument.m
When inherent agreement S• 3 is doubted, it is necessary to search for
some middle term whereby extremes may be copulated. It is hard for
me to see how any other speculation could be more subtle or efficacious for this purpose than the present one. A middle term is necessary where the force of the inferences" is involved in the terms. But
if the force of the inference lies between whole propositions, so that
it depends rather on a combination of parts than on the parts combined, then the bond 3•• of the middle term ceases. 3' 0 In such inferences as derive their proving force from terms or parts of terms,
the "topic" proceeds from the relationship807 existing between the
IOCOI,

topics, subjects, places from which arguments may be drawn, commonplaces .

•

"'Jsidorc, Elym., ii, 29. S 16.
Jibr14m Diuisionum (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 875 if.).

Ne

&'ID

unJuum, elegance, tastc, propriety,

Of

apt selection of meanings, senses,

or thought.
-.t

the discovery

Of

thinking up of proofs. Cf. Cicero, De lnv., i, 7. § 9.
ID {16o, 7]), ddlnes an "argument" as "a dialectical

·'argumenlltm. John (Alt'I., iii,

.. inh(Tt'ntia, inherent or fundamental connection or agrCt'mcnt .
....
this word, whence comes our modern English and French "in£erence." is
employed by Abdard in his Topics (Otwr. In/d., pp.
328).
a;;r;
bond, connection.

-Cf. Abclard, Top. (Ouvr. InU., p. 407).
IM
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term that is eliminated in the conclusion"· and the term that replaces it, as consequents are established by their antecedents. But
that term which is unmodified in both instances, neither experiences
the force of proving, nor participates in the certitude established by
the proof. And just as from their meanings terms come to be called
"universal" or "particular," so also conformity or disagreement of
meanings causes one term to follow from or be incompatible with
another. Unless the things that terms signify agree or disagree with
one another, there is no reason for looking for friendship or hostility between the terms. It is not always easy in particular cases to
determine the [precise] strength of the connection between things,
or the [exact] amount of their mutual repugnance. For the same
reason, it is occasionally very difficult to judge what is absolutely
necessary or what very probable...• However, what is generally so
is probable; what is never otherwise is very probable; and what we
believe must be SO·80 is termed "necessary." The [final] determination as to what is necessary and what probable lies concealed in
nature's bosom, and nature alone [really] knows her own forces. For
a long time, men thought that it was impossible to cut diamonds,
since the latter were unaffected by the sharpness of either iron or
steel. But when, at length, the diamond was finally cut by means of
lead with goat's blood, it was seen that what had formerly been considered impossible was really quite easy.381 Accordingly, the wonted
chain of events·· 2 should be carefully observed, and the contents of
nature's bosom should be, so to speak, thoroughly examined;"' so
that what is necessary and what probable may become clear. There is
nothing that helps more [than does this scrutiny of nature] to provide
a knowledge of topics, to beget fuller understanding of the truth,
.. id quod d(mituT conclusion;, the minor term of the preceding syllogism. which is the
middle term of the subsequent syllogism, and is not expressed in its conclusion .
... magis probabilr, more probable, very prohable .
., Literally: cannot be otherwise .
• , Cf. Pliny, Hisl. Nat., xxxvii, SS 59. 60; cf. xx, S 2; Augustine,
C.D., xxi, 4;
hido!e, Elym ., xvi, 13. S 2. However, neither Pliny, Augustine, nor lsidore makes any
reference to lead in this connection.
- solitus ,"urn (''''IllS. This savors of Augm.tine, who everywhere tcaches th:u miracles
are not contrary to n:lture, but rathcr arc simply outsidc of naturc's customary and
u!lual
CL Conlrd Fawl .• xX\'i, 3 (in Mignc, P.L.. XLIII. 481). where
sal's: "We also call nature's familiar and cuswm:uy course 'nature:"
.. t'xctltit'nJul, explored, ransacked, shaken out.
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to teach and to persuade, and to develop a happy faculty of dealing
with every kind of subject.s.,

CHAPTER

10.
[of

utility of
Topics].

book

It is a well-known fact that all experts make read y their instruments before they attempt to accomplish anything by means of their
art, lest their particular competence be nullified by the lack of suitable implementation. In military matters,''' a commanding officer
must first see that his army is properly supplied with arms and
other military equipment. The architect-builder with his tools first
determines and obtains the materials he will use in his construction. The mariner makes ready his rudder, ropes, oars, anchors, and
other nautical equipment, whereby he may expedite his voyage,
and may the better make his way over the water. BOO In like manner,
the contriver of the science of reasoning,"·7 the drill-master s•8 of
those who profess to be logicians, has in the foregoing books, as it
were, provided the means of disputation, and stacked in the arena
arms for the use of his students. This he has done by explaining
the meanings of uncombined words and clarifying the nature of
propositions and topics. His next step is to show his disciples how
they may use these instruments, and somehow to teach them the
art of engaging in [argumentative] combat. As if to set the members of the contestants in motion, he shows them how to propose
and answer questions,"·· as well as how to prove and evade. By his
precepts, he gives form to the faculty37. for the sake of which the
IN

omnium diunJorum.
re militari. in military affairs, military science or tactics, or warfare.

- Literally: that he may the more expediently obtain the object of his art .
., N:lme1 y, Aristotle .
.. campidoc/or, drill-master or field -instructor : Vcgc:tius frequentl y uses this term in

his De Re mi/ilari.
- proponendi el respondent/i.
That is, the faculty of argumentative reasoning.

r.o
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contents of the foregoing books have been taught. To extend our
previous analogy, just as the Categories are "alphabetical," the On
Interpretation "syllabic," and the aforesaid [seven] books of the
Topics "verbal," so the eighth book of the Topics "constructs371
reasoning," whose component parts or topics have been explained
in the foregoing books. This [eighth] book alone discusses the
[practical] rules which constitute the art. If what it teaches is both
borne in mind and correctly observed, it contributes more to the
science of argumentative reasoning than practically all the works
on dialectic that our modern predecessors'12 were accustomed to
teach'73 in the schools.3H Without this book, one depends on
chance, rather than on art, in disputation. m On the other hand,
this book cannot attain its full efficacy unless one also understands
the preceding ones, which, although they contain but few rules,
nevertheless teach numerous very useful facts concerning both
things and words. Since dialectic is carried on between two persons,"· this book teaches the matched contestants· 77 whom it trains
and provides with reasons and topics, to handle their [proper]
weapons and engage in verbal,378 rather than physical conflict. It
instills into its disciples such astute skill that one may clearly
that it is the principal source of the rules of all eloquence, for which
it serves as a sort of primary fountainhead. It is undoubtedly true,
as CiceroS79 and Quintilian 3so acknowledge, that this work has not
merely been helpful to rhetoricians, but has also, for both them
and writers on the arts,3Sl even served as the initial starting point
m construclor;uJ,' lexicons do not give construc/or;u!, whose meaning, however, is c:vident.

palru noslri, literally: "our modern [or recent1 fathers,"

a7'I

.
.,., That is, before Aristotle's Topics was, as John says (Mn., iii, sL " ... in our
own time . . . as it were resurrected from death or sleep . . ."
Although John did not have access to Plato's Gorgias, either in the original or in
translation, this may be a reflection of the same (line 448). What John means here is
th.1t anyone disputing without Aristotle's Topics proceeds only by chance, rather than
by the rules of the logical art.
m ad aIttrum ut, is directed or addressed to another, or to an interlocutor.
m paru.
31& urmorus . . .
to duel with words. to wea\'e words.
r,t Cicero, Drat., 32. SS 113 ff.j cf.
Fin., ii, 6, S 17.
IfQQuintilian. I,ul. Dr., xii, 2; §§ 12, 13.
In ICTiplorn arlium; cf. Quintilian, Insl. Or., iii, I, S I.
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for the study of rhetoric, which subsequently expanded and acquired its own particular rules. Dialectic consists entirely in a discussion carried on between a questioner and an answerer;S2 to
whom it is limited, since each is the other's judge. Either of these
[disputants] may attain his object by not omitting anything that is
relevant,3S3 and by adhering to his proposition in such a way that
he maintains both himself and his statements invulnerable. Occasion
for adverse criticism is not always the same: often it is a consequence of what is proposed and often the fault of the one who has
proposed it.3s• As Aristotle observes, "it does not lie in the power of
one person, by himself, to bring a joint enterprise to a satisfactory
conclusion.. .. " 385 "In a dispute, both he who questions 3S6 in a contentious fashion, and he who, in answering, refuses to grant what is
evident, and declines to meet the real issue the questioner raises,"s7
are at fault. At the same time, it is clear that we should not necessarily criticize the argument and the one who advances it in the
same way. There is no reason why a questioner cannot be disputing
very well against an answerer, even though his [the questioner's]
speech is poor. Against those who are ill-tempered,3ss it may not
be possible immediately to construct the kind of syllogisms that
we might desire, and in this case we must be content with what
is practicable under the circumstances. 3S• "One who impedes a
work that has been undertaken together is certainly a poor partner." •• 0 I cannot say [precisely] how adverse criticism of one's
opponent is to be expressed or avoided, since I am not sure whether
Aristotle would say that we should lay greater stress on utility or
on subtlety and strictness. "It is the object of a good questioner to
get the answerer both to make very unlikely statements, and to
lID

inur

conlingrnlibtu.
"See Aristotle. Top., viii,
LXIV, 1 0 0l-1003) .
..

OPUI,

11,
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16 1 a, 16. Cf.
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translation (in Migne, P.L.,

coiipcfativc: project : Aristotle, Top., vii ,

11,

161 at

19 If.
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;nlarogal. questions, presents an argument.

811';'

Lilt'r<1Il\": wishes to ask, intends to ask .

awl discola;, aV(TKOXa{"OJl'TQS in Aristotlc, the bad-tempered or pervecS(', those who 105('
their temper .
.. Aristotle, Top. , viii, 1 I, 16J b, 2 ff.
Il1O Ibid., viii, 11, I6J a, 37.
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say more than his thesis'" really requires. On the other hand, it is
the answerer's business to make it seem that not he [himself], but
his thesis is responsible for whatever seems impossible or contrary
to commonly accepted opinions. 30. One may perhaps distinguish
between the fault of proposing something that is unfitting, and that
of failing adequatel y3D3 to maintain what has been proposed." 3 ••
But an opponent, although he occasionally directs his efforts "to
establishing a universal by induction, or giving greater weight to
his argument, or clarifying what he says," deems that always the
most effective stratagem is "to conceal the conclusion," so that,
when he finishes his speech, one may ask: "What is the point?" 3 ••
Whence, in The Marriage of Mercury and Philology, Dialectic3 "
carries both a serpent and rules, so that [either] the uncautious and
unlearned may be bitten by the wily and secretive serpent, which
creeps up on and surprises its victims, or the malicious'" may be
instructed or corrected by the rules of reasoning.'" Caution 3o • [in
dialectic] consists in accomplishing one's object in an orderly, expeditious manner, whether one is dividing, defining, or drawing
inferences. This caution ordinarily proceeds from a previous knowledge of topics and argumentation, and other forms of speech
whereby divisions and definitions may be explained. While the
topics for arguments, divisions, and definitions are frequently the
same, the art flourishes most in argumentation. This art is also most
cogent in syllogisms, whether it is complete in its entirety in the
latter, or hastens on to the conclusion by suppressing the middle
proposition in the fashion of an enthymeme.'oo Therefore this art is

"I
-

apart from, beside, not in conformity with the [gcncr:tlly accepted]

orinion .

.. ucundttm modum,

1(1'Ta. TpQ7f'OJi in Aristotle .
.. Aristotle, Top., viii, 4. 159 a, 18-24 (cf. Migne, P.L., LXIV, 999).
--Ibid., viii, I, 155 b, :12ff.; 156 b. 14, 15 .
... Via/a/ica, dialectic or dialectics. personified.
WI improbi, the malicious or perhaps the erring .
.. Scc Martianus Capdla,
Nupr., i..·. § 328.
- cau/do, caution, care, diligence, prudence, 3!itutcness.
tOO
the cnthymcmc is here understood. not according to Aristotle, but
according to Bocthius, Comm. in Top. C;c., i (in Migne, P.L., LXIV, 1050): "An
enthymeme is an imperfcct syllogism, some of whose parts ha,,'c been omitted, cither for
the sake of
or because they are well known."
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most effective in disputation!O' Induction, on the contrary, is more
gentle:02 Which is the case, regardless of whether it advances
deliberately from several instances to a universal or particular
[proposition], or leaps across by inference from one thing, introduced by way of example: 03 to another. This method is more
suitable for orators, although from time to time the dialectician
[also] employs it for ornamentation or explanation. For it serves
more to persuade than to convince. Socrates generally used this
kind of argumentation, as Marcus Tullius testifies in his treatise on
Rhetoric:o, When examples are adduced to prove something,
whether there are several such [examples], or only one, "they
should be relevant, and drawn from things with which we are
well acquainted. They should be the sort [of examples] that Homer
uses, and not the kind that Choerillus gives." 40. If examples are
taken from the [classical] authors, a Greek should quote Homer, a
Latin, Vergil and Lucan. Familiar examples have greater cogency,
whereas strange ones lend no conviction concerning what is
doubtful. Unsophisticated .06 and straightforward ways of putting
things, oT are very useful, both to help conceal what is proposed,
and to assist either of the contestants' os in his efforts to attain his
objective. For they so disguise one's art that one is thought either to
be without it, or to have decided not to use it. Showing off one's
art always excites suspicion. On the other hand, those who approach
in an unassuming manner are more readily received. First, and
above all else, both of the disputants must correctly understand the
issue under discussion. If the proposition in question is not [entirely] clear, it is very difficult to carry on an argument. For then
tOl

Top., i.

Cf.

12, 105 3, 18

fT.

more gentle, mild, or indulgent.
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W3 Sl'e Ari!>totic, An. Prior., ii, 24.

Ciccro.
.os Aristotle,

.• i, 31, § 53 .
Top., viii , I, 157 a, 14 if. (cf. Mignc, P.L.. LXIV, 996) . Concerning

Ciloc:rillus. sce Huraee, A.P., 357 .
idiuliJrJltls . :1 vulgar, co mmon , or popular way of speaking, such as onc would not
CXPl'C[ of a karncd man; cf. Scncca, Controll ., vii, prad., § 5 .
.ut orlollismus, apparentl)' a manner of speaking such as is used by a man who is free
from deceit; straightforwardness. Whence Jo hn has obtained the word is uncertain.
'011 gignatiiorllm , the
that
the:
In Po/iCTalirns, i, 8, John uses
this term to refer to those who exercise in the gymnasiums proper . Here he emplo)'s it
mcuphoricJ.lI}', with rderence to those who train in the schools. Cf. also Mc'l" iii. 3.
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we are likely to descend to quibbling over words, or, as is often
the case, to lack any real disputation. Argumentative reasoning is
impossible if the minds of the disputants do not meet and agree
upon some particular proposition.'"" If two persons are to come
together, they must travel on the same road. Either there should
be only one question, or [if there is more than one (question), then 1
the various questions involved should be properly distinguished.
This is why Aristotle says: "Since it is permissible for an answerer
who does not understand a question to say 'I do not understand,'
and he is under no compulsion either to grant or to deny what has
been said in several senses, it is evident that, if what is said is not
clear, we should not hesitate to declare at the outset that we do not
understand it. Often some difficulty later ensues from the fact that
assent was [originally 1 given to a question that was not clearly
stated. If, despite the fact that a question has several senses, it is
understood, and is consistently true or false in all these senses, it
should be granted or denied universally and without qualification.<IO
But if the [proposition in 1 question is false in one sense although
true in another, we should point out that it has several senses, and
that it is in one way false, but in another true. If this distinction were
to be held back till later, uncertainty might well arise whether the
question was considered ambiguous in the beginning. If, however,
without foreseeing the doubt, we earlier assented to a question,
having in mind an alternative sense of the words, we should say to
him who has subsequently taken the words in a different sense: 'I
admitted the question having in mind, not this, but its other meaning.' For when a word m or statement"" has several different senses,
doubt very easily arises. If, however, the question is plain and
simple, one should reply either 'Yes' or 'No.''' 413 For, as Agellius'"
says, one who in such cases answers more or less than what he has
been asked, either does not understand or violates the proper procearticlIlo, article, proposition, point.
UI

simrliciur
lIomin( a name or word.

,11

urIJ/jon(, a speech, expression, sentence, or statement.

.10

I

m Ariswtle, Top., ,,·iii. 7. 160 a, 18 ft. (cf. Migne. P.L., LXIV,
'" Th:.lt is, Gdlius.
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dure in disputation. m One who impedes his colleague by excessive
verbosity, or by distortion in his response, not only is a poor partner,
but also is clearly perverse. m Especially is this so, if, without having a negative instance,m one contradicts a universal after having
admitted the particular instances that support it. "To bring an
argument to a halt without a negative instance, real or apparent, is
a mark of perversity. If therefore, one, despite the fact that he
cannot allege such [a negative instance], refuses to grant the universality of something that is manifest in many instances, he shows a
perverse disposition, unless perhaps he has a contrary argument to
disprove the validity of the inference." 418 There can be no doubt
that "If a conclusion is false, it evidently does not follow from true
premises." Falsehood is never the offspring of truth, whose chaste
womb neither conceives nor harbors error. 419 "Nevertheless, it is
not enough to bring up an argument to the contrary. Frequently
propositions which differ from the [commonly accepted, authoritative] opinions are not easily dispensed with, since there are conflicting arguments on both sides!'o Zeno'" maintained that 'movement
and traversing the stadium do not take place;" m but Empedocles,423 on the contrary, asserted that "everything is in motion." 4'4 The opinion of a few, especially if it lacks the solid support
of very good reasons, does not detract from an equally firm and
more general opinion. "Consequently one is guilty of perversity if,
in such cases, he [refuses to grant a proposition, but] neither cites a
negative instance nor advances counterarguments. For, in disputation, to answer in other ways than those that have been enumerated,
and thereby to wreck a syllogism, is perversity." 4•• This is true of
Gellius. xvi. 2, § J.
bold. impudent. shameless, ill·tempered , wanton, or perverse.
411' A negative instance or argument.
flIJ Aristotle. Top., viii, ID, 160 h, 2 ff. (cf. Mignc:, P.L., LXIV. 1001-1002) .
ue Ibid., viii, I I, t6l.,.a, 8 Ho; idem, An. Prior, ii. 2, 53 hi 1J if.
&ID Aristotle, Top .. viii, ID, 160 h, 6 if.
&11 Zcno; sc:e ihid .. viii, 8, 160 h, 8.
6n Ibid., viii, ID, 160 b. 6 ft.
UI Empcdoclcs, rather Heraclilus; see ibid., i, ID, 104 b, 21, ll. Shortly afterwards
Aristotle refers to the opinion of Empedocles concerning the four demcnts (105 b, 16).
u. omnia mouer;; sce ibid., viii, 9. 160 h, 19.
UIS Sec ibid .. viii, 10, 160 b, )0 ff.
U5
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the answerer. The questioner, on his part, is perverse,"· if, after
what was granted has been made dear, he takes unfair advantage
of the words, twists them around to the contrary, and refusing to
accept their intended meaning, seizes upon syllables,m so that he
disputes like a madman over a word. The more obstinately one
insists, the more reprehensible is his perversity. Each of the disputants may, however, impede what the other proposes without becoming guilty of perversity, provided that he observes propriety, and
does not overstep the [rightful] bounds of his function'" in proof
and rebuttal. One may speed up another who is naturally or habitually
sluggish. On the contrary, one may slow down, with the measured
pace of gravity;'· one who is overhasty owing to his natural disposition or assiduous practice. One may also hide what he proposes,
in order to mislead the other by his art. Or, for purposes of prudent
evasion, one may unveil something that has been concealed. There
are, indeed, several such alternatives. But if it seems that something
false follows from what is true, we may rest assured that either
the reasoning is sophistical, or is some other variety of fallacious,
unreliable argumentation, which does not deserve our assent, even
though we may not be able to put our finger directly on the fallacy:'o This is more useful in contentious argumentation4S1 than in
demonstration or dialectical exercises. "A sophism is a contentious
syllogism," "a philosopheme432 is a demonstrative syllogism"; "an
argument is a dialectical syllogism"; "an aporeme433 is a dialectical
syllogism that reasons to a contradiction." 4.4 A knowledge of all
these [kinds of] syllogisms is necessary, and they are employed with
great utility in every branch of study"" Accordingly, one should
become well versed in disputation. First principles should be
,. prouru;a is here understood. Literally: the same [pervc:rsit}'] would exist in the
quc:stioncr.
G1 allCllpans si//aba.s; see Jc:rome. Ep., lvii, 6 (in Migne, P.L .. XXII, 572).
428 officii sui par-fibuI.
Ut grauiratis mora .
•., Sce Aristotle, Top., viii, I I, .62 a, 8 ff.
Ut lit;giis, contests, disputes, litigations .
.at philosofima.
UI

aporisma. that is, 41f0P"lp-a.

Aristotle. Top., viii, 11, .62 a, 15 tT.
'l6/acu/lalibul.
4S.
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reviewed in one's mind. Things that are necessary and probable
should be distinguished from their opposites, and also from each
other. The meanings of words should be carefully determined, since
a person who has this knowledge can see that a single statement
may readily imply several propositions, whereas, on the other
hand, several statements may be reduced to a single proposition.
Extreme care should be observed in establishing or eliminating
universals, for it is quite evident that these constitute both the
greatest secrets of success and the chief obstacles to progress. "It is
impossible to reason without a universal." 4.6 Although brevity is
the prime virtue in all speech,437 its efficacy and worth shine most
brilliantly and are most welcome in arguments addressed to a fellow
disputant. (38 Excessive verbosity is the greatest wastrel of all. If a
question cannot be [directly] speeded up, it should at least be
purged of the delay occasioned by new [and extraneous] considerations, even though these may not seem beside the point. As Aristotle
says, "Anyone who keeps on asking the same question for a long
time is a poor questioner. If the answerer is replying to the questions, it becomes evident either that the questioner is asking several
questions, or that he is repeating the same one over and over. In such
a case, the questioner is either babbling,"· or lacks a syllogism, since
every syllogism is composed of a few elements. If, on the other
hand, the one interrogated is not replying to the question, it is
evident that the questioner [is also at fault, because he] is neither
taking him to task nor breaking off the discussion. HO It [sometimes] happens, however, that questions are multiplied in order to
afford opportunities for reproof, and to supply abundant and
ready handles'" for just criticism. This is generally to be approved,
although sometimes when one keeps retracing his steps and going
round in circles,442 and is continually in motion without making
non ut sine
sil/ogizQTt' ; see Aristotle, Top. , viii, %4. 164 a, 10, 11.
As in the speech of ThucydiJcs, according to Seneca the: rhetorician, Contfoll., ix,

U' . . .
at

I,

\ IJ·
.."" Literally: addressed to another.
UlI ;UUtnalllf. d&oXiCTXt'(
(in Aristotle), which the: tran slation used by John seems to
have: taken as derived fr om adO/Clans.
160 Aristotle. Top., viii, 2, 158 a, 25 ff.
Ut ansas, handles. Cf. Ciccro. De Am;c., 16, § 59.
641 auras t'asdt'm cirC'inat; scc: Ovid. Mdam., ii, 721.
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any forward progress,f43 this indicates a deficiency. Thus the question proposed may be indefinite, or the way for proceeding with it
may be blocked. Hescelin, the artisan, according to Master William,
used to do as those who have no definite objective in disputation,
and practiced his craft in the same fashion as they carry on dialectic ... • He would not count on his art, but would trust in chance
to determine the outcome of his work. If, as he turned a heated
mass [of metal] on the anvil, and shaped it with his hammer, he
was asked what he was making, he would answer, not something
definite, but a list of several things disjunctively, as: a knife,''' a
sickle, a ploughshare, or whatever else might happen to result from
his forging of the material. The nature of the issue of his labors
would be determined by mere possibility rather than by his own
will. Nothing, however, is less becoming a craftsman than to let
the whims of [blind] chance replace the [enlightened] decision of
reason as his guide. We should search everywhere to find abundant
reasons whereby we may [convincingly] establish or overthrow
a thesis, and thus we will become masters of proof and refutation.
If an opponent is not available, let everyone consider in his own
mind what, how many, and how strong are the arguments for or
against a particular thesis. In this way, everyone will easily be able
to establish the affirmative or negative side of a proposition. And
whether there be need of contending,"6 or persuading, or philosophizing, one will have strong arguments pro and con, and will
either win out over his opponent, or will come off the field with
glory, or, even if defeated, will emerge without dishonor and
ignominy. In the ancient Roman military system, men were trained
to become soldiers by being habituated to make-believe warfare
from their earliest youth. Boys at play were familiarized with the
Cf. Tcrence, Eun., v, 3, 5.
"" Huulinul. Hcscdin. Webb surmises that this is Asalinus, which name, as CaI/ia
Chn'stiana. XI, 652, testifies. existed in the: thirteenth century in the diocese of Evreux.
wherein Conches was situated. As J. A. Gilcs notes in his edition of John's works • .a
manuscript codex of the fourteenth c('ntury, preS('cvcd in the public library of the University
of Cambridge (11, il, 31), has after
("the artific(.'r"), Cone/us ("of Conches"). It is
likely that the "master Wil1iam" here is the grammarian, William of Conches, referred to
in Mt'/. , i. 24. and ii. 9U.1 clIl/mm, a knife or the coulter of a plow .
•• 8 agonizandttm,
ci"'rw"lrt:O'OUt, a')'w", competing, contending; Aristotle, Top., viii,s.
159 a, 27, 30, 33.
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skills whereby they would later successfuIly triumph, when the
commonwealth was in need of their [military] prowess. m Each
was trained in the use of weapons, and learned ahead of time, at
home,448 when to attack or retreat from a horseman or a foot
soldier, as weIl aS'when to strike with the edge or thrust with the
point of his sword. In the same way the logician must become
a skiIled master44e of the instruments of his art, so that he is
familiar with its principles, is amply provided with likely proofs/·o
and is n:ady with all the methods of deductive and inductive reasoning. m He should also carefuIly estimate the strength of his
opponent, since the issue frequently depends on an accurate appraisal of this. "It does not lie within the power of one person alone
to bring to a successful conclusion, by himself, a joint enterprise,
which requires the cooperation of another."'" One who is proceeding according to the art [of logic] is very often impeded by the
slowness of his hearer, or the difficulty of the subject matter, as weIl
as by a lack of skill on the part of his questioner or the one who is
doing the explaining. "It is no smaIl part of prudence," as observes
PaIladius, "to take into account the kind of person with whom we
are dealing." •• 8 In law, it is a principle that: "No one should be
ignorant of the status'·' of one with whom he makes a contract." •••
We should deal with a learned man in one way, but with an iIliterate
person in another. The former is to be convinced by syIlogisms;'6
whereas the latter's assent must be won by inductive reasoning""
For progress, two things are necessary: studious practice and a
supporting vein of good natural talent,··8 A good inteIlect readily
assents to what is true, and rejects what is false. Such mental
"011 Sce Vcgctius,
Rc> Md .. i, 4. I I, 12.
ut dam; pudisccbalur; cf. Cicero,
Oral., i, 32. S 147.
u, apc>dilam
/acu/folrnJ, to have :1 ready faculty, be a skilled mastcr or expert.
'-"0 prohabihbtll, probable or likely proofs or arguments .
• T.l sillogizandi ('I induundi, of reasoning by syllogisms and of building up inferences,

that is, of deduction and induction.
66!J Aristotle, Top .. viii, I It 16. a, 19 if.
668 Palladius, Agr/c., i, I, at the bf:ginning.
4$4 condition;s, status, condition.
Corl'm furlS Civilis, Dig., I, 17. § 19 .
...... That is, by tlcductivc reasoning.
See Aristotle:, Top., viii, J.t, 164 a, 12, 13 .
..... Cf. Quintilian, Insl. Dr., vi, 2, i 3.
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capacity is originally a gift of nature, and is fostered by our inborn
reason. It rapidly waxes in strength as a combined result of affection
for what is good and exercise. "Practice makes perfect," and begets
a skill in proving and investigating the truth. But it does the latter
even more readily and expeditiously when it is founded on the
essential principles"· of the art [of logic] and its rules. Although
one may sometimes profitably exercise [his reason] alone, just as
he does with a partner,'BO still [mutual] discussion'S! is evidently
more profitable than [solitary] meditation.'sz "Iron is sharpened by
iron," 'B3 and one's mind is more cogently and effectively stimulated
by the sound of the words of another, particularly if the other
person is wise or modest. At the same time, the fool's mouth,
"babbling nonsense," and the wanton one, heedless of modesty,'·'
are more likely to pervert, than to instruct the natural talents of
the young, who are much inclined to become like others by imitation. Foolish or wanton speech serves neither to fit the young for
life, nor to equip them with scientific knowledge. On the contrary,
it infatuates the mind and poisons the tongue. Despite the fact
that nothing helps us more than to talk things over with others,
we should not indiscriminately argue and practice with everyone.
"It is inevitable," as Aristotle observes, "that against some [persons]
our speech will surely degenerate.'·' When our opponent tries by
every means [fair and foul] to seem to escape unbeaten, it is likewise permissible for us to attempt to construct a syllogism in any
way we can. But this is not in good taste, for it is both unbecoming
and inappropriate immediately to contest anyone and everyone. An
irksome discussion'·B will necessarily result, as those who [thus]
practice together cannot refrain from engaging in contentious disputation." 'B7 We should not dispute everywhere, and always, and
compf'lIdio, a short cut, compendium, summary. the essential principles.
a/UrtlnJ.
481

collatio, conference. colloquy, talking together. mutual discussion .
by onc's sdf (alone), feAcetion.
Proverbs, xxvii, 17 .

.. m('dilalionf', thinking
te.3

•'" Proverbs. xv, 2 .
• protlQS (la; orationf'J, speeches or arguments arc certain to become b;aJ or degenerate.
4M

laboriosllm U'rmonrm.

"1 Aristollc, Top., vii. 14. 164 b, 9.
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on all sorts of topics. Many subjects do not admit of disputation.
Some transcend human reasoning, and are consecrated entirely to
faith. Some, on the other hand, appear unworthy of the attention of
the questioner and answerer, and serve only to demonstrate that
those disputing about them have either lost their minds, or never
did have any sense. We gain nothing by knowing the answers to
this latter type of questions; and, conversely, we lose nothing by
being ignorant of them. If we devote our energies to them, we are
building, not so much an approach to philosophy, as a departure
therefrom; we are displaying, not intellectual progress, but mental
deterioration. Blessed Ambrose summarized this very well when he
said: "I am willing to admit my ignorance of what I do not know,
and of what, furthermore, there is no point in knowing." •• 8 The
investigation of probabilities, which [probabilities, after all] comprise most [of our] human knowledge, flows, in a way, from the
Topics as its fountainhead. Accounting for the mutual connection
of things and words, the Topics provide us with an abundance of
reasons. Hence one who has been adequately trained in them will
come to see the truth of the Pythagorean dictum that "One can
argue with probability on either side of any given subject." '.0 To
grasp the truth as it actually is, belongs to divine and angelic perfection, to which one approaches more closely in proportion as he
more earnestly seeks, ardently loves, accurately investigates, and
happily contemplates reality.470 In answer to the provocations of
my challenger, I have here given a brief, selective summary [of the
Topics], not with a view to furnishing a full account of the utility
and contents of the books I have discussed (something beyond my
power, and foreign to my purpose), but rather to prove and establish the real value of those parts [of the Topics] which my opponent has indicted and condemned as useless. m I intend to continue this same policy in what I have yet to say. Thus I propose to
.. Ambrosc.
vi, 2, § 7 (in Mignc, P.L.. XIV, 244) .
.. Seneca, Ep., 88, § 43. John had ob\'iously read or understood what Scncca wrote of
as
to Pythagoras.
, CL Ut'/. , Ill, 3.
m er. MCI. , iv, 24 . and i, note 64 on- Thcodoeic of Chrtrtn:s.
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parry and counter the thrusts of my opponent, rather than to
compose commentaries on the arts, which all are teaching or
learning. And I [sincerely 1 invite anyone who is dissatisfied with
the present treatment of the subject;72 to present a better one.
END OF BOOK THREE
,.,. iSla,

these things.

:Soon Foqn
[PROLOGUE]
I am constrained [in the present treatise] to return to subject matter with which I have lost contact,' and which should [by rights]
have been a [mere] prelude to more serious studies." My advancing
years, the dignity of my order,s and the nature of my position: to
omit mentioning, for the present, the pressure of impending cases
and the burdens of administrative responsibilities," have made
it necessary that I devote my time to other concerns. But since the
presumptuous impudence of my opponentS has refused to give
quarter [subside], and as you: whose wishes deserve compliance,
have so requested, I quickly and succinctly summarize my opinion
on the matter,S as far as time allows. "To revive golden yesterdays
and return to happier years," would, as Seneca muses, be "most
pleasant," 8 if only one were not oppressed by a bitter sadness,
owing partly to the realization that the good old days have gone,
and partly to other disturbing thoughts. Since you have deigned to
investigate the dispute between myself and Cornificius, I descend,
though unwilling, and in a way [forcibly] dragged thither, into
1;nUrm;uDm , left off, dropped, interrupted.
• Or occup3tio ns: evidentl y on the part of Cornificius and his followers.
• grtulus ordinis, grade or dignity of order, rank in orders, or ecclesiastical state o f life.
Jo hn may here be referring to his rank in holy orders: to his priesthood. or simply to
his membership in the clergy.
• conditionis forma. John may here refer to his position as secretary to Archbi shop
Thcobald. or to his general circumstances : financial or otherwise.
• Evidently reference is here made to John's responsibilities as secretary to the Arch bishop of Canterbury, which were particularly weighty at this time, owing to TheobaJd 's
illness; cf. Mtt., iv, 42.
• tmu/i. "Cornificius."
T Namely, Thomas Becket, the royal chancellor.
• opinionis mtt Itnltnlillm, literally, the judgment of my opinion.
• Sc:neca, Controll. , i. prad., S 1. Sencca has IluJitl, studies, where John has ttmpora.
times or
20 3
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this arena of combat. But enough of such musings: let us proceed
with our discussion.

CHAPTER

1.

T book
ing.

0/

Analytics 'O

The drillmaster12 of the Peripatetic discipline,13 which is the
branch of learning most concerned with inquiry into the truth, was
dissatisfied with the inadequate general condition of his enterprise.
Prompted by this deficiency, as well as by the confidence that
every art sings the praises of its author, he organized the whole
into a science. After he had procured the instruments of invention
and mastered their use, he set himself, as it were, to the forge,"
and worked away at hammering out a crucible to serve in his
scientific analysis of reasoning. The product was the book of the
Analytic!. The latter chiefly concerns judgment, although it is
also helpful in invention. For the principles of all branches of
learning are interwoven, and each requires the aid of the others in
order to attain its own perfection. Few if any disciplines can
achieve their full development without help from the outside. If you
would fully understand my view, bear briefly with what I have to
say concerning this work.
Aristotle's Prior Ana/ylies.
01 . . . rxaminatoriul, examines. tests, analyzcs, is a crucible: for.
11 Campidoclor, namely, Aristotle; cf. Ml't., iii, 10.
13 That is, logic.
u (onjla/orio, place for heating and forging metals, forge; cf. Proverbs, xx\'ii.

10
11

21.
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The universal utility of this science [of the
Analytics], and the etymology of its title.

The science of the Analytics is so useful that anyone who would
profess to be a logician without it, is ridiculous. The meaning of
its title becomes clear when we consider that the Greek word Analeticen 15 means "Resolvent." 16 And its name becomes still more
intelligible when we translate Analyticen as "equivalent expression." 11 For ana may be translated as "equal," and lexim as
"speech." Thus, oftentimes, when the meaning of an expression is
not evident, and we would like to have it resolved equivalently
into something that is easier to understand, we request that it be
"analyzed." When my [Greek] interpreter would hear a term
with which he was not familiar, especially if it was a compound
word, he would say to me: "Analyze this," 18 signifying that he
would like to have it explained in equivalent terms. Such analysis
into component parts is a very great aid to our intellect in the
acquisition of [scientific] knowledge. Although what it teaches is
necessary, the book [of the Analytics] is not itself equally necessary.
For everything the work contains is elsewhere explained in an
easier and more satisfactory manner, though certainly nowhere
with more precise accuracy or more forceful cogency, since, even
from the unwilling, this book extorts assent. The work conducts a
vigorous offensive, and, like Caesar, allows no alternative save
that of surrender;'· nor does it put any value on merely winning
friendly favor. Such a plan of procedure is well suited to the function of judgment, since affection for a friend, or aversion to an
11 Ana/Nian. a Latin translation of the Greek.
Ruoluloriam, analytical, resolving, or breaking down a thing into its components or
constituent parts. Cf. Boethius, Comm . 1 in Arist.
Inurpr., H. 10; Il, iv, 10 (cd.

Me;"". pp. '35. 293).
11

1.
I. Cf.

hoc.
Lucan. PharJ., ii. 439 If.
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enemy, is likely to pervert the [impartial] integrity of a judge.
But the book is so confusing because of its intricately involved
examples, and its transference of letters, which are used in the
interests of meticulous exactness and brevity, as well as to prevent
its examples being anywhere subjected to refutation, that it teaches
with great difficulty what could otherwise be very easily explained.
In fact, often, owing to its overweaning concern with the avoidance
of falsehood, it becomes, as a result, neither true nor false, or perhaps [one would even say that it] deceives, if petulance' o would
lead [one] to calumny.'1

CHAPTER

3.

book's utility dou not
sion of

provi-

Although its rules are not only useful, but even an indispensable
prerequisite for [the] science [it teaches], this book is practically
worthless for providing rhetorical expression."" The latter may be
explained as "a clothing with words," and
in the ability to
express oneself easily and adequately in a given language. The
scientific knowledge [contained in this book] should be fixed in
our mind, and we should even often excerpt [for memorization
and use] its very wording. For it should be the precaution of one
who philosophizes, first to take care to understand the meaning of
what is taught, and then to select for retention terms susceptible of
wider application and more frequent use. What remains after this
may be compared to foliage without fruit, and consequently it may
be either left on the tree or trampled under foot. Those who follow
Aristotle [down to the last iota] in a confusing babel of names
10 prot(Tuia. that is, alJl7l(o}..Ig"
perversity, ill -tem per ; cf. Md. , passim, and Aristotle,
Top., viii. B, 160 h, 3 fI.

St calumnian facial , makes or leads to calu mn y or slander.
It /rolim, concerning phrasjm , scc Quintilian, l nsl . Dr., viii, I : "What the Greeks call
'4>paO'u ' wc in Latin call 'c/oculio' ( style1 ." St yle is revealed in individual words and
combinations of words. I have translated it "rhetorical expression."
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and verbs and subtle intricacies," blunt the mental faculties of
others in their effort to show off their own intellectual capacity,
and, to me, seem to have chosen the worse part. It is my belief that
our own English Adam, especially, fell into this vice, in the book
which he entitled The Art of Reasoning." Would that he had expressed well the good things that he has said! Although his friends
and followers attribute his obscurity to subtlety, many [critics] have
judged that it stems from the folly or envy of vanity. For Adam
has presented Aristotle in such involved language that a judicious
listener may well comment:
Is not this as frothy, with thick and puffed up bark,
As the shrivelled old branch of a superannuated cork tree?

26

Nevertheless we should be grateful to the authors, for their works
are a fountain from which we may drink, and thus be enriched
by the labors of others.

CHAPTER

4.

The scope of the first book [of the Analytics].

Despite its [stylistic] shortcomings, this work teaches what must
necessarily be known, and does so with exceeding accuracy and
certainty. It explains the nature of dialectical, demonstrative,
universal, particular, and indefinite propositions; as well as of
terms, namely, predicates and subjects; and of perfect and imper·
feet syllogisms. It sheds light on the meaning of being [included] 21
in a whole;" and, vice versa, not being [included] in a whole. It
makes clear what propositions are convertible for use in syllogistic
• uN'borum, verbs or wordi
.. See Boethius,
Syll.
i (in Migne, P.L., LXIV, 793).
·See
.• ii. 10, and ii. n. 181, concerning Adam and his Art 0/ Rt'osoning.
le Pcrsius, Sal., i. 96, 97. }<lhn. in his edition of Pcrsius' Saliru (1868), has argued that
the re:uling here should be 'J('grandi insteJd of prt'grandi. The translation of Pcrsius would
then be "dwarfed" instead of "ovC'rgrowo" or "superannuated:'
1'7 That is. of being predicated.

n in

/010,

as in a whole.
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reasoning, and what propositions are not so convertible; and what
holds for propositions which, according to present-day practice, are
said to concern what is necessary,·- contingent, or privative.so Next
the [first] book analyzes the three figures. After giving definitions
of the extremes and the middle [term], it explains how many and
what modes may be constructed in each of the figures by varying
the arrangement of the extremes,Sl thus sowing the seed for those
things which were later added by Theophrastus and Eudemus,
according to Boethius.32 Next, focusing attention on the nature of
modals, it discusses combinations of necessary and contingent
[premisses] with those [premisses] that "belong," 33 so as to show
what results in each of the figures." Notwithstanding, I would not
say that even Aristotle has anywhere, so far as I have been able
to determine in my reading," adequately treated modals, except
perhaps to the extent that was necessary for his own purpose.
Nevertheless, he has given us a most reliable scientific method of
dealing with all modes. Those who expound the Divine Scriptures
say that it is very necessary to take modes into consideration, and
that a great deal of attention must be paid to them, whether they be
explicitly expressed or only understood. In the Scriptural passage:
"That which you had perfected, they have destroyed," 36 the mode
is tacit" and implied. In reality, it is as though the qualification
"in their will" 38 were added [to "they have destroyed"], just as
when it is said: "He devours the tender lamb in expectation." 3_
They tell us that a mode is, so to speak, "a certain relationship be• na/ura/i, natural or necessary•
.,
remote or privative. See Aristotle, An. Prior., i, ]-3.
&1 Aristotle, An. Prior., i. 4-7.
• Boethius,
Syllogismo
i (in Migne, P.L.. LXIV, 831).
• que sunt de
which are from bc:longing or being inherent, pure.
a& Aristotle, An. Prior., i, 8-26.
• quod /eK"im.
• Psalms, x, 4. Cf. Augustine's Enarr. in Ps. (in Migne. PL., XXXVI, 135): "For all
of them [the heretics] have, as far as they could, destroyed the praise which God has
perfected [receives 1 from the very mouths of speechless babes before they are even
weaned from the breast.
IT sub/jarur, is tacit or lies hidden.
• Or, as Augustine: "so far as lies in their powa."
•
dtuorat agntlm.
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tween terms."·o It is impossible for anyone to enumerate separately
all the modes whence statements are said to have [different shades
of] modality, which indeed the art does not require. Still the
masters in the schools discuss' I modes well enough, and, if I may
say so, begging leave of the multitude, do it even more aptly than
does Aristotle himself. In my opinion, independently of whether
modals are so called because of the actual presence of true modes,
or simply because of their forms, it is still frequently necessary to
recognize them, if we are to obtain the correct meaning of many
passages in the Scriptures. I also believe that the supreme authority
in such cases is usage, which can extend, constrict, change, and
even cancel the meanings of words. A clear example is found in
the term "contingent," whose broadest usage, in which it is considered equivalent to the possible, never emerges beyond the
walls of the schools in modern parlance. This book next discusses
how one may become skilled in syllogistic reasoning," since it is
of little use to have a [theoretical] knowledge of the formation of
syllogisms, and yet remain unable to construct them. How syllogisms may be reduced to modes of the first figure follows;a and
concludes the contents of the first book.

CHAPTER

5.

T

of

second book [of

Analytics].

The second book [of the Analytics] proceeds to discuss the process
of drawing the inferences that are apparent in the form of a given
conclusion." It remarks on how truths may be concluded from
false premises in the second and third figures: something possibly
to
habillU urminorum, a middle, mean , Of intermediate condition, state, disposi·
tion, or relationship of or between
"Literally: dispute concerning.
... Aristotle, An. Prior., i, 27-44.
"Ibid .• i. 45-46.
..
in formam conclmionis paid. The word /ormQm in Wc:bb's text should be
corrected to read forma; cf. MSS A, B. and

c..
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overlooked by those" who contend that nothing can follow from
what is false"· Next it discusses circular syllogisms, which it pursues
through all figures. Then it takes up the conversion of syllogisms
in each of the figures." It does this so that imperfect syllogisms
may be reduced to perfect ones, and the dependability of all
syllogisms may be made similarly apparent. This [the resultant
syllogism] is a form of direct reasoning. The [syllogistic] "hypothesis," 48 which attains its object because of the necessity of an
impossible or improbable consequence, is its next topic"· In such a
"hypothesis," if one refuses to consent to its conclusion, the contradictory of this conclusion and something that was granted are
taken and arranged according to the first figure, in such a way
that the opposite of something [already] conceded may be therefrom concluded. How to do this in each figure is shown, the
truth of all modes being demonstrated by some impossible consequence. The book accurately explains by what means, and in
what figure, one may reason syllogistically from opposite propositions. GO It adds rules on "begging the question," 51 which are well
worth the attention of both of the demonstrator and the dialectician, even though [the latter differ in that 1 the dialectician is
content with probability, whereas the demonstrator will accept
only [incontrovertible 1 truth. Instances where something that
is not a cause" is posited as a cause are also discussed. Thus it is
possible to allege that one is led to an impossible conclusion, not
because of the inferential complex as such:s but rather because
something false was assumed'" The book next explains the causes
Thnse whom Jocdin de Brakc10nd calls "men of Melun," in his Chron., chap. 25
0/ SI. Edmtlnd's Abhry, cd. Arnold, It 240).
::
An. Prior., ii. 1-4.
ibId .. 11, 4-10.

M

"/II'POIt'SCOJ, lJ1ro8(CffwJ, the rs)'lIogistic] hypothesis or syllogism
proc(.'cos by reduction to an impossibilit)O,
;:
An. Prior., ii, I l .
Ihld., 11, 12-15.
/,('Iil;O principii. Aristotle, op. cil., ii t J 6.
6J A cau5C or rC;l.son.

impossibi/t·, which

11
comp/aionis, the nature of the inferential complex or inference. the structure
of the syllogism, the W3}' the propositions are combined.
Aristotle, op. cit., ii, 17.
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of false conclusions as well as of countersyllogisms,"' and refutations ;'. and discusses erroneous opinions;7 as well as the conversion
of means and extremes.'8 All the practical aspects of the foregoing
could, however, be far more aptly explained. How to analyze both
induction;' herein called a rhetorical syllogism, and examples,
follows. Deduction"O is also discussed."' Next the work explains
the nature of objections,"' as well as what is probability,"3 which it
characterizes as a proposition that is likely, even though it is
possible that there be an instance to the contrary : that is, the proposition may happen not to hold true in all cases. An illustration of the
latter is [the adage 1 that "Mothers love, but stepmothers envy.""'
The book goes on to explain signs,"' and shows how enthymemes
consist of probabilities and signs."" Finally the recognition of
natures"7 is discussed. The last is a tremendous chapter. But, even
though it achieves its purpose to a certain degree, it by no means
fully measures up to what its promise would lead one to expect.
One thing I do know is that I have never known anyone who became a master at recognizing natures as a consequence of [studying 1 this chapter.
• caltuillogismi,
a cat3syllogism, countcnyllogism Of "boomerang·
syllogism," wherein the premises of an opponent's syllogism are used to draw a conclusion contrary to his own.
lit elenchi,
a refutation.
IT Iallaciam uClmdum opin;onem, a fallacious or erroneous opinion, error.
III Aristotle,
cif., ii, 17- 22.
• ralio redllcrnde induclionis, that is, the method of reducing Of analyzing induction
into qU3si -$)'l1ogistic form.
S) d(duclion(' , (11'1"a:yw'¥';.
Aristotle here discusses reduction, rather that deduction .
• 1 Aristotle, 01'. cil., ii, 23-25.
• ins/an/ia , iVCTTao'U, a proposition contrary to a proposition, an objection .
.. ;cos, dKOf, likelihood or probability.
If, Aristotle. An . Prior ., ii, 26-27.
e5 sigTmm , I.f1jJ.EloII, a sign : a demonstrative proposition that is either necessary or generally approved.
"Aristotle, op. ci4
..,
naJllrarum, that is. Tov(lw(f(O"YIIWjJ.OIIE711, the recognition or judging of natures
or natural resources or dispositions; ibid.

0".
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CHAPTER

6.

difficulty of
Posterior Analytics, and
this difficulty procuds.

The science of the Posurior Analytics is extremely subtle, and one
with which but few mentalities can make much headway. This fact
is evidently due to several reasons. In the first place, the work discusses the art of demonstration, which is the most demanding of
all forms of reasoning. Secondly, the aforesaid art has, by now,
practically fallen into disuse."8 At present demonstration is employed by practically no one except mathematicians, and even
among the latter has come to be almost exclusively reserved to
geometricians. The study of geometry is, however, not well known
among us, although this science is perhaps in greater use in the
region of Iberia and the confines of Africa. so For the peoples of
Iberia and Africa employ geometry more than do any others; they
use it as a tool in astronomy. The like is true of the Egyptians, as
well as some of the peoples of Arabia. The present book, which
teaches demonstrative logic, is even more perplexing than the rest.
This is partly a result of its complicated transposition of words and
letters, as well as its out-moded examples, borrowed from various
branches of study. Finally, though this is not the fault of the
author, the book has been so mutilated by the bungling mistakes
of scribes'o that it contains almost as many stumbling blocks as
subjects. Indeed, we feel fortunate when we find that these stumbling blocks do not outnumber the book's chapters. Whence many
assert that the latter has not been correctly rendered [into Latin 1for
us, and throw the blame for its difficulty upon the translator.
• Note that Aristotle's Postt-rior Analyt;cs is not discussed in the
of
Theoooric of Chartres. Cl. Clerval, us tcolu
Char/us, pp. 222, 245: and Met.,
iii. 5. n. 223-

.... in tractu Hibrro

ua

confinio

cf. C. H. Haskins, Studio in

History 0/

M('ditrtJai Scit'nu, pp. 4 if. John is apparently referring to old Roman Africa, rather than
to the whole continent; cf. later, in this S3rne chapter.
10 SCT;ptOrtlm, writers or scribes, probably copyists.
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Why

has
to
par excellence.

phi-

So highly was the science of demonstration esteemed by the
Peripatetics that Aristotle, who also excelled practically all other
philosophers in nearly every regard, established his right to the
[otherwise] common name of "philosopher," as in a way his own
special prerogative, by giving us this branch of knowledge [namely,
demonstration]. For it was because of this, we are told, that Aristotle
came to be called "the philosopher." If anyone does not believe me,
let him at least heed Burgundio the Pisan/ 2 who is my source for
this statement. Since this science73 both dispels the shadows of
ignorance, and iIIumines its possessor with the privilege of foreknowledge/' it has frequently served [as a lamp] to guide from
darkness to light the school of the Academicians, with whom we
[frankly] profess our agreement on questions that remain doubtful
to a wise man. And just as, at the outset, Aristotle, by forging a
crucible [or method] for analysis [of argumentsV' made ready
the judge, so here he now advances his client to the authoritative
position of teacher. Which is in well-chosen order, since one who
has creditably fulfilled the function of judge deserves to be elevated
to the master's chair.
'fl Literally : has merited the title of.
ft Burgundio the Pisan was one of the chief translators of works from Greek to Latin
in John's day. He held the office of judge at Pisa. and died in 1193. Cf. Haskins, Studiu

in

pp.
Tt

206

H.

hu, the science of demonstration.

of prior knowlctlgc. either in the sense of foreknowledge, or mocc
fundamental knowledge, such as that of general principles.
7l aaminaJoriunJ
cf.
iv, 1 .
74
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CHAPTER

8.

T [proper] function of
wdl as
and techniques of
tion. Also
fact that
is
and how this is

logic, as
basis'6 of

But who is equal to this discipline? 71 Even though one may be able
to master it in some field, no one can do so in very many branches
of study. In demonstration, it is first of all necessary to know (beforehand) the principles of the various departments of learning,
and thence, by reasoning, to infer conclusions based on the necessity
of incontrovertible truths. In so doing, one must, as it were, use
every effort to fortify and consolidate his proofs,'s lest there seem
to be, as if through lack of necessity, some gap, which would
jeopardize [the strict proving force of] demonstrative science. By
no means all science, but only that which is based on truths that are
primary and immediate, is demonstrative:" Not every syllogism
provides demonstration, strictly so called, although every real demonstration consists in a syllogism. It is the inherent nature of science
to strive for demonstration. First come universal concepts of the
mind,"· and then things that are known per se, as the fundamental
bases of demonstrative logic. It is important to distinguish, in
things known, whether they are better known by their [own] nature,
or merely better known to us. What is more immediate to sense experience is better known to us, whereas what is more remote from
it, as with the universal, is better known in itself and of its [own]
nature. SI One who demonstrates can accordingly attain his project by
pr;ncipium, the principle, beginning, foundation.
NJ.mcl},. dcmomtration. For this passage, cf. II Corinthians, ii, J 6.
fA caicatillI
by pressing or urging very cmph:ltically; cf. Bocthius.
5)'11.
ii (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 830).
1\1 John continues to describe the contents of Aristotlc's An. POSI., i, although he does
not always follow Aristotle's order.
I!)
•.. conupt;oruJ animi, common or universal or general
or conceptions of the mind.
111 simpliciur
natura/iur.
18

T7
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using propositions which are immediately evident and require no
proof. Although the science of demonstration may be said to relate
chiefly to judgment, it also contributes considerably to invention. For
it explains from what and whereby one may effect demonstration, as
well as when and how materials that are special [e.g. proper to a
given science 1 or general [e.g. common to more than one science 1
are to be used. For the sciences mutually aid one another. And because not all topics are suitable for use in demonstration (such as a
topic [derived 1 from an accident, since, strictly speaking, there can
be no necessary proof or scientific knowledge of what is corruptible),
the demonstrator successfully asserts his claim to those topics that
are necessary, and leaves all remaining topics to the dialectician
and the orator, who are satisfied if their syllogisms simply possess
considerable likelihood [or probability]. Demonstrative logic also
explains what syllogisms and propositions should be employed, as
well as what influence the quantity and quality of syllogisms,
carefully considered, have on the force of proof or refutation. It
further answers the questions as to what is a syllogism, what is
called into question, and what figure is suitable for the syllogism?
It so establishes the science of demonstration, that we may be as
certain of things which our reason proves to be indubitably true
as if we held them in our hands. Universal concepts derive their
credibility from the fact that they are inductively inferred from
particular things. As Aristotle says, "The only possible way to
conceive universals is by induction, since we come to know
abstractions by induction. But unless we have sense experience,
we cannot make inductions. Even though sense perception relates
to particular things, scientific knowledge concerning such can
only be constructed by the successive steps of sense perception,
induction, and formulation of universals."82 [Aristotle also says:]
"Sense perception is a prerequisite for memory; the memory of
frequently repeated sense perceptions results in experimental
proof ;83 experimental proofs provide the materials for a science
or an art." 8< And the art, which becomes firmly established by use
• Aristotle, An. Post .. i. 13. 81 h, l If.
u
experience,
Aristotle, op. cit., ii, 19. 100 a, 3 tf.

M

proof.
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and practice, yields a faculty of accomplishing those things that
are proper to it. Accordingly, bodily sensation, which is the
primary power8• or initial operation8• of our conscious soul,
constitutes the basis for all the arts, and forms the initial knowledge which both clears and makes ready the way for first principles.

CHAPTER

9.

What s(nsation is,B7 and how it, tog(th(l" with
imagination, is th( foundation of ((J(I"Y branch of
philosophy.

The truth of what we have just said should be quite clear to
anyone who carefully considers particular instances. As sensation
is, according to Aristotle,88 "an innate power that discriminates
things," 89 no or very little knowledge can exist independently of
the works of nature, which
it. If one, with the scientist,90
are made up of elements or matter and form, pis reasoning91 is
dependent on the <t!ta provided by
And if one,
abstracts figures 93 or calculates numeriwith the
cally, he must, in order to gain assent, accurately adduce many
examples of both differentiated plurality and quantitative extension. The like holds true of the philosopher, whose domain is
[abstract] reasoning, and who is the client of both the scientist and
the mathematician. For the philosopher, too, begins with those
things which are based on the evidence of the senses and contribute
uis, force or power.
(xurcitium, exercise, activity, or operation.
unsus, sensc, sensation, or sense perception .
• Aristotle. op. ril., ii, 19, 99 h, 35 .
... natura/is potentia indicalillQ rn-urn, a natural, congenital. or innate: power or faculty,
that indicates, perceives. or discriminates things. MS C has '-udiea/iua, or "discriminatory,"
namely. "that discriminates," which is a more natural rendering of Aristotle's
than is the: indicaJiuo Of "indicative," namely, "that indicates," found in MSS A and B.
to
physicist, scientist, natural philosoph('c.
11)1 Lit('call y: onc:'s way or course of ratiocination.
IllS Aristotle, An. Post., i, 13, 81 a, 38 ff.
III figuTlu, forms, shapes, figur('s.
III

118
8'J

,,"inco,
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to the knowledge of immaterial intelligibles. According to Chalcidius, sensation is "a bodily state of being affected by action'" a
state which is induced by things that are extrinsic and that make
an impression on the body in various ways, a state which makes its
way even to the conscious soul." Unless the bodily condition has
some impetus, it neither reaches the conscious soul, nor develops
into the form of a sensation. If this state of being acted on is
bland and agreeable, it begets pleasure,e. and if the latter is increased, it comes to be called joy.9. But if this state is harsh and
irritating, pain results. 97 [Such is the doctrine of
that sensation is a powere9 of the soul, rather
[mere] bodily state of passive receptivity. However, Aristotle admits that in order for this power to form an estimation of
..
by a .lbodily] state of being affected by
things, "it
, !!.c!i9.D.." 100 As it perceives things, our soul stores up their images
i within itself, and in the process of retaining and often recalling
them [to mind], builds up for itself a sort of treasury of the
memory .. And as it mentally revolves the images of [these] things,
thcrc. arises
proceeds beyond the [mere] recollection of previous perceptions,101 to fashion, by its own [creative] activity, other representations similar to these. The question
has been raised whether imagination is really distinct from sensation
in nature, or is only a different mode of perception. There have been,
I recollect, philosophers who believed that, just as the soul's substance is immaterial, simple, and individual, so also the soul has
only one power,t°2 which it exercises in various ways according to
varying circumstances. The view of such philosophers is that the
same power at one time senses, at another remembers, at another

l

N pauio, a state of lxing acted on by, or of being susceptible to the action of external
forces. as well as the feeling arising from this state.
iICi

'" galldium.
t'7 Chalcidius. Comm. in Tim. Pial., H 193. 194 .
... Aristotle, An. POSI., ii. 19; and Top., iv, 5. 125 h, 15-18.
w lIim, force, power.
!OOChalcidius. op. ciJ., § 191.
lCl The Webb text should be corrected to read

,L MSS A. B. and C.
102

instead of
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imagines, at still another discriminates as it investigates, and finally
comprehends by the [intuitive] understanding what it investigates. lOa There are, on the contrary, many who believe that the
soul, although quantitatively simple, is qualitatively composite.
They would say that, just as the soul can, on the one hand, be
affected by many types of external action, so, on the other, it has
at its disposal several sorts of powers. To me it seems easy to
conceive of the soul as having even more powers than those that
are enumerated in the books of the above authors. For during
its journey as "a wayfarer apart from its Lord," '04 our soul not
only knows little concerning its own origin, but hardly even
recognizes its own capabilities.

CHAPTER

10.

imagination, and
fact that It is
source of
that
compose and
or disturb and deform
soul.

Imagination, accordingly, is the offspring of sensation. And It IS
nourished and fostered by memory. Through a kind of simplasis,'o, or "conformation," '06 it beholds not only things that are -.
'present, but also those which are absent in place or time. Imagina'tion's operation is exemplified in the passage [from Ovid]:
She sat, was dressed, and even spun her thread in this very way,
While her pretty tresses fell,07 in the same fashion when she bent her
head.,08
,.. CL Isido«, DiU" ii, 29 (in Migne, PL , LXXXIIl , 84).
10.

101

Cf. It Corinthians. v, 6.
s;mplas;m. ClV}L7r">'o.f1tS, a fashioning together or fabricating,

2

molding or conform·

ing.

cf. Cicero,

Oral., ii, 87.

S 357.

Obviously John here partly refers
back to con/ormandil in the preceding chapter with reference to fashioning similar examples
or patterns.
10'1 John has
were becoming, (or Ovid's
hung. I have tried to incorporate
both meanings.
1000vi<1, Fast., ii. 77., 772.
101
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That the imagination is "abstractive," lOO Vergil"O indicates, when
Andromachel l l attests that she has, in recollection, abstracted 112 an
image of her Astyanax:
Oh, sole surviving image of my Astyanaxl
His eyes, his hands, and his face were just like thine,
And he would be a youth of the same age as thyself.l 13

And since, as Plato observes in his Republic,''' "It is easy to
discover nature's secrets from what happens again and again," our
imagination conceives of the future"" in terms of present or past
perceptions. 1I6 If it visualizes our future state as dire,1I1 fear arises;
but if it paints a bright picture of a future brimful with profit and
pleasure, hope springs in the breast. Numbered among imagination's offspring is carnal lust, lIS a poisonous pest, extremely opposed to the project of philosophizing. It is impossible to surrender
oneself to the lusts of the flesh, and at the same time to dedicate
oneself to philosophy. Imagination is indeed a composite of contraries. "The expectation of enjoying something gives birth to
pleasure, whereas postponement of its realization engenders sadness and sorrow." And if the sadness and sorrow grow so violent
that they disorder"o and upset the soul, anger flares from the
friction. 120 As a result, and to repress evil impulses, imagination
develops caution, whereby it comes to shun whatever is noxious,
such as images that encourage melancholy,'21 anger, and lust,
11» abslractitla, abstractive, capable: of and actually abstracting or mcntall>' withdrawing
from material reality or corporeal embodiment.
110 Maro, Publius Vcrgilius Maro: Vcrgil.
Ul

The wife of Hector.
has abstracted. has mentally withdrawn or detached from corporeal em-

111

bodiment.
IIJ

Vcrgil, Aen., iii. 489-491.

la

Po/ilia, Plato's

Ha jUlllre in the Wcbb text should lx: corrected to read futura; cf. MSS A, B, and C.
lItSc:e Chalddius, Comm. in rim. Plat., S 231. However, the words: "as the same
Plato taught in his Po/ilia" in Chalcidius. rder to what precedes, namely, to: "From
conjecture arises opinion, and from opinion understanding . . . ," from Plato's Rep.,
vi, 509 fT., nther than to what follows, as John took them to rder.
lIT
cf. Augustine,
C.D., xiv, IS.
1111 wpiditas, carnal passion or lust.
llIt
Lexicons do not give this word (at least not in this sense), but
lio is found in the
of St. Benedict, chap. 65 (cd. Woefll, p. 64) .
1:10 Cf. Chalcidius, Comm. in Tim. P/IJI., \ 194.
U1 d%r. sorrow, dejection, melancholy.
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or their daughters, envy, hate, calumny, carnal wantonness,122 and
vanity.l23 If our imagination becomes overly cautious, it risks
becoming timid, whereas if it grows too uncautious, it is in peril
of becoming foolhardy. In like manner [our] other emotions all
the activity of the imagination.
proceed from sensation,
Which also holds true of love, which contributes greatly to the
care ' 2< of the body, the conservation of what is useful, and the
provision of succession.m

CHAPTER

11.

The nature of imagination, together with remarks on opinion. Also how opinion or sensation may be deceived, and the origin of fronesis,
which we call "prudence."

Imagination is accordingly the first activity [movement] of the
soul after it is subjected to external stimulation. us Imagination
either formulates second judgment,l27 or brings back first judgment by recollection. It is sensation which [originally] makes first
judgment when it pronounces, for example, that something is
white or black, warm or cold. Second judgment, however, is reserved to imagination, which, for example, on the basis of an
image that has been retained, affirms that something perceived
is this or that, [thus] judging concerning something that is in
the future or absent. The judgments of sensation and imagination are classed as "opinion." The latter [opinion] is trustworthy128
when it judges things to be as they really are, but unreliable when
it judges them to be otherwise than they actually are. Aristotle
lururia, wanton sensual indulgence, carnal dissipation.
Cf. Chalcidius, op. cil., § 195.
lM luulam, care, protection, safeguarding.
us Cf. Chalcidius, op. cil., \ 194. prowrandam Stlccusionem, procuring or providing
succession or the continuation of the [human] species.
1.
pu/sou, knocked on Of aroused b>' some impulse from the outside.
m iudicium. judgment, discernment, discrimination.
us CN't4, certain or reliable.
1.d
all
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asserts that opinion is "a state of the conscious soul wherein it is
the recipient of action." 12. This he says in view of the fact that
when our imagination operates, the images of things are [so to
speak] impressed on the soul. If one image is impressed instead of
another, by a mistake whereby our act of judgment is deceived,
the resultant opinion is called "fallacious" or "erroneous." 130 For
often our senses are duped. This not only happens with children,
who are considered as not yet possessing the use of reason, but
it also even befalls those of more advanced years. Explaining his
doctrine, Aristotle observes that infants regard all men as fathers,
and all women as mothers. '3' Sensation deceives the untutored,
and cannot pronounce sure judgment. A stick in the water seems
bent, even to the most keen sighted. Since our mind .32 perceives
how we may be deceived by our senses,'33 it strives to obtain
knowledge which it can be sure is correct, and on which it can
rely with confidence. It is this concern which gives birth to that
virtue the Greeks term fronuis, and the Latins "prudence." IS<

CHAPTER

12.

The nature, subject matter, and actlllztzes of
prudence; and how science' s, originates from
sensation.

Prudence, according to Cicero, is a virtue of the conscious soul, a
virtue whose object is the investigation, perception, and skillful
, utilization of the truth.'36 Whereas the other virtues relate to
certain requirements of everyday life,'37 the subject matter of this
1'" Ari$totle,

Intn-pr., i, 162, 3 . ,.
/a/Jax atd lalsa.
lSl Aristotle, in Phys., A. I.
b, 12 ff .;
Chalcidius. Comm. in Tim. Plat. , § 108.
111 Literall), : "it." The subject is not cxpr<:S!:t t:d here. This may possibly refer back to
110

"reason" or to "opinion.
u'Literally: perceives the fallacy of the senses.

1.I.
I'"

science or scientific knowledge.
Cf. Ciccro,
00., i. 5. §\ 15 tT.
11'1 dQmu/;ce qurdam nU(Jsilalt'S. certain familiar or cver)'ua)' necessities or rcquircmc:nts.
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virtue is truth. Taking care to avoid deception from any and every
quarter, prudence looks to the future, and forms providence; recalls what has happened in the past, and accumulates a treasury
of memories;1S8 shrewdly appraises"· what is present, and begets
astuteness or discernment; or takes full cognizance of everything
[whether past, present, or future], and constitutes circumspection.
And when it has ascertained the truth, prudence develops into a
form of scientific knowledge. Since sensation gives birth to imagination, and these two to opinion, and opinion to prudence, which
grows to the maturity of scientific knowledge, it is evident that
sensation is the progenitor of science. Or, as we put it above,Ho
many sensations, or sometimes even only one, result in a memory,
many memories in an experimental proof,H1 many experimental
proofs in a rule, and many rules in an art, which provides scientific
skilJ.142

CHAPTER

13. \ The difference between "science" and

((WJS-

dom," and what is "faith." 143

In view of the aforesaid, our forefathers used the words "prudence" and "science" with reference to temporal sensible things,
but reserved the terms "understanding" 144 and "wisdom" 14. for
knowledge of spiritual things. Thus it is customary to speak of
_"science" relative to human things, but of "wisdom" wiili regard
to divine things. Science is so dependent on sensation that we
would have no science concerning things we know by our senses,
thezaur;za/ memorie; cf. Cicero. De Ora/., i, 5. § 18.
caild.
HO
iv, 8, from Aristotle's An. Post., Ht 19.
U.l (xpuimrnlum, experience or experimental proof.
::
a faculty, ability or skill, art or science, or scientific adroitness.
1l1li

lJ8

SCl(ntl( • • .

1" in/dIre/urn,

sap,nltle . . • {idrs.

understanding or rational intuition: cf. Cicero. De 00., i. 153: Augustine,
De Tri" .. xii. 15. § 25: xiii, I, § I; xiv, I, § 3; ChaJcidius, Comm. in Tim. PIll/., § liS.
h is to be nmed, howcver, that, with Cicero, "knowledge" (scirntia) is related to "\Vis·
dom" (sapicnlia), not as 3 coordinate species, but as its genus.
l.:o ltJp iC'IJI:a,
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if these things were not subject to sense perception. This is
clear from Aristotle. u6 Despite what I have said above, opinion
can be reliable. Such is our opinion that after the night has run
its course, the sun will return. But since human affairs are transitory, only rarely can we be sure that our opinion about them is
correct. If, nevertheless, we posit as a certainty something that is
not in all respects certain, then we approach the domain of faith,
which Aristotle defines as "exceedingly strong opinion." HT Faith
is, indeed, most necessary in human affairs, as well as in religion.
Without faith, no contracts could be concluded, nor could any
business be transacted. And without faith, where would be the
basis for the divine reward of human merit? As it is, that faith
which embraces the truths of religion deserves reward. Such faith
is, according to the Apostle, "a substantiation of things to be hoped
for, a testimonial to things that appear not." 148 Faith is intermediate between opinion and science. Although it strongly affirms the certainty of something, it has not arrived at this certainty
by science. Master Hugh149 says: "Faith is a voluntary certitude
concerning something that is not present, a certitude which is
greater than opinion, but which falls short of science." no Here,
by the way, the word "science" is used in an extended sense, as
including the comprehension of divine things.'·'

U' Aristotle, An. Post., i,

13. 81 a, 38 if.
Aristotle, Top., iv, 5, 126 b, 18. Cf. the translation of Bocthius (in Migne, P.L.,
LXIV, 950). Aristotle says that conviction is a vehement conception, but John is apparently following the Bocthian translation.
148 Hebrews, xi. I.
UI Hugh of St. Victor.
1:1] Hugh of St. Victor, S"mm. Sml., i, I;
Sacram. ug. Nat.
Script.,' and
i, 10, C. J (in Migne, PL., CLXXVI, 43, 35, and 330).
1111 Augustine had distinguished "wisdom," the comprehension of divine things, from
"science.
UT

I
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Since the .subject matter QLprudence _!!._truth (for prudence is
concerned with comprehending the truth), the ancients U2 con: ceived of Prudence us and Truth'" as sisters, related by a divine
: consanguinity. Thus perfect prudence needs must contemplate
! the truth, from which nothing can separate it. But as this'55 is
not the privilege of man, we weak humans'56 avidly seek to discover the hidden truth. In fact, handicapped as it is by errors
begotten by sense perceptions and opinions, human prudence can
hardly proceed with [entire] confidence in its investigation of
the truth, and can scarcely be [completely] sure as to when it has
comprehended the latter. It realizes [all too well] that, having been
deceived before, it can be deceived again. Accordingly, it bends
every effort to secure that valid perception -and unwavering--4udg.
mcnt, _which may be called "reason." m _For reason's estimate _is
and reliable:. Prudence therefore begets Philology.'58 This love
-of the truth in -turn importunes prudence for a knowledge of
things concerning which it desires genuine, sure judgment..'5.
"Philology," like "philosophy," is a modest'60 appellation. Just as
it is more within one's power to love wisdom than to attain it, so
too it is easier to love reason than to possess it. "To have
antiqui; cf. Theodulus, Eclog., v, 335 (ed. Osternacher, p. 53); cf. Ml"I., il. 3.
prudence.
AIiciam.
truth .
115& hoc. this ; that is, the possession of perfect prudence.

ID

1111
tM

If.

infirm a conditio, literally: our infirm condition, we in our weakness.

ratio.
lilt Philalogia, philolog)' : the love Of study of words, literature, and reasoning; the love or
study of the logical arts of the Trivium or of learning in general.
I·Sce Martianus Capdla,
NUpl. , H, § 114.
((mp(TQftlm , modt'r:nc, mild. or "mixed." Philology, like philosophy, means 3 love of,
stri\'ing 'Iher, or study of its objective.
187

J.

-- --::......=:=---
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that is, to possess genuine certitude of judgment,
few. 'u

CHAPTER

15.

IS

the lot of

More about what reason is, as well as the tact
that the word "reason" has several different
meallings, and that reasons are everlasting.

Stimulated by sense perceptions,'·' and keyed up by the solicitude
of prudence, the conscious soul exerts itself. Summoning its
strength, it endeavors strenuously to avoid errors arising from
sense perceptions and opinions. By dint of its intensified effort, it
sees with greater clarity, holds with greater security, and judges
with greater accuracy. loa This more perspicacious force is called
"reason," which is a spiritual nature's power to discriminate and
distinguish material and immaterial entities, in order to examine
things with sure, unvitiated judgment. 'o, The latter, this judgment
of reason, is also referred to as "reason." Furthermore, the very
things concerning which reason alone judges, and whose essence
is distinct from the nature of sensible and individual things, are
likewise called "reasons." Father Augustine and many others
state that the latter "reasons" are everlasting. '6G In such, original
reason, which we may properly identify as the wisdom of God,
has from the beginning, and in fact without beginning, established
and decreed the divine eternal plan and the order in which it was
to be unfolded. 100 It is quite evident that some truths 'OT are infinite
Plato, Tim., 51 E, in the translation of ChalciJius. Also cf. Met ., iv, IS, and n. 211.
unlibus, knocked on or aroused by sense perceptions; cf. Plato, Tim., 44 A,
in the translation of Chalcidius.
1" sinurius, more sincerdy, truly, or accurately.
1" Cf. the
Spiritu
anima, chap, 38 (in Migne, P.L., XL,
8 0 9).
1_ Sec Augustine, De Div. Quaest., 83. xlvi; De Trin ., xii. 2, S 1 (in Migne, P.L., XL,
30-31; and XUI, 999) .
1. (Urn, cons/jlutionis deC1'dum d sue disposition is uri(m sanxit. sanctioned the decree
of the eternal constitution and the order of the divinl' arrangement: authoritatively approved
of and cstablishro the provisions of His divine plan, and the oruer in which it was to be
realized.
IIT;n ;ps;s un-is, John appart"ntly refers here to diyine tn!ths.
111

1. PulSQIQ
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realities of this kind. That God is God, that the Father has a Son,
and that the Holy Spirit has the same substance as both [Father
and Son], are not merely statements. They have been eternally
true, and are firmly founded in the divine judgment. In addition
to such truths, there are also other infinite realities.168 The ratiosl 6•
of two to three, and three to two, and several such things are
likewise everlasting, according to Augustine. 170 If anyone thinks
that this is absurd, let him read Augustine's book concerning
Wi//,111 which should be sufficient to convince him.

CHAPTER

16.

A distinction of various
and
fact that
not
though
to
Also
according to
man

[of
word
animals do
may sum
origin of hu-

Cassiodorus, in his book on
Soul, gives the following definition of reason: "By the term 'reason,' I mean that admirable lT3
activity of the rational soul1T4 whereby, through what is already
granted and known, it concludes something that was formerly
unknown, and thereby gains access to hidden truth." 175 Hence
we see that reason is defined as both a power and the activity of a
power. Plato asserts, in his work on
Stau/ T6 that this activity
is "a deliberative facultylTT of the soul," which, after having

1.

non modo in fltTis, uti in aliis, literally: not only in truths, but in other things or
(others) ; obviousl),. from the context : not only in such truths, but in other cases : not
only in truths concerning the divine nature, but also in mathematical truths.
1. ralio.
1'ft1 Augustine, De Lib. A,bil., ii, 8 (in Mignc, P.L .• XXXII, 1252-1253) .
lTl de Libero Arbitrio.
ITS diICN'''tTe. to discern , to exercise [a sort of] judgment, to discriminate.
111 probabiloll. admirable, commendable, uccllent. or perhaps even capable of proving.
11& anim;, of the rational soul or human mind.
115 Sce Cassiooorus,
Anima. chap. 2 (in Migne, P.L., LXX, 1284) .
171 That is, in his
IT'I' uim, force. activity, faculty.
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studied the outward forms 178 of things and the causes thereof, investigates, with reliable judgment, questions concerning what is
right or useful, and what should be sought after or shunned.119
Although brute animals have a certain power of discernment,
whereby they select their food, shun snares, leap across precipitous
places, and recognize relationship,180 still, they do not reason, but
are rather moved by their natural instincts. 18I Although they have
mental images of many things, they are by no means able to reason
concerning causes. The Hebrews sayl82 that this is due to the fact
that when, in the beginning of creation, by the divine disposition,
other creatures were formed, and with the fomentation of warmth
and moisture,183 acquired that natural, animate, sentient form,
which is the vital principle of appetite and imagination, and
which is possessed by brute animals, to man alone was given the
more efficacious and objectively truthful power of argumentative
reasoning. 18< For God, breathing life into man, willed that he
partake of the divine reason. The soul of man, which comes from,
and will return to God, alone contemplates divine truths. This
prerogative is, in fact, almost man's sole claim to preeminence
over other animals.18' Material entities are perceived by both
imagination and sensation, which also even partly discern the
forms of corporeal things, and their true agreement or disagreement. 18G For sense perception sees a man, and accordingly a
corporeal object; it perceives color and movement, and consequently the forms of material things; it even recognizes that a
man is moving his hand, which is more than to see a man moving
[his hand], that is [a man] who moves his hand. If anyone
wonders about this, let him at least believe Augustine. 18T Reason,
rpuiu, species, outward forms, appearances.
17'11 CL Chalcidius, Comm. in Tim. Plat., § 230 (cd. Wrobel, p. 267).

118

180 nU(JsiluJinem. This may mean necessity, oecu, dependence, friendship, or rdation·
ship by blood or mating.
1111 Literally: by their natural appetite.
1. Cf. Chalcidius, op. cif., § 300.

/0/" caloris et humoris.
disscrcndi.
185 Ecclesiastc:s, xii. 7.
lee The comma after formal in the Wcbb edition (182, 7) should problbly be a semicolon. Cf. MSS A, B. C, and the: sense.
187 CL Augustine, De Lib. Arbil., ii, 3. 4, 5 (in Mignc, P.L., XXXII, 1245 ff.); and
lSI

184

C.D .•

xi. 27.
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on the other hand, transcends all sense perception, and judges
concerning spiritual as well as material realities. Not only does
it consider all things found here [on earth] below, but it also
rises to the contemplation of heavenly things. Seneca's definition
of reason fits in with the Hebraic concept, although his opinion
was not really exactly the same. Seneca says:188 "Reason is a
certain part of the Divine Spirit, immersed in human bodies." 180
Seneca's definition may be understood as indicating that he agrees
with the error of the Gentiles/ oo who believed that a World Soul
was divided into individual souls, and mistakenly identified this
with the Holy Spirit. On the other hand, Seneca's definition may
be more liberally interpreted, and taken as meaning that reason
is a virtual rather than quantitative part of the Divine Spirit. For
Seneca added "a certain" to show he was using a figure of
speech.19I At any rate while reason is, in a way, a divine faculty,192
it is by no means a part of Him whose simplicity is absolute.193

CHAPTER

1

17.

Reason's fUllction; why sensation/ G4 which reason supervises, is situated in the head; and who
are philology's servants.

Since our reason is ennobled by its divine ongm, and powerful
with a divine activity, all philosophy agrees that the cultivation
of reason should be our primary concern. For reason curbs unruly
impulses, and brings everything into conformity with the norms
of goodness. Nothing that agrees with reason is out of harmony
with God's plan. In obedience to the Divine mind, one will move
188Wcbb's text should have :1 colon, father than a semicolon here (after
UIII Sencca, Ep., 66, § 12.
UloCi. Plato, Tim., 35 A; Macrobius, Comm. de' Somn. Scip .. i, 14.
Ull Reference is made to Seneca's use of the qualifying qtu-dam in the passage abovC',
This can also mean a "sort of" Of "a kinu of."
1\1'1 uirltlS. power, virtue, faculty.
101 Literally: most absolute; bencr translated simply as "absolute" in English.
IN unSIIS, sensation or the senses.
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through his allotted span of life making happy progress. But if
one tries to oppose it, he, according to Plato in his Timaeus, "resembles a hobbling, mangled '0. cripple, trying to edge himself
tortuously along the way of life, until he is finally recalled, in
company with his inveterate folly,'06 to the infernal regions." '01
Reason watches out for both our body and soul, and serves as a
moderator to bring them into [felicitous] cooperation. One who
is contemptuous of both his body and his soul, is crippled and
weak, while he who slights either is [thereby] lamed. Since reason
examines our sensations, which, because they are wont to deceive
us, are subject to suspicion, mother nature, the very considerate
parent of all [that exists], has made our head the seat of all sensation, in which citadel she has enthroned reason as queen. In
other words, reason serves as a sort of supreme senate in the soul's
Capitoline Hill"oa where it is centrally situated between the
chambers of imagination and memory, so that from its watchtower, it may pass upon the judgments of sensation and imagination.'oo Reason, although divine, is, as it were, set into motion
by the winnowing fan200 of sensory perceptions and acts of the
imagination. And since prudence, in her inquiry into the truth,
has need of reason's unvitiated examination, she [prudence] begets
for reason "Philology." The latter is constantly attended by two
hand maids, "Carefulness" 20' and "Vigilance." 202 "Carefulness"
concentrates on the labors of learning;03 while "Vigilance" diligently supervises these activities and moderates them lest anything become excessive. For love 20 ' is not lazy. Although Philology
has a terrestrial origin, and is in itself mortal, still, when it rises
11G cloud,,", . . . n
manClIm, literally: lamed and maimed. The words
maneum have
been added to Plato's text.
1. familiar; stili/ilia, with his familiar or accustomed folly, foolishness, or vice.
1" See Plato. Tim., 44 C, in the translation of Chalcidius.
1M Capita/io .
1" Cf. Chalcidius, Comm. in Tim . Pial., § 231.
woo uenti!abro, winnowing fan, fork, or bellows .
.n. P"in-gia, fffp'''P'Yla, periergy: extreme exactness or carefulness .
.. Agrimnia, A",(pofrvitl., Agrypnia: vigilance, sleeplessness, watchfulness. For this passage,
cf. Martianus Capella, De Nupt .• ii, SS 11 I if.
-Iaborem circuit opn'is, literally: "goes about the work of the undertaking,"
* This is evidently a reference to the phi/os, or loving, in "Philology," Cf, what follows.
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to [contemplate] divine truths, it is deified by a certain immortality.
Thus when love of reason, which concerns earthly things, ascends with prudence to the hidden secrets of eternal and divine
, truths, it becomes transformed into wisdom, which is in a way
exempt from mortal limitations.

CHAPTER

18.

The distinction between reason and [intuitive]
understanding;OO and the nature of the latter.

Just as reason transcends sense perception, so it, in turn, is surpassed by [intuitive] understanding, as Plato observes in his
Republic. 206 For [intuitive] understanding actuaIly attains what
reason
enters into the very
labors of reason/or and treasures up--the preparatory -gains of
, reason unto wisdom. 208 It is, in fact, the highest power of a
spiritual nature. Besides comprehending what is human, it also
contemplates the divine caUSes behind all reasons within the
natural powers of its perception. For there are some divine reasons209 which utterly exceed, not merely human, but even angelic
comprehension. 210 And there are some divine truths, in like manner, which become either more fuIly or less fuIly known to us,
according to the decree of the divine dispensation. [Intuitive] Understanding, according to Plato, "is possessed only by God and
a few select individuals." 211
:300 in/diu/tu, .,ovs, rational intuition; the understanding or intuitive faculty, as opposed
to ralio. reason; the discursive or reasoning faculty, Where: John speaks of
ChaJcidius has ddib"alio.

"Plato,

vi. 544. D,ff. See Chalcidius, Comm. in Tim. Pial., § 231 , with

which John's passage here corresponds in Rnse, except for the direct reference to Plato.

Cf. John , iv, 38.
IOI'Cf. Ecdesiasticus, iv , 21 .
lOll ralionn, reasons or fundamental truths.
%10 Philippians, iv, 7.
:11 1 u/cc/orum. Chalcidius has {utorum; both words me-an "chosen," "Cavored," "select."
See Plato, Tim. , 51 E; which passage is also cited by John in his His/aria Pomi{ica/is,
char. 14 (cd . Poolc, p. 33) : d. Md., iv, 14. toward the end; cf. also Chalcidius. Comm .
in Tim. Pial .. 340; and the passage attributed to Augustine,
iv, 30. Cl. Abc1anJ,
Log. ingrrd.
101
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19.

The nature of wisdom, and the fact that, with
the help of grace, wisdom derives [originally]
from sense perception.

From [intuitive] understanding proceeds wisdom. For from
reason's disquisitions [intuitive] understanding excerpts divine
truths. And the latter [truths] have a delicious savor, which
engenders an affection for them in intelligent souls. In this connection, I believe that wisdom212 derives its name from the fact
that good men have a discerning taste218 for the things of God."H
The Fathers210 associated [scientific] knowledge' lo with action,
and wisdom with contemplation. To one who reflects on the
aforesaid steps, it becomes clear that wisdom itself [also] flows
originally from the same fountainhead of the senses, with grace
both preparing the way and providing assistance. The prophets
testify that even fear, which is "the beginning of wisdom," 217 is
a result of the sensory experience or mental image of pain."18 On
the one hand, when we are tempted, the thought of punishment
restrains us from giving offense to Him who will chastise us;
while, on the other [hand], the sense perception or imagination
of rewards stimulates us to serve Him who is able to make us
happy, as well as to punish. By refraining from offense, one
practices piety, and by exercising' ID obedience, one acquires [scientific] knowledge, which relates to action. If one becomes accustomed to the practice of obedience, this habit develops into [the

1

nI

sa

alto Namely, for divine truths. Stt Isidore, Elym ., x, S 240 .
alICE. Augustine.
Trin., xii, q . § 22 , 15 , § 25 . xiii, t, § I (in Mignt, P.L., XLII , 1009.
1012, 1013) ; and Isidofr-. DiU. , ii, 147 (in Migne, P.L., LXXXIII , 93) .
.".
knowledge, science, scientific knowledge.
111'

Psalms , ex,

nl

of

for

10;

that is,
and

Ecclesiasticus, i,

16.

pain or suffering. Here is an instance of John's habitu 31 use

experience,

knowledge, practice, exercise.
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virtue of] fortitude. And so that one may offer that "rational
submission" "0 which is the most acceptable, there arises reflective
deliberation22' concerning action.'" [Intuitive] Understanding is
consequent upon deliberation, and firmly embraces the better part.
itself with divine truths,
For [intuitive] understanding
and the relish, love, and observance228 of the latter constitutes true
wisdom. Rather than being the [mere] product of nature, these
successive steps are the result of grace. The latter, according to its
own free determination, derives the various rivulets of the sciences
and wisdom from the fountainhead of sense perception. Grace
reveals hidden divine truths by means of those things which have
been made;" and by that unity which belongs to love, communicates what it has made manifest, thus uniting man to God:"

CHAPTER

20.

Tht: cognition, simplicity, and immortality ot
tht: soul, according to Ciaro.

Certain lesser philosophers;26 reasoning from the fact that from
sense perceptions our mind proceeds to scientific knowledge, argue
that we can have [scientific] knowledge only of those things that
are perceived by our senses. It is evident how lethal admission of
such a proposition would be to philosophy. Reason's activity,
whereby it seeks and finds in its processes 221 the ideas 22R of things,
which the Greeks call t:nnoias,229 would be futile if the aforesaid
assumption were true:so But without reasoning, not even a [common] name can have a solid foundation. "It is the mark," as
obuquillm rationale, rational compliance or reasonable service; cf. Rom:ms, xii, ,.
consilium Jelihn-olionil, the counsd or reflcction of deliberation, judicious consideration.
- Literally : concerning acts and what is done.
- in"n"tnlia, inherence, faithful observance, persevering devotion .
... Namely, visible creation .
.. Cf. Romans, i, 20.
- quit/am minuli phi/asap},;; cf. Cicero, De Sen., 23. S 85 .
t:lO

DJ.

.,. apuJ se.
- nal;onu. notions, concepts, ideas .
I.""olcu . notions Of mental coner-prs, ideas or intuitions.
110 Cf. Ciccro, Tuse. DjJp., i, 24, S 57.

.. ennoilU,
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Cicero observes in his Tusculan Disputations;" "of great natural
intelligence to withdraw the mind from sensation, and to extricate thought from the rut of habit." 232 "The only possible explanation of our knowledge of God, whom we do know, is that
our mind is unfettered, free, and exempt from [essential unity
with] what is mortal and material." 283 "The [thinking] soul's
nature and powers are unique, they are distinct from and independent of the ordinary natures with which we are familiar.
Whatever it may be, the [thinking] soul is truly divine." "The
[thinking] soul cannot fully know itself. Still, like the eye, it
beholds other things without seeing itself. Perhaps it is true that
it does not see its own form, which is not an important defect.
Although possibly it even sees this!" But whatever the case,
th! (thinking] soul certainly perceives
sagacity,
memory, activity, and quickness. These are great, divine [and]
everlasting. There is no need of inquiring about what the [thinking] soul looks like, or where it is situated... .03 • Although one
cannot see the human mind/'· any more than one can see God, still,
just as one knows God from his works, one may recognize the divine
force of the [human] mind from its powers of memory and invention, and from its swift apprehension, and beauteous virtue....
When one considers the soul's knowledge, he cannot doubt, unless
he is a stupid ignoramus 237 as far as natural science is concerned,
that, in the soul, there is nothing mixed, nothing composite, nothing
copulated, nothing added, nothing twofold. This being the case, cerD1

in

What follows is from Cicefo, TUlc. Disp., i, 16, and 27-29, 38, 66-67.

7 0 -71 .
III Ciccro, op. 0"/., i, 16, S 38. In John
is probably
in Cicero, to
strJ.ct. Cf. T. W. Dougan's edition of the Tusculan Dispmalions (Cambridge, England,

190 5).

ab omn;
morla/i, that is. free from any mortal concretion or
essential unity with the mortal and material or with perishable matter.
:IN In eiteeo this passage reads: Quam quam /orlllsu (or Fortasu qtlamquQm), rather
than: /orlasu. Qllamquam as in the Webb text. Consequently the translation of Ciccro
would here read: " . . . its own form. And yet perhaps also; . .." The Webb text
should apparently be corrected to read: /orlasu; quamqllllm or perhaps even lor/out
qllamquam. Cf. MSS A, B, C. In the A text it would read 3S 1 have
it in
the text; in the C text as I have translated Cicero above.
"The foregoing is from Cicero, Tuse. Disp., i, 27, H 66, 6j.
t3II mrnl(m. mind or soul.
13'7 plumbri. leaden, heavy and dull, stupid ignoramuses.
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tainly the [thinking] soul can be neither cut nor divided, neither
chopped into pieces nor torn asunder. Hence it is imperishable." 23.
Cicero makes these observations in his Tusculan Disputations to
show that our deliberative power, that is to say our reason, is indeed
divine, and that human souls are immortal. In the foregoing discussion, we have briefly summarized the power of the senses to
receive external impressions,239 and the faculties and dignity of the
[conscious] soul, to establish [and explain] the fact that, as Aristotle
says, the arts and sciences derive originally from sensory perceptions."o If anyone cares to investigate the powers of the [conscious]
soul further, he will find that this a subject of great subtlety, requiring a keen and gifted mind, a retentive and ready memory, uninterrupted leisure, and the diligent study of numerous large works.
Those who wish to study the nature of the soul in more precise
detail may consult not only the writings of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero.
and [other] ancient philosophers, but also those of the [Christian]
Fathers, who have more correctly stated the truth. For the doctors
of the Church, as well as Claudianus,241 and other still more recent
authors;" have written much about the soul. If it is impossible for
one to peruse243 the aforesaid works, he should at least read the
Phrt:nonphysicon. 2H The latter [book] discusses the soul at considerable length, although I do not mean to say that I consider it the best
of all treatises on the subject. But enough of this; now let us return to
our subject.
The foregoing is from Cicero, Tusc. Disp., i, 28- 29. S§ 70-71.
passione unIUU"" the feding or receptive power of the senses.
110 Aristotle. An. Post" ii, 19. 100 a, 6 H.
::.&1 Clauc..!ianus Mamcrtus,
Statu AnimM.
II:J modrrnioru, more modern or more recent [authors].
t4I Literally: roll out, roll [unroll] and read, peruse.
s... Phrcnonrhisicon, as if it were IIt'pl t/JfnIlWII t/'V(!Ews. Apparently John refers here to
the Phrcmnon Physicon, a translation by Alfano, Archbi!>hop of Sa1t:rno of the frfpi
4J{'(tfWS a,IIUPW1f'Oll of Ncmcsius (cd. C. Burkhard, Le ipzig, 1917). The same tceJ.tisc was
also translateJ by Burgundio the Pisan, whom John mentions earlier. (M(I., iv, 7).
13'1

s:»
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Although

has not
[conditional]
books,
has, at it

in
sud

for such a
Although the foregoing books [of Aristotle] explain both dialectical
and apodictical logic, which latter is called by us "demonstrative"
[logic], they contain no or very little discussion of hypothetical
[conditional] reasoning!4. However, Aristotle as it were sowed the
seed, which subsequent authors could develop into a scientific treatment of the subject. When the topics of probable and necessary arguments were pointed out, what follows probably or necessarily from .
what also was shown. The establishing of consequences is, in my
opinion, chiefly dependent on the evidence 24r of hypothetical [conditional] reasoning. Boethius tells us that Aristotle's statement in his
Analytics to the effect that "If a given thing can both be and not be,
then the existence of the thing in question is not necessary," .48 has
been taken as a seed for subsequent findings:49 While Boethius and
others'· o have somewhat supplied for Aristotle's deficiency in this
respect [i.e., in the treatment of hypothetical reasoning], it seems to
me that their treatises are also inadequate. In regard to hypothetical
reasoning, we are shown what syllogisms may be made in the prior
form by establishing the antecedent, and what ones in the posterior
form by eliminating the consequent. m We are also instructed as to
what figures or modes consist of composite conditionals, or of equisu hYPOllulicarum, h)'pothc:ticat or conditional reasoning or syllogisms.
""Cf. Boethius,
Syll. Hypo''' ., i (in Mignc:, P.L., LXIV, 831) .
817 indicium, c:vidence, proof, indication.
M8 Aristotle, An. Post., ii, 4, 57 hi 3, 4. John has: Idem cum sit d non sit, non nrasu
rsl idem use, as has Boethiu5 in his (quotation of Aristotle) Dc Syll. Hypo/h .• i (in
Mign •• PL .• LXIV, 836) .
!W8 Boethius, op. cil. , i.
s.loO ThcophrasNs and Eudcmus; cf. Boethius. ibid.
lISt Boethius tells us that the consequences in hypothetical syllogisms arc two: if the
antecedent exists. the consequent exists; and if the consequent exists, the antecedent exists.
Cf. Bocthius, ibid. (in Mignc, P.L .• LXIV, 836-837).
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modal or non-equimodal propositions.202 The nature of those hypothetical syllogisms that are made up of disjunctive propositionsm is
also explained.'" Perhaps Aristotle avoided this subject and left this
labor to others on purpose. For the book of the author who has
most carefully written on hypothetical syllogisms'" seems to contain
even greater difficulty than utility. And if Aristotle himself had written on this topic in his wonted style,"" it is likely that the resulting
work would be so difficult that no one except the Sybil 207 would be
capable of understanding it. I do not, however, believe that hypothetical reasoning is sufficiently explained in the works I have mentioned;'8 and hence I consider the supplements of the schools
exceedingly useful and [even] necessary.

CHAPTER

I

22.

Sophistry and its utility.

That [logic] which makes a pretext of being dialectical and demonstrative [logic] with a flourish of hollow imitation, and strives more
, to acquire the [external] semblance than the [ true] virtue of
wisdom, is known as "sophistry." ••• Lest his followers become ensnared by this artifice, Aristotle rightly appends a treatment of the
latter. The resultant treatise is worthy of him. I would be reluctant
to say that any other study could be more beneficial for the young.
Since they cannot really obtain true wisdom in all matters, the young
strive to obtain a name for being wise, and endeavor to win esteem,

I

r.I
non
equimodal or regular. and non-equimodal or irrcg-uiar.
Bocthius gives as an cX:lmplc of an cquimooal proposition: "If a is, b is; and if 11 is,
c is not"; and of a non-cquimooal proposition: "If a is, b is; if a is not, b is not." In
the first C;lSC, the form or mooe of the condition is the same, in the second case it is different. Boethius, op. cil., ii (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 859 ft.).
a:IoI disillnc/;uis .
.. Cf. Boethius, OPt cit., ii (in Mignt, P.L., LXIV, 873 ff.).
- Apparently rderence is here made to Bocthius .
.... Cf. Bo<thius. De Syl/. Ca/'g., i (in Mign<. P.L., LXIV. 79.1) .
• 1 Cf. Plautus, PuudoL., i. 1St 26, as aho William of Malmnbury,
Cutis POnlifiwm,
i. 15 (ed. N. E. S. Hamilton. Rolls Series, LlI, p. 21). C(lno...'rning Plautus in the Middle
Ages. 5('(' J. E. Sandys, History 0/ CLassical Scholarship, I. 607.
roll hie, here. John evidently means in tlK \\·"rk .. lit: has mentioned c;J.rlil'r.
See
ii, 3.
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which is the very thing that sophistry promises. For sophistry affects
the appearance of wisdom, rather than its reality, while the sophist
bubbles over with simulated, rather than actual wisdom. 2• o Sophistry
disguises itself as all the disciplines, and masked, now as one, now as
another of the various branches of knowledge, lays its traps for
everyone, and catches the unwary. If one lacks [a knowledge of]
sophistical logic, in vain does he claim to be a philosopher. For,
without this, he can neither avoid falsehood, nor unmask one who is
lying. There is need for this knowledge of sophistry in every branch
of learning. You may see those who know nothing about sophistry,
when they find themselves deceived by fallacious reasoning;61
whether their own or someone else's, exclaiming in astonishment,
with puzzled Nicodemus: "But Lord, how could this happen?" 262
Nothing less becomes one who is striving to win distinction or gain
a victory [in disputation]. A person who is contendini63 is trying to
win out over an opponent, and a person who is using sophistry is
aiming to achieve a reputation. Their objects are, in each case, quite
satisfactory for disputes and contests. Exercising in sophistical argumentation is very advantageous, both for the development of skillful
oratorical expression;·' and for the facilitation of all philosophical
investigations. This is [of course] provided that truth, and not verbosity, is the [ultimate] fruit of this exercise. In which case, sophistry
can serve as the handmaid of truth and wisdom. Otherwise it will
play the adulteress, who betrays her blinded lovers by exposing them
to errors and leading them to the precipice."·' Wisdom says: "One
who speaks sophistically is odious." 266 But surely more loathsome
is one whose manner of living is sophistical. An erroneous life is
more pernicious than faulty speech. However, there is hardly anyone, who, in his actual way of living, does not take after the sophists.
Those who are bad, long to appear good, and strive in every [possible] way to acquire a respectable reputation. On the other hand,
., Aristotle, Soph. El., I, 1652,21 ff .
• 1
•
• t John, iii, 9.
IIIlitig;oSUJ, contending or contentious. Cf. Met., iv, 23.
261jroJim .

..' To destruction .
.. Ecdc:siasticu5, xxxvii, 23.
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those who are good often try to conceal their defects from others,267
so that they may seem to be better than they actually are. To act thus
is to become a sophist in one's way of life. At least this is so if one
tries to seem good or better for one's own [personal] glory. For if
one is endeavoring to enhance the glory of God, and this in an enlightened manner,26' he may perhaps be excused.

CHAPTER

23.

The Sophistical Refutations.269

Aristotle accordingly introduces [the study of] sophistry270 into the
Peripatetic discipline. Dispersing the fog271 of fallacies, he explains
how sophistry is to be admitted or avoided. He also discloses the
full extent of sophistry's possibilities, together with the means it
employs.272 Just as dialectic 278 uses the denchus/ H which we call a
refutatory275 syllogism, because it argues to the contrary, so sophistry
uses the sophistical denchus, which is only a fictitious [refutatory]
syllogism. In place of really presenting a counterargument, the latter
only seems to do so. For a sophistical denchus consists in [nothing
more than] a paralogism, that is a pseud0276 syllogism. Aristotle also
distinguishes the various general kinds of disputations277 in order to
reveal how the sophist, who, as I say, in competing, uses contentious 278 argumentation, now imitates the demonstrator teaching from
principles,m now the dialectician concluding from probabilities, now
IBT Litcrall),: to circumvent (or elude) the judgment of others.
tell
from scientific or enlightened knowledge, with enlightened purpose.
,. De Sophislicis
the Sophistical Refutations.
m hane, literally: "this,"
711 nuhe, cloud or fog.
272 Aristotle, Sop". El., chap, I.
M3 Literally: the dialectician.
716 denchllJ. a refutation , a refutatory syllogism or reasoning.
rrs ductaJorium, contentious, struggling, refutatorYi a word possibly coined by John from
due/or, because of its resemblance in sound and meaning to def1chi.
:ne tlmbrotilis, mc:rdy shadowy or imaginary, unsubstantial.
:m Arguments in dialogue form.
hligiosam.
17'1
principiis, that is, from the principles of the various branches of knowledge.
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the investigator280 arguing to probabilities from things that are not
[entirely] evident. Aristotle next enumerates the five aims of
sophists: namely, to contrive to trap an adversary into either a selfrefutation, a fallacy, a paradox, a solecism, or babbling. A quibbling,
sophistical objector 281 is satisfied even if he only seems to accomplish
one of these aims!82 Aristotle subjoins a list of the forms of [refutatory] argumentation that depend on wording. These include ambiguity, amphibology, combination, division, accent, and figurative
speech. He further explains those [forms] that do not depend on
wording,283 but rather on (1) an accident, (2) whether or not an
expression is used absolutely;8< (3) ignorance of [the nature of]
refutation, (4) the consequent, (5) taking for granted the original
point in question, (6) positing as a cause something that is not a
, cause, and (7) reducing several questions to a single question!""
How a questioner or answerer should be trained in these various
forms is carefully pursued through several chapters. Excellent drillmaster that he is, Aristotle coaches the questioner to be aggressive,
the answerer to be wary!8'
In the books we have discussed, what is desirable and what undesirable [in reasoning] are made evident. The topics of probable
reasons, which are the only ones we weak humans can fully comprehend, are also exposed. The composition of demonstration or
proof of necessity is disclosed. The methods and ways of teaching 281
are explained. Finally, the possible stumbling blocks of fallacies are
I
removed. Consequently it becomes clearer than day that these books
\ , provide a full account of argumentative reasoning;88 together with
its limits and its parts.
., See Aristotle, Soph. El., chap. 2, wherein he contrasts didactic, dialectical, cxaminatory,
and contentious argumentation .
- callillator'-, a caviller, one who raises captious Of frivolous objections, a sophist.
..,
op. cil., chap. 3.

-

.

..... limplicilN', absolutely, unreservedly, without qualification .
.. Aristotle, op. cif., chaps. 4-14. ] have inserted the numbers (1-7) here for purposes
of clarity.
-Ihid., chaps. 15 tt.
ts1 doundi, of ll'ac hing, proving. or demonstrating .
..
an account, method, Of system of reasoned
or argu·
mentative reasoning.
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CHAPTER

24.

A word about those who
of

works

I will never cease to wonder how much sense those who rail against
these works of Aristotle can possess (if indeed they have any at all).
Accordingly, it has been my object [in the present treatise] to commend rather than to expound these works. Master Theodoric;s. as
I recollect, derided the Topics of Drogo of Troyes rather than of
Aristotle;9o although he sometimes taught these Topics. 291 Some of
the disciples of Robert of Melun unjustly criticize the Topic.r92 as
practically useless. Others try to tear down the Categories. It is for
this reason that I have devoted more time to [both of] the latter"·' I
did not consider that the other works [of the Organon] needed
protracted praise, since everyone thinks highly of them. Although
have been attacked because they contain
the [Sophistical]
poetical verses,'·' this is, of course, not a valid objection. At the
same time, it must be admitted that idioms cannot easily be translated with full adequacy from one tongue to another. Still it seems
to me that the[ Sophistical]
are preferable to the Ana-Thiefr), of
cf. . .. i, 5. n. 64. and iii. 5. n. 2,;q .
., TopiclZ non Aristolilis ud Truasin; Drogonis irridt:hal. A. Hofmeister and C. C. J.
Wcbb arc of the opinion that this passage should be translated: "Master Thcodoric . . .
derided the Topia as the work of Drogo of Tro}tes rather than of Aristotle," Thus
A. Hofmeister (Studien libcr Otto von Freising, ii, in Nt:llu Archiv lar iillt:re deutsche
Gnchichukunde, XXXVII, 665) sa)'s that Thcoooric derided Aristotle's Topics as more
worthy of Drogo of Troyes, and that we are not to suppose a work of Drogo on the
Topia. Wcbb. in his edition of the
(p. 191), follows Hofmeister. I have,
however, translated this passage in accordance with Clerval (us 'tcolu
pp. 170 and 245) . and
p. 78), and in what 1
take: to be the: more: literal sense of this passage. Schaarschmidt says that Drogo's Topics
were an adaptation of Cicero's
However, since Schaarschmidt cites no authorit)·
for his statement, he may ani}' be surmising that Drogo wrote an adaptation of CiCl"ro's
Topics, which (adaptation) is the object of John's present reference:. The HofmeisterWt·bb theory may be correct. and is allowed b)' my somewhat ambiguous English, which
to
ambiguous Latin.
Cf.
.• Ill, 5, n. 223 .
iD Aristotle's Topia.
1113 Namely to the Topics and
.
... Cl. Aristotle. Soph. El., 4•• 66 a, 36 If.
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Iytics. For the Refutations, while they exercise a student equally as
much as the Analytics, are more easily understood and more effectively promote the development of eloquence.

CHAPTER

25.

The fact that Cornificus is even more contemptible than Bromius, the buffoon of the
gods. Also how Augustine and other philosophers praise logic.

Since logic has such tremendous power, anyone who charges that it
is foolish to study this [art], thereby shows himself to be a fool of
fools. In the Marriage of Philology
rebukes [and checks]
Bromius;96 who had been deriding [and villifying] logic" 7 as a
sorcerer29B and a poisoner, and with a long eulogy she formally
admits the latter into the company of the gods!9. In mythology,
Bromius is consigned the ignominious position of buffoon of the
gods. Our Cornificius, opponent of logic, may likewise be deservedly
despised as the clown of philosophers. Not to mention Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero, who, as our forefathers relate, initiated [the science
of] philosophy and brought it to perfection, Father Augustine, with
whom it is rash to disagree, praised logic so highly that only the
foolhardy and presumptuous would dare to rail against it. In his
second book On Order, Augustine says: "After the work of completing grammar and organizing it [into a science] had been accomplished, reason was led to investigate and scrutinize the very power
whereby it had begotten this art [of grammar]. For when reason
[this power] formulated the definitions, drew up the classifications,
and concluded the [general] principles of grammar, it not only
..., Pallas Athene, Greek goddess of wisdom.
- A surname of Bacchus, the Roman god of wine and the:: vintage, who is represented by Martianus Capella as the jester of the gods .
.-r
namely dialectic or logic.
- Mllf'sicom , a Marsian; the Marsi were a people cdcbr3ted as sooths.a}'crs and
charmers of serpents .
.e Sec: Manianus Capdla,
Nupt., iv , SS 331 if.
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arranged and organized the art, but also fortified the latter against
any possible intrusion of falsehood. Was it not fitting, then, that,
before reason would proceed to the construction of additional arts
and sciences/oo it should first distinguish, observe, and classify its
own processes and instruments, and thus bring to light that discipline
of disciplines called dialectic? For dialectic teaches both how to
teach and how to learn. In dialectic, reason discloses its own identity,
and makes manifest its nature, purpose, and potentialities. Dialectic
, alone knows [how] to know, and it alone both wills and has the
power to make men learned," 301 What does Cornificius reply to the
aforesaid? He does just what one would expect of a feeble-minded
sluggard given to snoring during exhortations to virtue: he yaps at
what he cannot attain.

CHAPTER

26.

What tactics we should employ against Cornificius and [other like] perverse calumniators
[of logic].

Against Cornificius and his fellow sluggards (for already he has
companions in error), we may well follow the procedure which
Augustine, in his first 302 book Against the Academicians, outlines
as among the many things he learned from dialectic. In Augustine's
[own] words: "Dialectic has taught me that when that which is
being discussed is evident, one should not argue over words. It
has also convinced me that when a disputant quibbles over words, if
he does so from lack of learning or experience,303 he should be
LitcrJlly: to other things.
Augustine,
Ord. , ii, 13 (in Migne, P.L.. XXXII, 1013). The Mignc text of
Augu stine has
instead of John 's
(192, :20);
instC'ad of
(192, 22) j dirigNW instead of
(ibid.) ; dc-mons/rat; alqur
qU( sit, quid ,'rlil, quid va/rat; sol scire; sola scirn/u !aure •• . instead of dem ons/raJ
alqlu apcrit que sit, qtt( udil ; quid ua/eot scil scire sola, scirnuJ loar( . . . as in the Webb
text (192, 25- 26). 1 hav e tran slated according to the Migne (rather than the: Wc:bb)
punctuJtion . Cl. MSS A. B, and C .
.,. This is found in Augustine's third, rather than fint book Against the Acad"m;cians
( Contra Acad"micol).
803 er imp('Tilia.
:!lOO

:I()!
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instructed, but if he does so from malice, we should refuse to argue
any further with him. If [in the first instance 1 he cannot be instructed, then he should be warned that he ought to make better use
of his time and energies, instead of wasting them on what is superfluous. If he still does not comply, there is no point in paying more
attention to him. On the other hand, the rule for dealing with
captious and fallacious little arguments is brief: If conclusions are
inferred from premises which should never have been granted in
the first place, we should bring the discussion back to a reexamination of what was previously conceded. If the conclusion contains conflicting truth and falsehood, then we should accept what is intelligible, but reject what cannot be explained. Finally, if the mode"04
in given instances utterly defies human comprehension, we should
not worry about seeking scientific knowledge of it." 305

CHAPTER

27.

Although
points,

has
is

on
in logic.

What we have so far said has been directed against Cornificius.
Against those who, in their conservatism, exclude the more efficacious books of Aristotle,"08 and content themselves almost exclusively
with Boethius,"07 much could also be said. There is, however, no
necessity to advance any arguments on this point. The inadequacy
of the knowledge"o. of those who have consumed all their time and
energies studying Boethius, with the result that they hardly know
anything, is so universally apparent that it excites compassion. I do
not claim that Aristotle is always correct in his views and teaching,
.". modUl, manner, mode, sense .
.. Augustine, Contra Ac4l1.. iii, I3, S 29 (in Migne, P.L., XXXII, 949).
-This may be also tf2oslated: Against those who exclude the books of Aristotle that
were held in higher estec:rn by the ancients. RdcTe-ncc is apparently m3de to Aristotle's
Topics, Analytics, and SophisliClJ
lOT Reference is apparently made to those who confined themsch'Cs. as did their predcus.
sors in the earlier Middle Ages, to the CtlUgor;u and the Inlcrpr(/Q/;on, 3S translated and
commented on by Docthius.
literally: the imperfect state; cf. Psalms, cxxxviii, 16.
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as though everything he has written were sacrosanct. It has been
proved, both by reason and by the authority of faith, that Aristotle
has erred on several points. Thus, for example, Aristotle asserts
that not only anyone who so desires, but even God himself can do
eviJ.309 He also denies that God's providence extends as far as the
region of the moon, and, to disprove the possibility of divination and
foreknowledge, he maintains that things below [the moon] are not
regulated by divine providence. slo He further asserts that angels
cannot help us, and that demons have no special insightSII relative
to these81 ' or future things.313 At the same time, even though Aristotle has made several mistakes, as is evident from the writings of
Christians and pagans alike, his equal in logic has yet to be found.
Hence he should be regarded as a [learned] master of argumentative
, reasoning, rather than of morals, and he should be recognized as a
teacher whose function is to conduct the young on to more serious
philosophical studies, rather than [directly] to instruct in ethics.

CHAPTER

28.

How logic should

Although this art of logic has manifold utility, still, if one is learned
only in it, and ignorant of aught else, he is actually retarded, rather
since he becomes a victim
,than helped to progress in
of verbosity and overconfidence. By itself, logic is practically useless.
Only when it is associated with other studies does logic shine, and
then by a virtue that is communicated by them. Considerable indulgence should, however, be shown to the young,"u in whom
verbosity should be temporarily tolerated, so that they may thus
SI
'I acquire an abundance of eloquence. $ The minds of the immature,
.

Sce Aristotle, Top ., iv, 5. 126 a, 34. 35.
According to Chalcidius, Aristorle maintains that Coo's providence does not extend
to things below the moon .
m
Chalcidius has prospicit'ntiam. or foreknowledge.
aa This word , "these," evidently refers to "things bdow," mentioned above.
IOU

110

21:1

CL Chalcidius, Comm . in Tim . Plat .. § 250.

'" Literally : for tender age.
115 Cf. Quintilian. Inst. Oral. , ii, 4, §§ 4 If.
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even as their [growing] bodies, must first be [well] fed, lest they
become emaciated. Thus, by means of plenty of nourishing food,
they can put on weight and acquire strength. During this stage, the
flesh is allowed to luxuriate to a degree that might [otherwise] be
considered excessive. At a later age, the surplus fat of the young will
be sufficiently burned out and purified by the exertion of labor, the
burden of responsibility, and the strain of work. As students mature
and grow in understanding, our tolerance of unrestrained verbosity
should diminish, and the impudence of sophistry (which Aristotle
calls "contentious," 316 but we refer to as "deceitful" or "cavilling") 317
should be suppressed. It is the duty of those who have the title
and function of teachers to see to this. However, rules alone are
useless. Theoretical principles must be consolidated by practice and
assiduous exercise, except perhaps where a disposition has already
been transformed into a habit.S18

CHAPTER

29.

That th( t(m(rity of adol(Sana should b( ustrain(d; why (loqu(na 319 w(ds philology; and
what should b( our main obj(ctitl(s'

Our tolerance of these exercises of the schools, which are, so to
speak, games in the gymnasium of philosophy, indulged in for the
purpose of developing proficiency [in the young], should not, however, be extended into more mature years and more serious studies.
Facetious folly;20 noisy [volubility], empty loquacity, and puerile
silliness, should all be set aside, as soon as the first soft beard
begins to appear on one's face."" To indulge in the foregoing
[on reaching maturity] is to throwaway one's birthright as a philosopher, and to class oneself as a fool. According to the lesson of the
allegory, as soon as he reached adolescence. Mercury, the god of
ne It- hn's dj/aliI/am here is probably a slip for lirolilfam , and so I have tr:tnsbtcd .
117 ca","/laloriam; scc Bocthius, Comm . in Top. Cic. (in Migne. P.L., LXIV, 1045).
IUI Cr. Quintilian, op. cif., viii, pref., § 28.
Litl"r:lI1)'; Mercury.
&21

But1oonlikc, trifling, facetious silliness.
mm prima
that is, as soon as the age of puberty is re:ached .
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eloquence, in accordance with the exhortations of his mother, wed
Philology. For "the fact that his cheeks were already beginning to
show the down of manhood 322 meant that he could no longer go
about half naked, with only a short capeS23 over his shoulders, without provoking Venus to peals of laughter."s" Venus,82G who represents the happy combination3" of wisdom and eloquence, derides
the foolishness of nude, unarmed, windy eloquence. .The secret
and most excellent nature of the three things which are most desiroCma;
man,
;;th
able, is
"things, is weighted down by· his terrestrial environment.m
The aforesaid three things. which we should prefer to aught else,
genuine goodness, unadulterated tr.uth, .and sound,
reasoning. Human nature, "to whose heart," God, as we read in the
book of the son of Sirac, "has given vision, so that the greatness of
his own works may become manifest," and that He may be praised
nature]
in his goodness, and glorified in his wonders,328
truth, and to apprehend and holdiast..ta.
desir.es both to
is good. Ihis appetite [£ar....uuth.....gQQdness, and
been implanted in man's nature by
obtain
objt:j;.tives by Ratlm: alORe, for it also needs the assistance. of.grace.
According to ancient pagan allegory,329 there were three sisters,
Love of Reason, Love of Wisdom, and Love of the Beautiful,330
who were all daughters of Prudence. Augustine explains the nature
of Love of Wisdom and Love of the Beautiful,33! Martianus expounds on that of Love of Reason,"" and Aesop833 indicates the

¥e

showing fuzzy down, denoting the agr: of puberty.
chlamys, a short cloak or cape.
I:M Martianus Cape-lIa,
Nupt., i, § 5.
DJ Cipris, the: C)'prian ; a poetical name for Venus.
all mixlllra. In "MYlhogr. 111/' in C!au . Auct. (e<!. Maius), Ill, 250,

lit

Venus
wc find: "She is called the Cyprian, which means a mixture."
D7 Cf. Wisdom, ix, 15.
DI Ecdcsiasticus, xvii, 7. 8. John's wording differs slightly from the Vulgate, although the
is the same .
.. Or m)·thology.
... Literally: Philology, Philosophy, and Philocaly.
III Augustine, Contra AcaJ., ii, 3, S 7 (in Mignc, P.L., XXXII, 92:1) .
-Martianus Capella, op. 0"1., ii, § 114.
- This evidently refers to the above·quoted passage in Augustine, where he says ". ..
for suddenly I have become Aesop , . ," Augustine apparently means merely that he is
speaking allegoricall}', that is, telling a fable, ratha- than that he actually attributes the
lalta- to Ac:sop, as John seems here to misinta-pret him ,
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inter-relationship existing between the three. Although human infirmity dares not arrogantly promise these [three] to itself, it continually seeks after them, namely, after true goodness, wisdom, and
reason, and it is occupied in loving them, until, by the exercise of
love with the help of grace, it [ultimately] attains the objects of its
affection. Prudence it is that elicits this affection [for reason, wisdom,
and beauty], as their savour increases in sweetness, and begets an
appetite for what is true and good. The Greek frono [the root of
Pro n esis ] means "I relish," and refers more to appetitive delight than I
to wisdom/u which consists in the contemplation of divine things.'
The latter [contemplation of divine things] is called Sophia [Wis- ,'
dom] rather than Pronesis [Prudence ] . 33'
:

I

CHAPTER

30.

The fact that philology precedes its two sisters.836 Also what investigation hy categoriel 37
is appropriate in a discussion of reason and
truth.

Among the aforementioned three sisters, Philology comes first, inasmuch as it discloses the nature, power, and counsels of each of the
others. Since there are many probabilities on every hand (for, as
Pythagoras observes, it is possible to defend the contrary of practically any proposition),338 Philology strives to attain certitude, and
exercises great caution to avoid error. For
Flight from vice is virtue's initial act,
And emancipation from folly is the beginning of wisdom. 33D
aM

&Ill See how Cicero, De OD., i, 43. S 153. distinguishes Z,otfJitu. (Wisdom) and 4tpOV'10U
(Prudence).
"" Philosophy and Philocaly.
11'7 pr(dicamenlalif inspectio.
- Sec: Senec.1, Ep., 88, § 43; cf. A/tI., iii, 10. Here, again, John speaks of P}·thagoras,
apparently with reference to Protagoras.
- Horace, Ep., i, I, 41, 4.1.
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Thus the sister which has the function of guarding against error
naturally precedes the other two, which confer virtues."· To quote
Juno, or more precisely Martianus,841 "Is there anyone who will
confess that he is unacquainted with the laborious vigils of Philology and the pallor begotten during persevering toil by lamp light?"
By her silent, powerful supplication, Philology constrains even the
resting gods to come to her aid. A little before [in Martianus], the
first sister [Philology] searches the heavens, earth, and seas, and
scrutinizes everything in them:
Toiling without stint the whole night through, Philology s4' unlocks the
secrets of the unknown,
And by her learned labors gains the power to foresee all that will come
to pass,
As do the gods themselves; in fact she frequently not only comes to rule
over us [mortals 1,
But even compels the very gods to comply with her bidding. Nor is this
all,
As she even knows how to accomplish, against the will of mighty Jove,
What none of the other deities, however powerful, would dare attempt.us

Indeed, as another author, not inferior to Martianus, observes:
"Persevering labor overcomes all obstacles." Si<
It is evident from what was said above, that many factors concur
to produce sensation. These include the external object, with which
the spirit, which is sensation's servant, comes in contact, and the
spirit itself, which brings to the attention of the conscious soul the
quality of the external object. There are thus three requisites [for
sensation]: the conscious soul, the spirit whereby the soul senses,
and the external object it perceives. By these, the deliberative force
which we have above348 called "reason," 848 is, as previously noted,S41
stimulated to action. Whereupon reason exercises its judgment,
That is, Philology precedes Philosophy and Philocaly.
an Martianus Capella, De Nup/., i, § 37.
kI Literally: she.
ad Martianus Carclla. op. tit., i, S 22.
aU'Vergil, Gt'org., i, 145 and 146.
iv, 16.

a.o

ati. ratio.

"'1 Mc/.,

iv, 16.
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which is likewise called "reason." The latter is sometimes [unequivocally] true, sometimes probable. True reason is sure and unwavering. The word itself, "reason," signifies certitude. Only that
which is firmly established can be called ,.alum."s Consequently,
is possessed only by
according to the great Augustine: "True
God, and by those to whom God grants the privilege of genuine
certitude and secure judgment." 'I!' InvestigationSOO by categories,m
the first step in seeking philosophical [scientific] knowledge of
anything, consists in considering what the thing [in question] is;
wherein it differs from, or is similar to other things; and whether
it has, or can have contraries. Once these questions have been
answered, the thing [in question] is more accurately determined,
and thus becomes a part of our knowledge. I myself have chosen to
imitate this method, because it is so suitable, despite the fact that,
in the investigation of such an extensive subject, I have not been
able to follow this plan as [closely as] I would have wished. There
is no more fitting occasion for an examination of the substance of
reason and truth, than when one is discussing the power of logic.
For the latter [logic], as Augustine observes, professes to be the
science of truth:3>2 would that it could [fully] attain what it
promises! However [although it falls short of perfection], logic
certainly has very great efficacy, and provides both a method and a
faculty for the invention and examination353 of reasoning.
WI

rll/um , ratified, established, secure, sure.

-It is uncertain what passage in Augustine's works John here refers to; cf. Plato,

Tim., SI E .
... inJpu/io, inspection, investigation, consiJcr:uion, theory, that is 8flllp1JTU'fI; cf. Quin-

tilian, Inst. Oral., ii, 18. S I.
al
categorical.
.. Perhaps John here refers to Augustine's De C.D ., viii, 4, where: concerning "rational
philosophy," Augustine says : "by which the truth is distinguished from falsehood." Also
cf. the De Spiritu et anima, chap. 37 (in Migne, P.L., XL, 808), sometimes attributed to
Augustine .

... ;nuenienJi
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CHAPTER

31.

of original
and
concrrning philosophical

ob-

, Reason in creatures is a spiritual force that examines the natures
of things and acquires a knowledge, not only of material entities,
but also of concepts perceptible by the intellect alone.·" In addition
to reason in creatures, there is also that original reason which efficaciously'5' comprehends all things, whether they be material or
perceptible only by the intellect. Fully and accurately, that is without any error whatsoever [this 1original reason determines the exact
nature and precise power of everything. If I describe [this 1original
reason as the divine wisdom or power, and the firm foundation of
all things, I am undoubtedly correct. This original reason embraces
the nature, development;·· and ultimate end of all things. It is the
sphere, which Martianus, speaking under a veil of poetical fiction,
describes·· T as comprised of all the elements, and lacking nothing
of which any nature may be conceived to consist. It includes all
heaven and air, the seas, the various parts of the earth, the infernal
regions;'" and towns as well as crossroads, with their [manifold 1
activities and fortunes, as well as every sort of thing, particular or
genera!,"'· that may be mentioned. This sphere is evidently an
image, as well as an idea of the world. Plato raises the question
whether there is but one idea or [there are 1 several ideas"· o If, on
the one hand, we consider the substance of scientific knowledge
or reason, there is only one idea. But if, on the other hand, we consider the numerous diverse things that reason contemplates in its
a;;4,

ilJ/dbgibi/u, intelligiblcs, as opposed to sensible things; things perceptible only

by the

intcllC.'ct.
IIS6 "irttl/t',
its virtue, power, efficacy.
1511 processus, progress, dc:vc::lopment, c:volution .
. .1 Martianus Capclb, De Nupt., i, i 68.
a.-IJ dam/raquc Tar/area, the Tartarcan confines, the infernal regions .
...." The \Vebb text here shoulJ be corrl'ctcll to read ;11 gcnn-c, instead of in gcn"a; cf.

MSS A. B, and C .
.., Plato, Tim" 31 A .
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council chamber,861 ideas are countless, In view of the aforesaid
[unity of scientific knowledge or reason] the Stoic reveres Pronom/6 ' which we may translate as "Providence," and maintains
that all things are bound by its necessary laws.m Epicurus, on the
other hand, impressed by the mutability8U of [the numerous] things
[reason considers], does away with Providence, and relieves everything from subjection to necessary laws. The Peripatetic, for his
part, shuns the precipice of error on either side. He will fully accept
neither the "paradoxical teachings" 865 of the Stoic, nor the "authentic dogmas" 866 of
While he admits the Providence of the
Stoics, he explains it in such a way that he does not bind things by
necessity. And while, with Epicurus, he frees things from the
shackles of necessity, he does so without denying the reality of
Providence. The Peripatetic thus maintains that, although things
are, on the one hand, partly necessary, they are also, on the other
hand, partly subject to natural changes861 and to free will. The
Academician, however, wavers. He will not presume to state definitely what is true in each and every case.MS His sect [of the Academicians] is divided into three camps. · By excessive caution, the
right to be called philosophers has been forfeited [by some]. A
[second] group admit only knowledge of things that are necessary
and self-evident, namely, things that one cannot fail to know. A
third type [of Academicians] consists in those of us who do not
[venture to] precipitate an opinion concerning questions that are
doubtful to a wise man.869
Literally: within itself (though they arc not merely internal things).
evidently from ff'p0l'oi", to foresee, provide beforehand; Providence.
<MS Cf. Ciccco.
N.D., i, 8, § 18; also John's PoliCTalicus, vii, I, 2, with Wcbb's
commentary ad loc.
a. /acilitaum. John evidently refers here to the ease with which change occurs, or in
which man wills and accomplishes this or that: Acxibility; easy mutability.
;&l paradoxol, paradoxes, doctrines contraf)' to those generally accepted, startling doctrines;
scc Ciccro, Acad. Pn'or., ii, 4." § 136; and
Fin. , iv, 27. § 74.
IllS k,i"iadoxlM, that is,
K,vplas 46fa.s, chief, or principal, or authentic doctrines; see
Cicero,
Fin., ii, 7, § 20 •
., /aci/ila/i
the ftexibility or mutability of nature.
aoI in singulis, in particular instances, or in each and every case.
- Cf. John's Po/ic:ralinu, vii, 2; and
Pro!'
8111

-
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32.

What is opposed to reason, and the fact that the
word "reason" has several different senses, as
well as that reasons are eternal.

Original and true reason is, as we have said,"70 divine. It does not admit of the slightest error. For there is nothing that seems more opposed to reason than error. Whereas reason builds up and confirms,
error, on the other hand, tears down and subverts, thereby replacing
reason's solid structure with its own flimsy instability.S71 With regard
to the meaning of the word "reason," just as "sensation" 372 at one
time means the power to sense, and at another the act of sensing;
and just as "imagination" at one time signifies the power to imagine,
and at another the act of imagining; so "reason" has various meanings. At one time "reason" refers to a faculty, at another to the
activity and operation of this power, and still again to the objects
of reason's activity. In the latter category are included inherent connections 373 in [logical] consequences, proportions between numbers,
and principles whereby absolutely necessary truths are demonstrated. Augustine, in his books On Order and On Free Will,sB as
well as in his Hypognosticon,375 and on several other occasions, states
that such "reasons" are incorruptible and eternal. "The ratio" he
says, "of one to two, as well as that of two to four [etc.], is most
true, and it is no less true today than it was yesterday. Its truth
does not vary one bit with the passage of days or years. 878 This
••
8ft

iv, 31.
slipperiness, inconstancy, inS(:curity .

.n unsus .
r.s
a'l" Augustine, De Ord., il, 19. S 50, and De Lib. Arbil .• ii. 8, § 21
(in Migne, P.L..
XXXI1. 1018 and up.
IJI'II Pechaps John here refers to pscudo-Augustinc's HypognoJlicon. vi, 4. S 6 (in Migne.
PL., XLV, 1660). This hook, not really written by Augustine is also cited by John in
Met .. iv, 34. as well as in his Histon'Q PontificaJis. chap. 13 (cd. Pooie, p. 32).
:r.o The literal translation here is: It was no truer yC'stc:rday than it is today, nor will
it be any truer tomorrow, or a )Tar from now. See Augustine, Dc Ord., ii, (9, § 50 (in
Mignc, P.L., XXII, (018).
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ratio would not cease to hold true, even if the whole world were to
perish." Likewise [true is the principle that] the existence of a
body necessarily involves the existence of a substance.m While other
sorts of things that are contemplated by the eye of divine reason
are true, still, owing to their mutability, they may not by any means
be termed "reasons." Because ' of the intimate association of truth
and reason, some philosophers have held that if a thing is once true,
it is forever true. Their view seems to be supported by the reason
that Augustine advances to show that our faith is the same as that
of our forefathers, even though we do enjoy in somewhat fuller
measure what they anticipated. For Augustine says: "Our faith is
the same [as theirs], even though we live in a different age." 818
. Despite the fact that we preach it to different listeners, and in
different words, we embrace the same truth.

CHAPTER

33.
fact that

word

of human
and
has various

The nature of the angels, which is not retarded by the contaminating presence of a body,m and is more closely akin to the divine
purity, flourishes with the acumen of incorrupt reason. SBO While
the angels do not enjoy an insight into all reality which is equal to
that possessed by God, still angelic reason does enjoy the privilege
of exemption from error. Human weakness, on the contrary, both as
a result of the limitations38t imposed on it by nature, an,d in punishffielltfor sin, is exposed to many errors. Fettered by the latter, it
s1lps and falls from original and subsequent purity,"B' and is handicapped in the investigation of reality by means of its reasoning
.n Simi/i modo substantiam nu si sit corpus non nu non pauII.
m Sec Augustine, Tract. in /oann., xlv, 10, § 9 ; Enarr. in Ps., i, § 17 (in Migne, P.L .•
XXXV. 17ll; XXXVI. 596).
I'N Cf. Vcrgil, Aen. , vi, 731 .
., Cf. Augustine, De C.D., xi, 29i xii, I .
181 Literally : condition.
- Reference is evidcntly made both to original toss of primlry purity by our first parents,
and to subsequent loss of acquired purity by their individual descendants.
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processes. Slipping about in a mire of incertitude, man apprehends
as much as he can. At times his opinions are true, inasmuch as they
constitute accurate representations of reality. At other times, however, they are fallacious, since they are vitiated by empty, deceptive
illusions. An opinion is true if it perceives things as they actually are.
Speech is true if it presents things as they really are. In view of this,
some philosophers have held, with probability, that 888 the truth
because of which an opinion or speech is called true, is, as it were,
an inter-relationship of things that are examined extrinsic to reason.884 If reason is solidly based on these realities in its investigations,
it possesses certitude, and it does not flounder in error. Accordingly
speech termed "true" is called "modal" from the mode it indicates.
Likewise a true opinion [is called "modal"] from its mode of
perception, and true reason from the quality of its examination.885
Particular things are called "true," as when we speak of "a true
man," or "true candor," provided that, in taking them to be such,
our opinion is not deceived by any phantasy of the imagination.88s
Accurate apprehension of reality, which is the basis for calling things
"true," is generally proved to be such in one of two ways: either
from the form of the substance [of things], or [at least] from the
effects of this form. A being is a true "man" if this being has true
humanity, that is, is conscious of reason and of the capacity to be
I affected by external things.S87 True "whiteness" is that which makes
: white; true "justice" is that which makes just. If you do not believe
me, heed at least [what] the great Hilary/SS towering in his Gallican buskin,8s9 and exceeding the comprehension of the simpleminded [has to say on the subject ].89•
..., probahiliur, or: that probably .
.. quasi medium q"mJam habitum ate
ad ralionem .
.sThis may also be: translated: Accordingly speech that is called "uue" is so called from
the mode the modal c:xpression indicates. Likewise an opinion that is called "truC''' is so
called from its mode of perception, and reasoning from the quality of its examination.
SIll imagin;s phanlaJmaU. an imaginary phantasm.

conscia rationis

(t

passibiiilalis.

·Sce Hilary, De Trin ., v, 3. 14 (in Mignc, P.L., X, 131, 137).
- Galiicano co/urno [colhllrno) al/oliltlr. Reference is evidently made to Hilary's solemn
style. The buskin was a high-hcl,,'lco, thick-soled boot worn by actors in tragedies .
., See Jcrome. Ep. lviii, 10 (in Migne, P.L., XXII, 585) .
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34.

The etymology of the word uerum ["true"],
the nature of truth, and what is contrary to
truth.

In imitation of the Stoics, who are much concerned about the etymology or resemblance of words,s., we observe that [Latin] ur:rum
[true] comes from the Greek heron, which means secure and stable
or certain and clear. Hence those who had attained a state of
security and stability by being associated and classed with the gods
in ancient mythology were called "heroes." S92 Such "demigods" 893
"came to be known as 'heroes,''' according to Martianus,s94 "because
the ancients also referred to the earth as 'hr:ram:" owing to their certitude as to its stability. We, however, do not call anyone a "demigod," since no one is [really] such; nor do we refer to anyone as a
"hero," since the name connotes perfidy.'·· Rather, we refer to
the transfer of the elect from this world's inconstancy and emptiness to the glory of true certainty and security by a catholics•• word,
and call them "saints," owing to the confirmations97 they have
attained. For "to sanction" S98 means "to confirm" [ratify] . A
"saint" S•• is one who is "confirmed" 4•• in [his possession of] virtue or glory"·' One who is a saint is free from vanity, and abides
in the truth. The word "true" <02 itself also indicates confirmation,
:5t
the analysis or analogy of words. Cf. Augustine, Contra erne. , i,
(;n M'gne. P.L .. XLII!, 455) .

demigods, lesser deities .

lJI.'I

Capdla,

...

Nup/., ii. S 160.

- Or deception .
.. coth o/iro. catholic, universal, orthodox.
IP1'
confirmation, state of firm, establi shed, and ratified security.

*" soncirr .
... SOll c ltlI ,

.

.00

Or firmlr established.

tUI

Cf. Augustine,

4LP'Jtu·rum.

C.D .. '"

21.

Il,

S IS
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and signifies the security of a reality upon which reason may confidently depend. The word "truth" .03 likewise denotes certitude
and stability. The fact that in Latin the consonant 11 relaces the
Greek aspirate [h] constitutes no objection [to our etymological
argument], since the Aeolian digamma [F] 404 and the [Latin]
consonant are closely related!05 Just as the power of sensation requires some real object if it is to function usefully and efficaciously,
so' reason, too, must have an object to provide- .a solid basis for its
processes. Otherwise it will slip and fall. If light is eliminated, sight
stops; if sound ceases, we hear nothing; if odor and flavor are
absent, our senses of smell and taste fail to function; while if our
sense of touch does not come in contact with some solid object, it
feels nothing. It may be objected that we say that we "see the darkness," "hear the silence," or "feel the emptiness"; but it would be
more correct, in such cases, to say that these senses do not perceive
anything. Augustine, both Against the Manicheans;06 and in his
I pognosticon :07 as well as in several of his other books:oS teaches
that not merely these, but all privations'oo are really nothing. Aristotle, however, asserts that they are something. He says that, in
addition to being privative, they dispose subjects to themselves in a
certain way!IO In any event, our reason, just as our senses, requires
a solid foundation. Otherwise its activity is futile, from its failure
lay hold of something definite. For when [our] reason strives to
grasp something, and fails in its purpose, its labor has been fruitless, and it will be deceived by its own errors. Just as we have
characterized error as the contrary of reason, so we also say that
..
.0&

•

digamma, the double gamma. written like an English /. but equlvalcnt to the English

UI or 11 .

,IX> See Priscian, Inst. Gram .,

i,

20

(Kcil. G.L.• Il, IS); cf. ibid. , i, 25. 46 (Kci), G.L., 11,

19, 35)·
NOI . Boni c.
chaps. IS. 16
(in Migne, P.L., XUI, 556).
llIn/pognos/;con. Augustine's Hypognoslicon, i. 4. 5 (in Mignc. P.L., XLV, 1616 ft); d.
Mn., iv, 32, n . 375 .
... Augustine, ConI .. xii, 3 ff.; Enarr. in Ps., vii, chap. 19; Op. lmpnJ c. Tu/iam"n, chap.
44 (in Migne, P.L., XXXII, 327 fI.; XXXVI, 109; XLV, 1480, 1481) .
.. priuQJ;onu, privatiom, ncgations.
'10 Aristotle. In PhYJ., ii. I, 193 b, 20; sec Bocthius,
(in Migne, P.L., LXIV,
883).
,011

Pt:rh aps John here refers

(0

Augustine's Libr;
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emptiness4l1 is the contrary of truth. Although false and empty are
different words, they add up, in a way, to the same thing. Emptiness
and falsehood [both] amount to nothing. What is false is absolutely
nothing. It is not [even] an object of knowledge. As Augustine
teaches in his Soliloquies:" and Against the Academicians:'3 as
well as on several other occasions,''' all the ancients, including even
the Academicians, accepted the principle that it is impossible to
have [scientific] knowledge of falsehood. m He proves [in his
work] against the Academicians, that there cannot be any [scientific] knowledge of things that are false, for the [simple] reason
that they are utterly non-existent. Where some translators'" have
taken the Scriptures to say that in the beginning the earth was
empty and void,417 others have interpreted them to assert that it
was as yet nothing, and had not yet been constituted. By the law of
contraries, what is true is opposed both to what is empty and to
what is false, since the last two are the same. In my estimation, the
fact that something which exists is opposed to something that is
non-existent does not jeopardize this principle. Such evidently
happens in propositions that are opposed in a contradictory manner.
Does not Aristotle teach that one of these [contradictorily opposed
propositions] must always be [true], while the other must, of necessity, not be [true]?'" Cannot the existence of one thing indicate
the non-existence of another? A ruddy sky may bespeak calm and
undisturbed weather, as well as a tempest, in accordance with the
saying:
A blushing sky at dawn forebodes a storm,
But at set of sun promises smooth sailing. u9
emptiness, vanity.
Augustine, Solil., ii, 11, i 20 (in Mignt', P.L.. XXXII. 894) .
• 11 Augustine:, Contra
iii, 3. S Si 4. § 10 (in Migne, P.L., XXII, 936, 939).
'14 For example, Augustine, De Trin., xiii, TO , § 17 (in Mignc, P.L., XLII, J070).
,a Augustine, Contra Aead., iii. 4. § 10 (in Migne, P.L. , XXII, 939) .

'1I I1anila/t'm,
'IS

•1e intl'rprt'us, interpreters, tramlators, Commentaturs.

Genesis. i. 2.
u, Aristotle. De lnlcrpr., 7. '7 h, 26 ff.
u, Cf. Matthew, xvi, 2 , 3. Margalits (in the Fiori/rgium, p. 469), notes two other sa)'i ngs
of this kino: "A r('d sky in th(' evening fun:tdls a fair morrow"; and "He who laugh s Cln a
sunny morning, is frequently found wct'ping in the evening."
UT
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More about truths, and the fact that things,
words, and truths are said to exist in difJerent
ways, with an explanation of the latter.

All that is vain,.20 is, precisely because of its emptiness, illusory.
After deluding minds, which it dupes by its false pretensions, it
vanishes like a phantasm [of the imagination]. Because of this eph.
emeral nature of what is transitory and perishable, Ecclesiastes, in
his discourse concerning all earthly things, declares: "Everything
under the sun is vain." 421 He does so in such forceful and impressive
language, and with such authoritative probability,m that his saying
has become commonplace among all peoples, and has passed into
all languages. Penetrating the minds'23 of all who have ears to hear,
it shakes their souls to their very depths. I n explaining the difference
between things which really exist and those which only seem to
exist, Plato states that intelligibles are impervious both to external
incursion and to internal passion. They cannot be injured by any
force, nor can they be wasted away by the wear and tear'" of time.'25
Rather, they persevere continually in the unimpaired vigor of their
[impregnable] state...• Hence they truly exist [in a strict sense], and
are second only to the first essence in their right to existence. This is
the sure, secure state that is denoted by a substantive word,m when
the latter is correctly used. Temporal things seem to exist, since they
are representative images of such intelligibles. But temporal things
are not fully worthy of being called by substantive names, for they
pass away with time. They are forever changing, and vanish like
""omnia uana, all vanities, emptiness, or falsity .
Or empty. St'e Ecclesiastes, i, 14.
,n probabiJituu
probabilit}, of authoritative opinion.
us cordd. Iitc:rally, the hearts. The heart was considered the seat of understanding and
ft:ding.
• 11

'!N disp(,l1djum .

.:r.

$('C

Apukius. De Plat. cl ('jus Dogm., i. 6, 193.
lXxthius, Inst. Arithm., i, I (et!. Fricdlcin, pp. 8, 3. 4).

U":'Or noun.
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smoke. As Plato observes in his
"They take flight without
even waiting to receive names." 428 Plato divides true existence into
three categories, which he posits as the principles of [all] things:
namely, "God, matter, and idea." For these are, by their nature, unchangeable. God is absolutely immutable, whereas the other two are
in a way unchangeable, even though they mutually differ in their
effects. Coming into matter, forms dispose it;29 and render it in a
way subject to change. On the other hand, forms themselves are also
to some extent modified by contact with matter, and, as Boethius
observes in his
are [thereby] transformed into a state
of mutable instability. However, Boethius denies that ideas, which he
posits as the first essence after God, are in themselves intermingled
with matter or infected by change. Instead, [he states that] from
these ideas proceed native forms,f81 which are images of their original
exemplars [namely, of the ideas], and are created together with all
Trinity, Boethius
particular things by nature. In his book On
explains that "From forms that transcend matter, have come the
forms which are found in matter and efficaciously constitute
bodies.m Practically the same opinion has been put into verse by
Bernard of Chartres, the foremost Platonist of our time:
I say that the cause of particular existences is to be found,4"
Not in the intimate union of matter and form,
But rather in the fact that one of these [the form I perdures,<'4
Being called by the Greek'" "Idt!a," even as he called matter hy1t!.4'8

Although the Stoics believe that [both] matter and the "idea" are
coeternal with God, while others, with Epicurus, would eliminate
providence, and entirely dispense with the "idea," Bernard,m as a
n" Plato, Tim., 49 E, according to the version of Chalcidius.
Cf. Gilbert de la Porric, Comm. in Bod.
TrinilaU (in Mignc, PL., LXIV, U74) .
UJi" An"smdicis; sce
Inst. Arilhm .. i, I (cd. Friedlc:in, pp . 8 , 10, u).
tZI
na/;ue,' sce Gilbert de la Porrec, op. cil. (in Mignc, P.L., LXIV, 1167);
also d. Md.• ii, 17.
m Bocthius, De Tr;n. (cd. Pcipcr, pp. 154,49 ft.) .
6D Literally: that what is exists.
Namely, the form .
.. Adeul, namely, Plato.
681 i/en, that is. liX,'1. (prime) matter; Bernard could have karned from Chalcidius (Comm.
in Tim. Plat., is 123. 268). that Plato used this word (although he: did not use: it in this
philosophical sense) •
.., ilU, he:: Be:rnard of Chartres.
d,.
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[true 1philosopher, used to say that neither
nor the ideal is
"coeternal" with God. For Bernard accepted the teaching of the
Fathers, who, as Augustine testifies, explained that, in making all
things from nothing, God created their matter. m At the same time
[while denying its coeternity with God 1 Bernard did hold that the
idea is "eternal." For he admitted the eternity of [divine 1providence,
wherein God has jointly established all things at one and the same:
time, determining each and everything that was or is to come to be
in time, or to endure throughout eternity. On the other hand, coeternity is possible only among entities that are neither greater nor less
than one another in dignity, power, and authority"'· Bernard accordingly concluded that only those three persons,"o whose nature,
power, and operation are one, singular, and inseparable, are coequal
and coeternal, as among them [alone 1 there exists absolute parity.
The idea cannot measure up to an equal status with the divinity. For
the idea is, in a certain way, subsequentHl in nature to the divinity,
and a sort of effect which subsists in the inner sanctuary of the
divine mind,'" without needing any extrinsic cause. Consequently,
although Bernard dared call the idea "eternal," he refused to say it
was "coeternal." As he remarks in explaining Porphyry, the works
of the divine mind are of two kinds. The first sort are created out of,
or together with matter; the second are made out of and contained
within the divine mind itself, without need of anything external.
Thus the divine mind from the very beginning conceived the
heavens in its understanding, nor did it need to employ any matter
or form extrinsic to itself for this mental conception. As Bernard
says elsewhere:
Even though time eventually devours all its own offspring,
Under compulsion of necessity, and despite temporary reprieve.
It is still powerless to destroy, nor can it demolish,
A principle based solely and directly on the divine will .
... See Augustine, ConI., xii, 7, 8; and Ad". Uf. (I Prop},., i, 8 (in Migne, P.L., XX,'Xll,
828. 829; and XLII. 609. 610).
4.'" Literally : in the nature of their majesty, the privilege of thelt power, or the authority of
their activity.
Ill) That is, of the Divine Trinity .
... IPostc:rior.
IUI Literally: the [divine1 counsels.
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Wherefore if one bewails the aforesaid condition
Clearly he does so with no or little reason.

Others, while admitting that some things are true from [all] eternity,
deny that the latter are really eternal. They argue that only living
things can be eternal, since Augustine'" tells us that eternity is a
state of interminable life. From what has been said, it is clear that the
Platonists held, with Solomon, that all things under the sun are
vain,." and that only those things which do not disappear like figments of the imagination, but remain definitely sure and always the
same in the state of substances, are true.

CHAPTER

36.

Thr: diOr:rr:ncr: br:twun things that arr: trur:
and things that only sum to br: trur::· 5 according to thr: Platonists.

While opinions, speech, and things may all be referred to as "false,"
this term is most correctly applied to opinions vitiated by fallacy.
For it is opinion which is really deceived by falsehood.us Speech
derives falsity from the fact that it expresses a false opinion. And
something that is false is so called from the fact that only a mind that
was empty and void would conceive of such a thing. In like manner,
in medicine,"; not merely animals, but also symptoms, and even
causes 448 as well, are referred to as "healthy" or "unhealthy." To
descend a bit with the Peripatetics from the lofty concepts of Plato,
things are said to be true or false, with reference to the meanings of
the words combined [into propositions], according as they perceived
with valid [objective] or vain [empty] understanding. For the Peripatetics, who philosophize in a more human manner, refrain from
Or rather Bocthius, Cons. Phil., V, prosa 6.
Or cmpt)'; Ecclcsiastc:s. i. 14 .
..aThis may also be: translated : things which truly exist and things which only scem to
MS

U4

.
• .e

falli,u,.

in phisicis. in physical or natural science, among physicians, in medicine:.
UI ClU4U, causes or causal things. This could also mean cases.
4.:
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being mentally transported for themselves and for God,.'· as do the
Platonists. On the contrary, they remain sober for [the sake of their
fellow] men, and place truth or falsity,"o in whether or not the
understanding formulated in examination and comprehension is accurate or erroneous. If our understanding conceives of something as
being what it actually is, or as not being what it is not, then its
judgment is sure and correct. But if our understanding opines that
something that really exists, does not exist, or that something that
does not exist, really exists, doubtless it is deceived and erroneous.
The same holds true with regard to speech. As for things, a thing
that is represented in our understanding as it actually is, is true,
whereas a thing that is represented otherwise is vain and false. The
truth or falsity of both opinions and things accordingly depends on,
and is judged by, our mode of perception (namely, the way in which
our opinions perceive, or in which things are perceived); while the
truth or falsity of speech depends on, and is judged by its meaning.
As God cannot be deceived by falsehood, beyond doubt the more
accurate and sure our knowledge is, the less falsehood it contains,
since God recognizes the latter as false. What is true cannot be concealed from that [absolute] truth which contemplates all things.
! Primary truth, that is to say original certitude, stability, and clarity,
subsists within the essence of God, and from this flows, in one way
or another, everything that is correctly called "true." God alone
perceives with certitude all mutual agreement and disagreement,
whether between things or words. All men yearn for certitude, for
the love of truth is not only kindred to, but also inborn in reason.
'With Philology, man, as Martianus says,'" "wholeheartedly beseeches that truth which exists, but derives its existence from nonexistent things." m This objective is realized only when some drop
of divine wisdom, derived from the effluence of grace, illumines a
mind that seeks and loves it. This, according to Martianus, is the "all
u' Cf. JI Corinthians, v, 13; also I Corinthians, xiv, 28 .
• ".0 The comma before hominibul in the Wc:bb text should apparently be transferred to
follow hominibus. Otherwise, the translation would read: ". .. they remain sober, and
place truth or falsity for men in whether or not . . ."
t .-· I Martianus Carella, De Nupt ., ii, S :z.o6 .

...-. ;/Jam ai/renum

non exilumibul uuilaum.
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pure fountain" 403 whence flows the aforesaid truth.'" Nothing becomes truly known unless it flows forth from this fountain, nor does
the latter emit anything false. For this spring, which Martianus envelops in a veil of poetical imagery, is virgin pure, and knows neither
corruption nor falsity.

CHAPTER

37.

That things, opinions, and speech are called
"true" or "false" in different senses; and why
such expressions are called "modal." 455

God, who is immune from composition;sees4G6 all things, including
both the future, which is not absent from God's knowledge, and the
past, which does not fade from His consciousness. He weighs the
mutual conformity and disagreement of things, and judges surely
and accurately concerning what exists and what does not exist. What
God sees from the very beginning is certain, and is called "true,"
since it does not vanish into nothingness. Such are verily the thoughts
of the Most High, whose depths no man can probe: 4G7 the words said
once and for all, and realized in the course of time, in accordance
with the decrees of divine providence. Who will call God's mind
idle, and [dare] assert that He has not contemplated all from the
outset? If truths are, so to speak, the thoughts of God, who, except
the presumptuous, will maintain that they vanish into nothingness?
And who will be so impudent as to assert that they have not always
existed in the mind of Him, Who, from [all] eternity, has prearranged and known everything? Does God, like man, conceive new
thoughts and initiate new projects? At the same time, even though
truths have been true from all eternity, neither they, nor anything
6Y uirgo lomana, the fountain.virgin or virgin-fountain, the all-pure fountain.
"" Martianus Capella, op. at., ii. S
- modalu, modal (plural adjective), or modals (plural noun).
AN
fill

33·

Literally: the eye of the divine simplicity beholds.
Literally: DO man can explain . Cf. Psalms, xcii, Si Numbers, xxiv, 6; and Romans, xi,
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dse, can be called "coeternal" with the Creator. For, as we have
already observed, nothing whatsoever can ascend to an equality with
God. In fact, it is to God that eternal truths owe their truth and
certitude. When it is said that everything is either Creator or creature,
universal reality458 is, on the authority of the Fathers, in a way reduced to substances and their attributes.. •• For the meanings··o of
propositions are not included in this classification in view of the
context"" This division was formulated •• 2 with reference merely
to the meanings of uncombined words"·' There are, therefore, some
truths which exist in the mind of God, but which are not creatures,
since they have existed from eternity. There is no question but that
some things are not eternal, unless one would argue, as do some, that
the statement of Ecclesiasticus to the effect that: "He who lives eternally has created all things together," ••• refers, not only to the
Trinity's activity in contemplating and disposing Itself, but also to
its creation of primordial matter. All things are either created out of
this original matter, or created together with things created in it. To
exist"·' in the case of eternal truths, means that they belong to the
original knowledge of reason, and that they have being in such a
way as to be the objects of sure, direct judgment. Their existence consists in being known. Similarly, existence, in the case of human words,
consists in being uttered or remembered. Of the one [and only]
word"" Augustine says: "This is the Word, not because it is a temporary utterance, but because it is eternally begotten." ••7 Such a discompltxio, the complex of universality .
Literally: things present in substances .
...., s;gnijiCtzlio in the Webb text should read signijicaltl; cf. MSS C and A (MS B does not
come to this point) .
.et nam tnuntia/ionum ngni/icala non conl;ng;t urgtnU aliqua ral;ont
literally :
for this [classification or division] does not extend to [or concern] the things meant by
propositions. in view of the manner of speech . This passage is also susceptible of other
,,'11 un;UtrS;lal;S

....0

translations.
MS si partit; in the Webb text should evidently be ne part;I;; d . MSS A and C (MS B
does not come to this point) .
..
signi/ica/iones, words or terms is understood.
fMo

Ecclesiasticus, xviii,

1.

Ul05
to bc, to exist, existence .
•• unico, the onc word (par excellence), namely, the Word of God.
4G7 The exact words which John quotes here have not been found in Augustine's works;
sn; nevertheless Augustine,
Gro. imp. lib., 5, S I9i and cf. In /oann . trad., xiv, 3,
S 7; Enarr. in Ps., xliv, S 5; StTm., xxxviii, 5; cxix, 7; c1xxxvii, 3; ccxv, I;
(I
Symb., i 3;
Trin., ix, 7, i 12; xv, 11, S 20; 13-16, H 1:l-:l6 (in Migne, PL. , XXXIV,
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tinction would seem in a way inappropriate, if words did not subsist
through utterance. Since the terms "to exist" and "one" and "thing"
may be used in varying senses, everyone should be careful in interpreting the meaning of statements. Things (that is, natures and the
operations of natural things);68 thoughts and speech, words and
reasons, each have their own modes of existence. Correct statements
should hence be interpreted according to the proper modes of their
particular subject matter. Accordingly, I am unconcerned whether
truths are said to exist or not to exist, when the meanings of words
are carefully considered, provided simply that they are not considered to be nothing whatsoever. On the other hand, untruths have
no existence at all, since they are absolutely nothing. This both the
ancient philosophers and the catholic Fathers have declared. God's
memory and speech are His knowledge, for His recollection or word
or reason is His wisdom. The word whereby Omnipotence speaks is
one, although the words He speaks are numberless. He says [of
Himself]:<69 "The beginning of your words is truth;" f70 for, in "the
inaccessible light" wherein He dwells,m God possesses a knowledge
of all things. This light, I am sure, is identical withm His substance.
"7;

xxxv,

'506; XXXVI, 497; XXXVIII, .84, ,85, 675, .00', '096; XL, ,83; XUI,

967. 1072, 1073, 1075 if.). In the margin MS A has AugUJli"uJ: Fu/gt'nliuJ. Sce Fulgentius, Ad Monimum, iii, 7 (in Mignc, P.L., XV, 204). The statement here attributed
to Augustine may also be translated: "This is the Word: not an ordinary, passing utterance,

but the Word which is forever [being] born."
.. nature Ic;!iat ue/ nlJluraJium operll may be translated: natures or the works of natural
things, or: the works of nature

"Or of the Word.
,'10 Psalms, cxviii, 160.

&n See I Timothy, vi, 16.
'11 Literally: not foreign to.

Of

of natural things.
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CHAPTER

38.
truth, with a

of

and
of

Let us now, with all reverence, contemplate the happy and intimate
connection between reason and truth. And let us, at the same time,
implore the assistance of these two, without which we are powerless
to comprehend or even to investigate them. Reason is, in a way, the
eye of the mind. m Or to put it more broadly, reason is the instrument whereby the mind effects all its cognition. Reason's special
function is to investigate and apprehend the truth. The contrary ot
the virtue of reason is imbecility and [consequent] lack of the power
to investigate and determine the truth. The contrary of the activity
of investigating the truth, which we have above called "reason," is
error. In God, this virtue [of reason] is absolutely perfect, and in
angels it is relatively perfect, according to their [angelic] nature. But
in man it is either entirely or for the most part imperfect, although
it may be [said to be] "perfect" in a person temporarily or comparatively, in contrast to less perfect reason.470 Wherefore man lays
claim, not to reason, but to the appetite for reason, as is indicated by
the term "philology" [love of reason]. For the modesty of philosophers has tempered the names "philology" [love of reason], "philosophy" [love of wisdom], and "philocaly" [love of beauty]. Reason
itself has no contrary. Divine reason is an immutable substance,
whereas angelic reason and human reason are not substances.
coherence', cohesion, intimate connection.
m CL Claudianus Mamertus, De Statu An;mat>, i, 27 (cd. Engelbrecht, p. 98).

4n

n&

CL Met., iii. 3.

10.
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39 .

A continuation of tht: afort:said [discussion].
Also [tht: fact] that nt:itht:r rt:ason nor truth
has contrarit:S.

Truth is both the light of the mind and the subject matter of reason.
God and the angels see truth directly, God beholding universal truth,
and the angels particular truths. But man, no matter how perfect,
glimpses the truth only in part, and to a [definitely] limited degree.
more perfect a man is, the more ardently he desires to
However,
comprehend the truth. For truth is the basis of certitude, in which
reason's investigations flourish and thrive. In the absence of light
and of solid objects [our senses of] sight and touch cannot operate.
Our other senses are put in a similar plight if sound and scent and
flavor are not present. In like manner, reason's perception is frustrated
when truth is withdrawn. The ,contrary of truth is vanity, falsity, or
emptiness,m all of which are proved by philosophy to be nothing.
Whence some have opined that the letter a in inanity [emptiness]
should be changed to u, so that the word would read "in unity," m
or that which is not [any] one thing. For what is not [any] one
thing, is nothing. Original truth is found in the divine majesty.
There is also other truth, which consists in an image or likeness of
divinity. The truth of anything is directly dependent on the
degree in which it faithfully reflects the likeness of God. The more
deficient anything is in this respect, the more it fades into falsity
and nothingness. It is in this sense that [it is said that] "Man has
become like unto vanity," and "His days have faded as shadows." 418
A shadow occurs only when "the light of a body" is cut off by some
intervening obstacle, and the absence of light thus induces an area of
darkness. As the light of truth is withdrawn, the darkness of error,
_grows, and this error deceives us. The contrary of truth is called "false'1'1

.n
'18

the inane, cmpt)', or void .
in (not) and unum (one thing or any onc thing, something) ,
Psalms, cxliii, 4.

=
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hood" 479 from the word
[deceiving]. One who walks in
darkness [falters and] knows not whither he is going. Truth properly fosters, enlightens, and corroborates reason, just as reason properly seeks, attains, and embraces truth. As has been said, external
light nourishes vision; [and] solid objects provide an object for
the sense of touch. In God, however, reason and truth are one.
He, Who is both the Reason and the Word eternal, says of Himself: "I am the truth." 480 He is self-sufficient, and has need of
nothing external. His reason illumines itself, and His truth contemplates itself. In creation, on the other hand, truth is one thing, reason
another. For in creation, truth is an image of the divinity, which is
sought and found by reason in created things. Reason is a virtue or
activity of the mind, whose object is to discern truth. Truth, like
reason, does not have any contrary, and this for the same cause that
was given and explained above in regard to reason.

CHAPTER

40.

T
proprr aim of
Prripatetics, as wdl as
of all who philosophize
and
to undrrstanding.

I

If the purpose of the Peripatetics is to reject all empty illusions, determine objective reality, and seek after, venerate, and live according
to the truth of God in every respect, they do not labor in vain. But
if such is not their aim, then their efforts and pains 481 are wasted.
The human heart482 is so seduced that it but rarely succeeds in attaining knowledge of the truth. The many impediments to understanding include invincible ignorance488 of such things as the mysteries'" of the Holy'Trinity, which reason cannot explain; the frailty
'--,

la/si/as, falsit)', falsehood.
&10 John, xiv, 6.
w impcnsa,
pains .
.. The heart was regarded as the scat of both understanding and feeling.
- i"u;ncibi/is ignorantia; cf. Abdard, El" . s. Scito
chap. 14 (in Opp .• ed.
Cousin, 11, 619).
.,.. archana, literally : secrets, hidden things.
&TV
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oCman's condition; the brevity of human life; the neglect of what
is useful and [corresponding] concern with what is unprofitable; the
[perplexing] conflict of probable opinions; sin, which makes one
of seeing the light; and finally the great multitude and ·
vast expanse of subjects to be investigated. None of the aforesaid
·eight impediments is a greater obstacle to understanding those things
that should be known than is sin. For sin separates us from God, and
bars us from the fountain of t';mh, for which nevertheless, our reason
does not cease to thirst. "My heart," exclaims the soul'·' which
realizes its sin, "has forsaken me; the very light of my eyes has failed
me." '.6 Indeed, unless one refers··1 what he knows to the service of
God, his knowledge is not only of no benefit, but even becomes a
handicap. For it is futile to know many things, if the one thing which
is the most necessary of all,'·· and is made manifest through understanding creatures, be lacking. Holy Solomon says: "I proposed to
ascertain and investigate wisely everything under the sun. This is a
most wretched occupation, which has been allotted to man by
God." '.9 The pagan philosophers were thus occupied. For, according
to the Apostle, they suppressed the truth of God by falsehood, and
became vain in their thoughts through their own fault. While boasting of their wisdom, they fell into foolishness, since they failed to
return thanks to the author of [all] good things,,90 It is a waste of
time to be curious about useless questions, yet this concern preoccupies not only the Peripatetics, but almost the whole world. Noting
this vice, Lucan invites the curious to determine the hidden causes
of the ocean wavesm and reveal to him this inscrutable secret. "Investigate this," he says, "you who fret about the workings of the
world." .92 When the mind is overoccupied with numerous questhat do not greatly concern it, it wanders far afield from itself,
4M

4"
' Ir.

mind, soul.
Psalms, xxxvii, 1 I.
Namely, turns back, returns, rcRects.

, .... Luke, x, . p:.

t. Ecc1esiastes, i. 13.

'lAIcf. Romans. i. 18,2[, 24 .
4IlL eslullntis Oculln;1 of the tossing ocean, or of the ocean's waves, storms, movements,
or tides.
'" Lucan. PIIIITS., it 417. The sense here is: U[ leave this inquiry to thoSt who study
the workings of the world."
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and often even becomes oblivious of itself. BEt no error can be more
periilclous than this. "To know oneself is," according to Apollo,
"practically the highest wisdom." '.3 Of what use is it to understand
the nature of the elements and of things composed of the elements"·'
. to study the principles of quantitative and numerical proportion, to
i speculate about the opposition of virtues and vices, to pay careful
: attention to inferences in reasoning, and to dispute with probability
i on all sorts of points, if, meanwhile, one remains ignorant of him: self? Can one who, while he makes ready'·' the lodgings of others,
1\ yet forgets whither he must betake himself in order to provide for
own needs, be regarded as anything short of a fool? A person who
becomes so concerned about other people's business that he neglects
his own affairs, is not only excessively curious, but also fails in his
duty to himself. However, he who converts external things to the
betterment of his own life"·· so that he may know and venerate
their author; takes into account his own imperfection, which is
scarcely able to understand a few things; uses transitory things, along
with which he himself will also pass away, merely as a short-term
10an;497 checks, represses, or extinguishes the lusts of his flesh; endeavors diligently to form again [in himself] the image of God,
which has been disfigured by vice; and bends every effort to the
cultivation and practice of virtue: [such a one] is most truly philosophizing. If onc first [of all] thoroughly studies himself, and [then]
carefully examines beings that are inferior to himself, gives due
consideration to tlIOse equal to himself, and reverently contemplates
those that are superior to himself, such a one is investigating with
proper moderation. He is not thrusting himself precipitously and
rashly into questions that exceed his comprehension. He is not inflated with pride. Neither does he covet the various [corruptible]
furnishings of this world, save so far as this is necessary or permissible. He is charitable to his neighbors, reveres and loves the heavenly
beings who stand in constant attendance before God, and thanks,
&NI

Cicero.

Fin., v, 16. § 44.

aut de".entalorum. John here apparently refers to the four elements
and things composed of these: elements.
purifies, makes ready, surveys.
ut ad usum uiu, for the use or })(ncfit of life or conduct.
UT Literally: as a gift or loon, and for the hour.
6N
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praises, and glorifies for all good things the Divine Majesty, whose
immensity precludes our full comprehension, but whose creatures
would prevent us from entirely ignoring it, were it not for the fact
that we are handicapped and oppressed by our own weakness. m For
all creatures, as if by public attestation [witness to and] proclaim the
glory of their Creator. "Lift not your eyes to riches that you cannot
have," says Solomon in Proverbs, "for they will take wings like the
eagle and fly off into the sky." ••• As Augustine observes in his book
On Order, "Our best knowledge of God is [of a] negative [nature]." 000 ILa person who is ignorant of natures and morals and
reasons,"Ol and who is a puppet of his passions, and an addict to perfSliable things, or who perhaps lives chastely although he is ignorant
'oJihe various branches of knowledge, imagines that he can find God
by processes of investigation and argumentative reasoning conducted
by the faculties of his own [unaided] mind, he is doubtless making
the greatest possible of all mistakes:02 Augustine remarks elsewhere:
"What [we realize that] we do not know about God constitutes our
truest wisdom concerning Him." 003 He also says: "No small part of
our knowledge of God consists in knowing what He is not, as it is
absolutely impossible to know what He is." 00'
tU

Liter:ll1y: wc labor under the: infirmity which oppresses us.

- Proverbs, xxiii, 5.
Literally : God is best known ncgativc:l)', namely, by not knowing,
l'amcly, onc who is ignorant of natural, moral , and ration .. l (logical) philosophy.
tol Augustine,
O,d., ii, 16, S 44 (in Migne, P.L . XXXII , 10(5) .
t.oOllgnoranl;a
u"issima
(St. Augustine, S"m ., cxvii, 3. S 5 (in Mignt':.
W)

1101

PL .. XXXVII , 663).
104 Augustine,
Tri"., viii,
XXXIII , 458-459).

2,

S 3; cf. Ep.,

CXX,

3.

S 13

(in Migne. P.L., XUI. 948;
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CHAPTER

41

:0'

[The' limitations of re'ason and the' function
of faith.]·o,

Many things exceed our comprehension: some because of their august dignity, some because of their great number or vast extent, some
because of their mutability and instability. Accordingly, Ecclesiasticus
instructs us as what should be our principal concern, and what is to
our greatest advantage. "Seek not" he says, "things that are beyond
your reach, and do not fret over questions that exceed your comprehension." .07 .Note. how he restrains the rashness of those who,
with irreverent garrulity, discuss the secrets of the Divine Trinity
-and mysteries whose vision is reserved for eternal life.50s While the
impression may be created that knowledge is increased by such a
procedure, devotion is certainly diminished. "Refrain," Ecclesiasticus
warns us, "from being inquisitive about numerous unnecessary things,
and do not be curious about too many of the divine works.... For
consideration of such things has caused the fall of many, and has
enslaved their minds to vanity." .09 The holy writer"o represses the
audacity of those who stick their nose into everything, and want to
account for all things. We know, on the authority of Solomon in
Ecclesiastes, that man cannot fully explain the least object on earth,
much less give a complete account of heavenly and supracelestial
things.5Il The son of Sirac makes clear to what the philosopher
should direct his mental abilities: "Ever bear in mind God's commandments, and you will not be curious about too many of his
works." 512 We know that our knowledge flows ultimately from our
- This chapter, which is omitted in the list of chapters in MSS C, B. and A. although
nllt in their texts, lacks a title:.

WlTitle in brackets supplied b}' the translator.
rc7 Ecclesiasticus. iii, 22.
tu! Reference may be made here to attempts to rationalize the Divine Trinity, such as
tholie of Abdard in his Thrologia ChriJliana (in Migne, P.L.. CLXXVlII. J 113-1330) .
Gal Eccltsiasticus, iii, 1:4 and 26.
:; ,0 Literally : he (hie).
511 Ecclc.siastes. ,·iii. 17.
r·'·f.c(i ni:l:o.ticu 'i. iii.
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senses, which are frequently misled, and that faltering human infirmity is at a loss to know what is expedient. Accordingly, God, in
His mercy, has given us a law, to make evident what is useful, to '
disclose how much we may know about Him, and to indicate how
far we may go in our inquiries concerning Him. This law displays "
the divine power in the creation, the divine wisdom in the orderly
plan, and the divine goodness in the conservation of the world. The
latter [attributes of God] are especially evident in the redemption of
man. This law further clearly discloses God's will, so that everyone
may be certain about what he should do. Since not only man's senses,
but even his reason frequently err, the law of God has made faith
the primary and fundamental prerequisite for understanding of the
truth. Which is appropriately epitomized by Philo· 13 in the Book
of Wisdom: "Those who trust· 14 in the Lord shall understand the
truth, and those who persevere faithfully in love shall rest tranquil
in Him. For God's elect shall enjoy grace and peace." .1.

CHAPTER

42.

How the fact that the world is subject to vanity
is confirmed by visible proofs, and why this
book is now concluded.

But enough of this [discussion]. The present day"16 is more suited to
weeping than to writing. What I see about me convinces me that the
world is subject to vanity. We had hoped for peace, but what has
befallen us? The tempestuous whirlwind which rages at Toulousem
has everywhere stirred up the English and the French. Kings whom
Ma G:rtain ancient writers maintained that the book entitled "The W isdom of Solomon"
was really written by Philo. as Jcrome states in his preface to the books of Solomon; cf.
Augustine, Op. Impu/. c. /u/ianum, iv, 123 (in Mignc, P.L., XLV, 1410) .
.su con/idunl. trust or believe.
Wisdom . iii, 9.
li l l Th is chapter seems, from what it says, to have been wriw:n in October, 1159. Cl.
Poolc, "The Early Correspondence of John of Salisbury," p. to.
1n l In 1159 Henry II endcavored to assert the claims of his wife, Elcanof, to Toulouse.
but was foiled by the intervention of Louis VII. News of the raising of the siege of
T oulouse at the close of September, 1159, probably reached England about. or shortly
after. the middle of October, by which time the Metalogicon was obviously completed.
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we had seen the best of friends, have become each other's implacable
enemies. In addition, the death of our Sovereign Pontiff, Lord
Adrian;18 has further distraught all Christian peoples and nations.
Among these, it has saddened most our own England, his native
country, and it has watered our own soil with the most copious tears.
While Adrian's death has been a cause of poignant grief to all good
men, it has been so to no one more than to myself. OI9 For, despite the
fact that he had his mother;'· together with a half-brother:"l born
of this same mother
I was even closer to his heart than they were.
Indeed, he used to declare, both in public and private, that he loved
me more dearly than [he did 1any other mortal. So great was his esteem for me, that as often as he had the opportunity, he took pleasure
in revealing to me his inmost conscience.'" Even after he became
Roman Pontiff, it was his delight to have me eat with him at his
very own table, where, against my protestations, he willed and
ordered that we use together a common cup and plate. It was in
acquiescence to my petitions that Adrian granted and entrusted
Ireland to the illustrious king of the English, Henry II, to be possessed by him and his heirs, as the papal letters still give evidence,,2<
This was by virtue of the fact that all islands are said to belong to the
Roman Church, by an ancient right, based on the Donation of Constantine, who established and conceded this privilege.... By me
[Pope 1 Adrian dispatched a golden ring, set with a magnificent
emerald, whereby he invested [our 1Henry II with the authority to

:22

1118 Pope Adrian IV died August 3 I. I 159.
aUCf. Horace, Carm., i. :14. 9. quoted in Priscian's I"SI" vii, 18 (Kcil, C.L.. 11.3°2) .
&10 Concerning Adrian's mother, cf. John of Salisbury's Ep. cxxxiv (in Migne. P.L.,
CXCIC. 114).
ut Concerning Adrian's brother Ranulfus (Ranulph), sec: Edward Seou, "Nicholas Breake·
slXare,"
No. 3453 (Dec., J893), 915-916 .
&21 Concerning Adrian's youth. cf. R. L. Poole, "The Early Lives of Robert Pullcn and
Nicholas Breakespeare," in EISa)'!
to T . F. Tout, pp. 64 if.
1123 His conscience, in the
eitha of his moral conscience. or of his inmost thoughts.
IiSf, Concerning this passage and the corresponding papal bull uudabilitur, cf. H. W. C.
Davis, England undtT
Normans and
App. vi, pp. 531-532.
a:w In the: Donation that Constantine was supposed to have made to Pope Silvester I, we
do not read anything about all islands belonging to the Roman Church. Pope Urban 11.
however. wrote: in 1091 to Bishop Daimbcrtus of Pisa : "Just as all islands are: possessed
according to the statutes of public law, it is also certain that they were made the
property of blessed Peter and his Vicars by the liberality and sp«ial concession of the
devout emperor Constantine . . . " (in Migne, P.L., CLI, 350, 351). Ct. Dollinger,

Pabst/ab"" du A/il"Ia/'ffI (.d. 1863), pp. 6,-,06, esp., pp. 78-80.
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rule Ireland. m It was [subsequently] ordered that this ring be kept
in the public treasury, where it is still to be found. An attempt to
render an account of all of Adrian's virtues would result in a book
of great volume. Yet Adrian's death is not all. The worst catastrophe
which perturbs all minds is the schism in the Church,"" which broke
out, in punishment for our sins, as soon as our great father was withdrawn. Satan, who has lusted to lay hold of the Church that he might
sift her like grain,m is [now] sowing bitterness and scandal on every
side by means of his tool, that perfidious second Judas. Do9 Wars have
broken out that are worse than civil,D80 for they are sacerdotal and
fraternal. "Now the world is judged,"!IlIl and it is to be feared lest,
in his fall, the ambitious traitor will drag down with him some of
the stars. D3 ' "Woe to him by whom this scandal cometh!" Certainly
"it would have been better for him had he not been born!" D3S The
aforesaid are causes of public sorrow. At the same time, another grievous affliction has struck closer to home, and is just as distressing to me
as [is] any of the others. For my father and lord, who is yours also,Ds4
Theobald, the venerable Archbishop of Canterbury, is gravely ill, so
much so that it is doubtful what can be hoped, or what should be
feared. DsD Since he is no longer capable of administering his office
as of yore, Theobald has committed to me this weighty responsibility.m Upon my shoulders he has set the [well nigh 1insupportable
burden of supervising all [his 1ecclesiastical affairs. Accordingly, for
many reasons, "my spirit within me is rent with anguish." m Nor
can I adequately describe the torments of my crucifixion. In the
.. About September 30, 1155.
N7 Conct:rning the schism after Pope Adrian's death. cf. John's Epp. lix. in his own
name, and xliv, xlviii, lxx, in the name of Archbishop Thcobald (in Migne, P.L.,
CXCIX, 38-43, and 27-28, 30-31, 50).
"Sce Luke. xxii. 31; cf. John', Ep. Ixv (in Migne. PL.. CXCIX, 50) .
- John evidently refers to Octavian "Victor IV," the antipope set up by Emperor
Fredcrick I in opposition to Alexander Ill.
am bdla plusquam dui/ia; cf. Lucan, Pllars" i. t .
I&l Cf. John, xii, 31 .
- Cf. Apocalypse, xii, 4. Rdcrc:ncc is evidently made here to the German pan of the
Church, which upheld Victor.
11&1 Cf. Matthew. xviii. 7. and xxvi. 24 •
.... John is here speaking to Thomas Becket.
MI5 Thcobald had apparently weakened both mentally and physically .
..,. prouinciam, may refer either to Theobald's ecclesiastical province or to his duties as
archbishop of the same. 1 have preferred the laner interpretatioD.
UT Psalms. (xlii, 4.

BOOK IV
midst of all these ttibulations, there still remains one resource. This
is to pray to the God-man, the Son of the undefiled Virgin, Who
is [c:ven] now, as it were, sleeping in the boat. All that is necessary is that He be awakened by the prayers of the faithful. He will
then calm tt.e raging storm which threatens His Church with shipwreck: 38 And He will mercifully deliver my Lord [Theobald] from
all mental and physical infirmity, m far as He foresees this to be
expedient for Himself and us. May He, through Whom kings reign
and princes rule,m set over the universal Churci:l a pastor who is
worthy and acceptable to Himself. May He also defend our kings
and princes from all adversity, and bring about that they watch over,
and preserve in safety, for the honor and glory of His name, the flock
entrusted to their care. Meanwhile, I piously beseech my reader and
audience to intercede for me, a vain and miserable wretch, with the
Virgin's Son, Who is "the way, the ttuth, and the life." MO Let them
pray that, dispelling the darkness of [my] ignorance, and uprooting
[my] love of empty vanity, He [Christ] may enlighten me with His
knowledge, and make me a zealous investigator, lover, and observer
of the ttuth.
END OF BOOK FOUR
... Cf. Mark. iv. 36 If.
a.w Cf. Proverb5. viii, J 5 and 16.
!WO John, xiv, 6.
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70. 71. 113. lIS. 151-152, .67, 259
Bernard of Clairvaux, St., xvii. l3 nn . 77, 8J
Bocthius, xxiv, 9 n . 2, 24 D. 89, 29 aDd DD.
110, 114, 32 n. 128,39 and D. 170, 40 D.
174,75 nn. 17,18, 76, 79 n. 37, 101 and
n. 203, 105 Dn. 225,
106 n. 229. 110,
IU n. 270. 113-1I5 passim and nn. 275.
278.
290, no and n. 340. 13(r131
and nn. 399, 40J, 139. 140-141 and nn .
466, 469, 470, 147 and nn. fi, 4', 41,
44, 45, 15()-163 nn. 65-169 passim, 154
and n . 102 , 156 and nn. 112, 117, 162•
166 n. 184, 171 n. 221, 176 nn . 258, 261,
177 and nn . 267, 269, 271, 182 and D.
32, 184 n. 331, 185 D. 338, 191 n. fi4,
l07 n. 24, l08, 214 n. 78, 235 and n.
249, 236 Dn. 252-256, 243. 245 n. ]17.
258 n. 426, 259 and no. 430, 432, 261 D .
443; Arithm('lic, 259;
on

Porphyry (Commentar;a and Dialog(), 76,
156; Divisions, 187i Topics, 101 and n.
203.1 73 n. 230, 176 n. 261, 19l n. 400;
On
Trinity, 131 , 154, 259
Bologna, 97
Burgundio the Pisan, ll3 and n. 72
Caesar, Gaius Julius, 45 and n . 202, 60-61;
On AmJogy, 45, 60
Carefulness, 229
Cassiodorus, xxiv, 37 n. 151 , 57 and n. 278,
226 D . 175,' The Soul. 226
Categories, 43-44 , 15(r165 passim, 174.
249. S(( also Predicaments
Ca/('goriu. Su Aristotle
Catullus, xxiii, 71
Chalcidius, xxiii, 29 and n. 111, 217 and
nn . 97, 100, 219 nn. 116, 120, 220 DD.
123.125, :122-223 and nn. 131, 144. :3:25
D . 162, 227 nn. 179, 182, 229 D . 199.
230 nn. 20j-:l1l passim , 244 nD. 31r>JI3, 259 nn. 428, 4]6
Charues, xvi
Cicero, Marcus Tullius, xxiii, 25 D. 91. 26
n. 95, 28 n. 105, 30 and n. 116, 34 D .
14',35 and n. 144,47 n. 214, 81 D. 55,
83 D. 71, 93 DD. 139. 141, 10:1 D. 205,
105 n. 226, 120 n. 343, 137 n. 455, 168
D . 195, 171 n. 219, 181, 190 n. 379, 193
D. 404, 218 n. 106, 222 n. 144, 247 n.
JJ5, 251 nn. ]6J, ]65, ]66, 270 n. 491.
on eloquence, 27 and n. 102. 30; ltudy,
35 and n. 144; figure. of speech, 54 lDd
n. 258; Dotations, 59 and DD. 290, 291;
grammar, 60; truth, 74 and DD. 11, 13;
condemns uscleu words, 91-92 j on proba.

INDEX
bility, 106 and nn. 2]0, 211,' praises
logic, 110; on loquacity, I J I; notions,
113 and nn. 274, 277: man, 149; soul.
180 and n. 291, 234; definitions, 181, 182;
prudence. 221-2:12 and n. 1]6. 138;
thought, 233; reason, 233-234 and nn.
232, 235, 238;
180;
On Otficu, 74; Rlutorkal Quutions, 59.
193 n. 404,' Tu/rn/an DilpUlalionl, 106,
232-234 and nn. 210-238; Topics. 187;
Pscudo·Ciccro, Ad
39 n. 164,
59 n. 291, 92 n. 128
Cistercians, 24
Claudianus Mamcrtus, xxiv, 234 and n. 241,
266 n. 474
Ciuniacs, 24
Commonplace's, 176, 186-187. Su tUI0
Topics
Comprehension, 34
Conditional reasoning. Su Hypothetical
reasoning
Consonants. 39 ••p
Contingency, 168-170
Contradictorics, 99. J 09
I Corinthians, 4 n. 6, 63 n. jlO, 64 n. 320,
81 n.
181 n.
184 n.
262 n.
449
11 Corinthians, 83 n. 70, 180 nn.
295.
214 n. 77. 218 n. 104.262 D. 449
Coriscus, 144
Cornificius, xx, 5, 12:-13. 19. 203: malicious
wrangler. 9: fex of eloquence, 10-14, 2426: described, 12:-13; education of, 13-16:
followers, 13, 17-23 ptUsim; teaching. 1314; criticism of learning and scholars, 2224: arguments, 24-25; on philosophy, 25:
quotes Scneca.,
attacks logic, 73, 241,
242; "clown of philosophers," 241. Set
also Cornificians
Cornificians, 13. 17-24 ptUsim; on eloquence,
26,28,31; manner of teaching logic, 3132, 73. Su also Cornificius
Corpus luris Civilis. Su Justinian
Courtiers and their ways, 3-5. 19
Custom, 49
Declination, 68
Deduction, 211
Definition, 82, 85. 86, 181-186 passim
Demonstration, 79. 80, 84, 105, 106, 212:21 5
Description, 185
Detraction, 3
Deuteronomy, 151 D.
diacrisis. 66
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Dialectic, 46, 80-JI I passim; explained, 46,
80-81, 104-105. 190-191; logic includes,
79; Aristotle master of, 80, log. 173-174;
and other srudies, 93-95 passim, lOO, 101;
study of. 95. 97; limited eflicacy of. by
itself, JOO-IOI; subject matter of. 101102, 153, Igl: sptt'Ch and, 102: in
gisms, 102. 192; instrument of. 102: function and utility of. 102, 153, 192, 241242; principles, 106: and probabilities,
106-107: propositions of. 107: problems
of, 108, 109, 173-174; Topics on, 190191: and rhetoric, 190-191: practice of,
190-201, 242-243; Augustine on, 242243. Su al,O Logic
Diction, 68-70
Diligence. 24
Dionysius the Areopagitc, xxiv, 133 and D.
420
Disputation, 14-16, 35, 80, 9o--g3, 177-178,
190-201
Divination, 33
Divine learning, 97, 99
Divine mind (plan, will), 29, 39, 260, 262.
also God
Donation of Constantine, 274 and n.
Donatus, xxi n. 37, 11 n. 13,36 n. 149, 37
n. 151, 42 n. 180, 52 nn.
240, 53 nn.
241,243.244. 245,
248. 250, 51 and
n. 274. 59 n. :z86
Drogo of Troyes, 240 and n. 260
Ecclcsiastcs, 17 n. 36.227 n. 185,258 and n .
421, 261 D. 444, 269 n. 489, 272
Ecclesiasticus, 22 n. 74. 230 n.
231 D.
217. 237 n. 266. 246 n. ]28. 264 and n.
464. 272 and nn. 507. 509. 5"
Eloquence: Cornificius and Cornificians opposc, 10-14. 24-26, 28, 31; dcfense and
praise of, 10-11, 26-27; training in, 2425,28-31; and grammar, 70, 73: and
dom. 93: rules for, in Topics, 190; and
Sophistical
240-241; and philology, 246
Ernpcdocles (Heraclitu.). '95 and n. 42]
Emptiness, l51
EmhymemC$, 21 I
Epicurus. 76, 251, 259
Equivocal terms. See Words
Error, 224. 252, 256, 266, 267.
II1so
Falsehood
Eternity. 260-261
Ethics. 67. 76. 77. 79 •• 03. ,08. '78
Eudcmus, IlO, 208
Evangelists, 51

INDEX
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Exercise (mental), 34, 36. 68, 103. :zoo
Exemplars and examples, Ill, 135, 136
Existence and non-existence, 99. 122, 257
Experimental proof, :l15. 222

Faculties. 217-218
Faith, 47. 223, 253. 273
FalschoOO, 194-196 pau;m , 257. 261-262,
267-268.
also Error

Fathers of Church. 57,
265
Fear. 231

231,

Figures of speech, 47-58. Su
figures
Flavius, Nisius (Altius), 91

234. 260, 264.

111/0

particular

Fluency. 91--93
Form(s), 119. 1l0, 129. J30-135 passim,
140, 147. 159. 161, 259. Su also Matter
Fortitude, 74
Galen, 18; Tuhne, 125-126 and n. 370
Gcllius. See Agdlius
Genera and species: meaning of, SI, 85-86,
In, lJ3-Jl4 . 116. llD, I1.2 , 132, 133.
139. J46-149; Aristotle's opinion on, 118145 passim, 148-149; categories of, 160;
Abclard's opinion on, 146; Topics on, 179180. Su also Universals
Genesis, 23 n. 79. 131 n. 407 , 132 nn. 411.
411.415. 134 n. 424. 174 n. 241
Geotfrey of Monmouth, 95 n. 151
Geometry, 2 I 2
Gilbert de la Porrc:e (Gilbert of Poitiers),
xvii. xxiv, 21, 99 and nn . 190, 191 , lI5
and nn. 299. 300 , 144. 259 n . 429
God, 82-83. 127, 129-133 passim , 145, 225226, 227. 228- 229. 244. 246, 259, 262,
263 If., 271 el passim
Grace. 9. 10, 65. 157. 232
Grammar, xxii. 16, 37-73, 86, 241-242;
meaning and function, 37-38, 52, 60-62,
80-81; name, 37-38; and philosophy, 37,
61--62j wisdom and, 38j rules of, 39-50,
52--61 passim, imitates nature, 38-39. 5152; poetry and, 51-52, 67; figures of
speech, 54; writers on, 57; questions of,
58-60; and metrical feet, 58; punctuations,
58; and scientific knowledge, 65; lecturing
on, 66; Bernard of Chartres' teaching of,
67-71 passim; value of, 72-73; Quintilian
on, 72; John's study of, 97
Grammarians, 39 el passim. 46. 49. 50, 5354. 57. 58 If.• 60. 66. 82

"Greek interpreter," 44, 172
Gregory the Great, Pope and Saint, xxiiixxiv, 154 and n. 96
Happiness, 10, 75
Hardewin the German, 97
Health. 27
Hebrews, 223 n . 148
Helias, Peter, 98
Henry I, 95
Henry 11. xvii, xviii. 274-275
Heraclitus, 114 n. 292. Su also Empcdocles
Hescelin. 198
Hilary of Poiticrs, xxiii, 56-57 and n. 270,
140 n. 465. 152 n. 86. 254 and n. ]88
Hippocrates, xxiii, 18 and n. 45
Hislorid Ponlipcmis (of John of Salisbury),
xix
Homer, 63. 193
Horace, xxiii, 6 n. 24, 14 n . 22. 19 n. 51,
20 n. 56, 27 n. 100. 30 n. 124. 49 n. 221.
, I DD. 2]0. 2]2. 2]]. 63 and n. ]1]. 66
n. ]]4. 69 n. ]57. 84 nn. 75. 76. 90 n.
112.92 nn. J:l9. 134. lI8 n. 317. 131 D.
406, 164 n. 170, 165 n. 178. 168 D . 202,
170 n. ;1/8, 193 n. 405, 247 n. 339, 274

n·5 1 9
Hugh of St. Victor, xxiv , 23, 34 n. 143. 64
n. ]16. 73 n. ]. 77 n. 24. 78 n. ]1. 223
and n. 150
Hypothesis, 101, :uo
Hypothetical reasoning, 235-236
Ideas, 113-115, 140,232,250-251,259-260.
S« mso Genera and species; Universals
Identity and diversity, 185-186
Imagination, 216-220, 222, 252
Immortality, 183-184
Indifference (liberality or impartiality in
interpretation), 155, 163, 172. Su also
Liberality and learning
Induction, 174, 193, 199, 2It, 215
Inferences, 86, 187-188, 209
Intelligibles. 258
Aristotle:
Invention, 81, 187, 204, :lIS
Ireland, 274-275
Isidore of Seville, xxiv, 34 and n . 143, 37
nn. 151 , 155. 157.38 n. 161, .42 D. 180,
52 nD. :234, 235. 238. 240, 53 Dn. 241,
:243.248,251,252.54 and n. 257. 56 n.
267. 57 and n. 277. 58 n. 28 •• 59 n. 296.
71 n. ]76. 77 and n. 27. 81 and n. 50. 96
n. 162, 151 and D. 73, 155 D. 107, 160
and n. 144, 161 and n. 152, 165 and D.

INDEX
18,. 180 n. ,88. 186-187 and
:118 n. 103, 231 nn.

D.

J.a.

Jamcs, 17 n. 37. 92 n. 132
Jeremiah. 17 n. 39. 157 n. 129
Jerome. St., xxiii. 62 n . 305. 71 n. ]68, 88 n .
102,139 n. 460,149 and n. 57. ]58 and n.

'34. 168 D. 196. 254 n. 390
Job, 105 n. 227
John. 23 n. 76. 75 n. 19. 88 n. 99. 129 D.
39:2, 230 n. 207.268 n. 480. 275 n. 531,
276 n. 540
John of Salisbury: early life, xvi; studies,
xvi-xvii. 24, 95-100; ordained, xvii: at
Papal Court, X\'ii. 142; recalled to England , xvii; as Secretary to Archbishop of
Canterbury, xvii-xviii, 3-5. 142,203.275276; Bishop of Chartres, xviii ; style, xxiv,
xxv; historical position, xxv; as teacher,
98-99; envoy, 142, 274-275i "Academician," 145 : EntluticlIs, 78 n. 34.
xviii-xix, 5 n. 19. Hisloria Ponrificalis,
xix. Life 0/ SI. Ansam , xviii. xix; MNa·
logicon (composition of), xvi, xviii, xix.
3-6, 141-145; Policraticus, xvi and n. 3.
xviii, xxv, 4 n. 4. 6 nn. 26. 28. 19. 33 and
n. 1.16. 103 n . 207. IU n. 268, 193 n.
408. 251 n. 369
Joscdin, Bishop of Soissons, 115 and n. )04,
116
Judgment, 83, 104, 120
Justice, 74
Justinian, Corpus Juris Civilis, xxiv, 11 n.
68. 171 n. 116. 49 n . 222. 199 n. 455
Juvenal , xxiii. 30 n. 120, 86 n . 86, 8, n. 89.
97 n. 171
Knowledge: scientific. 34. 64-65. 103 ff., 107.
108. 127, 153. 157. 163. 168, 206. 215.
222, 231, 23.1. 233, 250; infinite, 127.
Su also Science
Languor, 34, 39. 4 r, 43
Law, 10; civil and canon, 73. 87, 135. 182
Learning, 64, 65, 70-71, 122-113, 129, 244251 , 268- 273 . Su also Knowledge; Philos·
ophy; Science; and special branches of
Lccruring.
146
Letters and lettered. 38, 45. 61, 70-71, 156,
168
Liberality and learning, 122-123
Logic, xvi, xxii-xxiii, 5-6, 31-33. 73-245;
Cornificius' claim regarding, 9: Corni·
ficians attack, 16, 31-32. 73, 241, 242;
meaning and function, 32. 37, 73-74, 79,
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100-101, 103, 241-142, 149; first of
liberal arts. 37; and grammar, 37. 67; and

philosophy. 74, 78-82. 84; and truth, 74;
power of. 74 ; origin. 76, 77, 101; Aris·
totle founder and master of, 77. 170, 204,
:143-:144 ; Plato completes, 77. 79 ; name,
79: demonstrative, 79 , 82-84. 104. 212215.235: content and subdi\·isions, 79-84.
157, :150; probable. 79. 82. 84. 103-107;
includes invention and judgment, 81 . 82,
84. 88; prerogatives. 82: kinds of, 82;
definitive, 86; teaching of, 84-95, 111118, 140-141, 164-170; John 's study of,
95-100; association with other studies,
100-101,244-245; problems of, 103. 104,
J09; methods , 103; authorities on, 109I I I; introductory study of, t t 2; instruments of, 171 ff., 199; Topicl on, 171-172,
199; Ana/ylics on. 171, 215; Sophistical
and. 17'; sophistical. 236-239;
Augu stine on, 241-242. 249
Logicians and their teaching. 46, 74, 80-95,
1Og-118, 1.40-'41 , LP. 164-170, 20620 7
Loquacit)·, excessive, 88-<)3. 94. 111-112,
141,206- 207.245-246. Su also Fluency;
Logicians
Louis VII, xviii
Lucan, xxiii, 67, 193. 205 n. 19. 269 and n.
492. 275 n. 530
Luke. 10 n. 7. 14 n. 20. 104 n. 214. 148 n.
47. 269 n. 488. 275 n. 528
Macrobius, xxiii, 16 n. 32. 37 n . 157
Man. concept of, 9-10, '4, llD , 122, 125.
128, 133, 134.136,137.149, 180
manrriu, 116
Mark, 104 n. 217, 276 n. 538
Martial, xxiii. 4 n. 13. 6 and n. 22, 16 n.
JO

Martianus Capclla, xxiii , 11 n. 12, 61 and n.
303.66 n. 335. 71 nn. 375. 379. 77 D . 24.
78 n. 35. 94 n. 146. 144-145 and n. 24,
224 n. 159. 229 n. 202. 241 and n. 299.
246 and nn. )24, )32, 248 and nn. 341,
343. 255 and n. 394, 262-263 and nn.
451. 454:
0/
and Philology, 61, 192 and n. 3C)lJ, 214 n.
159, 24 J, 248, 250 and n. 357. :125 and n.
J94. 262- 263

Mathematics. 67, 105, 131, 159-160, 212,

216
Matter, 119, 120, 129-131. 159, 264. Su
also Form (s)
Manhcw, 11 n.9. 14 n. 19. 17 n. 41, 23 n.
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Matthew (CO.'.)
84. 65 n. J26. 69 n. J57. 104 n. "4.
117 n. 306 , 157 n. /27.257 n. 419. 275
n·53J
133-134
Medicine, J8 , 87. 125-126. 261
Meditation, 6.;. 65
Memory and memorizing, 34-35. 64. 69.
115. 217. 218

Mercury

(eloquence). 79. 94. 245-246.
also Martianus Capel1a
Mdalogicon, xvi, xviii; history of, xix-xxi;
occasion and purpose, xix, xxi. 3-6, 142145. 201-202, 203-204; addressed to
&cket, xix; manuscript codices, xix-xx;
Latin editions, XX i extracts from , xxi;
analysis of, xxi If.; name of, xxi, 5;
sources, xxiii-xxiv; diction and style, xxiv,
xxvi; historical position, xxv-xxvii, partly
translated and quoted. xxvi
Metaplasms. 53. 54. 55. 59, 66
Metaphors, 56, 68, 182
Meter. 58, 66
Mctonomy, 56
Middle term, 18,
Military science, 8,
Modes and modals, 166, 208-209. 235-236,
254, 263. 265
Mont Stc.
95-96, 100
17-18
Moral philosophy. Su Ethics; Philosophy
Mortality, J83-184
Moutier de la
Abbey of, xvii
Mythographi
xxiv, 246 n. 326

35, 39-40, 41 , 47, 48, 50, 121, 126,
128

forms," 115, 119
Natural ability, 34-35. 36, 199-200
Natural philosophy. Su Philosophy; Physics
and man, 9;
18-19 ;
and c:loquence, 24, 28-29; "genitive" force,
28-29; definitions, 29; created, 29; cultivated , 29-31, 33 . 35; and arts, 33-35
pllssim, 38-39; grammar and, 39, 51;
boumiful, 47, 162 ; poetry and, 51 if.;
B()(thius
130
Nemesius the Bishop, xxiv. See also

nonphys;con
Nominalists. 96
Notations, 59
Notions, 113
Nouns, 40, 41-43 passim, 44, 47, 68, 125.
128
Number, 132

Obedience, 3. 231-232
Opinion, 83, 116, 220-223, 254 , 261
Organon. Su Aristotle.
Orthography. 52
Ovid (Naso) , 3 n. 1, 14 n. 23, 16 n. 30,
52 n . 2]6, 85 n. 77, III n. 262, 140 n .
464, 181, 185 n. 334, 218 and D . 108
Palladius, xxiii, 199 and n. 453
Papacy. 274-275, 276. Su also Apostolic
Sce
Paris, xvi
11 Paralipomenon, 74 n. 12
Parmenides, the Egyptian, 76-77
or
Su Aristotle, On
Peripatetic school: on truth and falsity, 76,
157, 204. 261-262; Aristotle "Prince of,"
77, 140; developed science of argumentative reasoning, 78. 204; on man, 180;
nature and
204, 251, 268, 269;
demonstration, 213; sophistry, 238 ; on
providence, 251. Su also Abelard
Peripatetic of Pallet. Su Abdard
Persius, xxii. 3 n. 2, :z:z n. 71, 64 n. 322,
207 n. 26, 4 nn. 9, 10, 15 n. 28, 16 on.
JO. J5. 19 nn. 49. 5J
Perversity, 195-196
I Peter, 17 n. 37
•
Peter Hdias. Su Hdias, Peter
Phi 1o, 273
Philippians, 65 n. 323. 230 D. 210
Philology, 1', 79, 94. 224, 229-230, 245258. 262, 266
Philosophy : eloquence and, 25; and grammar, 37, 60-62, 63; aids to philosophical
inquiry, 64; three fields, 67, 76-77, 86.
lOO, 103, 108; Plato completes, 77; logic
and, 78, 82-84; function and utility, 84,
216, 224, 266; serious study of, 94 ; true,
268-271
PhYJicon of
234 and n. 244
Physics (physical or natural philosophy), 67,
76, 77, 103, 108, 178. Su mso Philosophy
Plato, xxiii, 113, 119, 122, 136, 137-138,
190 n. 375, 225 nn . 161 , 162, 228 n.
190, 249 n. 349, 250 n . .160; on divine
will, 29 •• 81; completes philosophy, 77 ;
and logic, 77, 79; and Aristotle, 115, Jl8;
man in, 121; on univcrsals, 134, 140, 141;
doctrine of ideas, 140, 250 and D. ]60,
259 and n. 428; on mortality, 183 ; im·
agination, 219. 230; reason , 226-227, 229,
230; understanding, 230 and n. 306: intdligibles, 258, 259 and 0. 428; existence,

INDEX
259;
(The Slau). :219.226-228,
230; TimMul, 229 and n. 190. 230 and n.
197. 259
Platonists, 29. 134. 135.259,261,262

Plautus. Pseudo·. xxiii, 236 n. 257
Pleasure, 108
Pliny, xxiii, 145 and n. 26, 188 n. ]6/
Poeuy and poets, 51-52, 52-68 pau;m,' and
grammar, 51-52, 60, 67. 68; and philosophy. 63; purpose. 92
Political science, 46
Porphyry, xxiii, 16, 110-111 and n. 161,
J18, 146-150 passim and nn. Jo.]6. 41,
49. 179 and n. 282, 180; (sagoge, I l l ,
146. 149
Position. Su Thesis
Predicaments, 138-139. 149. 151-164 pasn'm,
166, 173. Su MSO Categories
Premonstratcnsians, 24
Prepositions, 53
Priority, 136, 163
Priseian, 44 n. 195. 45 n. 201, 48 n. 217.
57 and n. 276. 68 n. 354. 121 n. 348.
126 n. 381 . 128 n. 386. 135 n. 438. 176
n. 258, 256 n. 405.274 n. j/9
Probability (probable reasoning, principles.
and conclusions), 79, 83. 84-107, 109,
171, 188, 201, 210-211. :138-239. Su
also Dial«tic
Problems, 173-174, 179
Pronoun, 43. 128
Pronunciation, 61
Property, 180-1ar
Propositions, 39-50,165-170,173. 176,207209: categorical, 43, :107: dialectical (probable), 107-109. 207: modal. 166; Augustine's three considerations in. 175; syllogisms and, 207-208
Proverbs, 10 n. 5. 57 D. 271. 75 D. 14. 92 n.
130, 200 nD. 46]. 464. 271 n. 499, 276
n·539
Providence
22:1. :151
Psalms. 64 nn. 319. 320. 68 D. 35J. 208 D.
]6. 23 1 D. 217. 243 n. 308. 263 n. 457.
265 D. 470. 267 n. 478. 269 D. 486. '75
n·537
Prudence. 74-75, 78-79, :1:11-:1:1:1. :1:14. :1:19,
:146, :147
Publilius Syrus. xxiii. 176 n. 264
Punctuations. 58-59
Pythagoras and Pythagoreans, 77. 85. 181,
201,247
Quadrivium. xvii. 16, 20. 36,67. 97
Questioner. 190-198. Su also Disputation

Quintilian, xxiii, 5 n. 15. 44 and n. 196,
72 nn. 380. 381. 46 n. 204, 47 D. 2/4.
50 n. 223, 56 n. 269. 57 and nn. 27]. 280.
60 nn. 293. 295. 296. 61 nn. 298. 300.
]02. 63. 69 nn. 355. 356. ]60. 8, n.
51,91 nn. 119, 12:1.,93 n. 142. 190 nn.
380. 381. J 99 n. 458. 206 n. 2:1., 243-244
nn. 315. jl8, 249 n. 350; praises grammar, 61 and nn. j81-]82. 72; condemns
Senec.a. 62-63 and Dn. 306. 308. J13; OD
teaching grammar. 65-66 and nn. 128,
130; quoted on Aristotle, 77 and n. 29:
on dialectic. 8. and n. 51: a story conccming Timothy the music-teacher, 89-90
and nn. 106-109. 11/,' On llu EducaJion
0/ an Orator, 72:
Training,
8,
Rational philosophy. Su Logic; Philosophy
Reading. 64. 65-66. 69
Reason, 9. 16, 224-230, 248-254, 256; nature and, 9-11 passim, 82-83; and arts,
33-37 passim: mdhodon, 33: logic and,
82-83; and truth. 76. 224. 249. 253. 266268: Aristotle on, 176, 235 and n. 248,' a
spiritual force. 225. 250, 252; Cassiodorus
on, 2:16: Plato on, 226-227: Hebraic conccpt of, 227-228; Scncca on, :128; function of. 228 tt.• 242. 266; imagination,
:129; ideas and, 232; Augustine on, 249.
252-253; limitations of, 253-254. 256.
272-273.
also Dialectic; Logic
Reasoning. 76. 7a, 176-179. 187-18a, 190201, 204, 207-211, 214-215. 235-236,
239. 249. Su also Dialectic; Disputation;
Reason;
R(gimen sanillllis SaI(Tnitlznum J 8 n. 46
Remigius of Auxerre, xxiv, 80 and D. 48
Rhetoric. 16, 67, 79, 97""'98, 102. 191. 206
Richard I'EvCquc, xvii, 71 and n. 370, 97
and n. 174
Robert of Melun, xvi, 96-97 and n. J 58,
24 0
Robert Pullen, xvii. 23. 99
Romans, 10 n. 8, 86 n. 83. 109 n. 245,
n. 225. 263 n. 457 •• 69 D. 490
Romulus,71
Roscdin, J 12
Rudolf of Laon, 22
Saints. 255
Sal(1'nilanum
sllnillllis, xxiv
Salemo. J 7-1 8
Salisbury (Sarum). xvi
Scaurus Rufus, 30
Schemata, 53. 54, 55, 56, 59, 66

INDEX
Scholarship, 4
Science, 214-215, 222-223. 233. Su also
Scriptures, Sacred. xxiv, 180. 208. Su also
various Books of
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